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SECRETARY OF UBOR, 

MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 

ADMINISTRATION (MSllA) 

V. 

PEABODY COAL COMPANY 

Docket Nos. KKNT 80-318-R 

KENT 81-32 

DECISION 

The narrow issue in this case Is whether an authorized represent; 

of the Secretary of Labor, employed as a "special investigator", need; 

obtain a searcli warrant in order to require the mine operator to prodi 

certain accident and illness reports required to be kept by the Feder.' 

Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. § 801 et seq. (1976 & Si 

V 1981), and its Implementing regulations. The Commission aclrninistrai 

law judge held that a search warrant was not required, A FlISHRC AA7 

(March 1982)(ALJ). For the reasons set forth below, we agree. 

The issue in this case arose in a factual context uncontesced hy 

parties. TTiere was no hearing; the case was decided on the basis of j 

stipulations and copies of exhibits tiiat the parties submitted to the 

One of the exhibits is the affidavit of Byron Culbertson, a Peabody Cc 

Company employee, stating that he was injured on May 9, 1977 "while t: 

and crosscolaring [sic] a rock fall that liad been cleared in the main 

area." According to the affidavit, Culbertson informed his face boss 

afternoon of the injury, and an accident report was later completed bj 

assistant mine foreman. Id. 

Peabody submitted a standard-form "Coal Accident, Injury, and III 

Report" (SF 7000-1) concerning the rock fall to MSHA. Covt. Ex, 2. 

parties stipulated that this report states that no Injury occurred. ( 

July 29, 1980, a United Mine Workers of America ("LJ^^’JA") official flit 

The rock fall occurred while tlie Federal Coal ^Une Flealth and Saf 

of 1969, 30 U.S.C. § 801 seq. (1976) was in effect. The 1969 Coal 

enforced by tlie Department of Interior's Mining Enforcement and Safety 

Administration (MESA). VJith enactment of the 1977 Mine Act, MESA*s er 

functions v-zere transferred to the Department of Labor's Mine Safety ar 



7000-1, at Peabody Goal Company's Ken Mine of a 

rock fail accident on 5/9/77. 

Byron Culbertson was injured in this accident. 

The attached copy of 7000-1 Form does not reflect 

that there was an injury. Therefore, I am requesting 

an immediate inspection (or Investigation) under 

103(g) of the Act to determine whether there is a 

violation or not. 

Govt. Ex. 3. ^/ The request apparently included a copy of Peabody's "Coa 

Accident, Injury, and Illness Report," referred to above. MSHA found "no 

record of the injury suggested by the letter of the UMWA official." Stip 

2j Section 103(g) provides: 

Whenever a representative of the miners or a miner in 

the case of a coal or other mine where there is no such rep¬ 

resentative has reasonable grounds to believe that a violation 

of this Act or a mandatory health or safety standard exists, or 

an imminent danger exists, such miner or representative shall 

have a right to obtain an immediate inspection by giving notice 

to the Secretary or his authorized representative of such viola¬ 

tion or danger. Any such notice shall be reduced to writing, 

signed by the representative of the miners or by the miner, and 

a copy shall be provided the operator or his agent no later than 

at the time of inspection, except that the operator or his agent 

shall be notified forthwith if the complaint indicates that an 

imminent danger exists. The name of the person giving such notice 

and the names of individual miners referred to therein shall not 

appear in such copy or notification. Upon receipt of such 

notification, a special inspection shall be made as soon as 
possible to determine if such violation or danger exists in 

accordance with the provisions of this title. If the Secretary 

determines that a violation or danger does not exist, he shall 

notify the miner or representative of the miners in writing of 

such determination, 

30 U.S.C, § 813(g)(1) 

^/ The issue in this proceeding is not whetlier Peabody in fact kept rec 

required by the Mine Act and the regulations, but whether a warrant was 

required before the MSHA official could review such records. There Is no 

dispute between the parties that the records at issue here were required 

records under the Act. 



hat Peabody was required to keep at the mine office. This decision not 

oduce the records in the absence of a search warrant was reaffirmed to 

ideout in a telephone conversation with counsel for Peabody. 

On instructions from counsel for the Secretary, Rideout again demand 

D see the required records pertaining to the rock fall and injury. PeeTb 

nc superintendent repeated the co[npany*s refusal and Rideout proceeded 

5sue a citation and withdrawal order alleging a violation of the Mine Ac 

lich Peabody refused to abate. 

Peabody filed a notice of contest with the Commission challenging th 

tation and order and the proceeding was consolidated with MSHA's propos 

Dr an assessment of a civil penalty. Relying primarily on the Supreme 

Durt's decision in Donovan v. Dewey, 452 U.S. 594 (1981), the Commission 

Jministratlve law judge found that Peabody violated the Mine Act by 

^fusing to produce the requested records. The judge therefore upheld tli 

tation and assessed a $500 civil penalty. We granted Peabody’s petitio 

Dr review and heard oral argument. 

On review Peabody argues that the judge erred in finding "that the 

ispectlon was not of tlie type so random, infrequent or unpredictable tha 

DC appellant, for all practical purposes, had no real expectation that i 

coperty would from time to time be inspected by government officials." 

2abody argues that a search warrant was required for this specific rccor 

jquest because Inspector Rideout was a "special investigator" whose 

Dpearance at the mine in response to a section 103(g) request could not 

ave been predicted. Peabody repeatedly refers to the fact that the offl 

ides of a special investigator include conducting inves tlgatlons tliat, 

Dpropriate circumstances, could lead to the institution of criminal pro- 

sedings by law enforcement officials. In Peabody’s view, a warrant wou 

Dt have been required had the same request been made by a "regular" mine 

ispector. 

We affirm the judge’s conclusion that a searcli warrant was not recui 

1 this case. Peabody has not established that it has a privacy interest 

nese records necessitating the protection of a search warrant. Section 

f. the Mine Act requires operators to maintain accident records and make 

available to the Secretary or his authorized representative." It also p 

lat "[sjuch records shall be open for inspection by Interested persons." 

/ The complete text of section 103(d) reads as follows: 

All accidents, including unintentional roof falls (except 

in any abandoned panels or in areas which are Inaccessible 

or unsafe for Inspections), shall be investigated by the 



reports Cor five years and make them accessible on demand to the Secret 

his authorized representative as well as any interested person. Rased 

statutory and regulatory provisions, we conclude that Peabody had no re 

expectation of privacy In these records. See United States v. Blue Dia 

Company, 667 F.2d 510, 521-22 (6th Cir, 1982)(Wiseman, J., concurring); 

Youghioghenv and Ohio Coal Company v. Morton, 364 F. Supp. 45, 51 n. 5 

Ohio 1973). yr 

The fact that this inspection was conducted by an MSHA "special in 

rather than a "regular" MSHA inspector, is of no consequence. The Mine 

refers only to "authorized representatives" of the Secretary of Labor a 

does not distinguish between "regular" inspectors and "special investlg 

The fact that the Secretary may have established different classes of a 

rlzed representatives Is not relevant in the circumstances of this case 

Both "regular" inspectors and "special investigators" are authorized to 

issue citations and orders when they discover violations of the Act, 

standards, and regulations, and the findings of any authorized represen 

tlve may, if appropriate, he referred to the Department of Justice for 

possible criminal prosecution. Accordingly, Peabody’s potential iiabii 

was in no way heightened by the Secretary's choice of a special invest! 

to conduct the statutorily authorized section 103(g) inspection. 

Peabody stipulated that the special investigator was an authorized 

representative of the Secretary. Peabody violated the Act in refusing 

Fn. _4/ continued 

operator or his agent to determine the cause and the means 

of preventing a recurrence. Records of such accidents 

and Investigations shall be kept and the information shall 

be made available to the Secretary or his authorized repre¬ 

sentative and the appropriate State agency. Such records 

shall be open for inspection by interested persons. Such 

records shall include man-hours worked and shall be reported 

at a frequency determined by the Secretary, but at least 

annually. 

30 U.S.C. § 813(d). 

_5/ Because this case involved only a reque.st for records specificail) 

required by the Act to be maintained, it does not present the sltuatior 

faced in Sowell Coal Company, 1 FMSHRC 864 (July 1979)(ALJ). There the 

inspector sought to personally review accident, injury and illness and 

medical and compensation records at the mine. Those records were con¬ 

tained in individual personnel files which also contained other data nc 

required to be maintained by the Mine Act. I FMSHRC at 865. 

We note that by their very nature section i03(g) requests and the 

required foliow-up Inspections are unpredictable. Furthermore, unless 

otherwise authorized, the Act prohibits j>lvine advance notice of any 
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ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

UNITED MINE WORKERS OF AMERICA 

Dockec Nos. PENN 82~203-R 

PENN 82-204-R 

PENN 82-217 

V. 

CONSOLIDATION COAL COMPANY 

DECISION 

This consolldaced proceeding presents the question of whether 

violations of a mandatory safety standard, cited under section lO^(a) 

the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C, § 81A(a)(Su 

V 1981), may be found to be of a "significant and substantial" nature 

The Commission's Chief Administrative Law Judge concluded chat signi¬ 

ficant and substantial findings could be made in a section lO^(a) 

citation, and concluded that the violations in issue were significant 

and substantial, 4 FMSHRC 2093 (November 1982)(ALJ). We subsequent!' 

granted the petition for discretionary review filed by Consolidation 

Coal Company ("Consol"). _!/ For the reasons stated, we affirm the 

judge's decision. 

During an inspection of Consol's Renton Mine, an underground coa 

mine located near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, Richard Zelka, an inspect^ 

of the Department of Labor's Mine Safety and Health Administration 

("MSHA"), issued two citations for alleged violations of 30 C.F.R. 

§ 75.1100-3, a mandatory safety standard for underground coal mines. ' 

portion of the standard alleged to have been violated states, "All fl: 

fighting equipment shall be maintained in usable and operative condiC; 

The citations were Issued under section 104(a) of Che Mine Act. 2/ 

\J Wc also granted the motion of the United Mine Workers of America 

for leave to intervene on review. 

2j Section 104(a) states in part: 

If, upon inspection or investigation, the Secretary or his 

authorized representative believes that an operator of a coal or 

other mine subject to the Act has violated this Act, or any mandc 

tory health or safety standard, rule, order or regulation promul¬ 

gated pursuant to this Act, he shall, with reasonable promptness 

issue a citation to the operator. Each citation shall be in wrii 

and shall describe with particularity the nature of the violatioi 

including a reference to the provision of the Act, standard, ruli 

regulation, or order alleged Co have been violated. 



WGlding and torching, which are usually carried out on a daily basis. 

One car was In the shop when the Inspector conducted his inspection, an 

he believed that it was scheduled for welding that day. The inspector 

observed coal dust on the car. He also observed oil and grease, as wel 

as wood, on the floor of the shop. V Two miners worked in the shop, 

and both were present during the inspection. 

In subsequently explaining his conclusion that the violation was 

significant and substantial, the Inspector testified that "a fire is 

always likely in car shops like this," and chat when a fire does occur, 

the most important thing is Co extinguish it immediately. Tr. 13. He 

stated that in the event of a fire, "a lot of time" would be wasted 

while Che miners went outside the car shop Co look for an operable 

extinguisher. Id. 

Following his inspection of the car shop. Inspector Zelka proceede 

along the mine's track entry. He observed another discharged fire ex¬ 

tinguisher located on a vehicle (a trackmen^s motor) that was sitting o 

the track. The vehicle was energized in that its trolley pole was 

attached to Che trolley wire. The trackmen who rode in the vehicle had 

left it and were some distance away. Upon being questioned by the 

inspector, they stated that they were required to do Crack repair work 

every day and that this work nornially included the cutting of rails and 

bolts with an acetylene torch. The inspector observed coal along the 

track where the men would be working. The inspector also observed 

grease, coal dust, and oil on the motor, particularly on Che trolley 

pole and in the engine controller area. In addition, he noticed cutting 

torches on the vehicle as well as bottles containing Che gas to be used 

in welding and torching. 

The box on the face of the form is followed by the legend "S AND S 

(SEE REVERSE)." The reverse of the form states: 

Significant and substantial violations. By checking the signi¬ 

ficant and substantial block the inspector has indicated chat base 

upon the particular facts surrounding the violation there exists a 

reasonable likelihood Chat the hazard contributed to will result 1 

an injury or illness of a reasonably serious nature. Checking the 

significant and substantial block also means that the violation ca 

be considered in determining whether a pattern of violations exist 

V The wood was used to prop up the machines while they were being 

repaired. 

A trackmen's motor is an electrically-powcrcd, self-propelled vehic.1 

used to carry Che miners who repair and maintain the mine tracks and 

their equipment and supplies. Electric current reaches the vehicle's 

engine when Its trolley pole is in contact with trolley wires located 

above the track. 



as a general history of trackinen’s motors and similar vehicles catching 

on fire. 

In concluding that significant and substantia.! findings may be in¬ 

cluded in a section lOA(a) citation issued for violation of a mandatory 

safety standard, and that both violations were significant and sub¬ 

stantial, the Commission judge relied on Cement Division, National 

Gypsum Co., 3 FMSHRC 822 (April 1981). In that case, we held that a 

violation of a mandatory safety or health standard significantly and 

substantially contributes to the cause and effect of a mine safety or 

health hazard when "there exists a reasonable likelihood that the hazar 

contributed to will result in an injury or illness of a reasonably 

serious nature." 3 FMSHRC at 825. Although the citations contested in 

National Gypsum were Issued under section lO^(a) of the Mine Act, the 

operator in that case did not renew its challenge on review to the 

validity of making such findings in section lOA(a) citations. Conse¬ 

quently, we did not review the conclusion of the judge below in that 

case that the practice was proper. We resolve the issue now. 

It is clear that section 104(a) does not specifically require or 

prohibit the practice of making significant and substantial allegations 

on a citation issued for an alleged violation of a mandatory hcaltli or 

safety standard. An inspector's significant and substantial findings 

are, however, specifically mentioned as a prerequisite to citing viola¬ 

tions and issuing orders under section 104(d) of the Mine Act, 30 U.S.C 

§ 814(d)(Supp. V 1981), Consol argues that because the phrase 

Section io4(d) provides as follows: 

(1) If, upon any inspection of a coal or other mine, an 

authorized representative of the Secretary finds that there lias 

been a violation of any mandatory health or safety standard, and 

if he also finds that, while the conditions created by such 

violation do not cause Imminent danger, such violation Is of 

such nature as could significantly and substantially contribute to 

the cause and effect of a coal or other mine safety or health 

hazard, and if he finds such violation to be caused by an un¬ 

warrantable failure of such operator to comply with such mandatory 

health or safety standards, he shall include such finding in any 

citation given to the operator under this Act. If, during the sum 

inspection or any subsequent inspection of such mine within 90 day 

after the issuance of such citation, an authorized representative 

of the Secretary finds another violation of any mandatory health o 

safety standard and finds such violation to be also caused by an 



Section 104(a) requires that the citation be in writing and th: 

"describe with particularity the nature of the violation." (Emphasj 

added.) The "nature" of a violation refers to its characteristics i 
properties. Thus, when an inspector describes the nature of a violc 

he may articulate in writing not only the objective conditions that 

result in the violation, but he may also indicate, where appropriate 

his subjective judgment as to its ocher distinguishing characteristJ 

That one of those characteristics may be whether the violation is 

significant and substantial is made clear by section 104(d)(1), whic 

requires the inspector to determine, among other things, whether ch( 

violation "is of such nature as could significantly and substantial; 

contribute to the cause and effect of a ... mine safety or health hi 

(Emphasis added.) Thus, construing sections 104(a) and (d) togethei 

conclude that Che required description of the nature of the violatii 

a mandatory safety or health standard cited under section 104(a) ma; 

include a finding by the inspector that the violation is significant 

substantial. 

This leaves the question of whether the violations in this casi 

were in fact significant and substantial. The judge noted the presi 

of combustible materials in the vicinity of both discharged extingu 

footnote 6 continued 

unwarrantable failure of such operator to so comply, he shall 

forthwith issue an order requiring the operator to cause all p 

in the area affected by such violation, except those persons r 

to in [section 104(c)] to be withdrawn from, and to be prohibi 

from entering, such area until an authorized representative of 

Secretary determines chat such violation has been abated. 

(2) If a withdrawal order with respect to any area in a 

or other mine has been issued pursuant to paragraph (1), a wit 

drawal order shall promptly be Issued by an authorized repress 

of the Secretary who finds upon any subsequent inspection the 

existence in such mine of violations similar to those that res 

in the issuance of the withdrawal order under paragraph (1) un 

such time as an inspection of such mine discloses no similar 

violations. Following an inspection of such mine which disclo 

no similar violations, the provisions of paragraph (1) shall a 

be applicable to that mine. 

30 U.S.C. § 814(d)(emphasis added). 



that "injury of a reasonably serious nature becomes a reasonable llkel 

hood when firefighting equipment such as extinguishers arc not in work 

condition in such an environment." Id. 

During the hearing, Consol souglic to establish the presence of 

other fire extinguishers and of rock dust, which may also be used to 

suppress a fire, in the vicinity of both violations. The judge made n 

finding with respect to the existence of this firefighting equipment a 

material, but concluded that, even assuming their presence, a signifi¬ 

cant and substantial finding would still be appropriate. He accepted 

the testimony of a MSHA accident investigator Gerald Davis, chat in th 

event of a fire, panic often was likely and that it therefore could no 

be assumed that a miner would attempt to obtain a second extinguisher, 

if the nearest one were not operable, or rock dust to fight a fire. 

4 FMSHRC at 2097, ]J 

As noted above, we have held that a violation is significant and 

substantial "if, based upon the particular facts surrounding the viola 

there exists a reasonable likelihood that the hazard contributed to wi 

result in an injury or illness of a reasonably serious nature." Natlo 

Gypsum, 3 FMSHRC at 825. Hoeing that the Act does not define "liazard, 

we construed the term to "denote a measure of danger to safety or heal 

3 FMSHRC at 827. We stated further that a violation "’significantly a 

substantially' contributes to the cause and effect of a hazard if the 

violation could be a major cause of a danger to safety or health. In 

other words, the contribution to cause and effect must be significant 

and substantial." (footnote omitted). 

In order to establish that a violation of a mandatory safety 

standard is significant and substantial under National Gypsum, the 

Secretary of Labor must prove: (1) the underlying violation of a 

mandatory safety standard; (2) a discrete safety hazard—that is, a 

measure of danger to safety—contributed to by the violation; (3) a 

reasonable likelihood that the hazard contributed to will result in 

injury; and (4) a reasonable likelihood that the injury in question wi 

be of a reasonably serious nature. See Matiiios Coal Co., 6 FMSHRC _ 

FMSHRC Docket No. PENN 82-3-R, etc., slip op, at 3-4 (January 6, 1984) 

The third element embrace.s a showing of a reasonable likelihood that t 

hazard will occur, because, of course, there can be no injury if it do 

not. 

7/ Investigator Davis was also an electrical inspector. He had work 

for MSHA in both capacities for eleven and one-half years. He was a 

member of MSHA's mine rescue team for fighting mine fires and explosio 

and was accepted by Consol as an expert in the field of mine electric! 



With regard to Consol’s argument concerning cause and effect, the 

causative chain of a danger in a mine may have many links. Hazards may 

result from the interactions of various conditions. We believe it is 

beyond dispute that the inoperable fire extinguishers created a major 

threat that a mine fire, once started, v;ould spread or intensify without 

control. As the inspector testified, the most important step to take 

when a mine fire starts is to extinguish It immediately. If the fire 

fighting equipment is inoperable, such suppression may be impossible. 

Thus, the violations in this case presented a discrete safety hazard, 

i.e., propagation or intensification of a fire. 

The next question is whether there was a reasonable likelihood that 

Che hazard contributed to would result in Injury. To prove this aspect 

of his case, the Secretary of Labor first had to establish that a fire 

was reasonably likely to occur, for without a Eire there could be no 

reasonable likelihood of injury resulting from the hazard of propagatior 

or intensification due to inoperable extinguishers. Consol argues that 

the evidence does not establish a reasonable likelihood of a fire. We 

disagree. 

Substantial evidence supports the judge's findings as to the 

existence of combustible materials in the car shop and combustible 

materials on and near the trackmen's motor. Indeed, their presence was 

not seriously disputed. Inspector Zelka stated his opinion Chat a fire 

in the car shop was "always likely" and "could easily liappen." Tr. 13, 

17. He also testified Chat a fire was reasonably likely Co occur with 

respect to the trackmen's motor. Investigator Davis stated his opinion 

that any time there is a combination of oil and grease and proximate 

welding and torching in a mine, the likelihood of a fire is increased. 

With respect to the trackmen’s motor. Inspector Zelka testified chat 

welding and torching could ignite the accumulated materials along the 

Crack and that a fault in the machine's electrical system could ignite 

the accumulations on the motor. Davis further testified, without disput 

that acetylene hoses could develop pin holes and that ah arc or spark 

from Che welding could ignite the acetylene coming out of the hoses. 

The investigator reviewed reports of previous mine fires involving 

similar vehicles. He stated that he found 28 such fires during 1959- 

1973. The informed opinions of the inspector and the investigator 

2/ The mine is located in MSllA District 2. The accidents which were 

reported and reviewed ail occurred in that district. A summary of the 

reports was introduced into evidence by the Secretary. This exhibit 

indicates that of the 28 fires listed, eight involved ignition of 

accumulations of combustible materials and three Involved ignition of 



such a fire, in conjunccion with the Inoperable fire extinguishers, 

would result in an injury. Both MSHA witnesses testified that in the 

event of a fire in the car shop, the two miners who worked in the she 

would be in danger of being burned or being overcome by toxic smoke. 

Investigator Davis additionally testified that in such a situation, t; 

miners might panic. 10_/ Consol offered no evidence to rebut this tes 

With regard to the trackmen's motor. Inspector Zclka testified t 

there was a higli velocity of air in the track entry, and that if a fl 

occurred it would spread rapidly, lie stated thnt the smoke would spr 

through the entry and that the eight miners working inby the trackman 

motor could be overcome. He also testiE.i.ed Chat the two miners repai 

track might be burned. Consol's project engineer testified that the 

trackmen could telephone those inby and warn them of the approaching 

smoke and that the eight miners could Chen enter an escapeway and the 

inspector conceded the presence of telephones and cscapeways between 

trackmen’s motor and the area where the eight men were working. Howe 

Investigator Davis stated that in one fire lie knew of, miners tried L 

come up the entry through the smoke rather than cake the escapeway. 

of Che unrebutted testimony that Che extinguishers did not work. Chat 

miners were present in the car siiop, on the Crack and inby the irackit 

motor, chat mine fires may produce highly toxic fumes, and that ni.tnct 

in the face of fire may panic, we conclude that .substantial evidence 

10/ The investigator stated: 

[T]he shop [has] ... two metal doors [and] ... the guy uses a f:l 

extinguisher tliac does not work. The second he runs out of that 

door and closes Che door behind him to seal the fire off... 

[t]here is no guarantee the ocher fire extinguisher that he gral: 

is going to work; ... [ajftcr he grabs the door, after whatever 

length of time, the Eire has already kind].ed to die point to a 

great degree of smoke, especially if there's grease and oil whic 

gives off a ... large amount of smoke which is very toxic. The 

second he opened that door, the smoke would come out and hit hin 

tlie face and there’s no guarantee at chat point that lie Is even 

going to be able to go in there to fight the fire after you opei; 

chat door. [I]t's been our experience chrougii ocher accidents t 

a guy never does the logical. 

Tr. 8A. 



Injuries would be caused by smoke and/or fire, substantial evidence also 

jupporcs this conclusion. 

For the foregoing reasons, we affirm the judge’s holdings that 

iigniflcant and substantial findings may be made in connection with a 

litation issued under section lO^(a) of the Mine Act for violation of a 

nandatory safety or health standard and that the violations in this case 

jerc significant and substantial. 

J^/ Like the judge, wc are persuaded that the presence of other fire 

ixtinguishers 50 to 100 feet from the discharged fire extinguishers is 

.rrelevant to the question of whether there was a reasonable likelihood 

.hat a fire would result in an injury. The judge stated, "Even if other 

’ire extinguishers and rock dust were where the operator alleged they 

rerc ... there would be no guarantee chat in the event of a fire a miner 

jould go [to themj. ... [A] miner might run in the other direction and 

:he first couple of minutes in any fire is critical with smoke the major 

)roblem." 4 FMSHRC at 2097. We note, however, that any question 

.nvolving the presence of other firefighting equipment is hypothetical, 

lonsol introduced a map into evidence which indicated the locations 

?here other extinguishers and bags of rock dust were said to exist. The 

record contains testimony concerning their possible presence. However, 

;here was no proof that any of the fire extinguishers were actually 

jrcsent at the locations indicated on the map, chat they were operable. 



anaxyLxcai approacn as sec rortn nere ana in tnat case 

A 
/: ■•/it. 
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SECRETARY OF LABOR, 
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 

ADMINISTRATION (MSHA) Docket Nos. YORK 8i-67'-M 

V. 

A. H. SMITH 

DECISION 

This consolidated civil penalty and contest oE citation proceeding 

under the Federal Mine SaEety and Health Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C, § 801 

(1976 & Supp V 1981). At issue is an alleged violation of 30 C.F.R. § 

a mandatory standard, regulating miners' exposure to noise, applicable 

gravel and crushed stone operations. _i/ A.H. Smith was Issued a cltati 

allegedly falling to implement feasible administrative or engineering c 

on a diesel shovel to reduce the shovel operator's noise exposure to wi 

levels required by the standard. Tlie administrative law judge found a 

and assessed a civil penal ty. A FMSllRC 1371 (July 1982) (ALJ) . For the 

that follow, we affirm. 

y 30 C.F.R. § 56.5-50 provides: 

(a) No employee shall be permitted an exposure to noise in 

excess of that specified in the table below. Noise level measure¬ 

ments shall be made using a sound level meter meeting speclficatio 

for type 2 meters contained in American National Standards Instltu 

(ANSI) Standard Si.A-i97i, "General Purpose Sound Level Meters," 

approved April 27, 1971, which Is hereby incorporated by reference 

and made a part hereof, or by a dosimeter with similar accuracy. 

This publication may be obtained from the American National 

Standards Institute, Inc., 1A30 Broadway, New York, New York 10018 

or may be examined in any Metal and NonmetaLLlc Mine Safety and 

Healtit District or Subdistrict Office of the Mine Safety and Healt 

Administration. 

(Footnote continued) 



1956, had no barrier between the operator's cab and the engine compartmer 

no glass in the window openings o6 the operator's cab, and no muffler on 

engine's exliaust. The noise survey results showed that the shovel's oper 

had been exposed to a noise level 189 percent greater than permitted unde 

section 56.5-50. Smith was issued a citation for violation of the stands 

Based on his previous experience with other shovels, the MSHA inspector 

suggested to Smith that a sound absorption barrier be erected between the 

cab and engine compartment. Two possible methods were suggested: constn 

a permanent harrier out of plywood covered with sound absorption materiaJ 

installing a prefabricated sound-barrier curtain. The Inspector estimate 

cost of these methods as between $100*“$300 and $^00-$500, respectively. 

Smith requested the name of the supplier of the prefabricated curtain, wl 

the inspector provided to him. 

MSHA reinspected the shovel in May 1979. At that time the MSllA ins] 

observed that the sound-barrier curtain was installed with Large gaps at 

ceiling. The sides of the curtain were not .itcached to the shovel. A nc 

survey taken at that time revealed a reduction in the noise level in the 

but a continued exposure in excess of permissible limits. Smith was inE< 

of the need to install the curtain properly. Additionally, the inspecto: 

suggested tliat window glass be installed in the openings around the cab 

further insulate the operator from the noise. 

Fn. I continued 

PKRMISSIRLE NOISE EXPOSURE 

Duration per day, 

hours of exposure 

Sound level dBA, 

slow response 

8 
6 

2 - 
ih - 

■5 - 
V. or less 

90 

92 

95 

97 

100 
102 
105 

110 
115 

No exposure shall exceed 115 dBA. Impact or Impulsive 

noises shall not exceed 140 dB, peak sound pressure level. 

(b) lihen employees* exposure exceeds that listed in the above 

table, feasible administrative or engineering controls shall be 

utilized. If such controls fail to reduce exposure to within 



A muffler had been added to Che exhaust, but no glass was in the windows 
the curtain was stiLJ. improperly installed. Subsequently, for reasons nc 
reflected in the record, the operator withdrew the shovel from use. 

In his decision tho Commission administrative law judge concluded tl 

in order to establish a violation of this standard, the Secretary carriec 
burden of proving an excessive noise level, as well as the technological 
economic feasibility of the proposed noise controls. Because it was unce 
tradicted that there was excessive noise, the judge framed the Issue as 
whether MSHA had met its burden of proving the feasibility of the proposf 
controls. In finding that MSHA had met its burden, the judge relied on t 
testimony of the inspector with respect to his experience with similar 
shovels. The Judge found that the Secretary's evidence established that 

installation of the sound barrier, window glass, and muffler would have 
brought the shovel into compliance, and that the cost would have been $6C 
or less at the time of inspection. He concluded ciiat even if the operate 
later actual cost of $948.75 for the sound-barrier curtain were added to 

inspector's "high" estimates of $450 for muffler, glass, and labor, this 
(about $1,400) was not an unreasonable economic burden in order to achie\ 
full compliance with the standard. 4 FMSHRC at 1375, 2/ 

We granted Smith's petition for discretionary review. Subsequently, 

secretary of Labor v. Callanan Industries, Inc., 5 TMSHKC 1900 (November 
the noise standard at issue here was interpreted for the first time by tl 
Commission. The broad question before us in the present case is whether 
judge's decision can be sustained in light of Callanan. 

The cited standard provides that no miner shall be permitted expo.su: 
to noise levels in excess of those established by the standard. Wlien no: 
eveis exceed the limits established by the standard, "feasible administ: 
ive or engineering controls shall be utilized" by the operator to reduc( 

the miner's exposure to within permissible limits. If such controls fai. 
to reduce exposure to within permissible levels, personal protective equ: 
Tient must be provided and used. In Callanan, after an extensive discuss: 
of the history of the standard, we concluded that no special meaning was 
ntended for the word "feasible" in this standard. We therefore used th< 
upreme Court's statement of the plain meaning of the word as "capable o 

27 The judge further found tliat MSHA's proposed use of multiple shovel 
operators, to reduce an individual's exposure to permissible levels, was 
feasible administrative control. On review, Smith also challenges this 
aspect of the judge's decision. The Secretary has not addressed cllrecti; 
Smith's arguments concerning the alleged Infeaslbility of the suggested 
administrative controls. Because of the paucity of evidence and focused 
argument on this issue, and in light of the potential importance t'»f the 
general question of what constitutes a feasible administrative control, 
.7a An nnt raarh thAt- In r-AAn. rfAthnr haraiictn ua PInA that 



exposure to noise levels in excess of the limits 

specified in the standard; (2) sufficient credible 

evidence of a technologically achievable engineering 

control that could be applied to the noise source; 

(3) sufficient credible evidence of the reduction In 

the noise level tliat would be obtained through imple¬ 

mentation of the engineering control; (A) sufficient 

credible evidence supporting a reasoned estimate of the 

expected economic costs of the implementation of the 

control; and (5) a reasoned demonstration that, in view 

of elements 1 through A above, the coats of the control 

are not wholly out of proportion to the expected benefits. 

After the Secretary has established each of tlie above 

elements, the operator in rebuttal may refute any of the 

components of the Secretary's case. 

I-’JISHRC at 1909. 

In this case, the administrative law judge appropriately placed the l>u 

f proof on the Secretary. Additionally, the first clement of establishing 

iolatlon, credible proof of over-exposure to noise, was uncontroverted. T 

econd element concerns proof of the technological achlevabHi ty of the pro 

)gineering control. Smith, in essence, argues chat HSHA itself did not kn 

recLseiy what engineering controls would be sufficient to abate the vlolat 

Tilth contends that the Secretary utilized a "trial and error" approach in 

etermining which engineering controls v>7ould abate the citation, llhatever 

ossible merits of Smith’s "trial and error" objection to proof of a vioiat 

f the noise standard, on the facts of this case we find the argument 

npersuasive. The Secretary presented credible evidence that the excessive 

Disc levels resulted from the fact that the operator’s cab was not segrega 

.ifficiently from the engine compartment and other noise sources. 'Che nois 

Diitrols proposed by the Secretary arc ail basic and uncomplicated, and Inv 

3 complicated studies or experimental Ceclinology. Rather, several self-e 

sadily available controls were suggested. In our view, the Secretary pres 

ifflcient credible evidence establishing several teclinologica I ly achievabl 

igineering controls that could have been applied to Smith's equipment. 

The third element of proof concerns the reduction in noise level that 

3uld be attained If the proposed contrvoLs were implemented. conclude t 

le Secretary presented sufficient credible evidence in this ruj'ard. The 

Tspector testified that he had experience witli ahatement of noise vL<->latlo 

ivoLving .similar diesel shovels, using u.ngincering controls such as those 

jcominended in this case. Although the inspector did not predict the exact 

nount of noise reduction achievable from uacli proposed control, based cm h 

Lst experience he indicated that each control would reduce the noise level 



testified that another operator had installed a commercial sound curtalr 

approximately $500. Ue also testified that he told Smith that two othei 

operators had successfully built homemade barriers to bring their equipr 

into compliance at a cost of $100 or less. An Installed muffler was pr: 

at between $50 and $100. The inspector estimated the cost for the windc 

glass at between $100 and $200. Although these estimates are not docume 

beyond the inspector’s personal knowledge and experience, we conclude tl 

the inspector established sufficient experience with these proposed noij 

controls to make his testimony credible as a reasoned estimate of their 

Smith did not rebut the testimony on the costs of glass and muffler and 

only demonstrated tliat the actual cost of the curtain, months after the 

inspection and original estimate, was more than predicted. 

The final element of the Secretary’s proof is a demonstration that 

cost of the suggested controls is not wholly out of proportion to the e: 

benefits. Again, the facts support the conclusion that the Secretary mt 

burden. The estimated total cost of the engineering controls suggested 

the Secretary ranged from a low estimate of $600 or less to a high cstir 

about $1,400. The benefit to be attained from installation of the conti 

apparently would be full compliance with tlie standard by reducing the m: 

exposure to noise to permissible levels. We agree with the judge that < 

if the higher cost estimates are used, it cannot be said that these cos; 

unreasonable or wholly out of proportion to the expected benefits to be 

attained. 3/ Thus, we conclude that the Secretary established a violat; 

of 30 C.F.R. § 56.5-50. 

_3/ In view of the amount of the maximum estimated costs of the enginei 

controls, this case also does not require us to address in de.tat.l. the 

"prohibitively expensive" test of economic feasibility suggested by tlie 

Secretary. See Callanan, 5 ITiSHRC at 1908. As In CaIlanan, under any 

reasonable interpretation of that phrase the costs of the controls at 

issue here can not be considered "prohibitively expensive." 



7^ 
ickley, jComn^Rsioner 

Jestrab, Comniissloner 

^CAv,-, 
• L. Clair Nelson, Commissioner 

Commissioner Lawson concurring: 

I agree with the majority as to the result reached and would, theref 

affirm the finding of a violation by the Judge below. However, for the r 

expressed in my dissent in Callanan Industries, Inc., supra, I disagree w 

their requiring the Secretary to establish as part of his prima facie cas 

the economic feasibility of technologically feasible controls. 

A. E. Lawson, Commissioner 
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Branchville, Maryland 207A0 

Administrative Law Judge Gary Mellck 

Federal Mine Safety L Health Review Commission 
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Falls Church, Virginia 220Ai 



February i'i, 

COUNCIL OF SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS, 

INC. 

V. 
Docket No. KENT 80-222 D 

MARTIN COUNTS' COAL CORPORATION 

DECISION 

This case arises under the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 

1977, 30 U.S.C. § 801 ^ (1976 & Supp. V 1981). The issue pre¬ 

sented is whether the Mine Act grants to non-employee representatives of 

miners the right to monitor training classes for miners on mine property 

A Conunisslon administrative law judge held that such a monitoring righL 

was impliedly conferred by the Mine Act, and that tlie operator had 

interfered with its exercise in violation of section 105(c) (1) of the 

Act. 30 U.S.C. § 815(c)(1). 1/ We disagree. Commission recognition of 

the asserted right would be tantamount to amendment of the Mine Act. 

Accordingly, we reverse. 

I. 

The essential facts arc stipulated or undisputed. On October 25, 

1979, Martin County Coal Corporation refused to permit persons from a 

non-employee representative of miners, the Council of Southern Mountains 

Inc. (the "Council"), to enter the property of Martin County's No. 1-S 

coal mine to monitor Martin County's training classes for its miners. 

The Council's representatives were not accompanied by an inspector nor 

were they participating in an ongoing inspection. The classes were 

being conducted pursuant to section 115 of the Mine Act. 30 U.S.C. 

§ 825 (n. 4 infra) ■ The Council was the authorized representative of 

miners, for purposes of the Mine Act, at Martin County's No. 1-S and 1-C 

Ij The judge's decisions are reported at 2 FMSHRC 2829 (October 1980) 

(ALJ) (decision on the merits), and 3 FMSHRC 526 (February 1981) (ALJ) 
(award of attorney's fees). 



under section 105(c) of the Mine Act with Che Department of Labor’s f 

Safety and Health Administration ("MSUA”). MSIU\ investigated Che cor 

plaint and on March 5, 1980, issued Martin County a citation alleging 

violation of 30 C.F.R. § 68.3, which is a training regulation imple¬ 

menting section 115 of the Mine Act. MSllA advised the Council by 

letter, however, of its determination that Martin County's refusal tc 

allow Che Council to monitor training classes was not a violation of 

section 105(c)(1) of the Act. 

On March 18, 1980, the Council was again denied permission by 

Martin County to enter mine property to monitor miner training classe 

at the N'o. 1-S mine. Again, the Council's representatives were not 

asserting any right to accompany an inspector. On the same date, MSP 

issued a withdrawal order for Martin County’s failure to abate the 

alleged violation of section 68.3. Martin County filed a notice of 

contest of the citation and withdrawal order. The Council, in turn, 

filed a discrimination complaint with the Commission, wiiich is the 

subject of this case, based on Martin County’s October and March 

refusals to allow monitoring. The complaint was filed pursuant to 

section 105(c)(3) because of MSHA’s prior determination that Martin 

County's refusal to permit monitoring did not violate section 105(c) ( 

Finally, MSHA filed a civil penalty petition for tlie alleged violatic 

of section 68.3. The Commission's administrative law jiidge subsequen 

consolidated the proceedings. 

On October 3, 1980, the Commission's judge rendered his decision 

concluding that Martin County had violated section 105(c)(1). He 

awarded the Council attorney's fees and expenses but did not, at that 

point, specify the sums involved, both Martin County and the Council 

filed petitions for discretionary review. On November 12, 1980, 

returned the case to the judge for a determination of the amount of 

attorney's fees. 2 FMSHRC 3216 (November 1980). On February 23, 198 

the judge awarded the Council $16,730.51 in attorney’s fees and ex¬ 

penses. Martin County then filed a petition for discretionary review 

which we granted on April 3, 1981. The Secretary of Labor filed an 

amicus brief on review, and we heard oral argument in the case. 

2f Earlier, in March 1979, Martin County had also denied Council 

representatives permission to monitor training classes. On March 12, 

1979, the Council filed a section 105(c) discrimination complaint ovc 

this incident and other aspects of Martin County’s refusal to recogni 

the Council's status as a representative of miners. On October 24, 

1979—the day before Martin County again refused the Council permissi 

to monitor classes—the Council voluntarily withdrew its complaint 

pursuant to a settlement with Martin County. The withdrawal letter 

stated that the Council and Martin County had reached an understanclir 
.-U-.. .-t_ ____ u... ... .. (......'......I trtf a at- fhn ^ 



Secretary of Labor nor the Council sought review of this aspect of the 

judge's decision. 

With respect to the section 105(c) violation alleged by the Council 

the judge determined that the Mine Act confers on non-employee miners' 

representatives an implied right to monitor classes being conducted on 

mine property. He therefore concluded that the refusal to let the 

Council monitor the classes violated section 105(c)(1), because it 

directly interfered with the exercise of a statutory right of a repre¬ 

sentative of miners. In holding that there was an implied monitoring 

right, the judge stated such an "implied right to monitor training 

classes must be found as a part of the purposes of the Act and its 

provisions in general." 2 FMSHRC at 2839. 

The judge observed that section 2(e) of the Mine Act provides that 

operators "with the assistance of miners, have the primary responsi¬ 

bility to prevent the existence of unsafe and unhealthful conditions and 

practices in the mines." 30 U.S.C. § 801(e). The judge reasoned that 

since miners are to assist operators in health and safety matters and 

may act through their representatives, section 2(g) supported repre¬ 

sentatives' active participation In operators' safety training classes. 

The focus of the judge’s reasoning, however, was section 115 of the Mine 

Act. 

The judge noted that section 115(a)(1) requires instruction on "the 

statutory rights of miners and their representatives." He stated that 

this provision constituted "a strong indication that the miner's repre¬ 

sentative should be present when that instruction is given." 2 FMSHRC 

at 2840. Additionally, the judge reasoned that section 115(b), which 

provides that training can be given at some place other than the mine 

site, was also "significant" because an "operator would have difficulty 

in objecting to a miners’ non-employee representative coming to that 

site to monitor the training classes." Id. The judge also relied on 

section 115(c), which requires Chat miners be given certificates of 

instruction after training and that the certificates be made available 

for inspection at the mine. He stated that this section implied that 

miners' representatives, whether employees or not, would have the right 

to examine the certificates after training has been completed. We 

respectfully disagree with the judge's analysis of the statute. 

II. 

Neither the Mine Act nor its legislative history—nor, for that 

matter, the Secretary's extensive regulations implementing section 115 



inrerence oe rounaeci on a persuasive textual or iegisiative indication 

of Che intended presence of the claimed right or duty. Legislative 

history, for example, may unquestionably show that statutory language 

embraces matters not expressly stated. Indeed, we found this to be the 

case with regard to the right to refuse work under the Mine Act. 

Secretary ex rel. Pasula v. Consolidation Coal Co., 2 FMSHRC 2786, 2789- 

93 (October 1980), rev*d on other grounds sub, nom. Consolidation 

Coal Co. V. Marshall, 663 F.2d 1211 (3d Cir. 1981). Different pro¬ 

visions of a statute, when viewed together, may clearly yield a result 

that neither suggests alone. 

Examples could be multiplied, but we conclude that there must be a 

persuasive nexus between that which is stated in a statute and that 

which is inferred from it. Ambitious inference all too easily becomes 

amendment. In view of some of the suggestions made in this case, it 

bears restating that the Commission is an independent adjudicatory 

agency that exists to provide administrative trial and appellate review. 

The Commission is in no way part of MSHA or the Department of Labor. 

Our statutory mandate does not include amendment of the Act or promul¬ 

gation of legislative regulations implementing it. 

The right we are asked to detect is sophisticated: Non-employee 

miners' representatives would be empowered to enter mine property and 

attend the operator's training classes; there, they would monitor the 

operator's teaching methods and its compliance with all applicable 

training requirements. We do not discern a persuasive nexus between the 

Mine Act and this asserted private avenue to enforce its training pro¬ 

visions. _3/ 

The Act's reference in section 2(e) (30 U.S.C. § 801(e)) to "miner 

assistance" to operators in the prevention of unsafe and unhealthful 

conditions is a preambulary statement of general "findings and purpose." 

As such, it does not definitively indicate whether this specific form of 

asserted "assistance" is implied by the Act. We cannot treat this 

general statement in the Act's preamble as a congressional carte 

blanche to engraft onto the Mine Act whatever judicial afterthought we 

might deem useful or expedient. As the Court of Appeals for the 

District of Columbia Circuit declared in a similar context: 

V Our decision in this case is not based on any distinction between 

the rights of employee and non-employee miners' representatives. Rather 

we distinguish only between those who would regularly and properly be 

scheduled to attend an operator's training session and those who would 

not be present without an implied monitoring right or invitation. Ob¬ 

viously, nothing in our holding would bar permissive or contractual 



acting or operative parts of a statute are unambiguous, 

the meaning of the statute cannot be controlled by 

language in the preamble. The operative provisions 

of statutes are those which prescribe rights and 

duties and othGn';ise declare the legislative will. 

Association of American Railroads v. Cos tie, 562 F.2d 1310, 1316 (D.C. 

Cir. 1977)(footnote omitted). 

Mor do we find indicia of the claimed right in section 115 itself. 

This section, set forth in the accompanying note, is a provision of 

considerable specificity. None of the language of section 115, how¬ 

ever, hints at a monitoring right for non-employee miners' represen¬ 

tatives on mine property. 

£/ Section 115 provides: 

(a) Each operator of a coal or other mine shall have a health 

and safety training program which shall be approved by the Secrets 

The Secretary shall promulgate regulations with respect to such 

health and safety training programs not more than 180 days after 

the effective date of the Federal Mine Safety and Health Amendment 

Act of 1977. Each training program approved by the Secretary shal 

provide as a minimum that— 

(1) new miners having no underground mining 

experience shall receive no less than 40 hours 

of training if they are to work underground. Such 

training sliaLl include instruction in the statutory 

rights of miners and their representatives under 

this Act, use of the self-rescue device and use 

of respiratory devices, hazard recognition, es- 

capeways, walk around training, emergency pro¬ 

cedures, basic ventilation, basic roof control, 

electrical liazards, first aid, and the health and 

safety aspects of the task to which he will be 

as.signed; 

(2) new miners having no surface mining ex¬ 

perience shall receive no less than 24 hours of 

training if they are to work on the surface. Such 

training shall include instruction in the statutory 

rights of miners and their representatives under 

this Act, use of the self-rescue device where 

appropriate and use of respiratory devices where 

appropriate, hazard recognition, emergency pro¬ 

cedures, electrical liazards, first aid, walk around 

training and the health and safety aspects of the 



miners already employed on the effective date 

of the Federal Mine Safety and Health Amendments 

Act of 1977 shall receive this refresher training 

no more than 90 days after the date of approval 

of the training plan required by this section; 

(4) any miner who Is reassigned to a new 

task in which he has had no previous work ex¬ 

perience shall receive training in accordance 

with a training plan approved by the Secretary 

under this subsection in the safety and health 

aspects specific, to that task prior to performing 

that task; 

(5) any training required by paragraphs (1) , 

(2) or (6) shall include a period of training as 

closely related as is practicable to the work in 

which the miner is to be engaged. 

(b) Any health and safety training provided under subsect 

(a) shall be provided during normal working hours. Miners sha 

paid at their normal rate of compensation while they cake such 

training, and new miners shall be paid at their starting wage 

when they cake the new miner training. If such training sliall 

given at a location ocher than the normal place of work, miner 

shall also be compensated for the additional costs they may in 

in attending such training sessions. 

(c) Upon completion of each training program, each operat 

shall certify, on a form approved by the Secretary, that the m 

has received the specified training in each subject area of ch 

approved health and safety training plan. A certificate for e 

miner shall be maintained by the operator, and shall be availa 

for inspection at the mine site, and a copy thereof shall be g 

to each miner at the completion of such training. When a mine 

leaves the operator’s employ, he shall be entitled to a copy o 

health and safety training certificates. False certification 

operator that training was given shall be punishable under sec 

110(a) and (f); and each health and safety training certificac 

shall indicate on its face, in bold letters, printed in a con- 

spicious manner the fact that such false certification is so 

punishable. 

(d) The Secretary shall promulgate appropriate standards 

safety and health training for coal or other mine construction 

workers. 

(e) Witliin 180 days after the effective date of the Feder 

Mine Safety and Health Amendments Act of 1977, the Secretary s 

publish proposed regulations which shall provide tliat mine res 

teams shall be available for rescue and recovery work to each 

underground coal or other mine in the event of an emergency. 



training must be provided by operators, but it does not follow that non¬ 

employee miners' representatives are thereby discriminated against under 

section 105(c) when a mine operator refuses to allow them to monitor the 

instruction. 

The judge's reliance on section 115(c) presents the same problem. 

Operators must provide training certificates upon the completion of the 

requisite instruction. The certificates shall be available for inspectic 

in the mine. These requirements do not add up to a demonstration that 

non-employee miners' representatives should have overseen the instructioi 

In sum, we find no support for the monitoring right in the one portion 

of the statute where such support would be vital to judicial recognition 

As we have indicated, the legislative history affords no extrinsic 

evidence of a monitoring right. Congress expressed a deep concern over 

the problem of poorly trained miners. See, for example, S. Rep. No. 

181, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 49-51 (1977) ["S. Rep."], reprinted In 

Senate Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Human Resources, 95ch Cong., 

2d Sess. , Legislative History of tlie Federal Mine Safety and Health Act 

of 1977, at 637-39 (1978) ["Legis. Hist."]. Congress chose to act upon 

this concern by passage of section 115. Other legislative responses, 

including provision for monitoring, could have been made but were not. 

Moreover, the legislative history reflects a congressional intent that 

training be the "business" and responsibility of operators, not of the 

Secretary or, a fortiori, of miners' representatives: 

It is not the Committee's contemplation that the 

Secretary be in the business of training miners. 

This is clearly the responsibility of the operator, 

as long as such training meets the Act's minimum 

requirements. 

S. Rep. 50, reprinted in Legis. Hist. 638. See Secretary of Labor, 

Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA), on behalf of Bennett, 

Cqx, Gt al. V. Emery Mining Corp., 5 FMSURC 1391, 1394-95 (August 1983), 

pet, for review filed, No. 83-2017, 10th Cir. , August 17, 1983. 

Recently we rejected a claim chat we sliould recognize an implied 

statutory right of miners to initiate review of citations, issued by the 

Secretary of Labor, through the filing of a notice of contest. United 

Mine Workers of America v. Secretary of Labor, Mine Safety and Health 

Administration (MSHA), 5 FMSHRC 807 (May 1983), aff'd mem, sub nom. 

United Mine Workers of America v. Donovan, No. 83-1319, D.C. Cir., 

December 2, 1983. In the course of examining the structure of rights 



convincing implication of this asserted right in the Act and its histor 

we cannot presume a congressional intent that it be inferred and added 
to the statute. 

We also have concerns as to whether, if we infer a right to monito 

compliance with the Mine Act's training provisions from generalised 

statutory language, the monitoring right could logically be confined to 

section 115. If there is a right to monitor the operator's provision o 

training and its conformity with all training requirements, wc must ask 

why there is not an even larger implied right of access to the mine to 

monitor every aspect of the operator’s compliance with the Act and 

implementing regulations. Nothing in the Act or its history reveals 

that Congress intended to go so far in the direction of granting the 

miners' representatives private inspection authority. Thus, we must 

conclude that the Act does not impliedly confer upon non-employee miner 

representatives the right to monitor operators' training classes on min 

property. It therefore follows that an operator does not interfere wit 

the exercise of statutory rights and does not violate section 105(c) 

when it refuses entry to mine property for non-employee miners' repre¬ 

sentatives to monitor classes. 

for example, section 101(a)(7), 30 U.S.G. § 811(a)(7)(transfc 

of miners overexposed to hazardous substance); section 103(c), 30 

U.S.C. § 813(c)(requiring the Secretary to adopt regulations permitting 

miners to observe the monitoring or measuring of toxic materials and 

harmful physical agents, and to have access to the records of one's own 

exposure); section 103(d), 30 U.S.C. § 813(d)(interested persons' acces 

to accident reports); section 103(f), 30 U.S.C. § 813(f)(right to 

accompany MSllA inspector during inspection of mine, without loss of 

pay); section 103(g), 30 U.S.C. § 8l3(g)(right to request a special 

inspection if there is a reason to believe that a violation or an 

imminent danger exists and right to obtain informal review if the in¬ 

spector does not issue a citation or a withdrawal order); section 

105(c)(3), 30 U.S.C. § 815(c)(3)(right to bring an independent action 

for discrimination before the Commission in the event that the Secretar- 

declines to do so); section 107(e)(1), 30 U.S.C. § 817 (e) (1) (right to 

seek Commission review of: the Secretary's issuance, modification or 

termination of an imminent danger withdrawal order); section 111, 30 

U.S.C. § 821 (right to seek compensation if idled as a result of a 

withdrawal order issued under certain sections of the Act); section 

302(a), 30 U.S.C. § 862(a)(miners' access to roof control plan); sectioi 

303(d)(1), (f), (g) and (w), 30 U.S.C. § 863(d)(1), (f), (g), and (w) 

(interested persons' access to records of operator's safety and health 

examinations); and section 312(b), 30 U.S.C. § 872(b) (miners' access t. 
confidential mine map). 



under seclion 113 of the Mine Act. 30 U.S.C. § 823(d) (2) (A) Cli) (IV) 

(B). This case does not require us to describe Che outer boundaries 

that jurisdiction. It must be exercised, however, within the paramet 

of the Act and implementing regulations, as they are written. We mu5 

be faithful to the higher policy of respecting the pJ.ain demarcations 

legislative and judicial responsibi}ity under the Act. 

We are urged to weigh the crucial importance of training in the 

effectuation of the Act's goals. Important as training is, that con¬ 

sideration does not justify judicial amendment of the Act. We are tc 

tliat where two interpretations of the Act are possible, the one pro¬ 

moting safety must be favored. There is a limit to tliis salutary pr: 

ciple of construction, reached liere, where the interpretation claimec 

promote safety lacks a basis in the statute. 

We emphasize that our holding does not deprive miners and their 

representatives of protection from inadequate training. Section 115 

the Act and the Secretary of Labor’s comprehensive training regulatic 

30 C.F.R. Part 48, require operators to file detailed training plans 

witli the Secretary for his approval. 30 C.F.R. § 48.3(d) directs 

operators to furnish miners’ representatives with copies of propo.sed 

training plans prior to approval by MSIiA, and guarantees the repre¬ 

sentatives a right of comment on the plans. Section 48.3(k) requirej 

that approved plans be posted at the mine for MSHA inspection and 

examination by miners and miners' representatives. As noted above, i 

Part 48 regulations do not expressly create any right of miners' repi 

sentatives to monitor training classes. MSllA, however, may conduct 

inspections or investigations, upon a miner's complaint, of an operai 

training program. 30 U.S.C. § 813(g)(1). Citations and withdrawal 

orders issued by MSHA can remedy any lack of compliance. 30 U.S.C. 

§ 814. Thus, we are hard pressed to discover the glaring gap in pro¬ 

tection and enforcement that the proponents of the claimed right allt 



elson, Commissioner 



)SGrvod by this non-employee miners' representative, without reported 

icident or disruption, and pursuant to agreement between the parties as 

I the limits and details of that monitoring (oral arg. 26-27, 38). No 

)st or prejudice to the operator has been demonstrated or will result, 

'en the operator is less absolutist on the right of access to these 

asses than is the majority, contending only for a ’’balancing" of 

•ghts, while acknowledging that "liberal construction" of the Act is 

tproprlate (oral arg. 8, 5A, 59). 2^/ 

It is conceded that Council of Southern Mountains (Council) has at all 

devant times been certified as the miners' representative. Oral arg. A. 

Itipulation No. 1). 

' The operator in this case was characterized by the judge below as 

ixtremcly recalcitrant," having attempted to block Council’s status as 

le miners* representative, and then, having capitulated, immediately 

inying this representative the earlier disputed monitoring rights 

)ec. at 1, n. 2) (Dec. 21). The prior discrimination complaint was based 

i a series of events between December 1978 and March 1979, during which 

^me the operator (1) refused to furnish the representative copies of two 

roposed training programs, prior to submission to MSHA, contrary to the 

{quirements of 30 C.F.R. § A8.3(d); (2) failed to note on modified 

rograms, resubmitted to MSIIA, that its miners were represented by a 

’presentatlve, claiming instead "non-agreement," (3) responded to the 

’presentative's request to attend classes by denying their representative 

latus, (A) failed to respond to ton subsequent attempts by the represents- 

Lve to discuss the issue of attending classes, and finally, (5) failed to 

jrmit two representatives to pass through the main access road guard gate 

) monitor training sessions. The complaint was withdravm when the operat( 

jreed to recognize Council as the miners' representative and to comply wii 

•aining regulations. See ICxh. A through G. 



(slip op. at A, n.3), but is empowered co refuse to permit non-employee 

representatives to attend these classes, effectively separates and 

distinguishes between miners’ representatives. This is an obvious 

diminution of the participatory status of non-employee representatives, 

and a distinction that impermissibly lessens their statutorily authorizei 

role. It is not disputed by the majority, and the operator concedes, th< 

the statute which binds us makes no such distinction. Oral arg. 6. A 

iner’s representative is a miner's representative, regardless of 

employee status. The Act does not limit the miners in their fundamental 

right to select a representative of their choice. As here, non- 

employees may be chosen, and those selected are granted no different or 

fewer rights than would be true if they were employees. See note 3, 

supra. 

Phrased differently, the majority's decisioa must thus bar employee 

miners' representatives from monitoring safety and health training 

classes. But if an employee miner who is an employee representative, 

e.g., a union official, is participating in the employer's training 

class, nothing prevents him or her from monitoring that class for conten 

effectiveness, or compliance with the training program (30 C.F.R. § A8.3 

and reporting those observations to fellow miners, the union or MSHA. 

Indeed, both in law and in fact, how could that monitoring be prohibited 

It must therefore be concluded that the majority's decision is not in 

reality an exercise in judicial restraint, but merely an unacknowledged 

means of barring only non-eraployce miners' representatives ' from monitor 

ing safety and health training instruction. This is, indeed, an imperrai 

sible amendment of the Act. 

The remedial legislation wc are called upon to interpret must be 

liberally construed, as the operator concedes, supra. Court and Comraiss 

precedent, as the judge below observed, holds that "should a conflict de 

between a statutory interpretation that would promote safety and an inte 

pretation that would serve another purpose at a possible compromise to 

safety the first should be preferred." Old Ben Coal Co,, 1 FMSHRC 195A, 

1957-58 (1979), quoting. UMWA v. BMOA [Kleppe] , 562 F.2d 1260, 1265 (D.C 

Cir. 1977). 

_3/ Recognition that employees may designate their own representative ha 

been long honored under the basic charter for employee democracy, sectio 

of the National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. § 157. See Minnesota Min 

& Manufacturing Co. v, NLRB, 415 F.2d 174, 177, 178 (8th Cir. 1969); Sta 

Oil Co. V. NLRB, 322 F,2d 40 (6ch Cir. 1963); NLRB v, Deena Artware, Inc 
1Q« P OA AZiS n^v \ tl Q QHA nQ^;9^. 



training is essential to achieving rne n. . K^n^iners’ renresGii- 
Lecis. Hist, at 638. In authorizing participationby miners 
' ^ . j j nro— nr Dost'"insDection conferencGS, tlit- 
tatlves in inspections and in pre or post insp . 
legislators recognized the important role of rep 

education of miners: 

It is the Committee's view chat such participation 
will enable miners to understand the safety and healti 
requirements of the Act and will enhance miner saiety 

and health awareness. 

Sen. Rep. at 28, Lcgis. Hist, at 616. 

The history also reflects an intent that miners and their represent, 
have maximum impact and involvement with the implementation and GuCorceim 
of the 1977 Act, including the inspection and safety training provisions 
tliaC full participation by miners and their representatives be statutori 

protected chrougli the Act's anti-discrimination provisions: 

If our national mine safety and hcaltli program is to be 
truly effective, the miners will have to play an active 
part in the enforcement of the Act. The Committee is 
cognizant that if miners are to be encouraged to be active 
in matters of safety and health, they must be protected 
against any possible discrimination which they might 
suffer as a result of their participation.... 

Section 106(c) [105(c)] of the bill prohibits any dis¬ 
crimination against a miner for exercising any right 
under the Act. It should also be noted that the class 
protected is expanded from the current Coal Act. The 
prohibition against discrimination applies to miners, 
applicants for employment, and the miners' represen¬ 
tatives. The Committee intends that the scope of the 
protected activities be broadly interpreted by the 
Secretary,... 

Sen. Rep. at 35, Legis. Hist, at 623. (Emphasis added.) 



not exclusive .... The Committee also intends to cover 

within the ambit of this protection any discrimination 

against a miner which is the result of the safety train¬ 

ing provisions of Section 115 or the enforcement of those 

provisions under Section 105(0 [lO'^(g)]. 

Sen. Rep. at 36, Legis. Hist, at 62A. (Emphasis added.) 

An expansive role for miners and their representatives in impleme: 

of the Act was initially recognized on April 19, 1978, in one of the f 

"Interpretive Bulletins" issued by the Secretary: 

The ... Act is a federal statute designed to achieve safer 

and more healthful conditions in the nation’s mines. 

Effective implementation of the Act and achievement of 

its goals depends in large part upon the active but 

orderly participation of miners at every level of safety 

and health activity. Therefore, under the Act, miners 

and representatives of miners arc afforded a wide range 

of substantive and procedural riglits. l_A/] 

43 Fed. Reg. 17546 (April 25, 1978). 

More directly, the Preamble to the Secretary's published rcgulati 

for implementation of section 115 of the Act states: 

Numerous references to the "representative of miners" 

throughout the Mine Act evidence the importance of 

involving the miner in all aspects of mine health and 

safety. Nowhere does the Mine Act either explicitly 

or implicitly limit the participation of the represen¬ 

tatives of miners only to the enumerated situations in 

the Act.... Indeed, MSIIA would be remiss in attempting 

to fulfill its statutory obligation to insure that the 

training plan submitted by the operator would afford 

adequate training to miners if it failed to include 

the representative of miners in the approval process. 

43 Fed. Reg. 47454, 47456 (October 13, 1978). 

4/ Nowhere in this or any other Secretarial bulletin or regulation is 

distinction made between non-employee and employee miners' repre.sentat 



[Ilf Congress has made a choice of language which fair, 

brings a given situation within a statute, it is uniTup< 

that the particular application may not have been contf 

plated by the legislatures. 

Barr v, United States, 324 U.S. 83, 90 (1945). See also Diamond 

Ch^rabarty. 447 U.S. 303, 315 (1980), and cases cited. 

Mv colleagues would also exclude from consideration the exp 

congressional intent contained in the "Findings and Purpose sec 

the Mine Act. Slip op. at 4. 5/ however, not only the Act but 

precedent makes clear the deficiencies in the majority s artiCic 

separation of section 2(e) from the statute of which it is a par 

would appear superfluous to note that the "Findings and Purpose 

of che Act, under which 2(g) appears, represents an express stat 

Congressional policy, see, e,g., Lehigh & New England Railway Co 

I.C.C., 540 F.2d 71, 79 (3d Cir. 1976), cert, denied, 429 U.S. 1 

(1977), that is not severable from the statute. This expression 

legislative policy has been described as a guide to the "public 

that a statute addresses, McLean Trucking Co. v. United States, 

67, 82 (1944), 6/ and as a "mandate" in construing the reach of 

^\rr.erican Trucking Associations, Inc, v. Atchison, Topeka, & Sant 

387 U.S. 397, 412 (1967). If ’'[t]he purpose of Congress is the 

touchstone," Retail Clerks International Association v. Schermcr 

375 U.S. 96, 103 (1963), Congress* express statement of purpose 

1977 Mine Act must be considered in determining the rights deriv 

the statute. See Whirlpool Corp. v. Marshall, 445 U.S. 1, 11-12 

where the court expressly relied upon the statutory purpose and 

expressed in the preamble to the Occupational Safety and Health 

1970, 29 U.S.C. §§ 651-678, to determine whether a right to refu 

is embodied in the legislation. Indeed, the lead decision of th 

Commission interpreting section 105(c) was substantially based c 

conclusion that the right to refuse work, on which this Act is s 

"necesaary to fully effectuate the Congressional purpose (of tlie 
Pasula, supra, at 2790. 

V It is manifest that if 

unambiguous as to preclude 
the relevant provisions of the Mine i 

reliance on the statement of oiirnns 



30, niiu aecLion xij ul cne rune net, rianaacory rtcaxcn ana saLQcy 

raining," describes in detail the requirements for the safety training 

c miners. 

Section 115(a) demands chat "each operator of a coal or other mine 

lall have a health and safety training program...." (Emphasis added.) 

le majority's characterization of these classes as "the operator's," 

3 thus misleading, since Martin County's duty to instruct is neither 

irsonal nor "private." In truth, both the classes, and any monitoring 

hereof, are for a statutory purpose, and charged \s;ith that legislatively 

cpressed public concern. 

Section 115(a) of the Mine Act also states that training classes "... 

lall include instruction in tlie statutory rights of miners and their 

ipresentatives." (Emphasis added.) Notwithstanding, the majority would 

ir these admittedly statutorily indistinguishable miners' representatives 

)ral arg. 16), from observing instruction on the "statutory rights" of 

ese very representatives. It would appear obvious that miners' represer 

itives would, indeed must, be present when that instruction is given, if 

jction 115 is to be meaningfully implemented. 

Section Il5(i3), moreover, provides for training classes to be hold 

: locations otlier than the mine site. Although the operator itself 

resented the classes in this case, the training required by the statute 

ly be satisfied with instruction by non-operator personnel at, e.g., 

)caL public colleges or universities. 30 C.F.R. § A8.A(a). C_f. Dennett 

. Emery Mining Co. , 5 FMSllRC 1391 ( 1983), appeal filed, No. 83-2017 

LOth Cir. Aug. 17, 1983). The operator was unable to articulate any 

isis under the Act, or in law, which would permit it to bar miners' 

jpresentativGs from those classes held away from the mine site, admitted] 

m-hazardous locales. (Oral arg. 10-12). Indeed, the statute reveals nor 

le searches in vain to discover statutory—or other—support sanctioning 

jstrictions by an operator on a public educational institution’s 

imission policy. 



indispensable, co the "business of training miners.” Sen. Rep. at 50, 

Logis. Hist, at 638. 

It would also be impossible for the miners' representative to 

exercise its undisputed right to propose revisions to safety and health 

training plans, undeniably granted by 30 C.F.R. § A8.23, if it is unable 

to monitor and intelligently evaluate that training. Certainly miners' 

representatives can hardly be expected to receive, raiicli less benefit 

from, tills required instruction on their rights, if they are to be barre 

from these classes. Under the reasoning of the majority, newly hired 

miners, \A\o have never seen the inside of a mine, would be required to 

determine on their own whether the training received satisfied the 

statutory criteria of section 115 and the training regulations contained 

in 30 C.F.R. Part A8, and then relay their observations to their represe 

tatlvG. Tlie miner is, after all, being trained, and if he or she were 

knowledgeable about the safety and health instruction being presented, 

there would obviously be no need for the training. Indeed, tlic asserted 

possibility of confusion, misinformation or disruption—admittedly total 

witliout record support (oral arg. 57)—would be maximized, not rainimizod 

by barring access to this safety and health training. This is surely cc 

trary to both the language of section 115 and the goal of the safety and 

healtli instruction being presented. 

The Instructors of these mandatory safety and liealtli classes may 

also have their approval as instructors revoked by MSllA for "good cause. 

30 C.F.R. § A8.3(i). It would appear beyond argument that the miners' 

representative, if permitted access to these classes, would be in the 

best position to demonstrate "good cause," if any revocation were to be 

sought of an Instructor's teaching approval certificate. 

It is thus essential, as the Secretary agrees, that representative.'- 

be able to monitor the training being given, in order to effectuate thes 

several statutory riglits. (Oral arg. 39-A2.) Absent miner monitoring, 

it strains credibility to believe, for example, that an operator will 

enthusiastically instruct its employees on the right to refu.se work. As 

Phillips V. Board of Mine Operations Appeals, 500 F.2d 772, 778 (D.C. C: 

197')), cert. denied, 420 U.S. 938 (1975), instructs us: "The miners arc 

both tlie most interested in health and .safety protection, and in the bej 

position to observe the compliance or noncompliance with safety laws." 



cert, denied sub nom. Helen Mining Co. v. Donovan, 51 U.S.L.W. 3288 

(U..S. Oct. 12, 1982), corrected, 51 O.S.L.W. 3300 (U.S. Oct. 19. 1982) (N 

82-33)--] granted to miners who not only accompany federal mine inspecto 

to assist in searching out safety and healtii hazards, but are paid by th 

mine operator for their time, the passive "intrusion" here is truly 

de minimis. IJ 

The right of access to training classes for miners and their chosen 

representatives, whoever they may be, is thus amply implied, if not 

explicitly required by, the Act. The Act is also silent as to the right 

of a miner to refuse work in unsafe conditions. Nonetheless, that most 

fundamental right has, as the majority concedes, been determined to be 

implicit in section 105(c) of the 1977 Mine Act, Pasula, supra, as well 

as under section 110(b) of the 1969 Act, 30 b.S.C.A. 820, under language 

significantly narrower than that of the 1977 Act: 

Nothing in the 1969 Mine Safety Act or mine procedure 

suggests that the company has a right to fire a miner 

for refusing to work in a particular area of a mine 

when he fears a chronic, long-term threat to his health 

or safety there due to safety violations. 

2/ The majority, although never directly, apparently approves this oper 

shopworn contention tliat its property rights outweighs the duty of the c 

to provide accessible safety and health training. This Commission has \: 

viously held that non-employee miners' representatives have access to mi 

property for walkaround inspection purposes. Sec Consolidation Coal Co. 

MS HA, supra note 3. It would also appear beyond serious question that a 

employee miners' representative could have monitored any of these classe 

under section 103(f) of the Act if an MSUA inspector had asked the repre 

tative to accompany him. Dec. at 9. 

Section 110Cb)Cl) states: 

No person shall discharge or in any other way discriminate 

against or cause to be discharged or discriminated against 

any miner or any authorized representative of miners by 

reason of the fact that such miner or representative (A) 

has notified the Secretary or his authorized representa¬ 

tive of any alleged violation or danger, (B) has filed 

instituted, or caused to be filed or instituted any pro¬ 

ceeding under this Act, or (C) has testified or is about 

to testify in any proceeding resulting from the administra¬ 

tion or enforcement of the provisions of this Act. 



Finally, alchougli given their disposition of this case the majority 

does not reach this issue, it is clear that if the right exists to 

monitor these classes, this operator has interfered with the exercise of 

that right, and that interference Is prohibited by section 105 of the 

Act, Sen. Rep. at 35-6, Legls. Hist, at 623-24. The essence of the 

discrimination here is this operator's treatment of this non-employee 

miners' representative in a manner that it would not, and indeed could 

not, for the reasons stated, impose on an employee miners' representative 

See Consolidation Coal Co. v. MSHA, supra note 3, 

I therefore dissent, and would affirm the judge below. 

/. ;/ 

A, E. Lawson, Commissioner 

_9/ As Pasula makes clear, it is not necessary that discriminatory actio 

be premised on a violation of a specific statutory right or administrati 

requirement. 
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DECISION 

This case Involves a complaint of discrimination filed by the Secret 
of Labor with this independent Commission pursuant to the Federal Mine Sc 
and Health Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. § 801 et seq. (1976 & Supp. V 1981). 1 
complaint alleged that Metric Constructors, Inc. (’’Metric"), violated sec 
105(c)(1) of the Mine Act, 30 U.S.C. § 815(c) (1) (Supp, V 1981), when it I 
tninated the employment of seven of its workers following their refusal tc 
perform certain work that they believed was hazardous. A Commission 
administrative law judge concluded that the terminations were discriminai 
awarded back pay with interest to six of the seven complainants, awarded 
hearing expenses to five of the seven, and assessed a civil penalty of $1 
for the violation of section i05(c)(l). h FMSHRC 791 (April 1.982) (ALJ). 
subsequently granted petitions for review filed by Metric and the Secret? 
and we heard oral argument. For the reasons set forth below, we affirm 
judge's finding of a violation of the Mine Act and his assessment of a c: 
penalty. However, we remand certain aspects of his remedial awards. 

I. 

Metric, a subcontractor, was engaged to do repair work at a cement ] 
owned by Florida Mining and Materials Corporation near Brooksvllle, Flor; 

Beginning on February 27, 1979, the kiln and the preheater at the plant ^ 
taken out of service so that repair work could be done. Much of the rep? 
work involved welding. The seven complainants, nil welders, were hired ( 
temporary basis to do the work. U It was agreed they would work 12 hou 
day, seven days per week, for approximately four weeks beginning Februar 
1979. It was also agreed that they would work a night shift, from 7:00 i 
to 7:00 a.m. 

_iy The complainants are: Joe Brown, Johnny Denmark, David Mixon (dcce. 
the McGuire brothers (Jerry and Terry) and the Parker brothers (John and 
Wes>. 



stairs to it. Their working area was pointed out by Bob 

Davis from a platform. The Coinpiatnants could not reach 

it, however, because there was a gap of at least 6 to 8 

feet between the platform where they were standing and 

the actual working area. 

It was then determined that four of the Complainants 

(Joe Brown, Terry McGuire, Jerry McGuire and John Parker) 

would weld on the duct work, while the other three would 

pull leads (power supply for the welding machines) and act 

as relief when the welders got tired. Since there was no 

direct access to the duct work, the four welders were lifted 

to the work site in a basket by a crane. The other three 

Complainants pulled leads to ^l?lthin 6 to 8 feet of the ciuct 

work and stood on a platform handing supplies to the welders 

as needed. The platform had no fence or handrail around it. 

Once the four Complainants reached the duct work In the basket, 

they found there were no scaffolding or handrails around the 

work site nor were there any padeyes on whicli to hook their 

safety belts. (^/] “H^ey were thus required to weld padeyes 

before they could attach their safety belts. Terry McGuire 

and Joe Brown went inside the [duct] ... that was being 

welded onto the pre-heater, while Jerry McGuire went on top 

of the duct, and John Packer worked from an unsecured one- 

board scaffold below the duct. 

The four Complainants ... worked for approximately 2 

hours under conditions which they considered unsafe, Jerry 

McGuire, who was on top of the duct, was being blown about 

by heavy winds. John Parker, who was below the duct on the 

one-board scaffold, was being "burned** by the welding fire 

from above aa were Terry McGuire and Joe Brown inside the 

duct. The lighting at the work site was Insufficient and 

by 7:30-8:00 p.m. on flarch 2, 1979, it was dark outside. 

The four welders working on the duct were able to reach 

the platform where the other three were standing only by 

walking around on a ring which encircled the pre-hc.ater. 

7^1 A padeye (or pad eye) is a plute wltli a rouinl opening, usually we 

fixed to a structure, to which safety belts or lines may be .ittachod. 



scaffolding, cables for handrails and jacks for scaffolding 

board at the work, site. 

Once on the ground, and after their break, Joe Brown, 

Terry McGuire and Jerry McGuire, on behalf of all seven 

men sought out Might Foreman Bob Davis and registered their 

complaints about the unsafe and hap'.ardous working conditions, 

1. e. , no handrails, no scaffolding, and no lights and to 

request angle irons, scaffold jacks, scaffold boards, fire 

blankets, cable for handrail and lighting. Ifliile they were 

so engaged, the other four Complainants returned to the 

platform located 6 to 8 feet from the duct. 

FMSHRC at 793-795 (transcript citations and footnotes deleted). 

Following the complaints, Foreman Davis went to the office trailer wliu 

2 told Theibert Simpson, the night superintendent, that the complainants 

scaffold and handrails before they resumed welding. Davis and Simpson Ay. 
) call Russ Jones, the project superintendent, who was not on the job .site 

Lmpson called Jones, und told him that the complainants refused to contim 

)rking on the pre-heater. Jones asked if Simpson had any other work for t 

Lmpson said that he did not, and Jones responded that the complainants ^ihr 

) home and come back in the morning for their pay. Simpson apparently dii! 

j11 Jones why the complainants refused to work. 

Simpson then told Brown and the McGuire brothers that Jones had said l 

>mG and to come back in the morning for their pay. The employees asked LI 

lere was otlier work for them to do on the ground and Simpson said there w; 

)t. They asked If they were being fired, and Simpson said they were not. 

ivls toid the employees that Jones had said they would have to continue wc 

i before. He also told them that if they refused they would have to go h( 

id that they could come back in the morning and get their money. 

Following this conversation, the employees went home. They returned 

ixt morning to collect their pay, Each was asked to sign a slip which Lnc 

lat they had voluntarily quit, and each refused. That same morning other 

ilders, who had been hired along with tlic complainants, were assigned to i 

le welding on the pre-heater. That work was completed three or four days 

ifore the end of the four-week work period of employment at the cement pli 

In his decision below, the Commission's administrative law judge fouru 

lat the conditions under which the employees were asked to work were in 

ict uns-afe. He also concluded tliat they engaged in a work refusal tliat w. 

casonable and fully justified by the circumstances." 4 F^^SHRC .u 802. : 

sserted, In defense of its termination of the complainants, that U too h 

reasonable belief—that the conditions of employment were safe. Metric 
int -c ^ ^10^1 iri /■infv riinnop ^bp rTindit^nns to tbp iMnn I nvpO'i' •' .-1 f 



II. 

The Violation ot Section 105(c)(1) 

Metric argues that the judge's finding of a violation is at odds with 

iieine and policies of the Mine Act. According to Metric, the result of th( 

dge's decision is that an operator must continue to employ and pay miners 

arcise a protected right to refuse worU, even though there is no alternat: 

rk for them to do, unless the operator reasonably believes that working 

iditlons are safe. Metric asserts that this transforms the right to refin 

rk into a meclianlsm for coercing compliance with safety standards. Metrii 

gues, as it did before the judge, that it owed no duty to its employees ti 

sure that the conditions were safe or to believe that they were safe. Thi 

trie submits that in the absence of alternative work, It had no obiigatioi 

keep the complainants on the payroll. 

We have held that a miner’s work refusal is protected under the 

e Act if the miner has a reasonable, good faith belief in a hazardous 

idltlon. Secretary on behalf of Pasuia v. Consolidation Coal, Co., 2 FMSH 

86 (October 1980), rev’d on other grounds sub nom. Consolidation Coal Co. 

shall, 663 F.2cl 1211 (3rd Cir. 1981); Secretary on behalf of Robinette v 

Ited Castle Coal Co., 3 FMSHRC 803 (April 1981). See also Miller v. I^SH 

F.2d 19A (7th Cir. 1982). In this case, the judge found that condition 

the night of March 2, 1979, resulted in an unsafe working environment an 

at the complainants had a reasonable belief this was the case. Substanti 

Foreman Davis died before the hearing. In a statement taken before lii 

ath, Davis asserted that he, rather than Simpson, called Jones and toid h 

the safety complaints. The statement was made to the Department of habo 

ae Safety and Health Administration and was offered into evidence by the 

retary. Metric asserts that the judge erred, to its prejudice, by treat 

2 statement of Davis as testimony introduced on Metric's behalf that crea 

onfiict between Metric’s witnesses. 

Although the judge referred to Davis’ statement several times and note 

at it conflicted with Simpson’s and Jones’ testimony in respect to what J 

s toid, he ultimately discounted the statement and credited tl^e testimony 

mpson and Jones. 4 FltSHRC at 800-01 n,5. Thus, although the judge may ii 

n Imprecise or mistaken in referring to a conflict in the testimony of 

trie’s witnesses (4 FMSHRC at 795 n.4, 801 n.5)) we do not believe Metric 

reby prejudiced. Moreover, and more important, the judge's coneJusinns 

2 fundamentals of the violation are supported by the record without refer 

Davis' statement. 



'as protected cnder the Act. Sen Robinette, supra. 

A complainant establishes a prlna facie case of discrimination under t 

;ine Act by proving that he engaged in protected activity and that the udvc 

ction complained of was motivated in any part by the protected activity. 

or example, Hollis v. Cousnlidation Coal Co., 6 FMSllRC _, Docket No. 

EVA 8L-‘'*gO-D, sJ.ip op. at 5-6 (January 9, 1984), and cases cited. In case 

nvolving a inineT's work refusal, one of the factors which may I)g considcre 

n determining the intent behind the adverse action is the reasonableness o 

he operator's reaction to the work refusal. 

We liave held that a miner refusing to work on tlie basis of a good fait 

easonnbie belief in a liazard "should ordinarily communicate, or at least 

ttempt CO communicate, to some representative of tlte operator his belief i 

he ... ha'.'ard at issue." Secretary on behaJ.f of Duuinire and Estle v. 

orthern Coal Co., 4 FMSHRC 126, 133 (I'eburary 1982). A corresponding rxiie 

f reason applies to the operator’s response as v;g11. Thus, as we recently 

tated, "Once a reasonable good faith fear in a hazard is expressed by the 

iner, the operator has an obligation to address the perceived danger." 

ecretary on behalf of Pratt v. River Hurricane Coal Co., Tnc. , 5 FTlSHRC 15 

534 (Sci)tembec 1083). See also Secretary on l)ehalf of Bush v. Union Carhl 

orp. , 5 I-T-ISHRC 903, 997-09 (June 1983), if an operator precipitately dis- 

Ipliues a miner, without attempting i.n nny manner "to address the perceive 

anger," it does so at Ita otoi legal risk if it Is l.Jtor determined in 

Itigation under the Act that the work refusal was protected. 

The judge's decision accords with these general principles. The Judge 

ound that Netric did iiot rea.sonal>ly believe that the w(3rklng conditions cc 
lalned of were safe. Thu evidence in this record as to the hazardous natu 

f the conditions is strong. Metric presented no evidence from which it cc 

e concluded chat It reasonably believed the hazards did not exist. Nor di 

etric’s supervisory personnel take .my action which implied that they teas 

ly believed the conditions were not Imzardous. As the judge noted, none 

trie’s personnel investigated the complaints to determine their validity, 

impson did not even advise the project superintendent that the safety comf 

d been matia. 4/ 

/ Metric argues that its termination of the employees' could not have ht 

Dtivated by their protected safety complaints because Project Superintende 

ones, who made the decision to terminate, was not told of their protected 

:tivity. It irs clear, however, that Might Superintendent Simpson knew wh) 

he men were recusing to work. An operator may not escape responsibility 1 

Leading ignorance duo to the division of connany personnel functions. Set 

or example, Allegheny Pens! Cola Bottling Co. v. NLRB, 312 l'.2d '329, 531 i 

r. 1962). Ac'.cor<l Lng ly, the fact that Mtglit Superintendent Simpson did nc 



the working conditions were a reasonable one, we find compelling the lac 

an affirmative response by Metric to the complainants* concerns under tl 

circumstances. Miners have been accorded the right to refuse work undei 

Act in order to help achieve the goal of a safe workplace. Pasula, 2 FT' 

at 2790-93. If an operator may take action which adversely affects mine 

when it does not have a basis for a reasonable belief that the complainc 

conditions arc safe, and without addressing the miners* fears, the exert 

the right to register safety complaints and to refuse work will be chii. 

Here we endorse the judge's view that "where the mine operator’s belief 

the working conditions are safe is unreasonable and the miners’ belief i 

such conditions are unsafe Is reasonable, the discharge of complaining r 

for such work refusal Is discriminatory and a violation of the Act.” 4 

at 804. Accordingly, we aCflnn the judge's conclusion that the terminal 

the employees violated section t05(c)(I) of the Act. 5/ 

in. 

The Remedies 

Back pay—mitigation 

At the hearing, Metric attempted to establish that several of tlie 

discharged employees had failed to mitigate their loss of pay by refnsii 

to search for other employment. The judge held that when an employer 

raises such a defense, the discriminatees are required to estabilsh tlur 

at least engaged in "reasonable exertions" to find employment. 4 i'MSHU( 

Counsel for the Secretary of Labor argues that to establish a mitigatioi 

defense, an operator must prove not only that the employee did not make 

required reasonable efforts, hut also that an employee could have obtalt 

suitable employment. We do not agree. 

Because the Mine Act's provisions for remedying discrimination are 

largely upon the National Labor Relations Act, we have sought guidance t 

settled cases implementing that Act in fashioning the contours within wl 

a judge may exercise his discretion in awarding back pay. Secretary on 

of Gooslln V. Kentucky Carbon Corp., 4 FMSHRC I, 2 (January 1982); Dunmi 

and Lstie, supra, 4 FMSHRC at 142. Back pay may be reduced where a mine 

5_/ Metric contends that the record supports a finding that the compia: 

were terminated because there was no alternative work for them when the) 

refused to do the work assigned them. Given our disposition of the case 

need not and do not at this time decide questions pertaining to the rel? 

ship between the availability of alternative work and the validity of d 

over a work refusal. Metric also complains of the judge's assessment of 

civil penalty. In affirming the judge's finding of a violation, howevci 



With respect to James Parker, the judge denied back pay on the basis 

arker's testimony estab l.tshed a failure to make reasonable efforts to obt 

ther employment. Parker’s testimony shifted. He initially stated that a 

e was terminated by Metric on March 2, 1979, he first applied for other w 

n July 1979. I Tr. at 200. He then stated that the period in which he d 

ot look for a job was only a month, or three to four weeks, I Tr, at 20^ 

inalLy, he stated that he sought another welding job on Marcli 5, 1979. T 

r. 211-213. The j^idgo accepted Parker’s initial statement and found the c 

estimony "not suf Cic iantiy trustworthy." 4 FMSHKC at 807 n. 12. Where a 

odge's finding rests upon a credibility determination, we will not suhstl 

ur judgment for his absent a clear indication of error. The shifting nat 

f Parker's testimony leads us to agree with the judge that Parker failed 

ake reasonable efforts to find other employment after being discharged, 

enlal of back pay with regard to Parker is affirmed. 

The judge also denied one week of back pay to doe Brov;n. Me conclude 

rown did not make rGnsonoble efforts to seek suitable alternative employn 

ring the week following the termination of his employment with Metric, 

FMSHRC at 806. A dlscrimlnatec must make "reasonable efforts" to find c 

mploymcnt, OCAW v. NLRB, 547 F.2d 598, 603 (D.C. Cir. 1976), cert, denit 

29 U.S. 1078 (1977). Tlie determination as to what constitutes a reasonal 

ffort is made on the basis of the factual background peculiar to each ca; 

ge NLRB V. Madison Co'irier, Inc., 472 F.2d at 1318, Here John Parker, 

ames McGuire, and Terry McGuire all sought employment within one to thre< 

ays of the los.s of their jobs. 4 FMSHRC at 806, 809 and RiO, This facte 

s helpful in determining what could reasonably be expected of Brown, 

town’s failure to make comparable efforts or to offer any explanation as 

0 why he was unable to do so supports the judge's concLu.sion that he madi 

3 responsible effort to find alternative employment following the loss o 

is job. Ne are not prepared to say that the judge erred in denying Browi 

ae week of back pay. Out decision is restricted to the facts of this 

ase. We are not Intimating that a faiiure to seek alternative employmen 

Dr one week after an unlawful termination is per se unreasonable, 6/ 

/ Counsel for the f^ecretary argues that brown's failure for one weak r. 

aek other employment does not establish that his efforts were unreasonab 

Dunsel notes that In Dunmire and Estle, supra, we found that compiainant 

5tlG made reasonable effnrt.s to mitigate his Loss of income, 4 FMSHRC a 

30, L44. However, un.like Rrov,Ti, Fstls sought to be reinstated the first 

>rking day after he was d i.scliarged. 4 FMSHRC at 130. Moreover, In this 

ise, unlike Oimmire and Lstio, detailed evidence concerning mitigation a 

lat others did to try to fliid suitable alternative employment was introd 

Iso, of course, comply * jobs with Metric were only sclio.duled to la 



examination of the complainants who testified^ consequently had no evlder 

to present with regard to whether Mixon or Denmark failed to mitigate the 

losses. The judge found that Metric did not establish a lack of reasonal 

effort by Mixon and Denmark to find suitable alternative employment and 

awarded both full back pay. FMSHRC at 808-09. 

The judge did not err. Tlie operator bears the burden of proof with 

respect to willful loss. OCAW v. NT..RB, 547 F,2d at 602-03. We recognize 

that there are circumstances, such as those at hand, under which a com¬ 

plainant may not appear to testify. However, an operator may prepare for 

that possibility by Initiating pre-trial discovery relating to the issue 

mitigation. Significantly, although Metric submitted two sets of 

interrogatories to the Secretary of Labor and one request for production 

documents, none of the questions asked or the items sought related to the 

issue of mitigation. Nor did Metric seek to depose either Mixon or Denmt 

prior to the hearing. We therefore affirm the judge’s conclusion that 

Metric failed to establish a willful loss of earnings with respect to Mi> 

and Denmark and his conclusion that both were entitled to full hack pay. 

Overtime compensation 

In his post-hearing brief, the Secretary of Labor requested overtime 

pay in the amount of time and a half for each hour over 40 hours per weel 

that would have been worked absent the discriminatory discharges. The ji 

concluded that the record lacked an evidentiary basis for such an award. 

4 FMSHRC at 806, Our duty is to restore the dlscriminatees to the enjoyr 

of the wages they lost as a result of the illegal terminations. We are 

mindful of the fact that the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, as amende< 

29 U.S.C. § 201 et seq. (1976 & Supp. V 1981) ("FLSA"), requires compensai 

for each hour worked over 40 hours per week at one and one half times th( 

regular rate of pay for certain classes of employees and employers, 29 I 

§ 207 (1976 and Supp. V 1981). As counsel for the Secretary has noted, ' 

statutory obligation is a part of every employment contract between an er 

and an employer subject to the terms of the FLSA. See, for example, Rol; 

Electric Co. v. Black, 163 F.2d 417, 426 (4th Clr, 1947), cert, denied, ; 

854 (1948). l^lle we understand the judge's concern over the lack of sp« 

evidence on this point, we cannot ignore the possibly applicable mandate! 

the FT.SA, 

We remand in order to permit the parties, on an expedited basis, to 

this issue more fully. If the judge on remand determines that the FLSA i 

to Metric, the back pay award in this case should reflect inclusion of tl 

necessary overtime pay. 7/ 

7/ We leave undisturbed the judge's assessment of Interest on the back 

awards at the rate of 12% per annum compounded annually from March 3, 19 

until aid. R rr e an abuse of discretion 1 t e > s. e ’ n of Into .ew 



cum:j.uueu cue uciiLy umuimi. ul wlis 

r-isHRC at 811. 

laii leasoimoie. 

Recovery of expenses incurred in bringlnp, a successful claim may be par 

the relief necessary to make a discrirnlnatce whole. Northern Coal, ^ FMS 

143-44. The burden of establishing a claim for expenses is upon the Seer 

is he who must introduce sufficiently detailed evidence so that a determi 

II nay be made whether the complainants’ claims are justified. When he do 

do so and when, as here, the judge's award Is without record support, we 

B no basis for meaningful review. We therefore vacate the award of expen 

:jver, in view of the statutory duty to make these miners whole, we remand 

order to afford the parties the opportunity to submit evidence concerning 

appropriate amount, if any, of the expenses to be awarded the compLainan 

IV 

For the foregoing reasons, the judge's finding of a violation and 

jssment of a civil penalty are affirmed. Tlte award of expenses is vacate 

the matter Is remanded for expeditious reconsideration of that Issue. 1 

c pay awards are also remanded for expeditious determination of whether 

rtlme pay, pursuant to the FLSA, should he included in the award. The 

;e who decided tlie case below is ill, so tlie proceeding is remanded to 

Chief Administrative Law Judge to.r reassignment to another judge 

Rosemary^ff. Collyer^ Chairman 

L. ('.I.air Nelson, Commissioner 
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HELVETIA COAL COMPANY, 
Contestant 

V. 

SECRETARY OF LABOR, 
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

Respondent 

SECRETARY OF LABOR, 
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

Petitioner 
V . 

HELVETIA COAL COMPANY, 
Respondent 

CONTEST PROCEEDING 

Docket No. PENN 83-11' 
Order No. 2015555; 2/; 

Lucerne No. 8 Mine 

CIVIL PENALTY PROCEED: 

Docket No. PENN 83-15: 
A.C. No. 36-04597-035; 

Lucerne No. 8 Mine 

DECISION 

Appearances; Williain M. Darr, Esq., Indiana, Pennsylvan. 
for Contestant/Respondent; 
David T. Bush, Esq., Office of the Solicitt 
U.S. Department of Labor, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, for Respondent/Petitioner. 

Before: Judge Broderick 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The above proceedings have been consolidated for the 
purposes of hearing and decision, because the order conte, 
in the contest proceeding charges a violation of a mandat* 
safety standard for which the Secretary seeks a penalty ii 

penalty proceeding. 

At the hearing, the parties stipulated that the viol, 
charged in Order of Withdrawal No. 2015555 occurred, that 
was of such nature as could significantly and substantial 
contribute to the cause and effect of a mine safety hazari 
that it was based on an underlying citation properly issu' 
under section 104(d)(1) of the Act. 



ering tne (junueiic.j.uiii3 ul c-iits [jcix t, j-fejiD, ± l-iih: j.uj.xuwxuy 

decision. 

ISSUES 

1, Was the violation of 30 C.F.E. § 75.200 charged in 
Order No. 2015555 caused by an unwarrantable failure of the 
operator to comply with the mandatory standard in question? 

2. What is the appropriate penalty for the violation? 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. At all times pertinent hereto, Helvetia owned and 
operated the subject mine from which it extracted coal. 

2. Helvetia produced 2,579,824 tons of coal annually, ( 
which the subject mine produced 533,139 tons. Companies 
affiliated with Helvetia produced an additional 3,994,031 toi 
annually. 

3. In February 1983, a large caved area existed in the 
6 Butt intake escapeway of the subject mine. The area was 
14 feet wide and almost 20 feet long. The cave height was m( 
than 69 inches, whereas the coal seam averaged approximately 
48 inches high. 

4. The cave~in had occurred 1 year or more prior to 
February 28, 1983. There was a fault condition running throi 
the roof in the area. 

5. The roof in the area had been supported by 4 foot 
resin bolts. 

6. On February 25, 1983, at about 4:30 p.m., assistant 
mine foreman Albert Cribbs examined the intake escapeway in 
6 Butt section of the subject mine from outby in, and traver 
the cave area. He placed his initials on both the outby and 
inby side of the cave and noted in the weekly air course ins 
tion book that the area was in a safe and lawful condition. 



the miners' representative and walked 300 to 400 feet to th' 
cave area. He noted the initials A.C. and the date Februar 
1983. The inspector also noted four treated timbers lying 
the right rib inby the cave, and two loose timbers in the c 
area, also lying along the right rib. 

9. The inspector found unsupported roof in the cave a 
measuring approximately 14 feet by 20 feet. There was loos 
overhanging rock on the outby end of the cave, but the roof 
itself was solid. Only two timbers were set along the side 
they were 20 feet apart. Coal was not being mined at the t 
The last coal producing shift was Friday afternoon, Februar 

10. I find that at the time of Cribbs' weekly aircour 
examination on February 25, 1983, the six posts found lying 
the floor February 28, appeared to be properly set in the c 
area. The escapeway was not more than 6 feet wide between 
supports, and the posts were set on 5 foot centers. No haz 
conditions v;ere observable in the roof at that time. 

DISCUSSION 

The Secretary takes the position that it would not hav 
been possible for the posts to have fallen out between Frid 
night and Monday morning, under the circumstances present i 
this mine v;here the roof had been bolted with resin bolts a 
the cave-in had taken place more than 1 year earlier. Whil 
concede that settling or shifting of the caved area is unli 
under the circumstances, I accept the testimony of Mr. Crib 
as to his examination on February 25. I find no possible m 
for him to have made a' false report of such a highly danger 
condition. To have falsifield the report would have jeopar 
his job and reputation. More importantly, it would have je 
ized miners* lives including his own. The record does not 
me to conclude that he was that reckless. Cribbs testified 
I find, that there was loose material on the floor of the c 
which may have made it difficult to obtain solid footing fo 
posts. I find that the posts were dislodged over the weeke 
natural causes. 



line Safety and Health Act of 1977, in the operation of its 
iUCerne No. 8 Nine. 

2. The violation charged in Order of Withdrawal No. 2015 
ssued February 28, 1983, did in fact occur. 

3. Helvetia is a large operator. There is no evidence 
oncerning Respondent's history of prior violations. The pena 
ssessed herein will reflect my conclusion as to Helvetia’s si 
t will not be increased on the basis of prior history. 

4. The violation was abated in a timely fashion, and 
elvetia demonstrated good faith in achieving rapid compliance 

5. The violation was extremely serious. It could have 
esulted in fatal injuries and compromised the miners' escape\« 
t was of such nature as could significantly and substantially 
ontribute to the cause and effect of a mine safety hazard. 

6. The violation was not caused by an unwarrantable fail 
o comply with the standard in question. This conclusions is 
ased on my finding (Finding of Fact Wo. 9) that at the time c 
ribb's examination, the posts appeared to be properly set. ] 
nfer, however, that they were not set adequately for the floe 
onditions and this caused them to become dislodged. Such woi 
ot necessarily be evident to visual examination. Helvetia's 
egligence is based on improper setting of the posts, and is i 
reat. 

7. Considering the criteria in section llO(i) of the Ad 
conclude that the appropriate penalty for the violation is 

900. 

ORDER 

Based upon the above findings of fact and conclusions of 
aw, IT IS ORDERED 

1. Order No. 2015555 is VACATED as a withdrawal order a: 
ODIFIED to a citation charging a significant and substantial 
iolation of 30 C.F.R. § 75.200. As modified, the citation i 
FFIRMED. 
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EDDIE LEE SHARP, 
Complainant 

V . 

MAGIC SEWELL COAL COMPANY, 
Respondent 

discrimination COMPLAIN' 

Docket No: WEVA 82-3 99' 
MSIIA Case No: CD 8 2-27 

Stone Run Mine No. 6 

DECISION 

Appearances: Eddie Lee Sharp, Elkins, West Virginia, 
Complainant; 
John L. Henning, Esq., Elkins, West Virgin! 

for Respondent; 

Before: Judge Moore 

This discrimination case was heard in Elkins, West 
Virginia on November 29, 1983. The record was left open f 
the purpose of allowing Magic Sewell coal Company to file 
some sort of documentation, i.e. affidavit of an officer c 
tax return to show that the company has no assets or incon 
No such documentation has been forthcoming. The only evic 
as to the company's financial condition was presented by ^ 
Fry, the safety director, who is neither an officer or an 
owner of the company. 

In the early morning hours of August 5, 1982, Mr. Edc 
Lee Sharp left his continuous mining machine at the face, 
announced he was not feeling well and crawled out of the 
mine. The safety director Mr. Fry had been underground ai 
either crawled or rode the belt out at about the same tim« 
that Mr. Sharp left the mine. 

On the surface Mr. Fry and Mr. Sharp had a conversat 
in which Mr. Sharp said something to the effect that the 
lack of visibility caused by the dusty conditions in the 
mine had made him too nervous to operate the mining machi 
close to other miners. Mr. Sharp did not return to work 
during the remainder of the shift. On the next day, Augu 
when Mr. Sharp returned to the mine at the beginning of h 
shift, he was not allowed to work. 

The first question is whether Mr. Sharp was fired 
laid off or whether he quit. Althoua t e ” 1 d of ” 



:hought owned the mine, and foreman Wolfe all testified at 
Dne point, that they thought that Mr. Sharp had quit. When 
^eing cross-examined by Mr. Sharp, Mr. Fry said (Tr. 201) 
'when you came out of the mine, Eddie, I really thought you 
lad quit," But back at Tr. 199 he said "When I called 
Irowder (Superintendent] I told him, I talked to him at 
Length, and told him that I thought that you were not capable 
Df operating that miner. Now, that's the only thing that I 
said to him". That conversation is certainly inconsistent 
vith the notion that Mr. Sharp had quit and left. Foreman 
-Jolfe assumed he had quit because he left without saying 
anything but both Mr. Sharp and Mr. Fry testified that 
before he left the face area Mr. Sharp said he was not 
feeling well and going outside. 

I found Mr. Crowder's testimony rambling and laced with 
yperbole to such an extent I could not tell when he was 
'ust overstating a matter or really meant it. At one point 
le said he worked twentyfour hours a day three or four days 
In a row. (Tr. 96). He stated that Mr. Sharp never mined any 
:oal with the continuous mining machine, that he would just 
ever reach the coal (Tr. 81). Then he changed it to saying 

i:hat Mr. Sharp would only mine coal five out of ten times. 
■le testified positively that he had pulled Mr. Sharp's time 
rard out of the clock but on cross-examination he merely 
thought he had, because that was what he would usually do 
{Tr. 130; 131), Referring to Mr. Sharp, he testified "I 
aidn't fire him, I just let him go." (Tr. 84). I find that 
Ar, Sharp was fired, but even if he wasn't the result would 
3e the same. If Mr. Sharp was engaged in a protected activit 
and, for that reason, was not allowed to continue or resume 
“lis employment at Magic Sewell then he should prevail regardl 

whether or not Mr. Crowder thought he had quit. 

Mr. Sharp and other miners had constantly complained of 
the dusty conditions of the mine and the lack of water and 
rock dust. Three former employees of Magic Sewell testified 
as to the dangerous conditions at that mine. One witness 
and his entire crew had been fired because they refused to 
/7ork without a foreman. Another miner quit after one hour. 
4r. Hinchman was hired to run the continuous miner. His 
testimony at Tr. 55 was: 



A. Well, the dust. There wasn't no water on the 
miner, there wasn't no air at the face. And, I 
shut the miner off and the boss was sitting behind 
me. I asked him about it and he said, "It's been 
run like this and it's going to be run like this 
tonight." I says, "Okay," I says, "Get on it 
because I’m going home." 

Mr. Fry and Mr. Crowder had the attitude that it was 
up to the miners to see that the line curtain was properly 
hung and that the place was rock dusted if necessary or that 
water was used. Mr. Crowder seemed to be confused as to the 
difference between respirable dust and combustible dust and 
Mr. Fry was confused about when rock dust is required. He 
did not know the meaning of the term "to wet" as defined in 
30 C.F.R. 75.402-1. I find the mine was sufficiently dusty 
when the continuous miner was operating to require more air 
and water than was provided. In fact, the federal inspectors 
required the use of water on the miner after this case was 
investigated. (Tr. 175). And any areas that were not "too 
wet" should have been rock dusted. 

I find that Mr. Sharp was unlawfully discriminated 
against because of his protected activity of complaining 
about the dangerous conditions in the mine and refusing to 
work under such conditions. As to a remedy, however, I can 
not order that Mr, Sharp be re-instated to a job that no 
longer exists. As to lost wages and expenses. Mr. Sharp is 
ordered to present to me, within 30 days, a document showing 
how much he would have earned between the time he was fired 
and the time the mine was closed, less any wages that he 
earned during that period. Mr. Sharp should include any 
travel or other expenses incurred in the course of prosecutii 
this action. 

Respondent may, within 15 days after receiving Mr. 
Sharp's document make any objections thereto it wishes and 
may at the same time present evidence of its financial 
condition. I will then render a final order unless it 
becomes obvious further testimony is needed. 

Charles C. Moore, Jr. 
A inistr tive La Judae 
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i-eDruary x, xya^ 

SECRETARY OF LABOR, 
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

Petitioner 
V. 

LAWRENCE READY MIX CONCRETE 
CORPORATION, 

Respondent. 

CIVIL PENALTY PROCEEDIN' 

Docket No. YORK 82-14-M 
A.C. No. 19-00283-05007 

Assonet Sand & Gravel C 

ORDER OF DISMISSAL 

Before: Judge Merlin 

In this case, the notice of contest card was signed b 
the operator and mailed to MSHA on November 13, 1981. On 
July 26, 1983, the Secretary of Labor was ordered to show 
cause why the case should not be dismissed for failure to 
file a proposal for a penalty. On August 22, 1983, the 
Secretary of Labor filed a response to the order to show 
cause and a petition for assessment of civil penalty. 

A civil penalty petition should be filed within 45 da 
of receipt of a timely notice of contest of a penalty. 29 
C.F.R. § 2700.27(a). The Commission has held that the lat 
filing of a petition will be accepted where the Secretary 
demonstrates adequate cause and where there is no showing 
prejudice to the operator. An extraordinarily high caselc 
and lack of clerical personnel were held "good cause" for 
filing two months late. Salt Lake County Road Department, 
3 FMSHRC 1714 (July 28, 1981). 

In Medicine Bow Coal Company, 5 FMSHRC 882 (1982), th 
Commission held inadequate clerical help constituted good 
cause for a two week delay, but pointed out that the late 
filings had been before its warnings in Salt Lake. In thi 
case the Solicitor's motion for leave to file late petitic 
sets forth: 

* * * Petitioner did prepare a timely Proposal on 
December 16, 1981. However, for reasons which 
were caused by the staff attorney's failure to act 
and because of insertion of enclosed documents in 



The Secretary took over a year and a half to file a 
petition which should have been filed within 45 days. The 
only excuse in this case is that the Solicitor put the 
documents in the wrong file. This i.s not good cause for 
such an extraordinarily long delay. Indeed, the petition 
was filed only in response to my show cause order. The 
operator should not have to ansv;er such a stale claim. 

In light of the foregoing, this case is DISMISSED. 

Paul Merlin 
Chief Administrative Law Judge 

Distribution; 

David L. Baskin, Esq., Office of the Solicitor, U. S. Depart 
of Labor, John P. Kennedy Federal Building, Government 
Center, Boston, MA 02203 (Certified Mail) 

Mr. David R. Smith, President, Lawrence Ready Mix Concrete 
Corporation, P. O. Box 7, Ridge Hill Road, Assonet, MA 
02702 (Certified Mail) 



CIVIL PENALTY PROCEEDING SECRETARY OF LABOR, 
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION (MSHA) : Docket No, PENN 83-85 

Petitioner : A.C. No, 36-03425-03515 
V. : 

: Maple Creek No. 2 Mine 
U.S. STEEL MINING COMPANY, INC., : 

Respondent : 

DECISION 

Appearances: David A. Pennington, Esq., Office of the Soli 
U.S. Department of Labor, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, for Petitioner; 
Louise Q. Symons, Esq., Pittsburgh, Pennsylva 
for Respondent. 

Before: Judge Broderick 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This case involves two citations alleging violations of 
mandatory safety standards at the subject mine. Pursuant tc 
notice the case was heard in Washington, Pennsylvania, on 
November 30, 1983. Citation No. 2013969, issued December 2, 
alleged a violation of 30 C.F.R. § 75.1403 because of the ot 
tion of a shelter hole. It was assessed at $136, The partj 
submitted a proposed settlement of the violation for the pa^ 
of $50. They agreed that the violation was properly designc 
significant and substantial. Respondent's position is that 
obstruction was only partial, and the inspector conceded the 
could not recall whether it was complete or partial. I stai 
the record that I would approve the proposed settlement for 
violation in question. 

The other citation was contested. Okey H. Wolfe testiJ 
on behalf of Petitioner; Joseph Hann testified on behalf of 
Respondent. Both parties have filed posthearing briefs. Be 
on the entire record and considering the contentions of the 
parties, I make the following decision. 



million tons of coal annually. 

3. In the 2 years preceding the date of the issuance of 
citations involved herein, the subject mine had 496 paid 

lations of mandatory safety and health standards, 394 of whic 
e designated as significant and substantial. This history is 

such that penalties otherwise appropriate should be increase 
ause of it. 

4. The imposition of penalties in this case will not affec 
pendent's ability to continue in business. 

5. The violations involved in this case were both abated 
ely and in good faith. 

6. On November 15, 1982, the air in the tailgate entry of 
Longwall section was reversed and had become return air. A 

ation charging a violation of 30 C.F.R. § 75.316 was issued. 

7. The reversal of the air in the tailgate entry was 
sed when the door to a regulator which determines the amount 
air coursed to the face fell down. This apparently occurred 
the Saturday preceding the date of the issuance of the 
ation which was on a Monday. 

8. The approved ventilation plan at the subject mine 
uired that the tailgate entry be ventilated with intake air. 

9. The approved ventilation plan in effect at the subject 
e prior to the time involved herein called for return air in 
tailgate entry. It was changed to bring a greater quantity 

air back through the bleeder system. 

10. As a result of the reversal of the air in the tailgate 
ry noted in Finding of Fact No. 7, there was less air pressui 
the gob area. 

11. At the time the condition referred to in Finding of 
t No. 6 was cited, 20,000 to 25,000 cfm of air was measured 
the tailgate end of the longv\?all face. 



14. The area where the regulator door had fallen down is 

mally inspected by Respondent weekly. It was scheduled to 

inspected on the day the citation was issued. 

15. The longwall section involved herein had been almost 

ipletely mined as of November 15, 1982. There was an extensiv 

) area of 2,000 feet or more behind the longwall face. 

;ULATORY PROVISION 

30 C.F.R. § 75.316 provides as follows: 

§ 75.316 Ventilation system and methane and dust 

control plan. 

[STATUTORY PROVISION] 

A ventilation system and methane and dust control 

plan and revisions thereof suitable to the conditions 

and the mining system of the coal mine and approved by 

the Secretary shall be adopted by the operator and set 

out in printed form on or before June 28, 1970. The 

plan shall show the type and location of mechanical 

ventilation equipment installed and operated in the 

mine, such additional or improved equipment as the 

Secretary may require, the quantity and velocity of air 

reaching each working face, and such other information 

as the Secretary may require. Such plan shall be 

reviewed by the operator and the Secretary at least 

every 6 months. 

1. Was the violation of 30 C.F.R. § 75.316 of such a 

.ure as could significantly and substantially contribute to 

line safety or health hazard? 

2. What is the appropriate penalty for the violation? 



2. The condition described in Findings of Fact Nos. 6 and 

3 a violation of the approved ventilation plan and therefore 

D C.F.R. § 75.316. 

3. The violation referred to above was of such nature as 

i significantly and substantially contribute to the cause 

effect of a mine safety hazard. 

JSSION 

In longwall mining, when the coal is removed from the face/ 

insupported roof falls creating a gob area. Because mothane 

^leased from the gob, it is imperative that substantial air 

sure be maintained on the gob to dilute the methane. After 

face is advanced, subsequent roof falls may occur back in 

job area and additional methane may be released into the 

re workings. That such an occurrence has not happened at 

subject mine does not make the occurrence unlikely. The 

nation plan was devised and approved to prevent such an 

r'^'ence. To the extent it is deviated from and pressure on 

job is diminished, the occurrence of a methane ignition 

nes likely. Ignition sources include the longwall shear 

T causes sparks while cutting, and possible permissibility 

itions on equipment entering the face area. If a methane 

:ion or explosion occurred, it would cause serious, possibly 

L injuries. Whether a violation is significant and substan- 

must be determined as of the time it is cited. The fact 

it would likely have been spotted and corrected as a result 

sspondent's weekly inspection is irrelevant. 

4. The violation was serious because of the likelihood 

it would cause serious injuries to miners. 

5. Since there was no coal production between the time the 

Lator fell off and the day the citation was issued, 

indent's negligence was slight. The deviation on the fan 

: was not such as should have alerted Respondent to the 

nation problem. 

6. Based on the criteria in section 110 (i) of the Act, I 

Lude that an appropriate penalty for the violation found 

In is $300. 



as significant and substantial are AFFIR.MED. 

2. 
decision 

Respondent shall within 30 days 

pay the following penalties: 

of the date of this 

CITATION NO. 

2013969 
2013923 

Total 

James 

Admin 

PENALTY 

$ 50 
300 

?T50 

.n 

A. Broderick 

istrative Law Judge 

Distribution: 

David A. Pennington, Esq., Office of the Solicitor, U.S. 

Department of Labor, Room 14480 Gateway Building, 3535 Marke 

Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 (Certified Mail) 

Louise Q. Symons, Esq., 600 Grant Street, Room 1580, 

Pittsburgh, PA 15230 (Certified Mail) 

/fb 



V 
SECRETARY OP LABOR, 

MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 

ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

Petitioner 

V. 

RANDALL & BLAKE OF 

OKLAHOMA, INC., 

Respondent 

CIVIL PENALTY PROCEEDINi 

Docket No. CENT 83-64 

A.C. No. 34-01010-03503 

Danger Creek Strip 

DECISION 

Before: Judge Kennedy 

This matter is before me on the Secretary's unopposed 

motion for summary decision. Rule 64 of the Commission's 

rules provides a motion for summary decision shall be gran 

if (1) there is no genuine issue as to any material fact; 

(2) that the moving party is entitled to summary decision 

a matter of law. 

On November 9, 1983, the Secretary filed a petition f 

assessment of a civil penalty in the amount of $98.00 for 

single violation of 30 C.F.R. 77.1301(b) of the mandatory 

safety standards for surface mines. The condition cited w 

storage of detonators and explosives in the same magazine. 

The operator’s answer, filed December 27, 1983, failed to 

deny the facts as to the violation charged but raised as a 

plea in bar the operator's petition in bankruptcy filed 

December 13, 1982. 

Thereafter, the Secretary filed a motion for summary 

decision on the ground that (1) the fact of violation must 

be deemed admitted and (2) the plea in bankruptcy is no ba 

to adjudication of respondent's liability for the violatio 

The Secretary's motion was filed January 6, 1984 and is 

accompanied by a certificate of service of same on respond 

trustee on January 3. 1984. The operator failed to respon 

Under 11 U.S.C. § 362Cb){4) and (5) of the Bankruptcy 

Code the filing of a petition in bankruptcy does not stay 



tory power are not subject to discharge by the bankruptcy 

court. See In Re Tauscher^ 7 B.R, 918 (D. Wise. 1981). 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the motion for summer 

decision he, and hereby is, GRAMTED. It is FURTHER ORDERE 

that the operator pay the amount of the penalty assessed, 

$98.00, on or before Friday, February 17, and that subject 

to payment the captioned matter be DISMISSED. 

Distribution 

Joseph B. Kennedy 

Administrative Law Ju 

Jack F. Ostrander, Esq., Office of the Solicitor, U.S, 

Department of Labor, 555 Griffin Square, Suite 501, Dallas 

TX 75202 (Certified Mail) 

Betty Outhier Williams, Trustee for Randall & Blake of 

Oklahoma, Inc., P.O. Box 87, 530 Court Street, Muskogee, 

OK 74402-0087 (Certified Mail) 



CTARY OF LABOR, 

m SAFETY AND HEALTH 

MINISTRATION (MSHA) , 

Petitioner 

V . 

MINING, INC., 

Respondent 

CIVIL PENALTY PROCEEDING 

Docket No. KENT 83-59 

A.C. No. 15-13538-03501 

No. 3 Strip 

DECISION APPROVING SETTLEMENT 

re: Judge Merlin 

The Solicitor has filed a motion to withdraw the 

:ion for assessment of civil penalty for the one vio- 

3n involved in the above-captioned proceeding. He 

5, in the alternative, for an order approving settlement 

:he original assessment of $20. 

The Solicitor, noting that the operator paid the 

3scd penalty in full without filing an answer, submits 

Ly "that no further proceeding in this case is necessary 

:hat the withdrawal of the petition for assessment of 

L penalty ... is a satisfactory and appropriate 

Lution of this controversy." He relies upon the Com- 

Lon's decision in Mettiki Coal Corporation, 3 FMSHRC 

(October 1981), in support of his position. 

The Solicitor's motion to withdraw, alone, is not 

)rted by Mettiki. In that case the parties submitted a 

Lement motion for $7900. The Administrative Law Judge 

id the settlement. Thereafter the Solicitor filed a 

)n to withdraw the petition for penalty assessment 

\se the operator tendered full payment of the originally 

Dsed penalties of $10,000 for the seven violations at 

i. The Judge interpreted the Solicitor's motion as one 

ipproval of settlement and denied the motion. The 

Lssion held the Judge erred in treating the Solicitor's 

)n as one for settlement approval. According to the 

ussion the Solicitor sought withdrawal of the proposed 

ities and dismissal. The Commission further held that 



withdraw a pleading where the 

that resolution of the matter 

be served by the Commission's 

or by an evidentiary hearing, 

not presented in this case. 

record discloses 

pending would best 

settlement procedures 

This situation is 

In accordance v;ith Mettiki, a penalty petition may be 

withdrawn due to full payment of the original assessment 

where the record reflects that full payment is a satisfacto 

and appropriate resolution. Therefore, in cases such as 

this the Solicitor must submit information to demonstrate 

that full payment of the originally assessed amount is a 

satisfactory and appropriate resolution of tlie matter, 

thereby justifying withdrawal of the penalty petition. In 

the instant matter, I find that the citation provides 

sufficient evidence that full payment is an appropriate 

resolution. 

Citation No. 2005364 was issued for a violation of 30 

C.F.R. § 50.30 because the operator failed to file a quarts 

employment and injury report v;ith M6HA. This violation is 

non-serious on the face of the citation because there was r 

safety or health hazard created by the cited condition. 

In light of the above, I conclude that payment of a $2 
penalty is a settlement for this non-serious violation con¬ 

sistent with the purposes of the Act. I do not however, 

understand the Solicitor's statement that the operator was 

not negligent. Moreover, the Solicitor should have given 

information about the rest of the six statutory criteria. 

The non-seriousness of the violation however, justifies the 

penalty. And in view of the small amount, the public 

interest would not bo served by prolonging this matter 

further. 

256 



Paul Merlin 

Chief Administrative Law Judge 

Distribution: 

Thomas A. Grooms/ Esq., Office of the Solicitor, U. S. 

Department of Labor, 280 U. S. Courtliouse, 801 Broadv/ay, 

Nashville, TN 37203 (Certified Mail) 

Ms. Kathleen L. Chandler, Vice President, R.B.S., Inc,, 

P. 0. Box 15352, Cincinnati, OFI 45215 (Certified Mail) 



SECRETARY OF LABOR, 

MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 

ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

Petitioner 

V. 

PYRO MINING COMPANY, 

Respondent 

CIVIL PENALTY PROCEI 

Docket No. KENT 83-J 

A.C. NO. 15-11408-0: 

Pride Mine 

DECISION 

Appearances: Darryl A. Stewart, Esq., Office of the Sc 

U.S. Department of Labor, Nashville, Tenr 

for Petitioner; 

William Craft, Assistant Director of Safe 

Mining Company, Sturgis, Kentucky, for Re 

Before: Judge Koutras 

_ This proceeding concerns a proposal for assessmen 

civil penalty filed by the petitioner against the resp 

pursuant to Section 110 (a) of the Federal Mine Safety 

Health Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. 820(a), seeking a civil 

CPD Violation of mandatory safety standard 
ctR 75.400. The violation was cited in a Section 107 f 

inminent danger" order issued by MSHA Inspector David 

on May 12, 1982. The Citation No. 1133821, states the 
condition or practice: 

Float coal dust was permitted to accumulate 

on the floor of the slope belt entry and ad' 

crosscuts for a distance of approximately 6C 

feet from bottom of slope and inby. Bottom 

rollers were running in float coal dust at 

several locations and were causing rollers t 
heat due to friction. 

proposal ""LTf r" ^ to the civil 
a hearing was conducted in E nsvm^. 



for assessment of civil penalty filed in the proceeding, and 

if so, (2) the appropriate civil penalty that should be 

assessed against the respondent for the alleged violation 

based upon the criteria set forth in section 110 (i) of the 

Act. Additional issues raised by the parties at the hearing 

are discussed and disposed of in the course of my decision. 

In determining the amount of a civil penalty assessment 

section 110(i) of the Act requires consideration of the 

following criteria: (1) the operator's history of previous 

violations, (2) the appropriateness of such penalty to the 

sii2G of the business of the operator, (3) whether the operat 

was negligent, (4) the effect on the operator's ability to 

continue in business, (5) the gravity of the violation, and 

(6) the demonstrated good faith of the operator in attemptin 

to achieve rapid compliance after notification of the violat 

Applicable Statutory and Regulatory Provisions 

1. The Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. 

§ 801 et seq. 

2. Section 110(a} of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 820 (a}. 

3. Commission Rules, 29 C.P.R. § 2700.1 seg. 

Docket No. KENT 83-101 

Petitioner’s testimony and evidence 

Larry Cunningham, MSHA District 10 Mine Inspector, 

testified as to his background and experience, and he confir 

that he is familiar with the Pride Mine and has conducted 

regular and spot inspections at the facility. He also confi 

that he was at the' mine on or about May 12, 1982 , with fello 

inspector David Ferguson for a regular inspection, and that 

Mr. Ferguson is no longer employed by MSHA (Tr. 8-12). 

Mr. Cunningham testified that on the day of the inspection 

he was with mine representative David Sutton in one area 

of the section, while Mr. Ferguson was in another. At some 

point during the inspection about 15 minutes later, Mr. Ferg 

came to the belt haulage entry and told Mr. Sutton that he 

had issued an order on the belt conveyor and that the belt 

would have to be cleaned and rock dusted. Mr. Cunningham 

identified exhibit P-1 as the Section 107 "imminent danger" 

order issued by Mr. Ferguson, No. 1133821, and testified 
as ho ih.R non ton r ^Tr. 1 5^ . 



accumulations of float coal dust. He described the entry 

as being 18 to 20 feet wide, and confirmed that he measured 

the float coal accumulations with a ruler, and found that 

they ranged from one inch to 12 inches. He also stated that 

lie counted eight bottom belt conveyor rollers which were in 

loose coal, coal dust, and float coal dust. The belt was 

not running, but if it were, the rollers would have been 

turning in float coal dust (Tr, 20). 

Mr. Cunningham stated that when he first entered the 

section and was separated from Mr. Ferguson, the cited belt 

in question was running, but 20 minutes later when he 

walked it it was not (Tr. 20). Based on his experience, he 

did not believe that the cited accumulations resulted from 

the prior shift, and due to the extent of the accumulations, 

he believed they had existed for "possibly" 16 to 24 hours 

or longer. He was present when the conditions were corrected, 

and he counted 30 people in the area when clean up and abateme 

took place. The clean up took two hours and 45 minutes (Tr. 2 

On cross-examination Inspector Cunningham stated that 

he wasln the mine~on~May 11, 1982, the day before the order 

issued and that he was in part of the area cited by Mr. Fergus 

However, he observed no conditions which would have prompted 

him to issue a citation for coal accumulations. On that day 

he observed two miners "correcting the situation as it occurre 

He also confirmed that he was in the mine for a total of 

9 or 10 working shifts during the period from April 1, 1982 

to May 12, 1982 and issued no coal accumulations citations 

(Tr. 24). 

Mr. Cunningham stated that the mine is entered by means 

of a slope car hoist which travels dov/n to the belt in questic 

and that the belt can be visually observed from the slope 

ar. ?le confirmed that he did not know how many miners were 

in the mine on May 12, 1982, and that no one was actually 

hysically removed from the mine as a result of the issuance 

f the order. 



Mr. Cunningham confirmed that belt conveyors which are 

lOt used to transport personnel may be examined at any time 

luring tlie shift, and need not be examined either before the 

;hift or "immediately" after the shift is started (Tr. 36-38) 

[e stated that he checked the preshift examination books for 

;he belt conveyor in question, and found no record that it 

»ad ever been examined. As a result of this, he issued a 

litation for a violation of section 75.303, for failure to 

txamine the belt, or failure to produce evidence that the bel 

lad been examined (Tr. 43). 

When asked whether he would issue an imminent danger ord 

)ased on what he observed after Mr. Ferguson's order issued, 

Ir. Cunningham stated that he could not answer that question 

lecause at the time he observed the conditions the belt v/as 

lot running and that "I never saw nothing that would promote 

1 mine fire or explosion at that time" (Tr. 45) . 

Mr. Cunningham stated that the accumulations in question 

rare in an "air lock" where the conditions would facilitate 

L build up of coal, and he conceded that such accumulations 

•esulted from the mining of coal and that constant clean up 

s required to control the accumulations. He confirmed 

:hat no samples of the accumulations were taken, and they 

rere not tested. He also conceded that he and Mr. Ferguson 

lade no examinations of the power cables, cable insulation, 

ir power boxes to determine whether or not they were in good 

:ondition or not (Tr. 50-53). 

At the conclusion of the testimony by Mr. Cunningham 

n this case, respondent's representative suggested that 

ISHA had not presented any direct evidence as to the actual 

•xistence of the cited conditions as observed by Inspector 

'erguson at the time he issued his citation (Tr. 54). During 

L discussion on the record, I advised the respondent's counse 

:hat while it was true that Mr. Ferguson was no longer employ 

)y MSHA and did not testify, Mr. Cunningham's first hand 

)bservations of tlie cited conditions after the withdrawal 

)rder was issued established a prima facie case as to the 

txistence of the cited accumulations described by Mr. Ferguso 

>n the face of his citation (Tr. 55-56). When asked whether 

e had any reason to dispute Mr. Cunningham's testimony in 

:his case, respondent's representative replied that Mr. Cunni 

was probably one of the more reliable people employed by MSH 

:Tr. 56) . 



have anything to do with it then" (Tr. 59) . The matter 

was then dropped, and respondent's representative proceedi 

to put on a defense. 

Respondent's testimony and evidence 

James E. Wilson, respondent's mine foreman, testifies 

that he has 35 years of mining experience and that he was 

aware of the order issued by Inspector Ferguson on May 12 

He stated that according to policy the belt line is shut i 

every morning at 6:30 a.m. for servicing, cleaning, or th' 

changing of rollers. He described the 600 feet of belt 1 

cited by the inspector as an "airlock," and indicated tha 

problems occur with float dust in that area. He describe' 

the ambient temperature of the mine as 6 2 degrees, and st 

that the air velocity in the area was 40,000 cubic feet 

(Tr. 61). Mr, Wilson indicated that he found no hot roll 

when he went to the area and that the belt line may be 

eAamined at any time during the shift. He also indicated 

that Inspector Cunningham had been in the area the night 

the order was issued and that he issued no citations or o 

(Tr. 62). 

On cross-examination, Mr. Wilson stated that he beli 

the belt was shut down because the mine was operating on 

10-hour shifts, and that it is down for four hours from t 

time the previous shift ended. After maintenance, the be 

would start up again at approximately 7:30 a.m. (Tr. 65). 

confirmed that on the day the order issued, he went under 

at 9:00 a.m., but that between tlie time of his arrival at 

the mine that day and the time he went underground he per 

did not know whether the belt was running or not (Tr. 67} 

In response to further questions, Mr. Wilson confirm 

that after the order was issued he observed the condition 

the cited area, and while he saw some float coal dust at 

least an inch deep where men were shovelling, he did not 

any loose coal. He then stated that he walked the entire 

cited belt area where he did observe coal accumulations, 

did not see "a dangerous amount of accumulations" (Tr. 68 



running because some rollers had to be "cut out from under 

bridge” (Tr. 72). The belt is normally running, but on tha 

day it was not. He confirmed that he was in the middle of 

the 600 foot area cited by Mr. Ferguson when he was there, 

and that the belt was not running. Mr. Farrell also stated 

that he recalled 15 people working in the area to abate the 

cited conditions (Tr. 74). 

On cross-examination, Mr. Farrell stated the cited bel 

was down from 6:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m., because Mr. Ferguson 

order was issued at 9:00 a.m., and the belt never started u| 

(Tr. 76}. He reiterated that the belt was down from 6:30 a 

until the cited conditions were abated at approximately 11: 

(Tr. 76). He stated that maintenance work on the belt bega 

at 6:30 a.m., and that the work consisted of changing rolle 

The work was not completed at the time the order issued (Tr 

In response to further questions, Mr. Farrell stated 

that the reason it took so Long to clean up is that Mr. Fer^ 

wanted materials such as wooden timbers, metal rollers, and 

"anything lying around" cleaned up and taken out of the are 

(Tr. 85). Mr. Farrell conceded that there were accumulatio 

of coal present, but he disputed the depths noted by the 

inspector, and he described them as "normal” for the mine 

area in question (Tr. 84}. Mr. Farrell confirmed that he 

made no measurements of the accumulations (Tr. 85) . 

Randy Byrum testified that on May 12, 1982, he was emp 

at the mine as a belt mechanic. He began work at 8:00 a.m. 

that day and at that time the belt in question was not runn 

He performed maintenance on the belt, and that work include 

the "cutting out" of a belt roller at a conveyor "bridge" 

area by means of a torch, and at this time the belt pov^/er 

was disconnected by an outside mechanic to insure that his 

work could be done in a safe manner. He stated that it 

took him approximately 45 minutes to an hour to complete 

his work and that two other mechanics were also performing 

some maintenance on the belt. He was sure that the belt wa 

not running at 9:00 a.m. that day (Tr. 87-89). 

On cross-examination, Mr. Byrum stated that he was sur 

that his belt maintenance work was completed by 9:30 a.m., 

and he indicated that he did not see Inspector Ferguson tha 

day because Mr. Ferguson would have traveled the belt throu 

another route (Tr. 89-91), 



while he was there (Tr. 95-97). 

On cross-examination/ Ms. McNary confirmed that \ 
usual duties are to clean the cited belt, as well as c 
belt and that she starts at the air lock location. SI 
stated that she had been cleaning the cited bolt area 
approximately two hours before Inspector Ferguson arr; 
at the scene. She confirmed that the float coal dust 
by Mr. Ferguson was present, and she described the be: 
"dirty" (Tr. 97-100). 

David Sutton, testified that he is the mine safe' 
director and that on May 12, 1982 he started work at ’ 
He rode into the mine with Inspectors Ferguson and Cuj 
sometime between 8:30 and 9:00 a.m. He was with Mr. i 
while he was conducting his inspection, and was infori 
by Mr. Ferguson that he had issued a closure order on 
belt. Mr. Sutton confirmed that approximately 15 or 
minutes after he was told that a closure order had be 
he went to the area and personally observed the float 
dust. He stated that the belt was not running, and t 
he heard several miners asking why the belt was dov/n 

Findings and Conclusions 

Fact of Violation 

Respondent here is charged with a violation of m< 
safety standard section 30 CFR 75.400, which states a; 

Coal dust, including float coal 
dust deposited on roc!^.-dusted surfaces, 
loose coal, and other combustible ma¬ 
terials, shall be cleaned up and not be 
permitted to accumulate in active 
workings, or on electric equipment 
therein. 

Although the inspector who issued the citation i: 
was no longer employed by MSHA at the tine of the hea 
and did not testify, Inspector Cunningham, who was pr^ 
viewed the cited conditions shortly after the violati' 



by Inspector Cunningham, including his measurements and 

observations, are unrebutted and amply support the violatio 

I conclude and find that the petitioner has establishe 

the fact of violation by a preponderance of the credible 

evidence adduced in this case. I also find and conclude 

that the extent of the accumulations supports a finding 

that the cited coal accumulations in question were not the 

result of any "instantaneous spillage," nor can I conclude 

that the respondent has established that it was in the proc 

of correcting the conditions v/hen the inspector arrived on 

the scene. To the contrary, I conclude and find that the 

extensive nature of the cited conditions supports a conclus 

that they were permitted to accumulate, and existed at leas 

one prior shift. Accordingly, the violation IS AFFIRMED. 

Gravity 

Although it is clear to me that the question as to 

whether or not the cited accumulations constituted an 

"imminent danger" is not an issue in this civil penalty cas 

and that the validity of the Section 107(a) Order is not pe 

se an issue, petitioner's counsel candidly conceded during 

oral argument that it was altogether possible that Inspecto 

Ferguson issued the order to insure that the condition whic 

he observed were attended to promptly, and that he acted 

to insure that the cited belt conveyor in question would no 

be placed into operation until such time as the cited coal 

accumulations were cleaned up and removed from the mine 

(Tr. 92-93). 

In view of the fact that Inspector Ferguson did not 

testify in this case, petitioner’s counsel further candidly 

conceded that the question as to whether or not the conveyo 

belt in question was running or not running at the time the 

order was issued is only critical insofar as the degree of 

gravity is concerned (Tr. 93). In this regard, counsel con 

that Inspector Cunningham did not observe the belt running 

the time the violation was issued, and he stated that "at n 

time through testimony did we assert that the belt was runn 

(Tr. 94). He also conceded that any suggestion that the be 

in question was in fact "running in float coal dust" has no 

been established as a fact through any credible testimony ( 



which was present in the cited areas, I conclude and fin( 

that the violation was serious* 

With regard to the inspector's finding that the citi 

violation was "significant and substantial," I take note 

following interpretation placed on that term by the Comm 

in Cement Division, National Gypsum Co., 3 F.MSHRC 32 2 (A 

aff *~d in Secretary" of Labor v. Consol.-Td^ation Coal Compan 

decided January 13, 1984, WEVA 80-116-R, etc., affirming 

prior holding by a Commission Judge, 4 FMSHRC 747, April 

[A] violation is of such a nature as could 

significantly and substantially contribute 

to the cause and effect of a mine safety 

or health hazard if, based upon the particular 

facts surrounding the violation, there exists 

a reasonable likelihood that the hazard con¬ 

tributed to will result in an injury or illnes 

of a reasonably serious nature. 

In its most recent holding in Consolidation Coal Co 

WEVA 30-116-R, etc., January 13, 1984, th^ Commission st 

follows at pg. 4, slip opinion: 

As we stated recently, in order to establish 

that a violation of a mandatory safety 

standard is significant and substantial under 

National Gypsum, the Secretary of Labor must 

prove: (TJ theunderlying violation of a 

mandatory safety standard; (2) a discrete safe 

hazard--that is, a measure of danger to safety 

contributed to by the violation; (3) a reasona 

likelihood that the hazard contributed to will 

result in an injury; and (4) a reasonable like 

lihood that the injury in question will be of 

reasonably serious nature. Mathies Coal Co., 

FMSHRC Docket No. PENN 82-3-R, etc., slip op. 

at 3-4 (January 6, 1984) . 

On the facts of the case at hand, it seems clear to 

that the respondent has not rebutted the fact that the a 

of coal and coal dust, including float coal dust, were p 



It seems clear to me that the cited accumulations v/cre 

present, and that the areas cited were not adequately rock- 

dusted. Due to the extensive nature of the accuiulations, 

both as to quantity, as well as the rather extensive 600-foc 

areas where they were present, I conclude and find that the^ 

did in fact present a reasonable likelihood that had 

production continued, the belt would have started up, and ai 

ignition could have occurred from the belt rollers which 

obviously would have been turning in the accumulations. I 

believe it was reasonable that a fire or ignition would 

have resulted. Consequently, I find that the cited coal 

accumulations presented a real hazard which would have 

significantly contribute to a major cause of danger and 

hazard to the miners working on the section. Accordingly, 

the inspector's finding of a significant and substantial 

violation IS AFFIRMED, and respondent's arguments to the 

contrary ARE REJECTED. 

Negligence 

In this case, while there is testimony from the clean-i 

person McNary that she was in the process of watering down 

some of the area cited by Inspector Ferguson when he first 

arrived on the section, and that she had cleaned up some of 

the accumulations before he arrived, Inspector Cunningham 

testified that he examined the preshift examination books 

and found no entries or evidence that the cited area had be' 

examined as required by section 75.303. Taking into accoun 

the extensive accumulations which were cited, I believe 

it is reasonable to conclude that had closer attention been 

given to promptly clean up the accumulations, the violation 

would not have occurred. While it may be true that the bel 

in question may have been down for some maintenance at 

the start of the shift, I still believe that respondent 

failed to take reasonable care to insure that all of the 

accumulations found by the inspector were cleaned up and 

the area rock-dusted. Under the circumstances, I find that 

the violation resulted from ordinary negligence on the part 

of the respondent. 



bad" (Tr. 116). Accordingly, for an operation of its size, 

cannot conclude that any civil penalty assessed by me in thi 

case should be increased because of respondent's history of 

noncompliance. 

Size of Business and Effect of Civil Penalty of the Responds 

Ability to Remain in Business. ' ~ 

The record in this case establishes that at the time 

the citation issued, the annual coal production at the mine 

in question was approximately 400,000 tons (Tr. 116). 

While it may be argued that Pyro Mining Company is a large 

mine operator, the Pride Mine was a relatively small or 

medium-sized mining operation. In any event, I cannot concl 

that a reasonable civil penalty assessment in this case wil3 

adversely affect the respondent's ability to continue in 

business. Further, in assessing a civil penalty in this cas 

I have considered the respondent's history of prior violatic 

as well as the size of its mining operations. 

Good Faith Compliance 

The respondent promptly cleaned up and removed the cite 

accumulations from the mine after the order issued. Accord; 

I find that abatement was achieved by respondent's ordinary 

good faith compliance efforts. 

Penalty Assessment 

On the basis of the foregoing findings and conclusions 

and taking into account the requirements of Section 110(i) 

of the Act, I conclude and find that the following civil pe 

assessment is appropriate for the citation which has been 

affirmed: 

Citation No. Date 30 CFR Section Assessme 

1133821 5/21/82 75.400 $975 
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Statement of the Proceedings 

These proceedings concern proposals for assessment 

civil penalties filed by the petitioner against the res 

pursuant to Section 110(a) of the Federal Mine Safety a 

Health Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. 820(a), seeking civil pen 

assessments for five alleged violations of mandatory he 

standard 30 CFR 70.220. 

Respondent filed timely contests taking issue v;ith 

citations and pursuant to notice hearings were convened 

Evansville, Indiana, on November 2, 1983, and the parti 

appeared and participated fully therein. The parties w 

the filing of post-hearing written arguments and made t 

orally on the record during the course of the hearing. 

Issues 

The issues presented in these proceedings are (1) 

respondent has violated the provisions of the Act and 

implementing mandatory standards as alleged in the prop 



section 110 (i) of the Act requires consideration of the 

following criteria: (1) the operator's history of previou 

violations, (2) the appropriateness of such penalty to th 

size of the business of the operator, (3) whether the ope 

was negligent, (4) the effect on the operator's ability t 

continue in business, (5) the gravity of the violation, 

and (6) the demonstrated good faith of the operator in 

attempting to achieve rapid compliance after notification 

of the violation. 

Applicable Statutory and Regulatory Provisions 

1. The Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C 

§ 801 ^ seq. 

2. section 110(a) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. § 820(a). 

3. Commission Rules, 29 C.F.R. § 2700.1 e_t seq. 

Discussion 

KENT 83-186 

This proceeding concerns two section 104(a) citation 

served on the respondent on November 16, 1982, for violat 

of mandatory health standard 30 CFR 70,220. 

Citation No. 2075605 describes the cited condition c 

practice as follows: 

The operator submitted the attached status 

change form, dated 10-18-82, showing mmu 011-1 

nonproducing effective 10-18-82. production 

records show mmu 011-0 operated approximately 

67 production shifts in 40 days during the 

Sep.-Oct. 1982 cycle with an average production 

of over 650 tons per shift. Included during 

this period were at least 9 production shifts 

on Oct. 26, 27, 28, 29, and 30, 1982. Also 

records show mmu 011-1 has operated at least 

15 production shifts in 9 days during Nov. 1982 

with an average production of over 600 tons per 

shift. The attached computer print-out dated 

11-8-82 shows no respirable dust samples were 

submitted for the Sep.-Oct. 1982 cycle. 

Responsibility of Tom Hughes Dust Tech. 



shift. InciudGd during this period were at le 

9 production shifts on Oct. 20, 22, 23, 26, 28 

29, and 31 , 1982. Also records show mmu 012-C 

has Operated at least 5 production shifts in 3 

during Nov. 1902 with an average production of 

over 630 tons per shift. Responsibility of Tc 

KENT 83-107 

This proceeding concerns three section 104(a) citat 

served on the respondent on November 16, 1982, for viols 

of mandatory health standard 30 CFR 70.220. 

Citation No. 2075602, describes the cited conditior 

practice as follows: 

The operator submitted the attached status chc 

form dated 10-19-82, showing mmu 003-0 in 

abandoned status effective 9-1-82. Productior 

records show mmu 003-0 operated approximately 

production shifts in 11 days during the Sep.- 

Oct. 1982 cycle, with an average production oJ 

over 700 tons per shift. The attached compute 

printout dated 11-8-82, shows no respirable di 

samples were submitted for this cycle. Recorc 

show citations for exceeding the dust standarc 

issued for mmu 003-0 no less than three times 

the past year. Responsibility of Dennis Trav: 

Dust Tech. 

Citation No. 2075603 describes the cited condition 

practice as follows: 

The operator submitted the attached status 

change form, dated 10-25-82, showing mmu 005-' 

nonproducing status effective 9-1-82. The st; 

form also states the unit is spare, nonproduc: 

and has not run five production shifts during 

sampling cycle. Production records show mmu 

005-0 operated approximately 73 production sh 

in 40 days during the Sep.-Oct. 1982 cycle wi 

an average production of over 600 tons per sh 



practice as follows: 

The operator submitted the attached status cl 

form, dated 10-19-82, showing mmu 006-0 aban( 

effective 9-1-82. Production records show m 
006-0 operated approximately 21 production si 

in ].3 days during the Sep.-Oct, 1982 cycle w 

an average production of over 750 tons per si 

the attached computer printout, dated 11-8-8 

shows no respirable dust samples were submit 

for this cycle. Records show at least one 

citation for exceeding the dust standard was 

issued for mmu 006-0 within the past year. 

Responsibility of Dennis Travis, Dust Tech. 

Testimony and evidence. KENT 83-187. 

MSHA Inspector Arthur L. Ridley, testified as to 

background and experience, and he ^ated that section 

of the mandatory standard requires that certain change 

tl.e status of certain coal producing and sampling unit 

reported to MSHA within three days of the time the cha 

Ke stated that changes of producing units to nonproduc 

or temporary nonproducing, or abandoned areas must be 

He identified exhibit P-1 as a status change form exec 

by respondent's mine technician Dennis Travis showing 

the mechanized mining unit at the Wheatcroft Mine, No. 

was placed in an abandoned status effective September 

and that it was filled out and signed by Mr. Travis or 

October 19, 1983 (Tr. 17-20). 

Mr. Ridley explained that a "mechanized mining ur 

in this case consists of a certain amount of equipment 

for coal production, such as a cutting machine, a loac 

machine, and shuttle cars, all of which are used in or 

of rooms for coal production purposes. The exhibit ir 

is a form supplied by MSHA, and section 70.220 require 

that it be filled out by an operator and filed with M£ 

The form in question came to his office as a routine n 

and he has previously examined the original copy on fa 

in his office. He saw no form previous to the one fiJ 

this case. He also confirmed that exhibit P-1, page c 

a copy of Citation No. 2075602 issued by MSHA Inspectc 



form, but that he (Ridley) modified the citation on Janu 
to include a negligence finding. He stated that he made 
after reviewing the status form and finding that a month 
a half had gone by since the unit in question was report 
abandoned, and he believed that the respondent was negli 
in not submitting the form sooner (Tr. 25). 

On cross-examination, Mr. Ridley confirmed that MSH 
regulations do not r^cguTre a mine operator to file a dai 
coal production report for each coal producing unit (Tr. 
He also confirmed that while it is not a common practice 
MSHA's health staff to delve into company production rec 
it has been done in the past, but infrequently (Tr. 30). 
He also confirmed that an inspector is instructed to mak 
any negligence and gravity findings by filling out the 
appropriate places on the citation form at the time he i 
the citation (Tr. 31). He conceded that his modificatic 
of the citation by filling out the negligence portion of 
citation form issued by Inspector Lyle 52 days after the 
service of the citation on the respondent in this case " 
a long period of time" (Tr. 32). Mr. Ridley also confir 
that his supervisor Charles E, Dukes instructed him to rr 
the citation to show a "high degree of negligence" (Tr. 
Mr, Ridley stated further that had he issued the origina 
citation, he would have made the same negligence findinc 
(Tr. 36). 

Mr. Ridley explained that under MSHA's dust samplir 
procedures, an operator must take five valid dust sample 
within each two month period (Tr. 37). He agreed that i 
respondent sampled during the Septeinber-October sample c 
and then abandoned the unit on September 25, he could le 
do this since the sample cycle had not run its course (1 

Respondent's testimony and evidence 

Dennis Travis, testified that he was familiar with 
three citations issued by MSHA Inspector Lyle on Hovembe 
concerning the filing of the mine status change forms ir 
question, Mr. Travis confirmed that he was employed as 
environmental health technician at respondent's Wheaterc 
Mine, With regard to Citation No. 2075602, Mr. Travis s 
that mine records indicated that coal was produced on tl" 



that it had run a few days in the month of 

September which is the first month of the bi¬ 

monthly sampling cycle. At that time I knew 

that there would have to be some samples taken 

to comply with the respirable dust law which 

requires us to submit five accurate samples 

during a bi-monthly period. I also knew that 

it was impossible to do that because the equip¬ 

ment had been moved out of that area. At that 

point, to keep from either receiving a violatic 

stating that I did not send in accurate 

respirable dust samples and to try to find 

out exactly what needed to be done at this poir 

because of the abandonment of the area, I callG 

the MSHA Office in Madisonville to talk to the 

health specialist, the desk specialist supervis 

which was Mr. Dukes. I felt that Mr. Dukes wol 
be the one to answer my questions since he was 

the supervisor and — So I spoke to him about 

the matter, told him what the situation was, ar 

I had a few days in the first part of the samp] 

cycle that had produced coal on that unit but 

yet the unit wouldn't be producing any longer; 

and asked him, at that point, what needed to be 

done. 

I knew that a status change form should be 

submitted, I felt like it should. And I asked 

him at that point if that's what I should do. 

And he informed me, and advised me to send in c 

status change form abandoning the section and 

dating it at the beginning of the bi-monthly 

sampling cycle to avoid any confusion. And 

abandoning it at that point. 

In response to further questions, Mr. Travis confirr 

that he submitted the form in question for Unit 003-0 on 

October 19, 1982, but that the effective date of the stat 

change was September 1. No form was submitted during the 

period September 1 through October 19, 1982, and when as\ 
why he did not comply with the three-day reporting requij 

of section 70.220, he responded as follows (Tr. 61-62). 



A. — then I could have been and probably wo\ 
have been cited for failure to submit samples 

during that bi-monthly sampling cycle even th< 

the unit was down and abandoned, and the stati 

change submitted at the proper time. 

Q. Okay. If I understand your testimony the 

was not down during the period. 

A. During the first eleven days, that's corr* 

Q. So if it was producing during the first e 

days, withdrawing of course, do you understand 

the bi-monthly cycle of respirable dust requi 

to dictate that if you produce coal at all du 

the two month period you have to submit the s 

A. No, sir. I do not. 

Q, What do you understand that to require? 

A. It has to be filed four shifts, four prod 

shifts, to be required to submit samples duri 

that time. 

Q. At any time during that period of time. 

A, That's correct. 

Q. Did you produce any five shifts? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. During that time? 

A. Yes, sir. 

Q. And did you submit any respirable dust sa 

A, Mo, sir. 



Kesponaenu s counsel assercea cnat: aix or cne remainii 

citations at issue in these proceedings concern the same 

factual setting (Tr. 86) . MSHA.'s counsel confi.rmed that 

Citation No. 2075603, exhibit P-3, concerns a mine status 

change form submitted by Mr. Travis on October 25, 1982, ai 

the form shows that the 005-0 mining unit in question was 

"nonproducing" effective September 1, 1932. MSHA counsel 

took the position that the form should have been filed by 

September 4, 1982 , and he also asserted that Hr. Ridley 

modified this citation, and that if called to testify he 

would confirm that he received the same instructions to ma] 

if "high negligence," and that the reason he did so was 

because of the time lapse from September 1 to October 25, 

(Tr. 87-89). 

Respondent's counsel confirmed that the 005-0 unit 

was in fact nonproducing on September 1, 1982 , and that it 

was in the same status as the previously cited unit. He 

explained that the mine was being abandoned in order to st< 

a new mine, and the mining units in question were being mo’ 

around while renovations and overcasts were being construe 

(Tr. 89). He conceded that the notation on the citations 

that a search of company records reflected that there were 

73 production shifts during a forty-day period during 

September and October 1982 "were probably right" (Tr. 90). 

He also confirmed that the 005-0 mining unit consisted of 

five pieces of equipment (shuttle car, cutting machine, 

loading machine, reel, and roof bolter), and that this uni 

was assigned to the cited mine location to produce coal (T: 

MSHA's counsel identified exhibit P-4 as a copy of 

Citation No. 2075604, issued by Inspector Lyle on November 

1982. The citation states that the required MSHA change 

form was dated October 19, 1982, indicating that mining un. 

006-0 was abandoned effective September 1, 1982. The form 

submitted by Mr. Travis identifies the "unit" as "designat< 

occupation code 036," which is for the "high risk." continui 

miner operator (Tr. 115-116). Respondent's counsel confiri 

that the section where the miner had been operated was aba: 

and the miner machine was moved someplace else (Tr. 117). 

Respondent's counsel also indicated that if called to test 

Mr. Travis would explain the circumstances as follows 

(Tr. 117-119): 



MR. CRAFT: Yes, sir. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: It is also a change in the 

status of that particular mining machine, 

it not? 

MR. CRAFT: Yes, sir. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: It v/as moved someplace elsi 

MR. CRAFT: Yes, sir. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS; And on both of those changi 

in status with both the mine where the coa 

being mined to when it was abandoned and t 

continuous miner being moved someplace els 

miner wasn't abandoned, it was simply rero 

someplace else. That's also a change in s 

isn't it? 

MR. CRAFT: Yes, sir. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Both of those circumstance 

have to be reported on the 70.220, do they 

MR. CRAFT: According to law. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Okay. Now, let's say you' 

this one. Is it the same type of a thing? 

MR. CRAFT: Exactly. If you call Mr. Trav 

back to the stand he will tell you exactly 

what he told you before. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Is that Mr. Travis didn’t 

that 006-0 section was abandoned, they wer 

not mining coal, he didn’t know that the c 

mining machine was being moved someplace € 

MR. CRAFT: Mr. Travis — 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: When he finally learned th 

he picked up the phone and called MSHA. ] 

what he's testifying to? 



When he learned of it he would call MSHA, that 

exactly what he did. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS; On this particular citation, ] 

this the case? 

MR. CRAFT: Yes, sir. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: He didn't know that this cont: 

mining machine was being moved out. 

MR. CRAFT: He didn't know when. They only r£ 

I'm sure you have, they ran the first 13 days 

September, they didn't run anymore. He didn't 

know that they wouldn't be running until manac 

ment told him we're moving it out, abandon th( 

section. We're moving it and it won't be bad 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: And you didn’t know then you 

were going to move the 006-0. 

MR. CRAFT: He wouldn’t have any way of knowi] 

The health specialist doesn't manage the coal 

mines. He works, he superintends the mines. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS; Well, maybe you ought to give 

the responsibility of filling out these forms 

to somebody else other than Mr. Travis. 

Testimony and evidence. KENT 83-186. 

MSHA's counsel identified exhibits P-5 and P-6 as - 

of Citations 2075605 and 2075606, and copies of the MSH- 

mine status change forms in support of the citations. ' 

parties agreed that Inspector Ridley modified these cit< 

to indicate a "high degree of negligence," and that if > 

to testify he would confirm that Inspector Lyle made no 

negligence findings, and that Mr. Ridley modified the c 

on instructions by his supervisor Mr. Dukes (Tr. 140-14 

979 



bUDiniu d sCcii-Lib (jjidjiyfcs ufcixi L. uiic uiics 

that are associated with citation 205 which 

indicates that the mine was abandoned on, I 

believe, on October 18th; and with respect to 

citation 6 06 showing that the mine was abando 

that the mining unit was abandoned on October 

In fact it recites that coal was produced sub 

to those days on numerous shifts, and we shou 

been notified that it was not in a producing 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Okay. Mr. Craft, what say yc 

about these two citations? 

MR. CRAFT: Basically, your Honor, when they 

were abandoned, they were abandoned. They w€ 

producing 18, 19, 20, 21, 22; and the fact ti¬ 

the negligence wasn't checked till 52 days Ic 

And that they were terminated five minutes, t 

one in question was terminated, written at 9: 

and terminated at 9:20. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS; And the other one was writter 

9:30 and terminated at 9;45. 

MR. CRAFT; That's right, your Honor, 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: And again I take it that Mr. 

can you explain why the time frames are so si 

here? Is it that once the citation v/as serve 

operator submitted the report. It says on he 

correct status change form was placed in the 

and production status was filed. Is that — 

Now wait a minute — Will be submitted in the 

MR. STEWART: Will be submitted. Yes. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Have the reports been submiti 

do you know? 

MR. STEWART: To my mind they have been. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Okay. And do you dispute thi 

fact that these units were in production as i 

on the condition of practice here, Mr. Stewa: 

Mr, Craft. 



in the producing status 11/15." If we would've 

submitted that form on 11/15, the citation 

shouldn't have been written on 11/16. He wrote 

the citation on 11/16 and he terminated it on 

the same. We submitted in on 11/15. That 

would've been a case where he could’ve cited 

us for as being late. 

MR. STEWART: Your Honor, there is no provision 

for being late. The status says that he didn't 

submit it within three days of the change of 

status. The face of the citations indicates 

that coal was being produced 

MR. CRAFT: But, your Honor — 

MR. STEWART: — two weeks prior to November 15th. 

MR. CRAFT: The problem is, your Honor, that is 

he submitted the status change on 11/15, why were 

we cited on 11/16? 

MR. STEWART: Your Honor, it's the same argument 

that he proves in the subsequent proceeding. That 

the status change was submitted on October 19th 

and he went and wasn't cited till November something, 

I don't think that that goes to whether there was 

a violation or not. 

MR. CRAFT: When Mr. Ridley modified it for high 

negligence he should've modified the termination 

point. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Okay. But do you dispute the fact 

that these units were in fact in production on 

the dates stated on the face of these citations? 

MR. CRAFT: I don't dispute the facts that they 

were in production. I contend that they were 

stand-by units and we were acting under instructions 

from MSHA. 



JUDGE KOUTRAS: Okay. Anything further? 1 

you wish to present any evidence on these? 

MR. CRAFT: No, sir. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: On these citations. Do yo^ 

have anything else Mr, Stewart? 

MR, STEWART: No, your Honor. 

Findings and Conclusions 

Fact of Violations 

Section 70.220 states in pertinent part as foil 

(a) If there is a change in the operationa 

status that affects the respirable dust sa 

requirements of this part, the operator sh 

report the change in operational status of 

mine, mechanized mining unit, or designate 

area to the MSHA District Office or to any 

other MSHA District Office designated by t 

District Manager. Status changes shall be 

reported in writing~rthin working days^ 

after the status change Ti^s ^ccurr^d7 

(Emphasis added). 

Section 70.220(b) defines each specific "operat 

status" which is required to be reported for (1) the 

(2) the mechanized mining unit, or (3) the designate 

These general categories are further reduced to defi 

whether they are "producing," "nonproducing, " or "at 

Each of the five citations in these proceedings 

the respondent with failure to timely report the stc 

certain designated mechanized mining units 

citations were issued by MSHA Inspector Thomas M. L> 

and at the time of the hearings in these cases he wc 

for testimony because he was on disability sick lea\ 

information on which Mr. Lyle based his citations wc 

by MSHA Inspector Robert Smith. Mr. Smith was not i 
at the hearings because he was attending an MSHA tre 

at Beckley, West Virginia. 



a search and review of certain company production records 

apparently volunteered to Inspector Smith, as well as certai 

MSHA records indicating that dust samples were not filed 

for the units in question, or that the respondent was out 

of compliance during certain sampling cycles. In short, 

MSIIA's position seems to be that (1) the mechanized units 

reported as nonproducing or abandoned were in fact producinc 

and (2) the respondent here has filed erroneous reports. 

Respondent's defense to the violations is based on 

its assertions that the cited mining units in question were 

not technically in production, but were somehow "temporarily 

abandoned" or on "standby" to be used periodically when 

the need arose. Respondent advanced the argument that the 

term "nonproducing" means the same as "abandoned," and that 

it did not report the status changes in question because it 

did not know for sure whether any particular unit would 

be permanently abandoned or simply idled while other mine 

work was being done (Tr. 63, 65). 

Respondent's dust technician Dennis Travis, the 

individual who filed the reports in question, as well as 

respondent's trial representative William Craft, conceded 

that the failure to file the required changes within the thj 

day regulatory period when the sections in question were 

in fact in production constituted violations of section 

70.220 (Tr. 60-66; 92-95; 106-107; 117-119). 

From the record in this case, I am convinced that the 

respondent contested the citations because it believed 

that MSHA's enforcement office acted arbitrarily when it 

subjected the citations to the "special assessments" 

procedures. Respondent's testimony in its defense suggests 

that Mr. Travis may have been misled into believing that 

the status reports could be filed when he filed them, and 

that contrary to MSHA's position, Mr. Travis acted reasonabJ 

and in good faith. However, these are mitigating circumstar 

and when taken in conjunction with other mitigating circumst 

as discussed below, may be considered by me in the assessmer 

of civil penalties for the violations. However, it seems 

clear that these mitigating circumstances may not serve 

as an absolute defense to the citations, nor may they serve 

as a basis for outright dismissal of the citations. 
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nto account "the failure of the operator to take the dust 

amples required during periods of active mining." Because 

f this asserted "failure," MSHA's assessment officer conclud 

•hat during the period of active mining "excessively dusty 

conditions were allowed to go undetected" and that this in 

urn "could have allowed the miners to be continuously 

xposed to excessive concentrations of respirable dust." 

V?hile it is true some of the citations make reference 

o the fact that the respondent did not submit dust samples 

or several sampling cycles during the production shifts 

n question, and that several mining units had been cited 

or being out of compliance during the year preceding the 

itations in questions, petitioner presented no credible 

.estimony to establish or support any conclusion that 

excessively dusty conditions were allowed to go undetected." 

urther, the inspector who issued the citations made some 

ather low gravity findings on the face of all of the citatio 

nd since he did not testify, I reject the petitioner's 

eliance on speculative second-guessing by its assessment 

‘^fice as stated in the "narrative findings." 

It seems clear to me that the reporting requirements of 

section 70.220, are intended to provide MSHA with "tracking 

.nformation" so as to insure compliance with the applicable 

lust standards found in Part 70 of its regulations. Since 

he use and location of mining equipment at any given time 

.n the mining environment are critical in determining the 

>otential respirable dust levels and exposures for certain 

critical occupations, MSHA has to be able to track the 

lovement and use of such equipment in order to determine 

whether its dust standards are being complied with. Hoivever, 

.n the instant cases there is no credible testimony or 

■vidence to establish that the failure to accurately report 

:he changes required by the cited standard in fact had a seri 

.mpact on miners. Accordingly, I have no basis for finding 

>r concluding that the gravity of the violations is such as 

:o warrant any additional increases in the penalties assessed 

)y me for the citations. 

However, given the rationale for requiring such reports, 

I do find that the citations were serious. 



was attempting to avoid a dust sampling cycle which may 

have shown the mines to be out of compliance. Respondent 

representative vigorously denied any such suggestion. 

After scrutiny of the record in this case, I find no 

credible testimony or evidence to establish that the resp 

was attempting to circumvent or avoid the respirable dust 

requirements found in Part 70 of HSHA's regulations. Fur 

if the petitioner believed this was the case, it was incu 

on counsel to produce the witnesses to support such a pro 

Since it did not, I have ignored any such suggestions. 

In each of the citations originally issued by Inspec 

Lyle, he made no negligence findings on the face of the 

citations. That is, he did not check any of the boxes 

provided in item 20 of the citation form. The boxes cont 

five degrees of negligence ranging from "none" to "reckle 

disregard." The record here establishes that the citatio 

w^=re subsequently modified 52 days later to reflect a "hi 

degree of negligence, and as a result of that the citatio 

were "specially assessed" by MSHA’s assessment office, wi 

the resulting civil penalty monetary assessment of $300 f 

each citation, totalling $1500. 

Inspector Ridley testified that he modified the cita 

issued by Mr. Lyle on January 1, 1983, some 52 days after 

they were issued, and he did so at the specific direction 

of supervising MSHA Inspector Charles Dukes. Mr. Ridley 

stated that Mr. Dukes instructed him to modify the citati 

to show a "high degree of negligence." When asked why Mr 

did not issue the modifications himself, no explanation w 

forthcoming, and Mr. Ridley confirmed that the modificati 

were mailed to the respondent. I find Mr. Ridley's asser 

that he would have made an independent judgment that the 

respondent exhibited a high degree of negligence to be se 

serving, and they are rejected. 

Respondent argued that the manner in which the citat 

were modified in these proceedings was unfair and arbitra 

since they were issued some 52 days after the citations v\ 



MSHA's Inspector Manual Guidelines requires an inspecto 

to complete the appropriate "Inspector's Statement" portion 

of the citation form to be completed as soon as possible 

during the same day when the violation is cited. The instru 

aHvTse tHat~~the inspector should fiTl Tn th^ portion of the 

statement which relates to gravity and~neqligence~while the 

facts are fresh in his miridT The instructions" also sTiTti 

that failure to adequately document the Inspector's statemen 

will result in assessments that are inaccurate, either too 

high or too low, and thus ineffective. 

Based on all of the testimony and evidence presented at 

the hearings in these cases it is my opinion that the statem 

made in MSHA's Narrative Findings for a Special Assessment 

that "the proposed penalty reflects the Fesults of an 

objective and fair appraisal of all the facts presented" 

is simply not so. The sequence of events leading to the 

issuance of the citations leaves much to be desired. One 

inspector issued the citations based on record searches made 

by a second inspector. A third inspector modifies the citat 

based on direct orders from a fourth inspector who happens 

to be his direct supervisor. Further, there is no rational 

explanation as to why the first inspector made no negligence 

findings as required by MSHA's Inspector's Manual Guidelines 

(exhibit R~l) , nor is there any explanation as to why Mr. Du 

did not modify the citations himself. The record reflects 

that he is an authorized inspector and has the authority 

to issue citations. 

During the course of oral arguments in this case, 

respondent's representative suggested that Supervisory Inspe 

Dukes' role in the. modification of the citations, as well as 

the instructions given to Mr. Travis as to when he should fi 

the reports which resulted in the citations, was somehow out 

of retaliation for some personal grudge which Mr, Dukes 

purportedly harbored toward the respondent (Tr. 133-138). 

Respondent's representative was reminded from the bench 

that I view such accusations as serious matters, and that 

any suggestion that any MSHA official may have acted imprope 

should be directed to that agency. 



that the citations all resulted from ordinary negligen 

the respondent, and this is reflected in the civil pen 

which I have assessed for the violations. 

Good Faith Compliance 

The citations issued by Inspector Lyle reflect th 

abatement and compliance was achieved the same day the 

issued, and that this was done by the respondent filin 

to date” status change forms to accurately reflect the 

of the mining units in question. Accordingly, I find 

violations were rapidly abated prior to the time fixed 

Inspector Lyle, and this is reflected in the penalties 

by me for the violations. 

Size of Business and Effect of Civil Penalties on the 

Ability to Continue in Business. 

Aside from some testimony that certain sections c 

mine in question may have had a daily production of 70 

and that MSHA’s "narrative statement" in support of th 

proposed assessments makes some nebulous references tc 

size of the mine and Pyro Mining Company, there is no 

testimony or evidence in this case as the coal product 

size of respondent’s Wheatcroft Mine. However, based 

testimony presented in another proceeding where these 

and counsel were present (Docket KENT 83-101, heard Nc 

1933 , in Evansville, Indiana), I conclude and find the 

respondent is a fairly large mine operator and that tt 

assessed by me in these proceedings will not adversely 

its ability to continue in business. 
r 

Penalty Assessments 

On the basis of the foregoing findings and concli 

and taking into account the requirements of Section 11 

of the Act, I conclude and find that the following ci\ 

assessments are appropriate for the citations which he 

been affirmed: 



Docket No. KENT 83-187 

Citation No. Date 30 CFR Section Asse: 

2075602 11/16/82 70.220 $75 

2075603 11/16/82 70.220 $75 

2075604 11/16/82 70.220 $75 

ORDER 

Respondent IS ORDERED to pay the civil penalties 

assessed above in the amounts shown for each of the cit 

and payment is to be made to the petitioner within thir 

days of the date of these decisions. Upon receipt of p 

these proceedings are dismissed. 

Distribution: 

Darryl A. Stewart, Esq., U.S. Department of Labor, Offi 

the Solicitor, 280 U.S. Courthouse, 801 Broadway, Nashv 

TN 37203 (Certified Mail) 

William Craft, Assistant Director of Safety, Pyro Minin 

Company, P.O. Box 267, Sturgis, KY 42459 (Certified Mai 

/slk 
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SECRETARY OF LABOR, 

mine safety and health 

ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

Petitioner 

CIVIL PENALTY PROCEEDING 

Docket No, KENT 83-245 

A.C. No. 15-11601-03504 

BROAS MINING COMPANY, 

Respondent 

No. 5 Surface 

DECISION 

Before: Judge Kennedy 

The operator having failed to show cause why its 

failure to respond to the pretrial order in this matter 

should not be deemed a default, it is found said derelictic 

is a default that authorizes entry of a summary order 

assessing the proposed penalty as a final order of the 

Commission. 29 C.F.R. 2700.63. 

The premises considered, therefore, it is ORDERED 

than the operator pay a penalty of $206.00 for the violatic 

charged. It is FURTHER ORDERED that the operator pay the 

penalty assessed, $206.00, on or before Friday, February 11 

1984 and that subject to payment the captioned matter be 

DISMISSED. 

\ / / 
Joseph B. Kennedy 

Administrative Law Judge 

Distribution: 

Mary Sue Ray, Esq., Office of the Solicitor, U.S. Departmer 

of Labor, 280 U.S. Courthouse, 801 Broadway, Nashville, TN 

31203 (Certified Mail) 

Herman W. Lester, Esq,, Combs and Lester, P.S.C., 207 

Caroline Avenue, Pikeville, KY 41501 (Certified Mail) 



UNITED STATES STEEL CORP., 

Contestant 

V . 

CONTEST PROCEEDING 

Docket No. WEVA 83-16 

Citation No. 2132552; 

SECRETARY OF LABOR, 

MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 

ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

Respondent 

Gary No. 50 Mine 

DECISION 

Appearances: Louise Q. Symons, Esq., United States Stee 

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, for 

Contestant; 

Edward H. Fitch, Esq., Office of the Solic 

U.S. Department of Labor, Arlington, Virgi 

for Respondent. 

Before: Judge Koutras 

Statement of the Case 

This proceeding concerns a Notice of Contest filed 

the contestant against the respondent pursuant to Sectio 

of the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, chall 

a section 104(a) citation issued by an MSHA inspector on 

March 16, 1983, citing the contestant with an alleged vi 

of mandatory standard 30 CFR 75.301. 

The respondent filed a timely answer asserting that 

citation was properly issued, and pursuant to notice, a 

was convened in Beckley, West Virginia, on October 5, 19 

and the parties appeared and participated fully therein. 

The parties filed post-hearing briefs, and the arguments 

presented therein have been carefully considered by me i 

the course of this decision. 

The Section 104(a) Citation No. 2132552, which is t 

subject of this proceeding, was issued by an MSHA inspec 



per centum of carbon dioxide was 0.65 (2/9/83) and 

0.72 (1/27/83) which is above tho allowed limit 

of 0.5. 

30 CFR 75.301 states in pertinent part as follows: 

All active workings shall be ventilated 

by a current of air containing not less than 

19.5 volume per centum of oxygen, not more 

than 0.5 volume per centum of carbon dioxide, 

and no harmful quantities of other noxious 

or poisonous gases; and the volume and velocity 

of the current of air shall be sufficient to 

dilute, render harmless, and to carry away, 

flammable, explosive, noxious, and harmful 

gases, and dust, and smoke and explosive fumes. 
■k * * 

Issues 

The critical question presented is whether or not the 

cited condition or practice constitutes a violation of mand< 

standard section 75.301, Included as part of any determinal 

of that question is whether or not the violation and/or the 

sampling made by the inspector to support his citation occu] 

in "active workings" as stated in section 75.301. Additionc 

issues raised by the parties are identified and discussed ii 

the course of this decision. 

Applicable Statutory and Regulatory Provisions 

1. The Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 , 

95-164, 30 U.S.C. § 801 et sea. 

2. Commission Rules, 29 CFR 2700.1 et seq. 

Testimony and Evidence Adduced by Respondent MSHA 

MSHA Inspector Melvin C. Harper, testified as to his 

background and training and he confirmed that he issued 

the citation in question. He stated that he took the bottl 



was part of an MSHA group ventilation saturation inspection, 

and he described the procedures he followed in taking his 

air sample. He took one sample on January 21, 1983, the 

results of which indicated .72 per centum of carbon dioxide, 

and he was accompanied by Cecil Berge, a U.S. Steel safety 

inspector. Mr. Harper could recall no protest from Mr. Berc 

as to where the sample v;as taken (Tr. 56). 

Mr. Harper stated that he considered the location where 

he took his sample as being within "active workings," and 

when asked why, he replied "From all training and instructioi 

I've had, the active workings begin at the outby side of the 

bleeder tap." He also confirmed that the air sample he tool 

was a sample of air coming through the regulator at the 

bleeder evaluation point before it nixed with any other air, 

He estimated the distance from the air split where he took 

his sample to the split of air where it mixed with the air 

in the entry as 25 to 30 feet (Tr. 57). 

Mr. Harper stated that he was familiar with the approve 

mine ventilation plan "to a certain extent," and he stated 

that the location where he took his sample is indicated on 

the mine map as an "evaluation point" or "BEP" (exhibit G-2, 

Tr. 53-59). He explained the three arrows on the nap as 

two open entries with no regulators, and the third arrow 

as the regulator where he took his sample. He confirmed 

that he took samples at the other two locations and that th( 

were in compliance (Tr. 60). 

Mr. Harper stated that the regulator location where he 

took the sample was "the location to the gob itself." He 

placed the regulator approximately thirty feet from the croj 

that parallels the gob line (Tr. 60). 

Mr. Harper testified that after he mailed his air samp! 

to MSHA' s Mt. Hope District Office for analysis he heard 

nothing further until March 16, 1983, when he received a te! 

call from his supervisor Jimmy Humphrey who instructed him 

to issue the citation in question. Since that time he has 

not been back to the mine to take any other samples at the 

bleeder evaluation point in question (Tr. 62). 



and he was standing sideways with neither his race or his 

back to the regulator (Tr. 66). 

Mr. Harper defined "return air” as active air leaving 

the last working place and dumping into the main air course. 

He considers a "bleeder” to be air coming out of a gob area 

has been worked out. He also indicated that he accepts the 

ventilation plan's location of the bleeder evaluation 

(Tr. 67) . 

Mr. Harper reviewed the last sentence of mandatory 

safety standard criteria section 75.316-2(e) (2) which states 

"Such systems should extend from active pillar line of such 

gob to the intersection of that bleeder split with any other 

split of air, and shall not include active workings." He 

was asked whether the area in which he took his sample 

fits the area described by the referenced sentence. He ans\\ 

"no," and said "I believe that right at that regulator point 

is the split, the separation between the air coming off the 

gob then entering into the rest of the return" (Tr. 68). 

When asked whether the area where he took his air samp] 

was part of the bleeder system that extended from the active 

pillar Line of such gob to the intersection of that bleeder 

split with any other split of air Mr. Harper again answered 

"no." He said "I think the bleeder is from the regulator 

back. Once it comes to there, it enters -- that is the 

immediate bleeder coming off that gob area" (Tr. 69). The 

parties stipulated that the area where the samples were take 

was "in the crosscut, some point between the crosscut and 

the regulator, because the two splits would join. I don't 

know that we could say on any given day where that mixing 

point is" (Tr. 70). 

Mr. Harper estimated that from where he took his sample 

it was some thirty feet to where the air coming from the go) 

mixed with the air in the return (Tr. 71). He confirmed 

that the bleeder check points shown on the mine map are thoj 

.submitted and finally approved by MSHA, and he confirmed 

that he learned through hearsay that mine management has 

indicated to MSHA that bleeder check-points are not the 

proper place to take the a'ir samples required by section 

75.301 (Tr. 71) , 



Mr. Harper could not recall the size of the opening i 

the regulator at the location where he took his sample, bu 

he did indicate that "the doors were pretty v;ell all the 

way open," and that the opening would be three to six feet 

He could not state exactly how much air was coming through 

the regulator from the gob, and he has been unable to loca 

his notes (Tr. 103). He did not take an air reading in th 

return entry (Tr. 104) . 

MSHA Inspector Jackson L. Snyder, testified that he i 

assigned to the district ventilation group and that in tha 

capacity he reviews the ventilation plans submitted by ope 

and evaluates their effectiveness (Tr. 108). Mr. Snyder 

confirmed that he was at the mine in question on February 

and took a bottle sample of air similar to the one taken 

by Inspector Harper. He stated that he took his sample at 

the same bleeder check point where Mr. Harper took his. 

He took it approximately one foot outby the regulator, dow 

and at arm's length (Tr. 110). 

Mr. Snyder stated that the air he sampled was air fro 

the regulator and he did not believe that the air which he 

sampled was mixing with other air in the entry. He consid 

the sampling location to be in active workings because "it 

is required, by the ventilation plan, that the bleeder poi 

be at this location. And it is also required that this 

person go to this location once a week to evaluate that 

part of the gob" (Tr. 110). 

Mr. Snyder stated that men travel to the bleeder chec 

points once a week to take air samples with bottles, evalu 

the direction of the air flow, as well as the quality of 

the air and the presence of any methane or gases. While 

there is no requirement to take bottle samples, U.S. Steel 

has chosen to use this method to insure conformance with t 

own ventilation plan (Tr. 111). 

Mr. Snyder confirmed that he was at the mine to evalu 

the gob area as part of his ventilation survey and that th 

volume of air in the entry outby the bleeder evaluation 

point was 43,000 cubic feet, and the amount of air coming 

off the gob was approximately 3900 (Tr. 113). The amount 

of air present when the citation was abated was 8,000 cubi 

feet (Tr. 114). 



with the return air (Tr. 116). However, he approximated 

the air movement there as L5,000 , and he did not believe 

that there was any mixture of return and bleeder air at the 

point where he took his bottle sample (Tr. 117). 

Mr. Snyder stated that any bleeder entries which are 

part of the approved mine ventilation plan would be bleeder 

entries in conformance with section 75.316 (Tr. 119). He 

indicated that he had no conversations with mine management 

as to where the bleeder check points should be before the 

plan was approved, and he does not know what was originally 

proposed by mine management in this regard (Tr. 120). 

Mr. Snyder stated that he "supposed" he received the 

results of his air sample within a week and that it took 

him until March 16 to issue the citation because he ran acr 

it while he was preparing his report on the mine ventilatio 

survey (Tr. 145) . When asked whether it was true that with 

his district there is a lot of controversy as to whether 

section 75.301 applies to bleeder check points in bleeder 

entries, he replied "at a certain time, yes, there was" 

(Tr. 145). When asked whether it is still true that there 

are certain inspectors in his district who do not believe 

that section 75.301 applies to bleeder check points and a 

bleeder entry, he answered "I don't know that." He believe 

that it does apply (Tr. 146). 

Mr. Snyder stated that when his air sample indicated 

noncompliance he asked Mr. Harper to take care of issuing 

the citation (Tr. 148). Mr. Snyder confirmed that he was 

aware of MSHA's policy letter, exhibit G--3, at the time the 

citation issued, but he did not know whether Mr. Harper was 

aware of it (Tr. 149) . 

Paul J. Componatlon, MSHA Division of Safety, Arlingto 

Virginia testified as to his background and experience, 

and he confirmed that his present duties include assisting 

the division chief in matters concerning ventilation 

(Tr, 156-159). He commented as to the importance of measur 

bleeder air, and he indicated that the "BCP" or bleeder 

check point location shown on the mine map is the point whe 

undiluted air coming from the bleeder is sampled and that i 

what MSHA is trying to achieve (Tr. 164) . 



It has to be safe for him to travel. I don't 

only feel that it's 301 and the C02, as we 

have in this case here, I think he's responsible 

to sec that the roof is supported, that the 

area is adequately ventilated, and that it's 

safe for whoever goes up there to evaluate 

that, for whatever they're evaluating; whether 

it be for the roof, whether it be for anything 

that's in there, not necessarily methane. He 

is evaluating the effectiveness of that system 

to determine whether the gob, per se, is being 

ventilated accurately. 

And he measures the quantities of air, he checks 

the roof, he checks for whatever may be. He 

may be checking for C02; he may be checking for 

CO, as we do in many, many mines, where we have 

spontaneous combustion and so forth; or he may 

be checking for any number of gases that could 

exist in coal mines. But he had to, also, make 

sure that it's safe, as I say, from roof support 

and everything else. 

Asked whether the bleeder evaluation point is an alterna- 

ive to inspecting the bleeders, Mr. Componation responded 

s follows (Tr, 169-170): 

Q. Mr. Componation, is the bleeder evaluation 

point an alternative to inspecting the bleeders? 

A. Only if the bleeder becomes unsafe for reasons 

beyond the control of the operator. The operator, 

under two hundred, is responsible to support 

the top throughout the coal mines. He has to 

make a reasonable — or make a diligent effort to 

maintain the bleeders, to support them, to be 

able to travel them. And, as I say, there are 

circumstances that occur in every coal mine in 

certain areas where it becomes difficult, maybe 

impossible, maybe he has it cribbed and maybe 

the ribs are sloughing in, or maybe it's of a 

nature that breaks around. Those conditions 

develop; that recognizes that could develop, and 

allows them to evaluate at the point — to the 

point where it is safe to travel. And, as I say. 



only havG to b6 n\0thanet It can be for sny 

reason. If it's ineffectively ventilated, 

then the area has to be sealed. 

When asked why MSHA cannot agree to placing a bleede 

evaluation point 100 feet outby where it was located in t 

case, even after 2300 or 43,000 CFM’s of air was sweeping 

through that point, he responded as follows (Tr. 172) : 

Pi. Because I could have any amount of any 

explosive, noxious, or poisonous gases 

accumulating just in by the point where I'm 

measuring, diluting it as it comes out. And 

I could have a condition exist that would be an 

extreme hazard to the men in the coal mine. 

When asked whether the issues concerning "samples ta 

in active workings and whether it has to be in compliance 

with 301," has been discussed with industry and MSHA pers 

Mr. Componation responded as follows (Tr. 173-174): 

A. Yes. We have discussed this many times 

in staff meetings. We've discussed it in 

meetings with BCOA, the national coal 

association, various coal operators associa¬ 

tions. We have discussed this with them. 

We have never had adverse response. 

Q. Are you aware of a division of opinion 

at the district manager level in MSHA on this 

question? 

A. Not in the sense that it's strictly a 

difference of opinion, but anytime you put 

twelve people together, some have different 

thoughts on things. But we have never had 

anything to say that we had a strong difference 
of opinion. 

Q. Is there some reason why this letter which 

was sent to Mr. Krese by Mr. LaMonica, 

Exhibit 3, in the summer of '81, has not been 

issued as an MSHA policy document? 
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tion, you may say, or just to affirm something, 
we'll put those out. 

And it's not uncommon to respond to our district 
people. We have responded to many coal operators 
without saying it's a policy and issue those to 
every one. We address the question to the 
particular individual because it's not a question 
to other people. 

On cross-examination, Mr. Componation confirmed that he 
fted exhibit G-3, and when asked to reconcile section 
316(e)(2) and the interpretation stated in the letter, 
responded as follows (Tr. 176-177): 

A. I interpret that active working to refer 
to the active workings from which the air is 
coming; the pillar line at the outby side of 
the gob. I interpret that to say that the air 
that flows across the active area, flows across 
the gob and then into the bleeders. And my 
interpretation that the bleeders are active 
so long as they have to be traveled. And we 
do, as a matter of — I don't say it's policy 
— but we do as matter of it being active when 
bleeders are traveled; we collect samples in the 
bleeders and we do enforce the same regulation 
that we enforce at the ventilation point. 

Q. Mr. Componation, is there anywhere in the 
regulations where bleeders are defined as active 

workings? 

A. There are very few places where any particular 
entry is defined as an active working. Active 
workings are defined as any place where men work 
or travel, regardless of whether you call it a 
bleeder, whether you call it a track entry, whether 
you call it a return entry, or an intake entry. 
If the man works and travels, it’s active. 



Q. How can a bleeder entry carry gases away 

from the active workings, if they are active 

workings? 

A. Away is a relative term. 

Q. Relative to what? 

A. To where you are taking it from. When you 

talk about away, you’re talking away from the 

active area. 

Mr. Componation stated that the reason air readings 

are taken at a bleeder evaluation point is to determine i 

the gob is effectively ventilated. If it is, he indicate 

that it would be in compliance with the requirements of t 

regulations (Tr. 188). In response to further questions, 

testified as follows (Tr. 198-200): 

Q. Mr. Componation, if you made the evaluation 

after the bleeder air was diluted, why would 

it then be hazardous? 

A, I didn't say it would be hazardous. It 

wouldn't tell me what is in the bleeder area. 

It wouldn't tell what's coming through the 

bleeder entries off the gob. It would tell me 

Q, Why 

A, — what’s coming from other areas also. 

Q. Why is it important to know what's coming 

from the gob? 

A. Because I could have a condition existing 

in the gob area that is very hazardous and brin 

that out and dilute it, and not recognize it, 

and the hazard exists. But, I don’t know it. 



U. WGii, don't you oeiieve -- 

A. I'm hoping it's safety. And if it is 

safety, then it is important. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Isn't that what the inspectors 

did in this case? They took a reading of the 

undiluted air? Isn't that what they did? 

MS. SYMONS: Yes. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Okay, 

BY MS. SYMONS: 

Q. Mr. Componation, isn't it true that, 

according to your theory, any time anyone takes 

that reading, it makes it into active workings? 

A. That isn't my theory. That is a 301 -- or 

the definition of active workings says: where 

they have to work or travel. I didn't make that 

definition. 

Respondent MSHA's Arguments 

In its post-hearing brief, MSHA asserts that the key 

Issue in this case is the interpretation of the words "active 

workings," and whether the air which leaves a bleeder evaluat 

point must comply with the air quality requirements of 30 CFF 

75.301 at the location such air leaves the gob and enters a 

return (Tr. 94, 219-223). 

In support of its case, MSHA cites the definition of 

"active workings" found at 30 CFR 75.2(g) (4), as follows; 

'Active workings' means any place in a coal 

mine where miners are norraally required 

to work or travel; 



are ventiiarea ana inspeccea reguiariy lu.ti. 

Bureau of Mines Federal Mine Safety Code-Bituminouf 

Coal and Lignite Mines, Pt. 1 Underground Mines, 

October 8, 1953.] 

In support of its argument with respect to the applicati 

of the words "active workings" to an entry inspected only 

regularly, but otherwise not used in the active extraction oi 

coal, MSHA cites a 1972 decision of the former Interior Boarc 

of Mine Operations Appeals, Mid-Continent Coal and Coke Compc 

1 IBmA 250, decided December 29, 1972, where the Board statec 

as follows at 1 IBMA 257: 

Since the operator is charged with the 

duty of regular inspection of high-voltage 

cable, it can be inferred that a miner or 

miners normally work and travel in this 

entry. The Board concludes that the entry 

is subject to the requirements of Section 75.400 

of the Regulations [Section 304(a) of the 

Act] because it does constitute an 'active 

working.' Even though it may be that only one 

minor is required to regularly inspect the 

entry , an" accumulatioTT ^f^c^aTl "dust is "a 

potential hazard to him, and clean up procedures 

are therefore warranted. * * * (Emphasis 

added.) 

In further support of its position in this case, MSHA c 

a decision by former Commission Judge John P. Cook, in 

Christopher Coal Company, MORG 76*-8-P, decided on October 18 

slip opinion at page 10, aff'd by the Commission on October 

1978, IBMA 77-7, first unnumbered volume March 1979. Judge < 

upheld a violation of mandatory standard section 75.329, whi< 

regulates methane in bleeder entries and returns, and suppor 

MSHA's position that the air sample was properly taken at 

a location after leaving a pillared area and prior to enteri: 

another split of air. Judge Cook stated as follows at page 

of his decision; 

It is clear that the test must be made before 

the bleeder air actually leaves the bleeder 

split of air and joins with the main return 

split of air. ^To interpret the regulation 

any other way would make it meaningless since 

the test, under the operator’s theory, would 



lereas the cited section 75.301 in the instant case deals 

-th carbon dioxide in active workings, MSHA nonetheless 

•gues that the air sample is used for both purposes and that 

e logic advanced to support the location of the Christopher 

mples likewise is applicable in this case. 

MSHA points out that the citation issued in this case 

)ted that on two occasions when samples were taken in January 

d February that the carbon dioxide levels were above .5 per- 

jnt. Tho citation required that the carbon dioxide levels 

j lowered to below ,5 percent, which was achieved when 

. S. Steel increased the quality of ventilation through the 

.Hared area from around 1200 cfm (Tr. 102) to around 8,000 

:m (Tr. 114, 118-L91) . 

MSHA submits that the location involved is always considei 

) be active workings as long as "miners are normally required 

) work or travel" to it. Consequently, even when a miner 

5 not present at a location in the mine, the fact that a 

ner must at some point work or travel to the location makes 

at location active workings 24 hours a day, 365 days a 

sar (Tr. 209-211). It does not shift back and forth between 

rtive and inactive just because a miner is not always 

resent. The fact that he must work or travel to the location 

mdates its active status. 

MSHA further asserts that it is clearly important to 

/aluate the effectiveness of a mine's bleeder system, and 

at regulatory standard section 75.316-2(f)(2), requires 

at bleeder entries which cannot be traveled must be evaluatec 

jHA makes the point that the issuance of the citation in 

lis case is based on MSHA's position that the air leaving 

le gob area must be in compliance with section 75,301, 

: the point where it enters the return because the regulator 

: the bleeder evaluation point is the line separating the 

traveiable gob area and the traveled return area of the mine 

SHA concludes that the fact that miners are required to work 

the area mandates that the air quality requirements of 

action 75.301 are applicable. 

MSHA maintains that the contestant's reliance on the 

anguage found in Section 75.316-2(e)(2), that bleeder systems 



evaluate the bleeder of the protection provided by 30 CFR 

75.301. 

MSKA concludes its argument by asserting that its 

interpretation of the law must be follov>7ed, and that the cas 

cited at page 7 of its brief support its broad application 

of the term "active workings" as found in sections 75.2(g) 

and 75.301; and that any narrow or limited construction as 

argued by the contestant should be eschewed. MSHA submits 

that the citation in question was properly issued and that 

section 75,301 is applicable to the air quality allowed at 

a bleeder evaluation point. 

Contestant's Arguments 

In its post-hearing brief, the contestant argues that 

notwithstanding the definition of "active workings" found ii 

30 CFR 75.2(g)(4), in view of the language found in 30 CFR 

75.316-2 (e) (2); which seemingly excludes a "bleeder systems 

from "active workings," a regulator in a bleeder entry 25 t( 

30 feet from the intersection where the air mixes cannot be 

considered "active workings." 

In support of its argument, the contestant points out 

that under section 75.316-2, the whole purpose of having 

bleeder entries is to continuously move air-methane mixture: 

from the gob, away from active workings, and to deliver sue! 

mixtures to the return arr courses. Contestant suggests th. 

there is no way this may be accomplished if section 75.301 

is applied to the bleeder entry because there is no way the 

air-methane mixture can move from the active workings to th 

return air courses unless it goes down the bleeder entry. 

In response to MSHA's argument that section 75.316-2(f 

deals only with roof control in bleeder entries, contestant 

asserts that roof control is never mentioned. In response 

to MSHA’s concern that the oxygen level decreases as the le 

of carbon dioxide increases, contestant points out that the 

foreman or fireboss checking the area has a flame safety la 

which would detect a low oxygen level, and that the plain 



declare an area unsafe to travel, and that the bleeder entry 

is also the only area of a coal mine where methane is allowed 

to be at 2.0%. 

On the facts of this case, the contestant contends that 

the only reason the bleeder evaluation point is at the regula 

is because MSHA "forced the company to put it at this locatic 

Contestant asserts that if one wants to sample the air as 

it comes off the gob, the bleeder evaluation point is the 

logical place to take the reading before that air has a 

chance to mix with return air. Contestant also points out 

that there is no requirement in the Act that air from the got 

be measured or sampled at the bleeder evaluation point other 

than what MSHA has imposed through the ventilation plan, 

and that there is no question that the fireboss could take 

the methane reading at the intersection. 

Contestant suggests that the only point in having the 

bleeder evaluation point at the regulator is that someone has 

to walk it, and this fact makes that location an "active work 

under MSIIA's theory. Contestant suggests further that there 

are two ways to handle the problem. One way is to move the 

bleeder evaluation point to the intersection where the air 

mixes with the return, and contestant concedes that this will 

not give as accurate a reading of the air-methane mixture fre 

the gob. A second way is to assume that MSHA meant what it 

said when it specifically stated that the bleeder entry is 

the area where air moves from the active pillar line to the 

intersection with the return and it not active workings. 

Contestant emphasizes the fact that pursuant to Section 75,31 

MSHA expected travel in this inactive area of the mine, and 

contestant suggests that the second method is the more logicc 

solution and meets the needs of the parties as well as presei 

the safety of the miners. 

Finally, contestant asserts that MSHA should not be 

permitted to ignore the definition of "bleeders" as defined 

in its own regulations. As for MSHA’s suggestion that it sec 

the gob, contestant states that this argument totally ignores 

the fact that MSHA has no authority to request a gob be seale 

unless methane or explosive gases are a problem (30 CFR 75,3^ 

er. seq.), Contestant states that carbon dioxide is not an e 

sive gas. Since a bleeder entry is specifically defined as 

an area that is not in active workings, contestant concludes 

that section 75.301 does not apply and that the citation shoi. 

be vacated. 



to maintain the carbon dioxide level at the cited bleed 

location at or below the level stated in that standard. 

The cited standard does not specifically address the ai 

quality required to be maintained in bleeder entries, 

simply requires that all active workings be ventilated 

such a manner as to prevent "not more than 0.5 volume p 

centum of carbon dioxide." 

MSHA's position in this case is that the quality o 

air passing through bleeder areas and leaving a bleeder 

evaluation point must comply with the requirements of 

section 75.301. In order to reach this conclusion, MSH 

must establish that the cited bleeder entry and evaluat 

point in question is in fact part of the "active workin 

of the mine. In support of its theory of this case, MS 

rolies on the interpretation of the term "active workin 

found in the definitions section of its regulations, na 

section 75.2(g) (4), and a prior decision by former Comir 

Judge Cook in Christopher Coal Company, supra, interpre 

mandatory section 75.329. 

It seems clear to me that the intent of section 75 

to insure that active workings of the mine are properly 

ventilated by air currents which do not contain oxygen 

carbon dioxide levels outside of the parameters fixed 1 

that standard. Further, the standard is also intended 

insure sufficient air volume and velocity to dispel flc 

explosive, noxious, and harmful levels of gas, dust, oi 

In the instant proceedings, the contestant’s assertion 

carbon dioxide is not a harmful, explosive, or hazardoi 

gas is not rebutted by MSHA. Further, section 75.301-^ 

specifically excludes carbon dioxide from the TLV methc 

determining harmful concentrations of noxious gases. S 

75,301-5, does not list carbon dioxide among other exp] 

gasos required to be controlled. The problem is that t 

regulatory scheme encompassed by section 75.301, and t\ 
criteria subsections which follow, does not mention ble 

entries or bleeder systems. That subject is covered b^ 

sections 75.329 and 75.316-2(e) through (1). 

Mandatory standard section 75.320, requires that \ 
entries or systems used to ventilate wholly or partial] 

extracted and abandoned pillar areas be ventilated or i 



air-methane mixtures from the gob, away from active worl< 
and deliver such mixtures to the mine return aircourses. 

On the facts of the instant case, MSHA’s reliance c 
the Christopher Coal Company case in support of the cite 
is rejected. The requirements for controlling and disif 
methane in bleeder areas as encompassed by section 75.3/ 
are different from the requirements found in cited sect] 
75.301, which addresses carbon dioxide, and I conclude t 
the two standards are mutually exclusive. MSHA's attemi 
to use them interchangeably are rejected. It seems to r 
that if MSHA wishes to promulgate a mandatory standard 
requiring the quality of air in bleeders to be maintainc 
at the same levels and requirements as air in "active wc 
as specifically covered by other mandatory standards, i1 
should amend its regulations to clearly and directly stc 
this proposition, rather than attempting to "boot strap’ 
its enforcement by reliance on theories which simply do 
make sense. 

MSHA's reliance on the definition of "active workii 
to support the citation issued in this case is likewise 
rejected. Contestant's arguments in support of its con( 
that when read together with the other standards found : 
Part 75, a bleeder entry is not active workings is a soi 
and logical interpretation and application of the cited 
standard in case. As correctly pointed out by the Conte 
here, the specific purpose of bleeders is to provide a f 
and means for removing the air which is used to ventilai 
gob areas from the mine. Testing that air at the the re 
before it has an opportunity to mix with return air seer 
logical. However, the fact that an examiner must travej 
once a week, or more frequently, to take methane readinc 
thereby placing that particular location in "active worl 
in accordance with the definition of that term, may not 
as a basis for MSHA reading something into the requireme 
of section 75.301 which is not there. 

Although Inspectors Harper and Snyder both indicate 
that Section 75.305, requires a fire boss weekly examine 



nyder reasoned that the mine ventilation plan requires tnis 

weekly examination. This supports the contestant's assertior 

that MSHA's insistence that its plan include this provision 

as in effect placed the fire boss in "active workings," 

thereby supporting MSHA's desire that the bleeder air conforn 

ith the requirements of section 75,301. 

Inspector Snyder conceded that the question of whether 

section 75.301 applies to bleeder entries or bleeder check 

points has been a matter "of controversy" among his fellow 

nspectors at the MSHA district level. Even though he 

denied any knowledge of the fact that some inspectors do 

not believe that section 75.301 applies to such areas, 

it seems to me that such doubts should be resolved so as 

o insure even-handed enforcement. However, in this case, 

since the contestant raised the issue, it was incumbent on 

ho contestant to establish this assertion through some credj 

estimony or evidence. Simply raising the issue will not 

uffice. Since the contestant has not done this, I have give 

his little weight. However, I have not totally discounted 

Inspector's Snyder's statement that there may well be a diffc 

Df opinion or "controversy" among MSHA's enforcement staff. 

Although not directly stating so, MSHA's experienced 

/entilation specialist Paul Componation alluded to the fact 

that the application of section 75.301 to bleeder evaluation 

point has been a topic of concern to MSHA as well as the 

Industry, and he implied that there may be "different thoughi 
Dn things" (Tr. 174). When asked why a Memorandum dated Sep' 

L981, from MSHA's Acting Administrator Joseph A. Lamonica 

to District Manager James B. Krese (exhibit G-3), addressing 

ihe quality of air of air samples collected at bleeder evalu< 

Doints, has not been issued as a general MSHA policy documen- 

Ar. Componation responded that "we've had no questions or 

problems with it" (Tr. 174). 

The memorandum referred to above quotes the partial 

Language of section 75.301, the definition of "active workini 

found in section 75,2(g)(4), the partial language found in 

section 75.316-2(f)(3), stating the requirements of weekly 

examinations of bleeder systems where it is unsafe to travel 

a bleeder entry, and concludes as follows: 



(limpnasis added.) 

I take note of the fact that the memorandum charac' 

a bleeder evaluation point as an "active area of the mi] 

That term is not further defined. It seems to me that 

obviate confusion, and to preclude controversies of the 

generated by the instant proceedings, MSHA should eithe: 

publish such memorandums universally, promulgate an amei 

clear standard, or clarify precisely what it has in min< 

In view of the foregoing findings and conclusions, 

conclude and find that MSHA has failed to establish by . 

preponderance and of any credible evidence or testimony 

the contestant violated the provisions of cited section 

when it assertedly failed to maintain the carbon dioxid' 

at less than 0.5 in the cited location where the inspec 

made his air readings. Accordingly, Citation No. 21325 

IS VACATED, and the contest IS GRANTED. 

•f/Z^ 
lorg^!^. ‘1<bu'tr, 

Administrative Law Judge 

Distribution: 

Louise Q. Symons, Esq., U.S. Steel Corp., 600 Grant St. 

Rm. 5180, Pittsburgh, PA 15230 (Certified Mail) 

Edward Fitch, Esq., U.S. Department of Labor, Office of 

Solicitor, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, VA 22203 (Cert 

Mail) 
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CIVIL PENALTY PROCEE SECRETARY OF LABOR, 

MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 

ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), : Docket No. PENN 83-9 

Petitioner : A.C. No. 36-00970-03 

V. : 

: Maple Creek No. 1 Mi 

U.S. STEEL MINING COMPANY, INC., : 

Respondent : 

DECISION 

Appearances: David A. Pennington, Esq., Office of the 

U.S. Department of Labor, Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, for Petitioner; 

Louise Q. Symons, Esq., Pittsburgh, Penns 

for Respondent. 

Before: Judge Broderick 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This case involves three citations alleging violati 

mandatory safety standards. Pursuant to notice, it was 

in Washington, Pennsylvania, on November 29, 1983. Will 

Brown testified on behalf of Petitioner; Joseph D. Ritz 

Ira W. Seaton, Jr. testified on behalf of Respondent. B 

parties have filed posthearing briefs. Based on the ent 

record and considering the contentions of the parties, I 

the following decision. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. At all times pertinent to this proceeding, Resp 

was the owner and operator of an underground coal mine i 

Washington County, Pennsylvania, known as the Maple Cree 

Mine. 

2. Respondent is a large operator. 

3. The assessment of civil penalties in this proce 

will not affect Respondent's ability to continue in busi 



violation was abated promptly and in good faith. 

6. The intake air escapeway in the 1 Main 8 Flat sect 

was not examined between October 10, 1982 and October 20, 1 

This escapeway was the primary escapeway for two sections. 

Citation No. 2011054 was issued on October 20, 1982, under 

section 104(d)(1) of the Act, charging a violation of 30 C.: 

§ 75.1704 caused by the unwarrantable failure of Respondent 

comply with the standard. The violation was designated as 

significant and substantial. 

7. Respondent's failure to examine the escapeway was ' 

by a mixup in assignments when the person who would normall 

the examination was assigned to other tasks. 

8. The roof in the escapeway was good. There is no h 

of falls in the area. The floor was wet in some places, dr 

others. There were no falls or blockages. Coal was being 

duced on the day the citation was issued. 

9. Citation No. 2014004 was issued November 3, 1982, 

charging a significant and substantial violation of 30 C.F. 

§ 75.517 because in the 7 Flat 5 Room section of the subjec 

mine, there were exposed bare power wires in the trailing c 

of the continuous mining machine. The case was submitted o 

basis of the following stipulations (Findings of Fact Nos. 

through 16) . 

10. All current-carrying conductors on the trailing c 

were fully insulated. 

11. The trailing cable carries 440 volts of power to 

continuous mining machine. 

12. Under Pennsylvania state law the cable must be ch 

before the machine is energized. 

13. The cut in the cable was approximately 2 to 4 inc 

long. It had been taped but the tape was frayed. 

14. At the time the citation was issued, the conditio 

not present a hazard to miners. 



the roof bolts after they were installed. Citation No. 2014 

was issued alleging a significant and substantial violation 

30 C.F.R. § 75.200. 

18. The approved roof control plan required that the r 

bolter check the torque with a torque wrench on the first bo 

installed in the first row, and thereafter check the torque 

10 percent of the bolts. 

19. Resin roof bolts were used in the area. They are 

installed by drilling a hole in the roof, inserting resin tu 

into the hole and inserting a resin rod into the tube. The 

is then spun for 20 to 25 seconds to permit the resin and 

catalyst to mix and harden. The resin "laminates” the roof, 

that is, it binds the strata in the roof together. 

20. By checking the torque on the bolts, the bolter ca 

determine whether the resin is hardening properly. Torquing 

with a torque wrench is the only safe and effective way to 

determine whether the resin is hardening. 

21. The roof bolters did not believe that torquing was 

necessary in the case of resin bolts, and the foreman agreed 

with them. However, the foreman was not aware that the bolt 

were not being torqued. 

ISSUES 

1. Whether the violations cited were of such nature as 

could significantly and substantially contribute to the caus 

and effect of mine safety or health hazards? 

2, What are the appropriate penalties for the violatic 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

1. The failure to examine the intake air escapeway 

described in Finding of Fact No. 6 was a violation of the 

mandatory standard contained in 30 C.F.R. § 75.1704-2(c). 
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ic a vxwxauxvjii wi. j\j 3 » j. / \j ^ aiiv-i 

E 30 C.F.R § 75.1704-2, it should be dismissed. To accept th 

cgument is to exalt form over substance. There was no doubt, 

nere is no doubt as to the nature of the violation charged. 

-id there is no doubt that the violation occurred. 

2. The violation referred to above was caused by Respond 

warrantable failure to comply with the standard. 

rSCUSSION 

The meaning of the term unwarrantable failure has not, sc 

3r as I am aware, been discussed in any Commission decision, 

ne Board oi Mine Operations Appeals in Zeigler Coal Company, 

IBMA 280 (1975), analyzing the term in the light of the legi 

itivG history, stated that a violation is caused by unwarrant 

□le failure if the operator "has failed to abate the conditic 

c practices constituting such violation, conditions or practi 

ne operator knew or should have known existed or which it fai 

D abate because of a lack of due diligence, or because of 

idifference or lack of reasonable care." This definition was 

pecifically approved by the Senate Committee which reported c 

. 717 which became in large measure the Federal Mine Safety a 
aalth Act of 1977. "The Committee approved the recent decisi 

f the Board of Mine Operations Appeals in Zeigler Coal Co. wl 

Lberalized the interpretation of the term ' unwarrantable 

ailure.'" S. Rep. 95-181 , 95th Cong,, 1st Sess., at 32 (197" 

sprinted in Senate Subcommittee on Labor, Committee on Human 

asources,'~95th Cong., 2nd Sess., Legislative History of the 

aderal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977 , it 620 (1978) . ^IT 

arm unwarrantable failure is thus equated with negligence, ra 
han recklessness, and I conclude that Respondent was negliger 

ailing to see that the required examination was performed. 

3. The violation referred to above was of such nature as 

auld significantly and substantially contribute to the cause 

nd effect of a mine safety or health hazard. 

SCUSSION 

The issue is whether failure to examine an escapeway in 

ccordance with the mandatory safety standards is likely to 

asult in serious injuries. It is imperative that escapeways 

a maintained in underground coal mines in a manner that they 



4. Considering the criteria in section llO(i) of the Act 

: conclude that an appropriate penalty for this violation is 

300. 

5. The condition described in Finding of Fact Mo. 9 

lonstituted a violation of 30 C.F.R. § 75.517 since the wires 

>n the trailing cable were not adequately insulated. 

6. Since the parties have agreed that at the time the 

litation was issued it did not present a hazard to miners, I 

lonclude that the violation was not significant and substantia 

or was it serious. 

7. There are no facts from which I could conclude that t 

iolation was the result of Respondent's negligence, and there 

ore I conclude that it was not. 

d. I conclude that an appropriate penalty for this 

iolation is $30. 

9. The condition or practice described in Finding of Fac 

o. 16 constituted a violation of the approved roof control pi 

nd therefore of 30 C.F.R. § 75.200. 

10. The violation referred to above was of such a nature 

ould significantly and substantially contribute to the cause 

ffect of a mine safety or health hazard. 

ISCUS.SION 

There is a difference of opinion as to the necessity and 

alue of torquing resin bolts. The Federal inspector stated 

hat checking the torque with a torque wrench is the only safe 
nd adequate vjay to determine whether the resin is hardening 

roperly. Respondent, and apparently its roof bolters, do not 

gree. Since the approved roof control plan, which was prepai 

nd submitted for approval by Respondent, requires that resin 

Its be torqued, I am accepting the opinion of the inspector, 

ilure to determine whether the resin has hardened is likely 

esult in serious injuries to miners. 
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ORDER 

Based on the above findings of fact and conclusions of ; 

T IS ORDERED 

1. Citation Nos. 2011054, 2014004 and 2014007 are AFFIJ 

but the significant and substantial designation is removed f: 

itation No. 2014004. 

2. Respondent shall within 30 days of the date of this 

decision pay the following civil penalties for each of the 

violation found herein to have occurred: 

CITATION NO. PENALTY 

2011054 

2014004 

2014007 

Total 

§300 

30 

200 
WsJo 

A. Broderick 

istrative Law Judge 

James 

Admin 

Distribution: 

David A. Pennington, Esq./ Office of the Solicitor, U.S. Depi 

of Labor, Room 14480 Gateway Building, 3535 Market Street, 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 (Certified Mail) 

Louise Q. Symons, Esq., 600 Grant Street, Room 1580, 

Pittsburgh, PA 15230 (Certified Mail) 



conuescanc 
: DOCKET No. WEST 80-339-Rf 

V. : Citation/Order No. 57687' 

: dated, 4/29/80 

: Docket No. WEST 80~340-RI 

SECRETARY OF LABOR, : Citat ion/Ot'der No. 576871 

MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH : dated, 4/29/80 

ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), : 

Respondent : Sweetwater \)ranium Projc 

DECISION 

Appearances: Anthony D. Weber, Esq,, Union Oil Company of 

California, Los Angeles, California, 

for Contestantj 

Robert J. Lesnick, Esq., Office of the Solic 

U. S. Department of Labor, Denver, Colorado, 

for Respondent. 

Before: Judge M-^rris 

Contestant, Minerals Exploration Company, contests two 

citations issued by the Secretary of Labor on behalf of the 

Safety and Health Administration, (MSHA), under the authorit 

the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act, 30 U.S.C. § 801 £jh s 

After notice to the parties a hearing on the merits beg 

October 5, 1982 in Laramie, Wyoming, 

contestant filed a post trial brief. 

Jurisdiction 

The parties admit jurisdiction (Tr. 3-4). 

Issue 

The issue is whether contestant violated the regulation 



Terex Scraper #2401 was being operated with the bi 

retarder disconnected. The controL line was plugc 

offf. The right rear service brake was worn out ri 

metal to metal. Statements by operators and checl 

safety records indicates these defects had been ti 

into the operator and had not been repaired. This 

vehicle is ordered withdrawn from service until rs 

The same portion of Citation 576878 reads as follows; 

Terex Scraper #2406 was being operated with the bi 

retarder disconnected. The control line was plugc 

off. The front service brakes were way out of ad¬ 

justment and the rear brake quick air release did 

operate properly, Statements by operators and chc 

safety records indicates these defects had been ti 

into the operator and had not been repaired. This 

vehicle is ordered withdrawn from service until rt 

Each of the citations alleges that contestant violate 

30, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 55.9-3._/ 

MSHA's EVIDENCE 

The inspector issued these citations on the same day, 

addition to various unrelated safety problems the scrapers 

identical conditions: The retarder connector to the trans 

of each was disconnected (Tr, 47-50, Exhibits Dl, D2) . 

The retarders are part of a system to help control ar 

the scrapers. They reverse the pressure in the transmissi 

this in turn slows down the input shaft in the engine, T\ 
slows the revolutions per minute of the engine. By reduci 

output shaft the speed of the Terex is retarded (Tr. 50). 

In addition to the disconnected retarder, the right i 

service brake of Terex scraper No. 2401 was worn out, It 

rubbing metal to metal (Tr. 51, 61), The inspector condu< 

moving as well as static test of the brakes (Tr. 61) . He 

under the vehicle to check the worn out lining. 

1^/ Mandatory. Powered mobile equipment shall be provide< 

ade uate brakes. 



The hazard presented here centers on the stopping ab: 
this vehicle (Tr. 52) . 

Terex No, 2406 (Citation 576878) had other problems, 
front service brakes were out of adjustment. The inspect< 
inserted paper under the brake drum with the brake depresf 
Since he was able to remove the paper the inspector consic 
brakes were not working (Tr. 53, 54), In addition, the qi 
release did not operate properly (Tr. 53). The hazards ir 
situation were similar (Tr. 55), 

Inspector Wolford didn't recall if he issued verbal ( 
that the vehicles be removed from service. He wrote the ( 
sometime later (Tr. 57, 58). 

The inspector didn't know if the retarders were part 
braking system referred to in any of the SAG standards (Ti 
Retarders work most effectively when the revolutions per r 
(RPMs) are at their highest level. Conversely, they are . 
effective at the lowest RPhs (Tr. 60). 

Inspector VJolford, on occasion, will conduct more ex^ 
moving braking tests than he did here. But, in view of t\ 
condition of the brakes, he thought any additional testinc 
be a hazard (Tr. 67). 

Bobby Jacobson, Bdward Johnson, Rocky Anaya, Jerome ( 
George Kelly and Kenneth Evans, testified for contestant, 

Bobby Jacobsen, the general maintenance foreman, a pe 
with considerable experience, indicated a retarder on a Tc 
scraper bears no relationship to its braking system (Tr. f 
A retarder on such equipment slows down the revolutions pe 
minute. It thereby slows tlie speed of the engine as well 
transmission (Tr. 72). 

prior to April 29, 1980 the engines of the company’s 
were overheating. Three of the company officials decided 
disconnect the retarders. As a result there was less of i 
problem, Jacobson has disconnected retarders under the sc 
circumstances (Tr. 74, 76). 



Jacobsen didn't test the brakes on the scrapers because 
was close to a shift change; however, Lonnie Johnson tested 
Johnson saw no problem. (Tr. 80-82, 96). Jacobsen, who got 
the vehicle, saw no evidence of metal to metal rubbing on Nc 
2401. They'd be looking for lining touching bolts and screv 
95). You should not be able to get a piece of paper between 
brake drum and a shoe (Tr. 97). In Jacobsen's opinion a vet 
is capable of having adequate brakes even though one brake c 
not touch its drum (Ti. 97-98). 

The next day Terex representatives, assisted by contest 
mechanic, adjusted the brakes. Further, the retarders were 
reconnected (Tr. 80). Jacobsen didn't consider that a brake 
inadequate even though the brake shoe was worn down to the rr 
(Tr. 89) . 

The first 5A 18 scrapers and the first Terex scrapers v 
not fitted with retarders; neither were a lot of CATERPILLAf 
75, 90) . 

If a scraper is moving at a high RPMs rate a proper ret 
would reduce such RPMs. This, in turn, would slow the vehic 
(Tr. 91). A retarder cannot totally stop a vehicle, as an 
adequate braking system will do (Tt. 83, 91-92). 

Ldward Johnson, operator of scraper No. 2406, was presc 
during the 30 to 45 minute inspection. He participated in t 
brake test and answered the inspector's questions (Tr. 140-] 
Johnson didn't see the inspector measure any distances and I 
not advised of the results (Tr. 144). Johnson had never ope 
his scraper with the retarder connected but had he known it 
disconnected he would have reported it as an equipment defec 
146). He thought the retarders were part of the brake syste 
148) . 

The brakes on the scraper, confirmed by the operator's 
checklist, were "adequate" (Tr. 148, 154, Exhibit D3). When 
marked the checklist showing the brakes not in proper condit 
was referring to the retarder system (Tr. 149, Exhibit D3). 



vehicles were stopped v/here they were inspected. The 
were inoperative and there was some problem with the q 
air valve on the brakes (Tr, 122, 126). No citations 
were issued when they concluded the inspection of the 
Connor first heard about the citations about 4 p.m. T 
after the scrapers had been returned to work (Tr. 123 

Connor had tested the brakes several times, Prio 
V7ol ford's inspection Connor had received no complaints 
inadequate brakes (Tr. 125), 

Connor told Wolford that the retarders were not t 
braking system (Tr. 127). 

George Kelly, an employee of Southwest Kenworth, 
with retarders. Except for some warranty work in 1976 

■no relationship v;ith contestant, Engine and transmiss 
overheating are fairly common equipment problems. Ret 
disconnected to alleviate the overheating (Tt, 107-111 
Kelly recommends retarders be disconnected if the sera 
level ground (Tr. Ill), 

Retarders will not stop a Terex scraper. The ret 
useful at higher RPMs, are almost useless at lower RPM 
It retards the engine and the speed of a scraper on st 
(Tr. 114). 

The Terex brake system consists of an air compres 
air chambers, a foot pedal which operates an air valve 
brake shoes on each wheel (Tr, 116). 

If a Terex was moving at 15 miles per hour a reta 
reduce its speed ten per cent (Tr. 116). 

Kenneth Evans, contestant's mine superintendent, 
with heavy equipment as well as retarders (Tr , 100-103 
retarder's function is to help the engine slow down sc 
overspeed (Tr, 104). 

Retarders have always overheated the 35E units, 
correctly the retarders reduce the RPMs (Tr. 106-107), 



On tho cLodibiiity issues raised concerning the retac 
credit contestant's evidence. Its witnesses arc Jacobsen, 
vTohnson, Connor, Kelly and [^vans. With a certain cohesive 
they all confirm the view that the retarders bear no relat 
to the braking system. George Kelly's testimony was parti 
persuasive on these issues. Ho was a disinterested witnes 
considerable experience involving Terex scrapers. 

On the other hand, it is apparent that Inspector Wolf 
unsure of the function of the retarders. This is confirme 
his testimony to that effect. Further, the inspector was 
whether the SAE standards include retarders as part of a h 
system (Tr. 59 ) , 

In short, I conclude that retaiders under certain con 
will reduce an engines' RPMs and, consequently, they will 
the speed of a vehicle. However, down shifting the transir 
on an automobile also will reduce its speed but no one con 
that a transmission is part of a braking system. 

For these reasons the allegations in each citation cc 
the retarders should be stricken. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing ruling on the retarders 
a violation of the regulation in that the brakes were othe 
inadequate. On this issue I credit inspector Wolford's 
testimony. 

Concerning the 2401 scraper: the right rear service h 
was rubbing metal to metal and worn out (Tr. 51, 61), The 
was badly grooved. Insufficient pads resulted in a lack c 
(Tr. 51). Contestant's maintenance people discovered that 
drum had a hairline fracture (Tr. 52). 

Concerning the 2406 scraper: the front service brakes 
out of adjustment, the quick air release was not operating 
properly; the drums, with the brake depressed, would not 
paper inserted next to the pads (Tt. 53, 55). 

Jacobsen's testimony to tho contrary is not persuasiv 
admits he didn't test tho brakes. Lonnie «7ohnson's eviden 
he saw no problem with the brakes is, at best, hearsay (Tr 
80-8 2) . 

Jacobsen's testimony is somewhat conflicting when he 
you should not be able to get a piece of paper between a t 



140-144). 

In its post trial brief (pages 5-8) contestant asserts 
M.SHA is estopped to maintain that the brakes were inadequate 
because of inspector’s Wolford delay in withdrawing the vehi 

I disagree. Estoppel does not generally lie against th 
federal government. King Knob Coal Company, 3 FMSHRC 1417 ( 
Burgess Mining and Construction Corporation, 3 FMSHRC 296 (1 
MSHA's case does not fail merely because the inspection occu 
at 11 a.m, and the withdrawal order was not issued until 4 p 
Contestant cited no authority for this position and I find n 

Contrary to contestant's arguments the weight of the ev 
supports MSHA, Particularity destructive of contestant's ca 
to scraper 2406/ is the testimony of witness Johnson, the sc 
operator. On the day before the inspection he had marked th 
operator's daily checklist (Exhibit 03) to indicate that the 
brakes were not in proper operation. His explanation was th 
was referring to the retarder system (Tr, 149), The witness 
tablished no foundation to reach such a conclusion. He had 
operated any equipment with retarders on it? he didn't know 
were disconnected on the date of the inspection? further, he 
nadn't been instructed on the retarder's use, (Tr. 145, 146) 
heso reasons T am inclined to believe the brakes were not i 

proper condition. 

For the foregoing reasons the notices of contest filed 
2ach case should be dismissed. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

Based on the entire record and the factual findings mad 
the narrative portions of this decision, the following concl 
Df law are made: 

1, The Commission has jurisdiction to decide these cas 

2, The allegations in each citation relating 
tarders on the Terex equipment ace stricken. 

to the re 



In WEST 80-339-RM and WEST 80-34n-RM the notices < 
are dismissed. 
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Docket No. WEST 80-338 
Citation/Ordei: 57 687 4? 

SECRETARY OF LABOR, 
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

Respondent 

Sweetwater Ucanium Pcc 

DECISION 

Appearances: Anthony D. Weber, Esq,, Union oil Company 
California, Los Angeles, California, 
for Contestant; 
Robert J, Lesnick, Esq., Office of the Sc 
U. S. Department of Labor, Denver, Colorc 
for Respondent, 

Before: Judge Morris 

Contestan t, Mine rals Exploration Company, (Minerals' 
a c i ta t ion iss ued by the Secretary on be half of the Mine 
He alth Admin is tration , (MSHA) , under the au thority of the 
Mi ne Sa fety an d Health Act, 30 U, . S. C. 80 1 et seq. 

AE ter not ice to the parties a he a r i ng on the merits 
commenc ing on October 5, 1982 in Laramie , Wyoming. 

Hi nerals filed a post trial brie E. 

Jurisdiction 

At the commencement of the trial contestant denied 
in WEST 80-338-RM because the case involves a contract i: 
3-4) . 

On this issue the evidence shows that contestant ha( 
legal identity form required by the regulations and race: 
identification number (Tr. 16, 17). Contestant also hel( 
as the operator of the property (Tr, 17). 

The foregoing facts establish jurisdiction. 

Issue 

The issue is whether contestant is liable under the 



ment was therefore in violation of Section 55.4-24(b)( Tr 

Rut the parties disagree on whether Minerals was th 
recipient of the citation. 

MSHA's evidence reflects the following facts: MSHA 
Merrill Wolford issued the citation to Joe Jenkins, a su 
Union Oil Company (Tr. 9, 10}. The patties in the scene 
Company ov;ns Minerals and Kaiser Engineering ( Tr. 10}. 
was a subcontractor for Kaiser Engineering (Tr. 10}. 

Inspectot Wolford is not sure how Minerals fits inti 
but Minerals filed an operator's application with MSHA a 
identification number (Tr. 17). A large sign at the gati 
worksite states "Union 16, Minerals Exploration Company" 
also contains the MSHA identification number (Tr. 17). 

Inspectot Wolford testified that when on an inspect 
premises they would go through a gap in the chain link t 
from the Minerals nine atea to where Kaiser and Hensel p 
located in the mill construction area ( Tr. 12, 13, 37). 

Wolford had been coming to the worksite on several 
casions for a year. Jenkins exercised authority over su 
in handling and abating citations written by Wolford (Tr 
On one occasion an electrical contractor refused to abati 
condition. After a confrontation between the subcontrac 

1/ The standard allegedly violated provides: 

55.4-24 Mandatory. Fire extinguishers and fire sup 
devices shall be: 

(b) Adequate in mumber and size for the particular 
involved. 



At the time the citation was issued construction was un 
ite. It included a plant, a shop, a mill and related f 
19-20). The mill was being erected by Kaiser Fngineeri 
y independent contractor (Tr. 20). 

Joe Jenkins was assigned by Union Oil Company to insure 
r met the design criteria and material specifications o 
act (Tr. 20 , 21). 

At the time of the inspection the contractor (Kaiser) h. 
tially completed the maintenance shop and the administr 
ing. A fence separated construction activities from thi 
ities (Tr. 21). 

Dykers, Minerals' project manager, had no control over 
ruction at the site (Tr. 22). Nor did Minerals have an' 
Hensel Phelps, except through Union's corporate managem' 

In fact, Minerals protocol and procedure prohibited Dy 
ng directly with Kaiser Engineering or Hensel Phelps (T 

Minerals seven safety representatives had nothing to do 
ruction at the job site (Tr. 23). Minerals had no oper 
rity, could not issue orders, and could not discuss any 
ess with construction personnel (Tr. 23, 24). If Miner 
y department found a significant item they would bring 
s. He would pass it through corporate channels (Tr. 24 
se of the independent atmosphere was to insure there wo 
ion of authority or cross purposes (Tr. 24). 

Several written Union memoranda issued before and after 
ction confirm Dykers' testimony concerning the separati 
ruction activity from the mining activities (Exhibit ME 

Discussion 

Minerals' post trial brief relies on Phillips Uranium 
n, 4 FMSHRC 549 (1982). Minerals contends that the Sec 

ance of the citation was solely for the Secretary's admi 
enience, a procedure condemned by the Commission in PhH 



.tation. These activities constituteci sufficient control ove 
)rksite so as to render Union/Minerals the proper recipient o 
.tation 576874. 

Further/ even had the Secretary's enforcement policy pred 
lis inspection, Minerals would not prevail. Control over aba 
5 one of the factors mentioned in the Secretary's enforcement 
)r independent Contractors, 45 Fed. Reg. 44,497 (1981), _/ W 
ispector Wolford issued the citation he could reasonably beli 
ised on prior experience, that Minerals personnel were taking 
- abatement and that they had some supervision over independe 
sntractors complying with safety rules. Further, the violati 
jcurred on Minerals' property and the only mine iden t i f icat io 
mailable to the inspector for the property was the one upon w 
•tation issued. 

Since it is uncontroverted that the violative condition e 
: follows that the citation should be affirmed. In sum, the 
idependent contractor defense outlined in Phillips is not ava 
) contestant. 

For the foregoing reasons I enter the following: 

ORDER 

The notice of contest filed herein is dismissed. 

' The guidelines which accompany adoption of the independent 
detractor regulations, now codified at 30 C.F.R. § 45 provide 
Jrtinent part, as follows; 

Accordingly, as a general rule, a production operator may 
properly cited for a violation involving an independent c 
tractor: ... (4) when the production operator has control 
the condition that needs abatement. 
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SECRETARY OF LABOR, 
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 
administration ( MSHA) , 

Petitioner 
V . 

MINERALS EXPLORATION COMPANY, 
Respondent 

: CIVIL PENALTY PROCEEDING 

: Docket No. WEST 81-79-M 
: A. C. No, 48-01181-05026 

Docket No. WEST 81-81-M 
: A. C. No, 48-01181-05025 
: (Consolidated) 

: Sweetwater Uranium Proje( 

ISION 

Appearances: Robert J, Lesnick, Esq., Office of the Sol ic 
U. S. Department of Labor, Denver, Colorado, 
for Petitioner; 
Anthony D. v/eber. Esq., Union Oil Company of 
California, Los Angeles, California, 
for Respondent. 

Before: kludge Morris 

The Secretary of Labor, on behalf of the Mine Safety an( 
Health Administration, (MSHA), charges respondent, Minerals 
Exploration Company, with violating safety regulation promul( 
under the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act, 30 U.S.C. § 80 
eg . , (the "Act") . 

After notice to the parties, a hearing on the merits bee 
October 5, 1982 in Laramie, Wyoming. 

Respondent filed a post trial brief. 

Issues 

The issues are whether Respondent violated the various : 
regulations and, if so, what penalties are appropriate. 

xlurisdiction 

Respondent admits jurisdiction (Tr. 230). 



During a lunch break MSHA Inspector Merrill Wolforc 
two people in a front end loader. The door of the loadc 
and one person was partly outside of the cab (Tr. 368-3/ 
the time the loader was spreading gravel in a congested 
to the main entrance of the administration building (Tr. 
Exhibit P6). 

In the ensuing investigation jerry Carpenter, a tra 

supervisor, told the inspector that he had been instruct 
Stanley E. White, a new employee, in the operation of t 
(Tr. 371). 

A photograph taken by the inspector and the testimc 
Carpenter and White confirm Inspector Wolford's testimor 
372, 379-383, 384-388, Exhibit P-5). 

The cab of this particular loader, equipped with or 
belt, is constructed for one person (Tr. 372). In the i 
opinion an inexperienced driver could have caused the ot 
on the vehicle to fall and be crushed under the wheels ( 
Alternative methods of training an employee would have t 
the instructor to secure himself in the vehicle. In adc 
training should have been in a less congested area (Tr. 

Discuss ion 

Respondent waived any post trial argument in respec 
citation (Brief, page 13). Since the uncontroverted evi 
establishes a violation of Section 55.9-40(c) the citat: 
be affirmed, Cf. Heldenfels Brothers, Inc,, 2 EMSHRC 31' 
(1980) . 

Citation 576953 

This citation alleges a violation of Title 30, Code 
Federal Regulations, Section 55.4-12. 

At the hearing the parties sought to settle this c: 

1/ 55.9-40 Mandatory. Men shall not be transported: 
(c) Outside the cabs and beds of mobile eqi 
except trains. 



FoiT good cause shown the proposed settlement was approved 
formalized in this decision. 

Citation 576954 

This citation alleges a violation of Title 30, Code of 
deral Regulations, Section 55.16-5. _/ 

Summary of the Fvidence 

MSHA inspector Merrill Wolford wrote this citation when he 
bserved that respondent's oxygen and acetylene compressed gas 
linders (bottles) had their regulators attached while the 
linders were being transported. The clamp holding the cylind 
s loose (Tr. 232, 241-242). Photographs of respondent's weld 
uck 2902 were received in evidence (Exhibits P2, P3). 

The inspector found that the bolt holding the clamp could 
otated, whereas the bolt should have been tight enough to hold 
he clamp (Tr. 234, Exhibits P2, P3). The hazard here arises 
his fashion: In the event of an accident the bolt could knock 
egulator valves off of the cylinders. This would create a bom 
Tr, 234-235). 

Abatement was achieved by tightening the clamp so the 
ylinders could not move (Tr. 242), In addition, the regulator 
ould have been removed and the gas cylinders capped (Tr. 243) 
o types of caps are available commercially for this purpose ( 
4 , 245) . 

The inspector felt the violation here was of a significant 
nd substantial nature because it could lead to an accident 
volving serious in'jury or death (Tr. 245 ). 

/ 55.16-5 Mandatory. Compressed and liquid gas cylinders sha 
secured in a safe manner. 



3 C tel n spo r. Ct2u Winn niiuit ycjuyus an Lri«in cJb ±orig as niie cyiinuti 

3re turned off and the hoses were purged of gas (Tr. 255). Af 
le changes were made the truck operated in this mode until the 
Tstant inspection (Tr. 255). 

Due to its frequent use it is necessary to transport this 
:juipment in a truck (Tr. 256). Respondent's maintenance forem 
Ldn’t feel there was any hazard because the cylinders had been 
lut off (Tr. 258). 

It is 12 to 14 inches from the top of the cylinders to the 
Dp of the compartment holding the cylinders (Tr. 259), 

While checking the equipment Inspector Wolford tried, but 
Duld not, turn the nut holding the bracket. Witness Connor 
)plied a wrench and the nut turned one quarter to one half of 
irn (Tr. 262, 265, 272). 

The bracket holding the cylinders is located at the 
Ldsection of the cylinders (Tr. 262-263). The angle iron brae 
iat fits the cylinders is cut in a horseshoe shape (Tr. 264, 
chibit R2). When changing the heavy gas cylinders the company 
?lder, McDermott, completely removes the bracket (Tr. 266, 267 
ie bottom of the cylinders are held in place by brackets welde 
> the floor of the truck. These three to four inch brackets a 
jrved to fit the bottom of the cylinders and to prevent their 
Dvement (Tr. 266 ). Before the gas cylinders will go into the 
;11 which holds them they must be vertical. The bottom forms 
Ight fit (Tr. 266, 267). 

Discussion 

At the hearing the 
Lleging a violation of 

Secretary sought to amend his 
Section 55.16-6 in lieu of 

citation 
Section 

' 55.16-6 Mandatory. Valves on compressed gas cylinders shal 
3 protected by covers when being transported or stored, and by 
ife location when the cylinders are in use. 



estopped to maintain that any hazard existed. This position 
olves from the uncontroverted evidence that Inspector Wolford 
s responsible for the design of the cabinet and clamp that 
cured the cylinders (Brief, page 12). 

Respondent's contention is rejected. The doctrine of 
toppel is generally not applicable against the federal 
vernment. King Knob Coal Company, 3 FMSHRC 1417 (1981); Burge: 
ninq and Construction Corporation, 3 FMSHRC 296 (1981). 

The doctrine of estoppel does not apply l5Ut on the merits ( 
e case I find no violation of Section 55.16-5. 

The uncontroverted testimony and photographs Pl, P2, and R 
early show that the cylinders were secured by the manner in 
ich they fit into the truck. They must be vertically straighi 
go into a slot which then forms a tight fit. The clamp at 

d-point further secures the cylinders, 

A sharp conflict exists in the evidence as to whether tlie 
It holding the clamp was loose (In Exhibit P3 the clamp is 
rked). On this issue I credit the testimony of respondent's 
tnesses Connor and McDermott, They indicated the nut could oi 
tightened about a quarter of a turn after pressure was applii 

th a wrench (Tr, 262, 272). The action by respondent's witnei 
tightening the nut is not controverted by the inspector. 

Based on the foregoing facts I conclude that the compresse< 
s bottles were secured in a safe manner within the meaning of 
ction 55.16-5, 

Accordingly, no violation occurred and Citation 576954 and 
1 proposed penalties should be vacated. 

Citation 336285 

This citation alleges a violation of Title 30, Code of 
doral Regulations, Section 55.9-2. _/ 

55.9-2 Mandatory. Equipment defects affecting safety shal. 
corr chpd h f th en inm nt is sed, 





When cespondenl:'s petsonnol evaluate a crack in a flange 
look at its length and use a feeler gauge or knife to detenni 
its depth (Tr. 350). The cracked flange observed by the insp 
wasn't "that bad." It was about one sixteenth of an inch. 
Jacobsen would change this particular flange if it was about 
inches in length and one quarter of an inch deep. Wabco true 
are quite susceptible to cracks in the flanges, 

Casey Conway, respondent's safety supervisor, inquired c 
MOTOR WHIIEL, a subsidiacy of Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company 
concerning rim flanges (Exhibit R3). The company’s correspor 
indicated that rim flanges are in compression due to tire loa 
Due to the compression no safety hazards exists from radial c 
circumferential cracks (Exhibit R4). The company further not 
that a radially cracked flange should be removed and any crac 
flange should be discarded when the tire is changed (Exhibit 
The general reason for making the change is to prevent damage 
the tire (Exhibit R4). 

Discussion 

The gravamen of any violation of Section 55.9-2 is whett 
equipment defect exists and, if it does, whether the defect 
affects safety. Allied Chemical Corporation, 4 FMSfIKC 506 (1 

In the instant case an equipment defect existed because 
flange would not ordinarily be cracked. 

However, the Secretary's case fails on the issue of whet 
the flange crack affected safety. On this issue I credit 
respondent's expert testimony. Such expertise is considerabl 
greater than the inspector's. In addition, the Secretary's c 
is lacking in particulars. Specifically there is no evidence 
the depth of the flange crack. A mere crack is not shown to 
affected the safety of this equipment. 

For the foregoing reasons the initial portion of this 
citation, involving the cracked flange, should be vacated. 



occui: LL Lae ocnei: noir.s necame louse (.jl i;r.ut<.en. iiit? iri.sptju 

didti' t check to soe if the cab was welded to the frame (Tr, 

Jacobson and Conway testified for the respondent: 

Jacobsen is familiar with Wabco trucks. The bolt refer 
by the inspector attaches the cowling which is the sheet met. 
front of the truck. It does not attach to any part of the c. 
(Tr. 318-320). 

The cab is v/elded to the deck which is, in turn, bolted 
3x3 tubular pipe which is bolted to the frame (Tr. 318). ' 
Jacobsen looked at the truck the holt had been replaced (Tr. 
A mechanic had put a nut onto the bolt to tighten down the d 
(Tr. 321) , 

In discussing the citation Jacobsen told Kovick that he 
couldn't believe what they were talking about (Tr. 318-319). 
Kovick did not reply (Tr. 319). 

In rebuttal Inspector Kovick recalled that the bolt was 
the back but he didn't remember the side where It was locatei 
354) . 

Inspector Wolford indicated that respondent previously 
the cabs to the frame because of problems caused when the ma 
strut supports break through the bolt holes (Tr, 355, 356). 
Probably all of respondent's haul trucks have struts welded 
frame (Tr. 356). 

Discuss ion 

The Secretary's case fails for several reasons. The ev 
is unconvincing that this single missing bolt in any manner 
affected the safety of the cab. Inspector Kovick testified 
if other bolts were to become loose or broken a hazard could 
suit (Tr. 276). The section in contest, 59.9-2, requires mo 
than the mere possibility that the equipment defect might af 
safety in the future. 

I further credit respondent's evidence as to the functi 
this bolt. A person charged with the obligation of maintain 
these vehicles would know whether the bolt connected to the 
or the cowling. 
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servoir tank located behind tlie compressor. In his view the , 
ak could contribute to a braking hazard (Tr. 275/ 27G, 281). 
is condition should be corrected particularity because of the 
ight oE tlie haul trucks (Tr. 276). The witness indicated thi: 
r reservoir involved the emergency braking system and the leal 
s in one of the lines that connected to the tank (Tr. 281), 
ring the inspection a person could hear the leak even thougli 
tor was running (Tr. 287). 

Respondent’s evidence: 

Foreman Jacobsen heard the air escaping when lie walked aroi 
e back of the truck on the right hand side (Tr. 319). Jacobs* 
dd his mechanic to check the pop off valve on the air tank. 

further instructed him to set the air governor at 155 pounds 
‘r. 321). They found the air governor was not functioning 
operly so Jacobsen told the mechanic to change it (Tr. 321). 

The reservoir is a storage compartment for air. The goveri 
introls the air compressor pump (Tr. 322). If you do not set 
r governor the compressor is going to continue to pump. This 
s an air leak at the pop off valve, The compressor was pumpii 
r into the rese rvoir at 170 psi and the pop off valve wa s 
loading . The a ir governor was replaced ( Tr. 323 ) . 

Af te r being replaced the air governor shu t of f at the des i 
11 i ng , The pop off had occu rred because the gov ernor wa sn't 
3usted properly . The leakag e was at the top of the air tank 

r, 332) • 

The pop off valve is a re lief valve for the a ir compressor 

stem. The valv e presents no hazard but, to the contrary , it 

omotes safety. The pop off valve emitted a sou n d simila r to 

aking a ir (Tr. 349 ) . 

Discussion 

I credit the expertise of respondent's witness Jacobsen, 
ientified the leaking air sound as the pop off valve. He furt 
irrected the situation which did not in any event affect safet 



the Secretary claims responrlent thereby violated 30 C,F,R, S 

S5.9-2, cited in fo<Dtnote 4. 

Summary of the Evidence 

MSHA Inspector Merrill Wolford checked respondent’s fuo 
truck No. 2901. On the bottom side he found that all 48 bol 
that secure the dispensing units to the truck were loose. T 
bolts attach the dispensing units and they are connected to 
iron flanges. Some bolts formed egg shaped holes and some h 
pulled through the plate (Tr. 492-494, Exhibit Pll), The bo 
are one and to two inches long and the inspector could see a 
under a lot of them. In some cases the gap was as much as a 
inch. Five or seven bolts were missing and there were no wa 
on the bottom side (Tr. SOO, 501). 

The units attached to the truck bed contain diesel, fue 
hydraulic oil as well as antifreeze (Tr. 494). The inspecto 
that in the event of a sudden stop or accident the fuel tank 
could shear off and crush the cab (Tr. 494), 

On February 6, 1900, in a previous inspection, Inspecto 
Wolford issued a withdrawal order on this vehicle. One of t 
conditions he found at that time were loose bolts holding th 
dispensing tanks (Tr. 495). 

Respondent's evidence: 

Casey Conway was under tlie truck when Inspector Wolford 
his observations. He asserts tho inspector merely tested fo 
eight bolts and not all 48 (Tr, 506-508). A diagram prepare 
respondent's draftsman shows exactly 40 one half inch nut an 
connections (Tr, 503, Exhibit RIO). 

Conway counted the bolts a year after the inspection, 
addition he didn’t know when the diesel dispenser and genera 
had been welded to tlie bed of the truck (Tr, 506-507 , 509), 

Jamieson, the lub truck driver, tightened the loose nut 
secured the units. On the left side a dozen were extremely 
and others were snug up to the lock washer, Jamieson torque 

these down anyway (Tr. 510-513). 



the tfuck he observed the loose iDolts. 

While respondent's witness Conway was under the ve 
VJoltotcl at the time of the original Inspection, he cone 
not count the bolts until a year after the inspection. 

Respof^^dent' s evidence also includes a mechanical d 
was no doubt offered to show that there were only 40 on 
bolts under the truck bed as per: the drawing. Therefor 
such evidence, respondent should prevail on this credib 
issue. 

I put no credence in the drawing. The record fail 
reflect when it was prepared. The drawing shows that t 
different dispensing units were welded to the truck but 
didn't know when they had been welded. Without such pi 
evidence I give zero weight to the drawing. 

Further, I give zero weight to Jamieson's testimon 
considers a tight bolt to be one that will take a quart' 
turn (Tr. 515). 

Respondent's post trial brief strenuously argues t 
VJolford's testimony is incredible when contrasted with 
testimony and the drawing. On the contrary, I credit W' 
testimony which clearly shows that "there were 48 bolts 
loose and there are otlier bolts on the truck. There is 
compressor and dispensing hose rack on the truck and th' 
other pieces of equipment mounted on tliat truck" (Tr. 4' 

On this basis I conclude there were more than 48 b( 
the truck at the time of the accident. Such a direct c 
and more" causes me to reject respondent's contrary evi< 

For the foregoing reasons citation 576958 should b 



from tlio tail o£ tho drill stem when he was 300 to 400 yan 
Rocky Anaya, upon observing the inspection party, went aroi 
turned the water on at the tank (Tr. 317-321). When the w, 
turned on the dust emissions came under control (Tr. 530). 

When the inspection party reached the scene the dirt ■ 
out g£ the drill hole was damp, but the inspector saw no w 
the hole, The water tank was full, although drillers Anay 
Stressler stated they had drilled four holes to a depth of 
feet. The holes had a 9 inch diameter (Tr. 317, 518, 521, 

Anaya and Stressler said other inspectors and supervi 
told them to drill wet only if they were in rocky ground (' 

518, 519). Neither men were wearing respirators. But the 
3M respirators in the cab of their vehicle (Tr. 517-518). 

The hazard here is mainly respiratory. Mononucleosis 
result. The long time effect is life threatening (Tr. 519 

Joe Drake, Jerry Carpenter and Rocky Anaya testified 
respondent: 

Drake, the drilling and blasting foreman had instruct' 
workers to use water anytime dust is encountered. Sometim 
strike water. In that event there is no need for water as 
control measure (Tr. 527-529). The criteria is not whethe 
ground being drilled is wet or dry but whether the drillini 
produces dust (Tr. 528). 

Rocky Anaya turned on the water when he saw the inspe 
team approaching. He thought he might be cited for not ha 
water turned on. He was then drilling in wet sandy materi 
he didn't need water. when the inspector arrived wet sand 
material was coming out of the drill hole (Tr. 524-526). 

5/ 55.5-3 Mandatory. Holes shall be collared and drille' 
or other efficient dust control measures shall be used whe 
drilling nonwater-soluble material. efficient dust contro 
measures shall bo used when drilling water-soluble materia 



sjcy cot nim co cuiri on cnc wacer wnen ne saw tne inspection 
He was already following respondent's instructions. I 

dingly reject respondent's factual defense. 

Respondent's post trial brief asserts that the testimony of 
ctor Wolford is not credible. This argument arises in 
rd's testimony that he didn't know whether he was observing 
or sand. Further, he didn't know the materials in which 
als was drilling (Tr. 521). In short, respondent asserts 
Anaya's testimony is unrefuted that the material was sandy 
et. Therefore, no violation existed. 

I disagree. When questioned on this point Inspector Wolford 
d that when he looked at the offal around the edge of the 
"the last little bit right at the top where they had just 
hed the hole was damp, but the rest of it was dry" (Tr. 523). 
er the materials were soluble in water or not is not relevant 
is factual setting. Under either circumstance respondent was 
sing any dust control measure whatsoever. It was therefore 
olation of the regulation. 

For these reasons Citation 57695^ should he affirmed. 

Citation 576960 

This citation alleges that two bolts were missing from the 
r plate of respondent's 9H Cat in violation of 30 C.F.R. 
2. 
At the hearing respondent withdrew its notice of contest 
ng that the proposed penalty had been paid (Tr. 391, 392; 
, October 27, 1983). 

Pursuant to Commission Rule 29 C.F.R. § 2700.11, the motion 
ranted and it is formalized in this decision. 

Citation 577061 

This citation asserts respondent’s 65 ton water truck had 
defects. These were defective brakes which caused the truck 

11, a wobbling tire, and a separation of a tread from a tire. 



Summary of the Evidence 

MSHA Inspector Merrill Wolford observed respondent's wati 
truck No. 2901 pulling very hard to the right (Tr. 447, 452). 
driver could not prevent such movement. The pulling caused 
brakes is a severe hazard (Tr, 452, 453). 

Bobby tlacobsen, respondent’s foreman, indicated the fron' 
brakes on the truck had been relined two weeks before the 
inspection (Tr. 4 56). Different linings liad been installed (' 

456 ) . 

Discussion 

Inspector Wolford's testimony is uncontroverted: The wati 
truck's brakes caused the vehicle to pull very hard to the ric 
Respondent's evidence confirms the defective condition. 
Respondent's was concerned that the truck might pull so they 
placed a notice on the dash directing drivers not to operate 
vehicle in excess of 10 miles per hour (Tr. 457; Brief, page 

The evidence clearly establishes that the brakes on the 
were not adequate. This establishes a violation of Section 
55.9-3. 

For the above reasons the initial portion of Citation 57' 
should be affirmed. 

R. 

This portion of the citation asserts that the left front 
wheel of the truck was wobbling. This condition violated 30 
C.F.R. Section 55.9-2, cited in footnote 4. 

6/ 55.9-3 Mandatory. Powered mobile equipment shall be pro' 
with adequate brakes. 



hazarri that coulri cause a 1 The wobbling tire was a severe 
■ control (Tr. 453). 

Respondent's evidence: 

Bobby Jacobsen recognized that the company had experienced 
)me problem with the shimmy of the truck (Tr, 455, 457). 
:cording to Jacobsen wobbling is the same as shimmying. It wa 
iree to tour inch shimmy (Tr. 458, 459). 

A corn nut used to adjust the steering valve would 
•casionally back out (Tr. 457), Excessive pressure into the 
leering valve would cause the wheel to shimmy (Tr, 457, 458). 

After the inspection Casey Conway inspected the steering a 
id its configuration. There was nothing found by the visual 

ispection but later they learned there was a left hand steerin. 
'Under problem (Tr. 472 , 47 3). Too much pressure in the 
'Under can cause a shimmy (Tr. 47 3 ). 

While Conway saw the vehicle, shimmying as described, the 
‘hide did not demonstrate any lack of control (Tr. 473-474 ). 
tore was nothing found in the steering area having to do with 
ill joints (Tr. 473-474 ) . 

Discussion 

The inspector's testimony establishes the violation, 
jspondent's evidence confirms it. 

The second portion of Citation 577061 should be affirmed. 

C. 

The third allegation focuses on the allegation that the 
jtside tire of the dual tires on the truck had a 15 inch 
jparation, was split, and was bulging. The citation then cite 
I C.F.R. 55.9-2, which is cited in footnote 4. In addition, t 
tation further alleges that the safety department had taken t 



exhibits P7-PiO). Tho tread wa3 sGparate<i t rom tne tire 
jrcass for 15 inches on one side. The separation went through 
3ward the other side (Tr. 449). By pushing on the tire he cou 
?el a difference between the separation and the rest of the ti 
7r. 450). When the truck moved the tire flexed from side to s 
\(\ bulged to the outside (Tr, 450). A possible blowout, with 
jsulting loss of control, could occur on this terrain which wa 
)stly dirt and rough ground (Tr. 450-451). 

Respondent's evidence: 

Robert Jones, Kenneth Davis, Bobby Jacobsen, and Casey Con 
jstified. Robert Jones, a person with 16 years experience in 
jrvicing, managing and selling tires, was familiar with the ti 
I a VJabco 65 ton truck (Tr. 392 , 393 ). His primary business i 
re maintenance and he is familiar with separations that occur 

le General Tire Company tires used on the Wabco 65 ton water 
•uck (Tr. 397, 398, 433, Exhibit R9). 

The carcass, which contains nylon, is the main body of the 
re. On the outside of the carcass are bead breakers. The fa 
the tire, that is, the v/hole tread area, are above the bead 

■eakers (Tr. 400 , 410, Exhibit R9) 

In the operation of the truck heat will cause the nylon co 
► stretch. When this occurs the rubber tread fails to stretch 
th it. A cracking or separation results (Tr, 400, 401). 

The same carrying capacity exists and no hazard is involve 
. lower speeds. But a hazard could exist with a tread separat 

the vehicle was on a five to ten mile trip and running in 
;cess of 30 or 35 miles per hour (Tr. 401-402), A hazard begi 

55.9-73 Mandatory. Defective equipment, removed from servi 
1 unsafe to operate, shall be tagged to prohibit further use 
itil repairs are completed. 



The ttead o£ Lhif^ liitG is 18 to 20 inches. The outside 
cumference ol: the tire is 20 teet. 

The bulging in the tire Is a result of the rubber coining aw 
im the cord ply (Tr. 438). If there is cord damage the bulge 
lid be more severe. Further, "bird nesting" will occur becaus 
! ends will start to curl up (Tr, 441). 

Kenneth Davis, respondent's mine superintendent, probed the 
laration on this recap with a screw driver. He was only able 
;ert the screwdriver three to four inches into the separation 
.il it hit rubber (Tr. 477, 488, 490). The separation was 10 
inches from the shoulder of the tire (Tr. 482) , 

The water truck wasn't carrying its designated weight. It 
; originally a 65 ton rock truck with a carrying capacity of 
1,000 pounds. Refitted as a water truck it weighs 150,000 
inds when loaded (Tr. 485). 

In March 1981 respondent arranged a meeting with tepresenta 
'es from General Tire Company and Redburn Tire Company. The 
!ting was for Wolford's benefit to discuss tire separations (T 

, 487) . 

Bobby Jacobson confirmed that if the cord of the tire is no 
laking down no hazard results from continuing to use a tire wi 
leparation of this type (Tr, 461-462). 

Casey Conway accompanied the inspection team and they 
ipected the water truck about 9:30 a.m. The truck was taken t 
! tire shop and parked. No citation was written until there w 

ater inspection that day (Tr. 469-470). 

At 4:30 p.m. that day the truck was driven past Wolford and 

iway. Wolford stated "ho thought we had shut it down" (Tr. 
,). Wolford looked like lie was getting angry because responds 
; operating the vehicle without changing the tire (Tr, 453, 45 

,, 472) . 

Acosta and Wolford discussed whether the tire should have 

‘n removed from service. There was no question about the 
;ard, (Tr. 475). Wolford referred to the fact that the compan 



As already noted, the gravamen o£ this portion o£ tl 

citation is whether the tire was unsafie. 

On this credibility issue I find in favor of respon( 
evidence. At the outset I note tliat Inspector Wolford 
demonstrated no particular expertise concerning tires. i 
other hand respondent's witness Robert Jones has conside 
experience in this area of expertise. At the hearing re: 
for illustrative purposes, presented a tire similar to tl 
truck tire. The testimony of the witnesses, as outlined 
factual statement, causes me to conclude that the recap 
with its 15 inch tread separation, was not unsafe. 

The third portion of the citation further states th. 
truck had been observed with the bad tire and the safety 
department had taken it out of service to have the tire : 
inside. Yet, this truck was being operated on the evenii 
and the operator stated it had not been tagged out, mand. 

standard 55,9-73." 

Since I find that the tire was not defective in sucl 
as to affect safety I conclude that this portion of tlie < 
should be vacated as to the alleged violation of Section 

For these reasons the third portion o£ Citation 577' 
be vacated. 

Civil Penalties 

The citations, their disposition, and the remaining 

penalties are as follows: 

Citation No. Pisposition Proposed pen. 

576949 Affirm $ 255 

576953 Settled, reduced to 65 
576954 Vacate - 

336285 Vacate - 

576958 Affirm 122 

576959 Affirm 295 

576960 Contest Withdrawn 195 

577061A Affirm 725 
577061B Affirm 7 25 

577061C Vacate - 



of the operator cliaL-yed, whether the operator wa.s negl 
yont, the effect on the operator’s ability to continue 
business, the gravity of the violation and demonstratec 
good faith of the person charged in attempting to achi( 
rapid compliance after notification of a violation* Ii 
proposing civil penalties under this Act, the Secretar 
may rely upon a summary review of the information avai 
able to him and shall not be required to make findings 
fact concerning the above factors. 

Concerning the operator's history of prior violations: 
Respondent v;as assessed a total of 154 violations between Ai 
8, 1978 and August 18, 1980 (Exhibit PI). 

Concerning the appropriateness of the penalty to the s 
the business of tlie operator charged: the parties stipulate! 
the size of the operator is contained in the notice of asse 
in each case. In WEST 81-79-M the size of respondent's mini 
noted to be 273 ,078 man hours per year (Tr, 3, 230 , Notice i 
Assessments). 

Concerning the negligence of the operator: With the eX' 
of the lack of bolts to the underside of the truck carrying 
fuel units all of the situations presented open and obvious 
conditions. The condition of the bolts holding the dispens 
units could easily have been ascertained during routine 
maintenance, 

Concerning the effect of the penalty on the operator's 
ability to continue in business: The parties stipulated tha 
proposed penalties will not affect the business of the oper 
(Tr. 3). 

Concerning the gravity of the violation: Severe injuri' 
could have been caused by any of the violative conditions, 
consider the gravity to be severe in each instance where th 
violation is affirmed, 

In connection with Citation 577061 A and R respondent' 
trial brief asserts that the proposed penalty is excessive 
the company posted a notice instructing its drivers not to 
the vehicle over 10 miles per hour. True, the notice wa.s p 
Rut a swerving truck and wobbling tire are severe hazards a 



LIIVJ n.l L t. u. lie. y UC.'-J. At* Uiie-: L ^ 

facts T coaclude Lhat the proposed peaalties, as outlined 
should be affirmed. 

WEST 81-81-M 
Citation 337741 

This citation alleges a violation of Title 30, Code c 
Federal Regulations, Section 55.4-12, _/ 

Summary of the Evidence 

When inspecting respondent's lube shop Inspector Mert 
Wolford found large pools of oil, diesel fuel, grease, and 
practically everywhere. This condition was throughout the 
bays, the pump rooms, the office and the lunch area (Tr. f 
Exhibits P2-P13). 

A commercial absorbent, referred to as floordry, had 
applied on parts of the floor. In some areas the accumulc 
were one eighth to one quarter of an inch thick (Tr. 560 , 
P-8 ) . 

The inspector was concerned about a serious fire haze 
the accumulations and various materials were flammable anc 
combustible (Tr. 541). Ignition sources included electric 
motors as well as tlio various vehicles being serviced in t 
Inspector Wolford ordered all six workers withdrawn. Howe 
permitted those in the clean-up crew to remain (Tr. 541, _ 
Except for the overhead lights he ordered all electrical i 
turned off (Tr. 541, 544). 

If a fire occurred a fatality could occur or the worl 
could be burned (Tr. 544). 

In the previous week the inspector had issued a citat 
the violation of the same standard in the same area of the 
shop (Tr. 544, 545, Exhibit P-14). The violative conditic 
readily observable (Tr. 546). The earlier citation was al 

_8/ Mandatory, All flammable and combustible waste mater: 
grease, lubricants or flammable liquids shall not be allov 
accumulate where they can create a fire hazard. 
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is customary to clean Die shop ovary day but duo to some prob 
the lubG area hadn’t been cleaned the day before (Tr. 550) » 

Casey Conway, Gary Denault, Jerome Connor and Bobby Jaco 
testified for respondent: 

Witness Conway testified as to the flash and ignition po 
of the various lubricants used in the lube bay (Tr. 568 , 569 ) 
The NFPA (National Fire Protection Association) defines a fla 
point as a point at which a liquid contained in a closed 
container, when heated, emits suitable vapors so that when a 
is introduced the vapors will burn (Tr. 570, 571). Ignition 
temperature, also measured in a closed container, is that 
temperature of the vapors into which you introduce an ignitic 
source and the vapors will thereafter burn independently of t 
ignition source (Tr. 571). 

Respondent's materials have the following flash and igni 
points: 

Material 
Ethylene glycol 

(an tif ree ze) 
SAE Oil, in weight 
SAE Oil, 30 weight 
SAE Oil, 40 weight 
SAE Combination Oil 
C3 Hydraulic oil 
Hydraulic Fluids 
Gasoline 

The doors in the lube bay, unlike a closed container, ar 
to 30 feet wide and 40 to 45 feet high (Tr, 575). In an open 
environment, and with proper ventilation, vapors will tend to 
dissipate thereby lessening a fire hazard (Tr. 581). Materia 
with high flash points will not tend to have vapors that will 
accumulate with proper ventilation (Tr. 580). 

A flammable material has a flash point of 100 degrees (F 
less, at 40 psi. A combustible material has a flash point gr 
than 100®(F) at 40 pounds psi. A flammable material has a gc 

Flash Point Ignition Point 
232°F ‘ 752°F 

410®F 
451°F 
4r)4°F 
410°F to 451°F 
464‘’F 
over 464° 
around 45°C 

(Tr. 568-575 , 588) . 



L i fJi'lC ^ I t. , 300;. 

Gary Detiault, a mochanic in thn lube bay on the day of 
inspection, indicated the lube bay got "messed up" as it non 
does during a rush day. There v/as a "mess" in the pump room 
592-593). Denault had spent all day working on the 2301 loat 
About ten minutes before the end of his shift the oil filter 
sprang a leak and dumped approximately five gallons of 15/40 
on the floor (Tr. 593-594). Denault threw down some floordr; 
trapped the pool of oil. He then sought his supervisor to s< 
he should remain and clean it up. The supervisor had alread' 

(Tr. 595 , 596). 

Denault might have had some smaller spills from earlier 
trucks. The practice was to clean up any accumulations at t) 
of the shift (Tr. 599). 

William Jamieson, who worked the swing shift, entered tl 
lube bay and saw oil on the unswept floor, cardboard boxes, < 
full trash receptacles. These conditions had been caused by 
day shift (Tr. 603, 604, 606, 607). Johnson went to the saf( 
office to report the condition. The inspector arrived at th< 
bay shortly thereafter (Tr. 604, 605) 

normally the cleaniness of the lube area would range fre 
clean to slightly dirty or messy. It's condition would depei 
what had transpired on the prior shift (Tr. 604). 

Jerome Connor, respondent's safety superintendent, wasn' 
aware of the condition in the lube until Jamieson reported it 
him and the MSHA inspectors (Tr. 609, 611), 

As a result of the citation in the previous week strict 
attention had been paid to the area (Tr. 610). 

Bobby Jacobsen, respondent's general maintenance foremar 
indicated the seven foot high neon lights were spark resistai 
(Tr. 613 , 614) , 

The tanks for the various lubricants are underground. 
Electrical equipment in the lube bay Includes the steam cleat 
and air compressor. The electric motor is mounted with the f 
cleaner in a separate room in the lube bay (Tr. 615, 616). 



lot anticipateci that a lube bay wil] be a model oC cleanlines. 
:onveLsely it is not anticipated, and the regulation prohibit 
jnsafe accumulation as established by the oral testimony and 
:onficmod by the photographs. In short, this facility was be 
ts range of proper usage. 

Witness Denault said "there was a mess in the pump room 
(Tr. 592-593). v/itness Johnson was so upset he went to the 
company safety officer to report the condition (Tr. 604). Fu 
confirming the extent of the accumulations, it is uncontrover 
that it required eight to nine hours to clean the lube bay. 

contrast, on the prior citation a week earlier, the cleaning 
done in three hours. 

Respondent’s evidence relating to the flammability and 
combustibility of its oils and lubes, as rated by tlieir flash 
gnition points fails to establish a defense. The Commission 

aound to follow the definitions in Titl.e 30, Code of Federal 
Regulations, Section 55.2. These definitions follow: 

"Combustible" means capable of being ignited and 
consumed by fire, "Flammable" means capable of being 
easily ignited and of burning rapidly. 

These definitions easily encompass the factual situation 
presented in the lube shop. 

The secretary proved a violation of the standard. He is 
required to prove a risk related to the design and constructi 
he lube shop. Respondent's contention to that effect is wit 

neri t. 

Respondent finally asserts that it exercised utmost good 
aith in the situation. It cites the testimony of Denault in 

containing the five gallon spill, the testimony of Jamieson i 
eporting the condition, and Connor's testimony that he lacke 

prior knowledge. 

I am not persuaded. True, Denault contained the five g 

cil spill. But what of the rest of the accumulations. From 
hotographs it is apparent the accumulations had not all been 

sudden occurrence. Jamieson did report the condition but 
supervisors are in and out of the lube bay during the day. 



As previously not-.ed the stritiutoty criteria for assessing 

vil penalties are set forth in 30 U.S.C. § 820(a). The 
erator's prioL history indicates it was assessed 50 violatior 
the two years beginning April 29, 1978 (Exhibit Pi). The 

rties stipulated that the size of the operator's mine was 
3,078 man hours per year (Tr . 3, 230, Notice of Assessments). 

operator was negligent since the grease and oil accumulatic 
re obvious and should have been seen by supervisors. in 
dition the operator should have been particularily attentive 
is problem as the lube bay since it had been cited in the 
evious week for the same condition. The parties stipulated t 

proposed penalty v/ill not adversely affect respondent's 
ility to continue in business (Tr. 3). 

The gravity of the violation is severe. A misplaced 
oldering cigarette could cause a fire with the possibility ol 
ere consequences. Respondent did not abate this condition 

til the inspector, ordered the miners withdrawn from the lube 

Considering the statutory criteria, I consider that the 
oposed penalty of $1,250 is appropriate. It should be 
fitmed . 

Conclusions of Law 

Based on the entire record and the factual findings made i 
9 narrative portions of this decision, the following conclusi 

law are made: 

1. The Commission has jurisdiction to decide these cases. 

WEST B1-79-N 

2. Respondent violated the mandatory standards as alleged 
ation NOS. 578949, 576958, 576959, 577061 A, and 577061 R, 

L'ther, the proposed penalties in the total sum of $2,122 are 
propriate for such violations and they should be affirmed. 

3. The settlement of citation 576953 i.s approved together 

h the amended penalty of $65. The violation as alleged is 
irmed but it shall not bo classified as significant and 

Dstant ial. 



WRST B1-B3-M 

6. Respondent violated the mandatory standard as alle' 
Citation 337741. Further, the proposed penalty o£ $1,250 i 
appropriate and it should be affirmed. 

ORDER 

Accordingly it is ORDfiRFD: 

WEST 81-79-M 

1. That the following citations and the penalties pro 
therefor are affirmed: 

CITATION NO. PENALTY 
576949 $ 255 
576958 122 
576959 29 5 
577061A 725 
577061B 725 

2. The settlement of Citation 576953 is approved and 
penalty of $65 is assessed. 

3. Citation 576960 and the proposed penalty of $195 a 
affirmed, 

4. Citations 576954, 336285, and 577061C and all prop' 
penalties therefor are vacated. 

WEST 81-81-M 

5. Citation 337741 and the proposed penalty of $1,250 
af f irmed. 

6. Unless previously paid, respondent is ordered to p 
total sum of $ 3 , 63 2 within 40 days of tlie date of this orde 

//Admin is 



\nthony D, Weber, Elsq. 

Jnion Oil Company o£ California 
Jnion Oil Center, Box 7600 
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MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

Petitloner 

V . 

NERALS EXPLORATION COMPANY, 
Respondent 

Sweetwater Uranium Project 

DECISION 

pearances: Robert J. Lesnlck, Esq., Office of the Sollcito 
U. S. Department of Labor, Denver, Colorado, 
for Petitioner; 
Anthony D. Weber, Esq., Union Oil Company of 
California, Los Angeles, California, 
for Respondent. 

fore: Judge Morris 

The Secretary of Labor, on behalf of the Mine vSafety and 
1th Administration, (MSHA), charges respondent. Minerals 
loration Company, with violating a safety regulation promul- 

ted under the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act, 30 U.S.C. 

801 seq., (the "Act"). 

After notice to the parties, a hearing on the merits began 
tober 5, 1982 in Laramie, Wyoming. 

Respondent filed a post trial brief. 

Issues 

The issues are whether respondent violated the safety 
gulation and, if so, what penalty is appropriate. 

Jurisdiction 

Respondent admits jurisdiction (Tr. 230). 



r his scraper in the pit area (Tr, 159-162)• The men went to 
site of the accident, a stockpile area. They learned that 

le employee Martinez was dumping his load the rear end of the 
aper slipped and the scraper turned over (Tr. 162-164). 

Martinez, the injured driver, was to dump his load on top o 
topsoil pit. A blade was to then smooth it off. 

Photographs showed ruts v/here the loader slipped over the 
e of the area and they showed where the operator attempted to 
ht his vehicle (Tr. 164, Exhibits P2-P5). The 20 foot roadwa 
rowed at its most narrow point to 17 1/2 feet (Tr. 164, 165). 

In the inspector's opinion the accident would probably not 
e occurred if the area had been adequately bermed (Tr. 167) . 
ther, a three to one slope would probably have prevented the 
ident (Tr. 167). Possibly the accident would have occurred o 
wo to one slope but not on a four to one slope (Tr. 174). It 
the company's policy to maintain an angle at three to one but 
E of the employees were not aware o£ that policy (Tr. 168). 

In the inspector's opinion the slope was too steep for the 
aper, But the inspector did not measure it, nor did he 
ermine the extent of it and he did not know what it was at th 
e o£ the accident (Tr. 175). 

There was nothing to indicate that the operator had examine 
work place before the shift (Tr. 169, 176). But the inspect 

n't recall if he had asked Mr. Day, the supervisor, i£ he 
formed an inspection (Tr. 177). But Day told the inspector i 
okay to dump there (Tr. 178). 

Respondent's evidence: David Day, a field shift supervisor, 
scraper operator Baca testified for the respondent (Tr. 183, 

. 209) . 

55.18-2 Mandatory, (a) A competent person designated by the 
rator shall examine each working place at least once each shi 
conditions which may adversely affect safety or health. The 

rator shall promptly initiate appropriate action to correct 

h conditions. 
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put two or three loads in the rnudpile and for the blade 
it over to make a good base for the scrapers (Tr. 187). 
about 15 minutes for tlu.ee men to drive the area (Tr, If 
During his drive around the area Day pointed out the muc 
he didn't see any hazards affecting safety (Tr. 190). 

Day learned about the rollover around 7:30 p.m., as 
settling in. He was then enroute to get a portable ligi 
dumping area (Tr. 189, 190). 

Day had been working dirt with heavy equipment for 
years. Starting at the north end of this stockpile thet 
little slope at the edges, not less than a 4 1/2 to 5 tc 
proceeding southward the slope was about 5 to 1 (Tr. 191 
The banked roadway varies from a 6 to 1 slope to a 3 to 
The angle of the slope where the scraper rolled over was 
between 5 1/2 to 6 to 1 (Tr. 193). 

Day examined the scraper's tracks. In his opinion 
end of Maitinoz's scraper went over the edge. Martinez 
have turned his scraper downhill or he could have waiter 
assistance. But he tried to drive back uphill and this 

scraper to slide further downhill (Tr. 197). Martinez v 
of operating the scraper safely. He had driven it for c 
daylight. Further, ho had been trained to operate the s 
(Tr. 198). 

Since the rollover accident the company has a writt 
that there must be a 3 to 1 slope at the edge of the stc 
area (Tr, 199). 

Day will evaluate slopes four to five times during 
workshift. In reclamation they work 5 to 1 slopes (Tr. 

For various reasons MSHA's photographs do not show 
of repose (Tr, 201-206). 

Baca did not see any hazards at the site. Day inst 
operators to dump close to the edge so the blade could v 
pile (Tr. 212). The slopes of the topsoil pile varied 1 
to 5 to 1 (Tr. 21.3, 214) . 



a photograph. Further, he had not been trained in that regai 
( Tr . 222) . 

Discuss ion 

Section 55,18-2 requires, in part, that the operator 
designate a competent person to examine a working place at le 
once each shift for conditions that might adversely affect Sc 
or health. MSHA's failed in its burden of proving the initia 
requirement of the regulation. In addition, Day’s experience 
establishes his expertise. Further, it is virtually 
uncontroverted that Day made an inspection with operators Bac 
Martinez at the beginning of the shift. 

The evidenciary thrust of petitioner's case concerning 
adverse safety conditions is twofold: first, it is asserted 
at the point of the turnover the area was not bermed. Furthe 
is asserted that an excessively sharp slope at the edge of tl- 

stockpile, (less than an angle of 3 to 1), caused the rollove 

On the issue of whether the area was adequately bermed ] 
conclude that berms were not required. Witnesses Kovick ref( 
to a "roadway” as being 20 feet wide. (Tr. 164 , 165), Rut or 
issue I credit Day's testimony that the area where the accid( 
occurred was the area where the topsoil was being dumped by t 
scrapers (Tr. 186). In addition, if the factual situation Cc 
for berms, then MSHA should have cited respondent for violate 
the applicable berm or dumping regulation. 

The additional facet of petitioner's case is that the 
excessively sharp slope caused the rollover. On this point ] 
credit respondent's evidence. Witness Day, in charge of the 
and inspecting it daily was in a much better position than t^ 
inspector to testify as to the angle of the slope. I credit 
version that the slope varied at various points between an ar 
of 3 to 1 to an angle of 7 to 1. 

The inspector's contrary conclusion concerning the angle 
the slope is not persuasive. He didn't measure, didn't detei 
and didn't know the angle of the slope. 

Further, I reject MSHA's rebuttal evidence. The measure 
on Exhibits P6 and P7 do not establish the extent of the ang] 



nclude that Citation 337761 should be vacated. 

Accordingly, I enter the Eollowing: 

ORDBR 

Citation 337761 and all proposed penalties therefor are 
\cated. 

Law Judge 

LStribution: 

)bert J. Lesnick, Esq., Office of the Solicitor 
lited States Department of Labor 
585 Federal Building, 1961 Stout Street 
snver, Colorado 80294 (Certified Mail) 

ithony D. Weber, Esq., Union Oil Company of California 
lion Oil Center, Box 7600 
s Angeles, California 90051 (Certified Mail) 
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FALLS CHURCH. VIRGINIA 22041 

KENNETH D. PITTMAN, 
Complainant 

V. 

CONSOLIDATION COAL COMPANY, 
Respondent 

DISCRIMINATION PROCEEDING 

Docket No. NEVA 82-334-D 

MSHA Case No. HOPE CD-82- 

Rowland No. 3 Mine 

DECISION 

Appearances: F. Alfred Sines, Jr., Esq., Anderson, Sines 
& Haslara, L.C., Beckley, West Virginia, for 
Complainant; 
Robert M. Vukas, Esq., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvan 
for Respondent. 

Before: Judge Stef fey 

Pursuant to an order consolidating issues and providing 
for hearing issued December 22, 1982, an 8-day hearing in th 
above-entitled proceeding was held on February 1 through Feb 
ruary 4, 1983, and April 5 through April 8, 1983, in Beckley 
West Virginia, under section 105(c)(3), 30 U.S.C. § 815(c) (3 
of the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977. The com¬ 
plaint was filed on July 29 , 1982 , as amended on September 2 
1982, by Kenneth D. Pittman alleging that he was unlawfully 
discharged by Consolidation Coal Company on January 18, 1982 
in violation of section 105(c)(1) of the Act. The complaint 
was filed under section 105(c)(3) of the Act after complaina 
had received a letter from the Mine Safety and Health Admini 
tration advising him that MHSA's investigation of his compla 
had resulted in a finding that no violation of section 105 (c 
(1) of the Act had occurred. 

Complainant filed his initial brief on June 20, 1983, a 
respondent filed its brief on August 18, 1983. Complainant 
filed a reply brief on September 20, 1983. In addition to t 
usual credibility determinations which have to be made in mo 
discrimination proceedings, respondent’s brief poses the fol 
lowing issues: (1) Did complainant engage in any protected 
activities prior to his discharge? (2) If complainant did e 
gage in any protected activities, did those activities contr 
ute in any way to complainant's discharge? (3) Assuming, 

roue do. that comnl a i nant did P^rirrarre* in nrot^rt(=*d c ivihie 



tor legitimate business reasons. It is unnecessary for : 
consider the fourth issue raised in Consol's brief becau 
facts do not support a finding that Consol's management > 
complainant to produce coal in violation of the mandator 
health and safety standards. 

Findings of Fact 

Based upon the demeanor of the witnesses and the re 
credible evidence, the following findings of fact are ma 

1. Complainant, Kenneth D. Pittman, began working 
coal companies in February 1970 (Tr. 13). He received a 
tificate as a certified mine foreman on April 13, 1976, 
began working for respondent, Consolidation Coal Company 
May 15, 1976, as an assistant section foreman (Exh. 3; T 
24). He received a promotion to section foreman in Augu 
and continued working in that capacity until he was disc 
on Monday, January 18, 1982, for producing coal without 
lishing and maintaining adequate ventilation in the work 
section or, in the words used in his personnel file, for 
safe work performance" (Tr. 54). 

2. The events leading up to Pittman's discharge be 
occur on Friday, January 15, 1982. On that day, Pittman 
started producing coal in five entries which were to be 
veloped to the right of a pillared-out area in the 3B Se 
of Consol's Rowland No. 3 Mine (Exh. 21; Tr. 76), Pittm 
recognized at the beginning of his day shift that an ina 
volume of air was available on his section because the b 
in his anemometer would not turn when he tried to obtain 
reading for the No. 1 entry which he was planning to cut 
the new producing area (Tr. 87). He believed that some 
leaking around the temporary curtains which had been pla 
cross the entries leading into the pillared-out area and 
also believed that some air was going back down the trac 
outby the prospective new producing area (Tr. 89; Exh. 2 

3. Pittman called the mine foreman, Fred Thomas, o 
phone and advised him that he was unable to obtain any a 
the new area and that he believed the air was primarily 
ing into the pillared-out area and was passing through t 
to the outside of the mine through some holes or "puncho 
which had been made to the surface for the express purpo 
preventing a build up of noxious gases in the pillared-o 
area (Tr. 90). Thomas asked Pittman about the condition 



jeded seven permanent stoppings made of cinder biocKS to pro¬ 
mt air from leaking into the gob area (Tr. 1800). Thomas re- 
,ied that he believed Pittman only needed four permanent stop- 
ngs (Tr. 91) . 

4. Pittman claims that Thomas toJ.d him to go ahead and 
'oduce coal as well as he could and that he would immediately 
md in some blocks for construction of permanent stoppings 
I’r. 101) . Pittman said that the dust on the section was so 
id that if you stood on the right side of the continuous-rainin 
ichine, you "couldn't see anything" (Tr. 101). Although the 
m on Pittman’s crew complained about excessive dust, they prc 
iced 109 shuttle cars of coal before quitting time at 3:30 p.ir 
Pr. 102-103). The miners produced coal in the extremely dusty 
'mosphere because they understood that Pittman might get fired 
: he had refused to produce coal in accordance with Thomas' 
-leged instructions for Pittman to produce coal as well as he 
uld until the cinder blocks requested by Pittman could be 
int to the 3B Section (Tr. 125; 467; 929; 980; 1121; 1138). 

5. The day following the production of coal without ade- 
late ventilation was Saturday, January 16, 1982. Saturday is 
3ed for maintenance work rather than production of coal. Pitt 
in was the only section foreman who was scheduled to work on 
muary 16, 1982 (Tr. 110). Six miners were assigned by Thomas 

assist Pittman in advancing the conveyor belt on 3C Section 
lere Pittman did not normally work (Tr. 110-113; 115). Al- 
lough some supplies were taken to Pittman's 3B Section on Sat- 
:day (Tr. 848), those supplies did not include the cinder 
-ocks which Thomas had allegedly promised to send to Pittman's 
jction on the previous day (Tr. 116). Thomas did not have 
le cinder blocks delivered to the 3B Section because he be- 
Gved that the available men should be used for the purpose 

; reolacing some trailing cables on equipment in the 3A Sec- 
on (Tr. 848; 1810). 

6. The next day on which Pittman worked was Monday, Jan- 
iry 18, 1982. Pittman claims that he reported for work about 
30 a.m. and inquired of miners who had worked on the midnight 

)-8 a;m. shift whether any cinder blocks had been taken to the 
i Section during that shift and received a negative reply, 
.ttman claims that he talked to Thomas about the urgent need 
• construction of permanent stoppings along the pillared-out 
rea in 3B Section and that Thomas promised to send into the 
ne the cinder blocks needed for construction of permanent 
.oppings. Pittman alleges that when he arrived on his sectior 

M nd V. h h he U U 1 Mnnd v <5;^fp»hv itir tinrr. 



threatened several times to discharge Pittman (Tr. 125; 1' 

7. Jerry Toney subsequently arrived on the 3B Secti« 
with two Elatcars loaded with cinder blocks as well as tw« 
ply men to unload the blocks and three miners to stack th< 
blocks in the places where Thomas had ordered the constru* 
oE permanent stoppings (Tr. 1697). Pittman asked Jerry T( 
i£ he needed any of Pittman's crew to help in constructin* 
stoppings and Toney replied that he only needed Pittman's 
trak or scoop operator for the purpose of hauling the bio* 
to the respective locations where the stoppings were to b« 
strutted (Tr, 126; 1699). Although Pittman claims that T( 
instructed him to produce coal while the stoppings were b* 
constructed, Toney claims that no such question regarding 
production of coal arose because Pittman's crew was alrea* 
producing coal at the time he arrived on Pittman's 3B Sec 
(Tr. 126; 1011; 1700). Toney's version of that conflict!] 
testimony is accepted as correct because the dispatcher's 
port shows that Pittman reported that production had begu] 
8:42 a.m. and that Toney did not arrive on the 3B Section 
til 9:51 a.m. (Exh. C). Toney's crew was able to stack t] 
blocks as fast as the unitrak operator delivered them at • 
respective stopping sites so that the stacking of all of 
permanent stoppings had been completed by 1 n.m. (Tr. 104 
1701). 

8, When Pittman called out his midday production re] 
on Monday, the mine foreman, Thomas, answered the phone ai 
vised Pittman that the mine superintendent, Norman Blanke] 
and a newly hired mine engineer, Kent Wright, would be vii 
ing his 3B Section that afternoon and Pittman replied tha 
"Everything looks good to me" (Tr. 1890). Jerry Toney le 
the 3B Section about 1 p.m. to check on a newly installed 
conveyor in the 3C Section and encountered Blankenship, Tl 
and Wright in that section (Tr. 1702-1703). Toney soon tl 
after returned to the 3B Section and advised Pittman that 
superiors were on their way to visit his 3B Section (Exh. 
Pittman told Toney that "Everything's okay" (Tr. 1704). 

9. About 2 p.m., Blankenship, Thomas, and Wright ar 
on the 3B Section and Blankenship very soon thereafter fo' 
the operator of the continuous-mining machine producing c< 
under such dusty conditions that Blankenship could hardly 
the lights on the machine (Exh. C; Tr. 2006). Blankenshi; 



3B Section and obtained an air velocity of 26,000 cubic feet 
per minute (cfm) which he knew was sufficient to provide the 
required 9,000 cfm at the last open crosscut as well as the ] 
quired 3,000 cfm at each working face (Tr. 1706; 2007). Blar 
enship also found that some pieces of belting being used as ; 
stopping at the No. 2 entry inby the tailpiece had space betv 
the pieces of belt so that a considerable amount of air was 
leaking down the conveyor belt entry and Thomas and Jerry Toi 
found that a check curtain in the No. 3 entry was torn and or 
partially hung so that air was escaping into that entry (Tr. 
1705; 1897; 2008). After curtains were placed over the belt] 
in the No. 2 entry and additional curtains were hung in the \ 
3 entry, Blankenship and Thomas obtained an air velocity of 
16,500 cfm in the intake of the area where Pittman had been r 
ducing coal and a velocity of 13,400 cfm in the last open bre 
of the area where Pittman had been producing coal (Tr. 1707; 
1898; 2009). 

10. Blankenship then asked Pittman to take a reading be 
hind the curtain in the entry where the continuous miner had 
been operating and told him to resume production of coal if 
everything was all right (Tr. 2009-2010). A period of only j 
minutes elapsed between the time Blankenship found inadequate 
air and the time when production was resumed (Tr. 1710; 1897; 
2009) . Blankenship watched the continuous-mining machine rur 
long enough to satisfy him that the ventilation problem no 
longer existed (Tr. 2010). The operator of the continuous- 
mining machine, Basile Green, testified that the dusty condi¬ 
tions under which he had been working all day were eliminatec 
after Blankenship stopped production and worked on the venti] 
tion system (Tr. 1120; 1136). 

11. After Blankenship, Thomas, and Wright had returned 
to the surface of the mine on Monday, Blankenship checked the 
fireboss books and found that Dennis McConnell, the section 
foreman who worked on the evening, or 4 p.m.-to-midnight shif 
on Friday, January 15, 1982 , had reported air velocities of 
9,100 cfm for both the intake and last open break (Exh. 18, 
p. 55; Tr. 1648) and that Pittman had reported 9,000 cfm for 
the intake and no entry was made for the last open break (Exh 
18, p. 53; Tr. 108). McConnell had, by then, already reporte 
for work on Monday so that Blankenship was able to ask him in 
person whether he had just written that figure in the book or 
had actually obtained it. McConnell assured Blankenship that 
he had actually obtained the velocities shown in the book and 



the required velocity of 9,000 cfm (Tr. 2011-2012). 
enship then ordered Thomas and Pittman to report to his 
e as soon as Pittman had come out of the mine at the end 
s shift (Tr. 2013). 

12. After Pittman and Thomas had reported to him, Blank- 
p advised Pittman that the operator of the continuous-mining 
ne and his helper had told him when he stopped them from 
g that they had complained to Pittman about the dust at 
eginning of the shift and that Pittman had asked them to 
he miner because Jerry Toney was coming to the section to 
ruct permanent stoppings so as to provide the air velocity 
needed (Tr. 2014). Blankenship said that Pittman stated 
Thomas knew he was producing coal without adequate ventila- 

Thomas's reply to that allegation was that Pittman was 
ng a "damn lie" (Tr. 2015). Blankenship stated that he be- 
d Thomas was telling the truth because he had already had 
an lie to him on previous occasions and that he knew that 
s was aware of his feelings pertaining to safety and that 
d not believe Thomas would have taken him to the 3B Section 

had known in advance that Pittman was operating without 
ate ventilation (Tr. 2020). Blankenship reminded Pittman 
e times when he had warned Pittman about producing coal in 
tion of the roof-control plan and about having suspended 
an for 5 days without pay for a second violation of his 
uctions as to the construction of cribs before making a 
ut in a pillaring operation (Tr. 2013). 

13. Blankenship was called out of his office during his 
ssion with Pittman. He talked with Thomas in the hall at 
time and asked Thomas to give Pittman an opportunity to 
n so that no record of a discharge would show in his per- 
1 file. When Blankenship returned to the office, Thomas 
ed him that Pittman would not quit. Therefore, Blanken- 
discharged Pittman as of that day, January 18, 1982 (Tr. 

The findings of fact set forth above support a conclusion 
Consol's management discharged Pittman for knowingly op- 
ng his section without adequate ventilation in violation 
deral regulations and Consol's ventilation system, methane, 
ust control plan (Exh. 19). The preponderance of the evi- 
, as hereinafter explained, supports a finding that Pitt- 
discharge did not involve a violation of section 105(c) (1) 

e Act. 



tne Act wnicn proviaes as roxiows: 

(c) (1) No person shall discharge or in any 
manner discriminate against or cause to be dis¬ 
charged or cause discrimination against or other¬ 
wise interfere with the exercise of the statutory 
rights of any miner, representative of miners or 
applicant for employment in any coal or other 
mine subject to the Act because such miner, rep¬ 
resentative of miners or applicant for employment 
has filed or made a complaint under or related to 
this Act, including a complaint notifying the 
operator or the operator's agent, or the repre¬ 
sentative of the miners at the coal or other mine 
of an alleged danger or safety or health viola¬ 
tion in a coal or other mine, or because such 
miner, representative of miners or applicant for 
employment is the subject of medical evaluations 
and potential transfer under a standard published 
pursuant to section 101 or because such miner, 
representative of miners or applicant for emoloy- 
ment has instituted or caused to be instituted 
any proceeding under or related to this Act or 
has testified or is about to testify in any such 
proceeding, or because of the exercise by such 
miner, representative of miners or applicant for 
employment on behalf of himself or others of any 
statutory right afforded by this Act. 

Pittman's initial brief contends in Part II (pp. 19-30) that 
the motivation for Pittman's discharge was his having annoye 
the mine foreman by making complaints about inadequate venti 
lation on his section on Friday and Monday and by having 
urged the mine foreman on Saturday to send cinder blocks to 
his section so that permanent stoppings could be constructed 
Pittman's brief has a Part III (op. 31-37) which does not 
begin with a subject-matter heading, but that portion seems 
to be devoted to an argument that Pittman's discharge involv 
disparate treatment. Part IV (pp. 38-40) concludes that 

3GG 



me as cinder blocks could be brought into the mine for con- 
ruction of permanent stoppings. 

Part II (pp. 1-2) of Consol's brief lists the issues which 
ave already noted in the second paragraph of this decision, 

rt III (pp. 2-8) of Consol's brief is entitled "Testimonial 
cts" and provides an accurate summary of the record. Part IV 
p. 9-34) of Consol's brief discusses all of the issues raised 
this proceeding and contends that Pittman was not discharged 
having engaged in any activity protected under the Act. 

nsol argues that Pittman was treated no differently from 
er employees who have been discharged or otherwise disci- 
ned. Consol's brief shows that the documentary evidence 
reduced in this proceeding was produced before Pittman was 

scharged and that the preshift books show that Pittman delib- 
ately falsified the records in an attempt to support his 
aim that he could not obtain an adequate amount of air on 
s section on January 15 and 18, 1982, without having permanen 
oppings constructed, that the credibility of all of the UMWA 
loyees who testified in Pittman's behalf was largely de- 

royed by their inconsistent testimony and by the fact that 
e of Pittman's witnesses, Randy Workman, testified with great 
vidness and detail about facts which occurred at the mine on 
nuary 15, 1982, although Workman did not actually report for 
rk on that day. Part V (p. 35) of Consol's brief is a con- 
sion asserting correctly that Pittman's complaint should be 

smissed for failure to show that his discharge involved a 
lation of section 105(c)(1) of the Act. 

prttmarr*’^ initial brief contains a number of factual errors 
r example, on page 4 of the brief, it is stated that Pittman 
rked for Consol for 4 years and 11 months, but on page 41, it 
stated that he worked for Consol for 5 years and 10 months, 

ttman worked for Consol from May 15, 1976, to January 18, 
82, or 5 years, 8 months, and 3 days. On page 6 of Pittman's 
itial brief, three different miners are given job classifica- 
ns different from those which they had when they were workin 

der Pittman's supervision. The errors result from failure to 
stinguish the jobs which the persons held at the time they 
stifled in 1983 from the jobs they were performing when they 
re working under Pittman's supervision. Pages 36 and 37 of 

brief repeat the same arguments made on pages 35 and 36. 
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than UMWA or wage employees because UMWA employees are pro¬ 
tected from discrimination by their Wage Agreement, whereas 
managerial employees are vulnerable to discharge and denial c 
promotional advancement if they should testify in support of 
an employee who has been discharged. Part III (pp. 5-6) of 
Pittman’s reply brief argues that Pittman is not the only em¬ 
ployee Consol or an affiliate has discharged for "just follov 
ing orders", citing Judge Fauver's decision in Roger D. Andei 
V. Itmann Coal Co., 4 FMSHRC 963 (1982). Part IV (pp. 6-16) 
of Pittman's reply brief argues that Consol's motivation for 
discharging Pittman was its obsession with achieving product] 
as cheaply as possible at the expense of slighting safety cor 
siderations. Pittman's reply brief does not even attempt to 
answer the precise credibility issues discussed in Consol's 
brief. 

The Parties' Burden of Proof in Discrimination Cases 

The test for determining whether a complainant has showi 
a violation of section 105(c) (1) of the Act was given by the 
Commission in Pasula v. Consolidation Coal Co. , 2 FMSHRC 278{ 
(1980), rev'd on other grounds sub nom., Consolidation Coal ( 
V. Ray Marshall, 663 F.2d 1211 (3d Cir. 1981). Some of the 
Commission’s language pertaining to the burden of proof was 
temporarily reversed in Wayne Boich d/b/a W. B. Coal Co. v. 
F. M. S. H. R, C. , 704 F.2d 275 76th Cir. 19831",““but there- 
after the court vacated its decision reported at 704 F.2d 27! 
except for its rulings as to back-pay issues, in Wayne Boich 
d/b/a W. B. Coal Co. v. F. M. S. H. R, C., 719 F.2d 194, 
Sixth Circuit No, 81-318^"^ October 14, 1983, leaving intact 
the Commission’s rationale regarding the requirements for 
proving a violation of section 105(c)(1) of the Act, The 
test set forth by the Commission in Pasula reads as follows 
(2 FMSHRC at 2799-2800): 

We hold that the complainant has established 
a prima facie case of a violation of section 105 
(c)(1) if a preponderance of the evidence proves 
(1) that he engaged in a protected activity, and 
(2) that the adverse action was motivated in any 
part by the protected activity. On these issues, 
the complainant must bear the ultimate burden of 
persuasion. The employer may affirmatively defend, 
however, by proving by a preponderance of all the 
evidence that, although part of his motive was 
unlawful, (1) he was also motivated b the miner's 



tne unprotected conduct did not oriqinal.ly concern 
the employer enough to have resulted in the same 
adverse action, we will not consider it. The em¬ 
ployer must show that he did in fact consider the 
employee deserving of discipline for engaging in 
the unprotected activity alone and that he would 
have disciplined him in any event. [Emphasis in 
original.] 

Pittman's Discharge Was Not Motivated By Pittman^s Protected 
^ctivit^ 

As indicated in Finding No. 3, supra, Pittman called 
rhomas, the mine foreman, on Friday, January 15, 1982, to re¬ 
port that he did not have any air on the section. The discus¬ 
sion which ensued shows that Thomas inquired about the condi- 
ion of Pittman’s temporary stoppings and suggested to Pittmar 

bhat he had erected them in the wrong places, but Pittman de¬ 
fended his placement of the curtains and contended that his 
lack of adequate ventilation would be eliminated only if per¬ 
manent stoppings were installed along the gob line or the 
pillared-out area from which they had withdrawn on the previ¬ 
ous day, January 14. Thomas agreed to send in cinder blocks 
or construction of permanent stoppings along the gob line, 

but Pittman claims that Thomas told him to produce coal until 
uch time as the permanent stoppings could be constructed 

(Exh. 21). 

As indicated in Finding No. 4, supra, Pittman's crew pro¬ 
duced 109 shuttle cars of coal on Friday despite the dusty 
conditions which prevailed. The miners produced coal without 
adequate ventilation because they understood that Pittman had 
been threatened with discharge by Thomas and they did not wani 
o endanger Pittman's job by refusing to work until adequate 
entilation had been established. Although Pittman worked on 

Saturday, January 16, 1982, which was a nonproducing day, he 
;^7orked on an extension of the conveyor belt in 3C Section and 
no cinder blocks were sent to his 3B Section on Saturday (Fine 
ing No. 5, supra). 

On Monday, January 18, 1982, Pittman again failed to fine 
an adequate velocity of air on his section and again called 
Thomas and advised him that he did not have any air on the sec 
ion and again Pittman claims that Thomas asked him to produce 



.ttman's job would be jeoparaizea it cney aeuixjieu cu o-un 
itil adequate ventilation could be provided (Finding No. 6, 

ipra) . 

Pittman's initial brief (pp. 19-30) argues that Pittman's 
ills to Thomas concerning ventilation were safety complaints 
lich irritated Thomas so much that Thomas said nothing in 
.ttman's defense when the mine superintendent, Blankenship, 
ispected the 3B Section on Monday and discharged Pittman after 
.nding him to be producing coal without adequate ventilation 
binding Nos. 9-13), supra). 

There can hardly be any argument but that a section fore- 
in's report to the mine foreman of inadequate ventilation is 

act which is protected under section 105(c)(1) of the Act, 
It under the Pasula test, supra, Pittman is obligated to prove 
lat his discharge "* * * was motivated in any part by the pro- 
jcted activity." Even if everything Pittman alleged in this 
roceeding were true, neither Thomas nor Blankenship would have 
id any reason for discharging Pittman for calling Thomas on 
riday and Monday to report that he had inadequate ventilation 
i his section. Thomas, of course, did not discharge Pittman, 
It if he had, Pittman's reporting of inadequate ventilation 
)uld not have been an irritant to Thomas because Exhibits A 
id C show that Pittman produced at least an average amount of 
lal on both Friday (109 shuttle cars) and Monday (100 shuttle 
irs). Pittman's production was greater than that achieved by 
: Section on both days and greater than 3A Section on Friday, 
i Monday, the 3A Section did outproduce Pittman's 3B Section 
' 11 shuttle cars. 

Both of Pittman's briefs argue extensively (Initial, pp. 
1-30, and Reply, pp. 6-8) that Thomas was so production 
•iented, that he would have been greatly upset with Pittman 
)r calling him on two successive production days to advise 
.m that there was "no" air on the section. Since Thomas ob- 
lined a very satisfactory run of coal from Pittman's section 
i both days, Pittman's claim that his calls about a lack of 
.r on his section annoyed Thomas so much that Thomas wanted 
) see him discharged is not supported by the preponderance of 
e evidence. Thomas did not send the cinder blocks which 
.ttman requested until Monday. Since Pittman's calls did not 
luse Thomas to take action toward constructing permanent stop- 
.ngs any sooner than he had planned to do so, there is nothing 

the record to show that Pittman's having reported inadequate 
jntilation to Thomas on Friday and Monday would have been such 

an a m ho Thomas tha he d a een motivat-ed bv 



Tionths of employment by Consol. In order to facilitate the 
ties* review of my decision, and the Commission's review if 

petition for discretionary review is subsequently granted, I 
setting forth below a Table of Contents to assist the partie 
finding the place in my decision where I have indicated my 
dings with respect to various factual and legal arguments 

de by the parties. 
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Apply to Facts in this Proceeding 45 

ittman's Testimony Must Be Given a Very Low Credibility Ratin< 

Consol's brief (pp. 23-34) pointed out so many credibilit; 
efects in Pittman's testimony, that Pittman's reply brief did 
ot even attempt to rebut Consol's specific arguments. All 
hat Pittman's reply brief (pp. 2-5) could use as a rebuttal 
rgument was that the company or managerial employees who tes- 
ified on behalf of Consol are more likely to perjure them- 
elves than the UMWA employees who testified on behalf of Pitt 
lan because UMWA employees are protected from discriminatory 
ction by their Wage Agreement, whereas managerial or salaried 
mployees are completely at the mercy of Consol if they fail 
o support Consol’s position in a discrimination proceeding, 
'here is no doubt some validity in Pittman's argument that 
anagerial employees are likely to be motivated toward support 
ng their employers and I always take that tendency into con- 
ideration in evaluating their testimony. On the other hand, 
MNA employees are prone to support each other, especially whe 
he discipline handed out to a section foreman, as in this cas 
pills over onto the UMWA employees who were working for the 
ection foreman who is disciplined. Inasmuch as Blankenship 
riticized the operator of the continuous-raining machine for 
unning without adequate ventilation, he also had a reason for 
upporting Pittman's claim that the only reason they were run-^ 
ing without adequate ventilation was that Thomas had asked 
ittman to get them to run coal despite a lack of adequate 
entilation (Tr. 1154). 

Credibility of witnesses, however, is a matter which a 
udge learns to perceive on the basis of their demeanor while 
estifying and on the basis of the pattern of inconsistent 
estimony which accrues in a lengthy hearing such as the one 
n this proceeding. I shall hereinafter demonstrate by specif 
c references to the record why I believe that nearly all the 
.negations made by Pittman in this proceeding must be rejects 
n their entirety as being outright fabrications made in a 
.esperate effort to regain the job which he lost by reason of 
.ncompetence or indifference or both. 

'ittman's Unsupported Claim of Having Erected and Rechecked 
’emporary Stoppings 

Pittraan testified that he had his crew erect double cur- 
.ains as temporary stoppings along the pillared-out area on 



t no air on his section. Thomas advised Pittman to go hang 
me curtains, but Pittman replied that he had already hung the 

urtains and still could not obtain air for his section, Pitt' 
an then told Thomas that he would not be able to ventilate th< 
ew producing area until seven permanent stoppings had been coi 
tructed (Tr, 93-100). Pittman claims that Thomas subsequent!; 
sked him to produce coal until the stoppings could be con- 
ructed and he did so (Tr. 100-101). 

On Monday, January 18, 1982, Pittman again could obtain n< 
ir reading and called Thomas to advise him that he had no air 
nd that the men were refusing to work until an adequate amount 
f ventilation could be provided. Pittman claims that Thomas 
ain asked him to get the men to produce coal until cinder 
ocks could be delivered to the 3B Section and permanent stop- 

ings could be built. The men again produced coal without hav- 
g adequate ventilation (Tr, 123-125). 

Despite Pittman*s claim during his direct testimony that 
e had his men erect double curtains along the gob area and 
by the belt, he was unable on cross-examination to state how 
ny curtains were already up or how many he hung even though 
also claimed that he "* * * went over them myself and pro- 

eeded to tighten them all up and do everything to them" (Tr. 
23). Pittman tried to excuse his failure to obtain an adequa 
ount of air by saying that he did not have authority to ask 
at supplies be brought in (Tr. 369), but he had testified 

reviously that he had requested 15 curtains to be brought in 
January 14 and that he had received them on January 15 and 

d used them to install double curtains along the gob line 
Tr. 82). Moreover, Pittman testified that "* * * i required 
stopping to be erected across the belt entry because of the 
ss of such a high amount of air being lost going back down 

cross the overcast and the belt" (Tr. 279). Subsequently, 
ittman stated that the cinder blocks had been delivered for 
nstruction of his "required" stopping, but that the stopping 

as never actually built and, if it had been, it would have 
topped the bleeding of air down the belt entry to the track 
Tr. 412). 

Pittman eventually testified that he did not know how man 
urtains he erected along the gob line, that he had two men 
orking on them and that they did hot work together and that h 



claimed that he had his men hang double curtains along the gol 
line, Pittman eventually testified that he could not say for 
certain that he or his men had erected any stoppings or whethi 
they had merely tried to tighten curtains which already exist) 

along the gob line (Tr, 443), 

I agreed with Pittman that it might be reasonable for hii 
not to know for certain what his men had done (Tr. 443), but 
it later turned out that when the men on his crew testified, 
they did not know what they had done either. Danny Blevins, 
the roof-bolting machine helper, testified only that he and tl 
operator of the roof bolter "* * * tightened up the air comini 
up there to the working place there" (Tr. 448). 

Darrell MacDaniel, the helper to the operator of the 
continuous-mining machine, testified that he thought the even 
ing shift had hung some curtains and that he and the operator 
of the continuous miner hung some curtains. He first stated 
that none of the curtains were nailed at the bottom and admit 
that failure to secure the curtains at the bottom would allow 
air to leak under the bottoms of the curtains (Tr. 883). The. 
after, he supplemented his testimony by stating that they had 
done all they could with the curtains ”* * * unless you might 
have put something heavy on (the bottoms of the curtains]. I 
don't know. There was timbers and stuff, but I don't know if 
that would have helped or not” (Tr. 890) . 

Theodore Robert Milam, the mechanic on Pittman's 3B Sec¬ 
tion, testified that on Friday, January 15, 1982, "everybody" 
helped hang curtains along the pillared-out area and that the 
"put crib blocks and timbers on the bottom of them to keep th 
from blowing out, and this was done" (Tr. 904). Milam first 
testified on cross-examination that every member of Pittman's 
crew helped hang the six double-check curtains along the pill 
line, but then stated that the evening shift had already hung 
the curtains before Pittman's crew arrived on the 3B Section ' 
Friday morning. Milam also confirmed on cross-examination th 
they had used crib blocks and timbers at the bottoms of the c 
tains (Tr. 921). Milam further stated that if MacDaniel stat 
that the curtains were not nailed to timbers or fly boards at 
the bottom, MacDaniel was "incorrect” (Tr. 925). Despite Mil 
assertion that MacDaniel was incorrect about how the curtains 

were secured at the bottom,, he said that he "probably didn't" 
see all six of the curtains and that he could not say for cer 
tain how many curtains he had personally examined (Tr. 922). 



he personally had hung "* * * three, four, maybe five or six" 

(Tr. 1004). Simms first testified that the curtains were se¬ 
cured at the bottoms with "* * * half-headers or crib blocks 

something" (Tr. 1005), but then testified that he actually cc 

not say how many were secured at the bottom (Tr. 1006). 

Pittman's attorney called Andrew E. Fox as a witness to 

support Pittman's contentions. Fox is a consulting mining en 

gineer with a master's degree from Virginia Polytechnic Insti 

tute (Tr. 1049-1050). Fox is also a certified mine foreman a 

has had experience as a section foreman, mine foreman, and mi 

superintendent (Tr. 1053-1054). He was shown a map or diagra 

of Rowland No. 3 Mine and he testified that properly hung lin 

curtains along the pillared-out area should have been suffici 

to have directed an adequate amount of air to the new area wh 

Pittman began to drive on Friday, January 15, 1982 (Tr. 1085) 

He also stated that if air was leaking under the bottoms of t 

curtains, they had not been properly constructed (Tr. 1086). 

He further said that it was the responsibility of the section 

foreman to make certain that the curtains were properly con¬ 

structed (Tr. 1087). 

Basile Eugene Green was normally the helper for the oper 

tor of the continuous-mining machine, but the regular operate 

had been sent to work in 3C Section and Green was the operate 

of the continuous miner on Friday and Monday, January 15 and 

18, 1982 (Tr. 1125). Green testified that he believed that 

Simms had hung the curtains along the pillared-out area and 

that he went over and tightened the curtains. He believed th 

were nailed to half-headers, cribs, and timbers, but he said 

"I'm not for sure" *'* * because "I went through there after 

that was done" (Tr. 1128). Although he said that "We went al 

the way across and tightened them up," he said that he person 

ally tightened "Maybe one or two" (Tr. 1129). Green's testi¬ 

mony about what he did to the curtains was so often accompani 

by words like "I believe" (Tr. 1128; 1143), "to the best of n 

knowledge" (Tr. 1129), and "I'm not for sure" (Tr. 1128), the 

one cannot make findings of fact based on such equivocal and 

doubtful-sounding statements. 

Carlos Williams, Jr., was the operator of the roof-bolti 

machine (Tr. 1193). He testified that he helped tighten the 

curtains along the pillared-out area on Friday, January 15, 



hether there were any timbers along the sides of the curtains 

illiams said that he did not remember (Tr, 1210), Williams 

id that they nailed the curtains to timbers or crib blocks 

t the bottoms if they needed it and then he said that all of 

em were nailed at the bottom so far as he could remember (Tr 

210). Williams' credibility was further eroded by the fact 

at he claimed to have been able to know for certain that the 

ine superintendent, Blankenship, walked behind his roof-bolti 

chine on Monday, January 18, 1982 (Tr, 1219). He said that 

a recognized Blankenship because his roof-bolting machine has 

lights all around" it and he could identify Blankenship by hi 

ite hat (Tr. 1220). When Blankenship testified, he brought 

is black hat into the hearing room and stated that he had had 

at same black hat for the 18 years during which he has been 

orking in coal mines (Tr. 2010-2011). 

Kevin Harvey was a shuttle car operator on the 3B Section 

Monday, January 18, 1982 (Tr. 1222). He claims to have 

ard Pittman call the mine foreman, Thomas, to state that the 

acked sufficient air and that they were going to need blocks 

0 get adequate ventilation (Tr. 1224). After Pittman had 

lied Thomas, Harvey said that he went across the pillared-ou 

rea and checked the curtains, but they were fairly tight and 

ere was not much more they could do to them (Tr. 1226). 

ter production was stopped by Blankenship on Monday, Harvey 

lieves that he checked the curtains in the Nos. 5 and 6 en- 

ies along the pillared-out area, but he could not say who 

Ipcd him check the curtains and he could not say whether or 

ot he helped place plastic curtains over the unplastered cin- 

r block stoppings which Toney and his three helpers had 

tacked before production was stopped by Blankenship (Tr. 1235 

Randy Dale Workman was a shuttle car operator (Tr. 1158) 

d he testified that he recalled working on both Friday and 

onday, January 15 and 18, 1982 (Tr. 1159). He testified that 

2 and the other shuttle car operator went to the Nos. 1 and 

entries and checked the curtains at the pillared-out area, 

ey then returned to the face area and wondered where every- 

ody else was and then went back to the pillared-out area and 

ecked the curtains in the No. 3 entry. Workman recalled 

vidly that some of the curtains were "* * * flying loose, 

ome hanging down, some had to be hung back, some had to have 

tuff put on the bottom of them to hold them down so the air 



certain about what had happened on Friday as he was about 

at had happened on Monday (Tr. 1172). At"that point in his 

oss-examination, Consol's attorney introduced documentary 

vidence {Exhs. T, U, and V) showing unequivocally that Workmar 

ad been absent from work on Friday, January 15, 1982 (Tr. 117. 

ttman's counsel subsequently stated that Pittman had checked 

s records and that Pittman's records also showed that Workmai 

as not present on Friday (Tr. 1287), 

After Consol's counsel had introduced evidence showing 

fiat Workman was absent, he asked the following question and 

eceived the following answer from Workman (Tr. 1178-1179): 

Q Let me ask you this question, Mr. Workman, 

* * * [Wlould the reason you're recalling all these 

events on Friday be because you and the other mem¬ 

bers of the crew got together on what testimony 

you'd be offering on the events of Friday and Sat¬ 

urday and on Monday? 

A It could possibly — like you said, it 

could have happened on Monday. 

Pittman's counsel thereafter introduced as Exhibit 23 a 

batement which Workman had given to an MSHA investigator on 

arch 31, 1982, before Pittman's counsel was retained to rep- 

esent Pittman in this proceeding. Exhibit 23 shows that 

orkman erroneously represented in a statement given just 2- 

/2 months after Pittman's discharge that he recalled working 

a Friday, January 15, 1982 (Tr. 1179). 

The detailed review above of the testimony of both Pittmar 

rid his crew supports a conclusion that Pittman and his crew 

erformed, at most, a cursory examination of the curtains alone 

be pillared-out area. The fact that they could not state for 

=rtain which curtains they purported to have built or examinee 

nows that Pittman and his crew simply concluded that the rea- 

Dn for their failure to have an adequate air velocity on thei] 

2Ction was based on Pittman's mistaken conclusion that only 

ne construction of cinder-block permanent stoppings would pro- 

■ de an adequate amount of air for the new area which Pittman 

egan to drive on .Friday, January 15, 1982. 



and Saturday without having an adequate amount of air 

the dust from the working faces. The only defense he 

deliberately violating the mandatory health and safety 

ards is that he called Thomas, the mine foreman, and t 

that he had “no" air and asked Thomas to send in cinde 

for constructing permanent stoppings. As I have shown 

he did not really make a concerted effort to provide a 

using the curtains which had already been hung. He st 

he knew that some of the air was escaping down the bel 

to the track, but he did not tighten the curtains inby 

entry for the purpose of preventing the loss of air do 

track (Tr. 279). The scoop operator, Simms, testified 

even after permanent stoppings had been constructed an 

tered subsequent to Pittman's discharge, there was sti 

problem because "* * * evidently it [air] was coming b 

toward the power box and the belt entry” (Tr. 1017). 

qaently, even if permanent stoppings had been construe 

fore Pittman began driving the new places to the right 

pillared-out area, construction of those permanent sto 

would not have solved the ventilation problem on Pittm 

Section because the air was being lost down the belt o 

entry rather than being sucked into the pillared-out a 

Pittman claimed. 

The plain facts were correctly stated by Blankens 

mine superintendent, when he explained that all but on 

temporary stoppings which existed on Friday, when Pitt 

started asking Thomas to send in cinder blocks, had al 

been constructed while the miners were pulling pillars 

fore, on Friday, January 15, 1982, when Pittman's crew 

to drive the new entries to the right of the pillared- 

only one additional temporary stopping needed to be hu 

that was in the area next to the half block of the No. 

lar which had been left standing in the pillared-out a 

the miners withdrew from that area to start the new en 

the right of the pillared-out area (Exh. 21; Tr. 1992) 

Simms also testified that he had constructed a st 

out of conveyor belting in the No, 2 entry just inby t 

tailpiece and that he had done so in order that he cou 

the scoop through the stopping made of belting withou 

ing down the stopping (Tr. 992) . When Blankenship shu 

production on Monday, after^ finding Pittman's crew run 

coal with inadequate ventilation, he, the mine foreman 

and the belt foreman (Jerry Toney) only had to put cur 

over the widely spaced belting in the No. 2 entry and 



duction and worked on the ventilation system (Tr. 1120), 

It should also be noted that all of the permanent stopp 

which Pittman wanted constructed had been dry stacked, but n 

plastered, at the time Blankenship found Pittman’s crew prod 

ing coal without adequate ventilation (Tr. 1042? 1701). Al¬ 

though the permanent stoppings had not been plastered, the 

testimony of the scoop operator, cited above, shows that eve 

after the permanent stoppings had been properly plastered, a 

the section foremen still had to maintain a constant vigil c 

all parts of their ventilation system to keep air from leaki 

down the track. It is clear that the reason Pittman lacked 

adequate amount of air for ventilating his section was the r 

suit of his own negligence in failing to make certain that t 

temporary stoppings inby the tailpiece were properly secured 

to prevent air from leaking down the belt entry to the tracl< 

The claim in Pittman’s initial (pp, 19-37) and reply (p 

6-16) briefs that Thomas was solely responsible for the lacl< 

of ventilation on Pittman's section is incorrect. Fox, Pitt 

man's own expert witness, testified that it was the responsi 

bility of the section foreman to see that his section was op 

erating with adequate ventilation and that it was his respor 

sibility to maintain all the curtains and other ventilating 

devices in every part of his section so as to assure that hi 

crew would be working in a safe and healthful environment (I 

1087-1088). Pittman's claim that he was not responsible for 

any part of the ventilation system except that on the workin 

section or the portion inby the tailpiece was largely refute 

by the testimony of .Thomas Anderson, an operator of a contir 

ous miner, who was called by Pittman as a rebuttal witness. 

Anderson testified that he and Pittman walked into the mine 

instead of riding the mantrip and that Pittman wrote his ini 

tials in the belt entry to show that he was firebossing the 

belt (Tr. 2236). Moreover, Pittman's preshift examinations 

for both Friday and Monday show entries to the effect that t 

"[t]rack [was] safe for travel" (Exh. 18, pp. 53 and 65). I 

is true, as hereinafter explained, that Pittman claims McCor 

put entries in the fireboss book which he did not give to 

McConnell, but the fireboss book has numerous other entries 

which are attributable to Pittman, without any alleged conni 

vance by McConnell, and he makes the comment that the track 

was safe to travel in most of his reports. Those fireboss 

entries and Anderson's testimony are rather conclusive prooi 



illt: jyL Cf J. ^ l. UlIC c: V a i. l. o ca i. a.i*^u4.l I'J 

ttman was incorrect in claiming that he could not obtain a 

roper amount of air to ventilate his section because of the 

ine foreman's failure to send in cinder blocks for construct! 

f permanent stoppings on Friday or Monday as soon as Pittman 

quested them. 

' ttman's Falsifying of the Preshift-Onshift-and-Daily Report 

Pittman’s claim that he did not have an adequate amount c 

r to ventilate his section on Friday and Monday, January 15 

nd 18, 1982, was rather effectively destroyed by the entries 

n the preshift-onshift-and-daily report book, or fireboss boc 

ich is Exhibit 18 in this proceeding. The book shows that 

ven though Pittman claimed not to have the required velocity 

f 9,000 cubic feet per minute of air at the last open break 

nd the required velocity of 3,000 cubic feet per minute at th 

orking faces, he had called out a preshift report to another 

sction foreman, Dennis McConnell, on Friday to the effect the 

2 had a volume of 9,000 cfm at the intake and that on Monday 

2 reported to McConnell that he had an intake velocity of 

,780 cfm and a last-open-break velocity of 9,600 cfm (Exh. ] 

p. 53 and 65). Although Pittman signed the book on each of 

nose dates to show that he had made the preshift report entei 

n pages 53 and 65 of the book, he testified that he had re- 

orted "no" air to McConnell and that McConnell had said he he 

0 have an entry for the book and that McConnell had written J 

ne book the volumes just given above (Tr. 106; 159) even 

nough Pittman had given McConnell no figures whatsoever (Tr. 

06; 159). Pittman's excuse for having signed the entries ma< 

/ McConnell was that he thought of his family and the economj 

nnditions which prevailed at the time and went ahead and sigt 

ne book for fear he would be fired for failing to sign (Tr. 

66). Pittman also testified that he made an onshift report < 

age 52 of the fireboss book without showing a lack of ventil< 

on and that he signed the pages on which McConnell had 

ntered erroneous air velocities because Thomas, the mine for( 

an, had instructed him never to show a ventilation violation 

the fireboss book. According to Pittman, Thomas gave the 

oresaid order because Warren Sharpenberg, a mine official, 

ways read the fireboss books and objected to seeing any en- 

cies in the book pertaining to ventilation violations becaus( 

ach entries meant a reduction in the volumes of coal which 

Duld have been produced if the violations had not occurred 



iaimea tnat ne aia not even Know wnat velocities McConnell 
d entered in the book until his counsel in this proceeding 

btained a copy of the fireboss book through discovery proce- 
res (Tr. 228) . 

The excuse given by Pittman for deliberately and knowingl;^ 
alsifying the fireboss book will not withstand close analysis 
r at least five reasons. First, his claim that Thomas had 

rdered him not to show ventilation violations in the fireboss 
cok is not consistent with his admission on cross-examination 
hat there were at least three pages of the fireboss book whicl^ 
il to show any air readings at all (Tr. 229). Failure to 

how any air readings at all would be the same as showing vio- 
ations of the ventilation standards which, in turn, would hav( 
ised the ire of Sharpenberg, and would have been contrary to 

homas's alleged instructions that no ventilation violations 
a shown in the fireboss book. 

Second, since Pittman had achieved at least an average 
mount of production on both Friday and Monday, January 15 and 
8, his reporting of a lack of adequate ventilation would not 

ave upset Sharpenberg because the ventilation violation had 
D adverse effect cn production. Third, his claim that Thomas 
shed him so much on Monday that he did not have time to ex- 

mine page 65 of the fireboss book before signing it is com- 
etely refuted by the fact that he took time to make an entry 
page 65 in his own handwriting stating "Talked with pin cre\ 
roof and rib control from 8:40 to 8:50". That entry is 

xactly 2-1/2 inches below the air velocity entries made by 
cConnell on the basis of Pittman's preshift report. It is 
conceivable that Pittman would have been so rushed on Monday 

hat he could not take time to read the air velocity volumes 
ritten by McConnell and yet had time to write a report to the 
ffect that he had talked to the "pin crew" about roof and rib 
cntrol. 

Fourth, Pittman could explain the fact that McConnell, 
e evening-shift section foreman, and Stover and Wriston, two 

MWA firebosses, obtained air velocities of at least 9,000 cfm 
the same days on which he claimed there was "no air" by say- 

ng that they had entered fallacious velocities in the firebos: 
ook because they were afraid they would lose their jobs if 
ey had made truthful entries of air velocities (Tr. 230). 
at contention is contrary to the main argument in Pittman's 
ply brief (pp. 2-5) pertaining to credibility because I am 



to be afraid of telling the truth if their credibility is to 

be judged by the criterion expressed in Pittman's brief. Yet 

both of those UMWA firebosses testified under oath that they 

had actually obtained the readings of 9,000 cfm or more on th< 

days when Pittman claimed there was "no air" on the 3B Sectioi 

(Tr. 1405-1407; 1434). There may be times when a complainant 

in a discrimination proceeding is the only witness who is tel! 

ing the truth, but the circumstances in this case do not sup¬ 

port a finding that Pittman's claims of "no air" on Friday an( 

Monday are to be accepted rather than the readings of three 

other mine examiners who obtained readings of from 9,000 to 

9 >800 cfm on the same days that Pittman claims there was "no 

air" on the section. 

Fifth, Pittman's claim that he never did get an adequate 

amount of air on Monday is contrary to the statements he made 

in his complaint filed with MSHA and in a statement given to 

MSHA's investigator after he had filed his complaint with MSH- 

(Exhs. F and Q) . In his statement to the MSHA investigator, 

he stated that Blankenship stopped production on Monday, that 

his men placed plastic curtains over the cinder block permanei 

stoppings which Toney and his men had stacked and "[w]e got tl 

air we needed and started to run again" {Exh. F, p. 14) . In 

his complaint filed with MSHA, he stated that "I stopped the 

miner and they finished the stoppings and got air to the work' 

ing face" {Exh. Q) . When asked about the aforesaid inconsis¬ 

tencies between his testimony in this proceeding and his stat( 

ment made to MSHA's investigator, Pittman stated that he did 

not mean for those statements to be interpreted as an agree¬ 

ment on his part that he thought there was an adequate amount 

of air after Blankenship stopped production and worked on im¬ 

proving ventilation (Tr. 302-303). Assuming, arguendo, as 

Pittman contends in his reply brief that managerial witnesses 

cannot be believed, Green, the UMWA continuous-miner operator 

testified that the dust problem which he had encountered dur¬ 

ing the shift on Monday was eliminated after Blankenship had 

production stopped until improvements could be made in the 

ventilation system {Tr. 1120). 

For the reasons given above, I find that Pittman's acts 

of signing entries in the fireboss book which he claims were 

false is just another reason to doubt the truthfulness of his 

contentions in this proceeding. Pittman stated during cross- 



rected entries, there was certainly nothing to keep him from 

going back after his discharge on Monday and voiding page 65 ' 

that he could enter truthful air velocities on a corrected pac 

Pittman's Claim that Air Measurement at Last Open Break Cannot 

Be as Great as Intake Air Measurement 

One of the reasons given by Pittman for his assertion th< 

McConnell had made a false entry in the fireboss book when he 

reported an air velocity of 9,100 cfm for both the intake and 

return measurements was that there is no logical way to expla: 

how air can travel the 300-foot distance from the intake to tl 

return without losing even 1 cubic foot per minute in velocit; 

Pittman compared the velocity in the air at the intake with tl 

velocity at the return with the difference in air velocity wh; 

one experiences if he stands 2 feet from an electric fan as 

compared with standing 30 feet from the same fan (Tr. 222-223 

Assuming that Pittman's argument is valid, his criticism woul< 

not have applied to the readings of the two UMWA preshift ex¬ 

aminers because Wriston obtained an intake reading of 9,800 

cfm and a return reading of 9,0 00 cfm and Stover obtained an 

intake reading of 9,700 cfm and a return reading of 9,000 cfm 

{Tr. 226). 

At the end of the first day of testimony, Consol's counsi 

notified Pittman and his counsel that he would ask Pittman 

questions the next day about some fireboss entries showing th. 

Pittman himself had reported on several occasions intake read' 

ings which were lower than the return readings {Tr. 233). Thi 

next day, as promised. Consol's counsel introduced, as Exhibi 

I through F, preshi^t reports showing that Pittman and other 

mine examiners had obtained intake readings which were up to 

2,500 cfm lower at the intake than they were at the return 

{Tr. 241-248). Five of the preshift reports (Exhs. I, K, L, 

M, and N) show that Pittman reported larger return air measun 

ments than intake measurements in the first 2 weeks of Octobe: 

1981. 

Pittman conceded that he had testified on the previous 

day that all readings showing an equal or greater air measure 

ment for the return than for the intake were falsifications, 

but he said that his testimony to that effect applied only to 

the conditions which existed in the 3B Section on Friday and 



:hat time, according to Pittman, the air coming into the 3B 

Section was going so completely to some punchouts at the out¬ 

crop of the mine, that it was necessary to place stoppings 

3ver the punchouts to restrict the flow of air through the 

Dunchouts so that air could be directed to the working faces 

(Tr. 251), Pittman further explained that in October 1981 

;here were permanent stoppings between the Nos. 4 and 5 en- 

:ries which forced air to go to the working faces and pass a- 

Long the last open crosscut so as to bring about a higher 

reading at the return than at the intake of the entries then 

Deing mined (Tr. 261-270) . Pittman also claimed that in Octo- 

Der 1981 they had three sets of check curtains across the belt 

ind that they were working about six or seven breaks away from 

:he belt so that the air was forced along the permanent stop¬ 

pings to the working faces (Tr. 274-275). 

Pittman's efforts to explain why he was properly report¬ 

ing truthful return readings higher than the intake readings 

Ln October 1981 but that McConnell had to be reporting false 

ceadings in 1982 if he reported return readings equal to or 

jreater than the intake readings were not convincing because 

pne of his own crew members (Simms) testified that even after 

:he permanent stoppings requested by Pittman were constructed 

Ln the 3D Section, air continued to leak down the belt and 

:rack entry so that the section foremen had to maintain a con¬ 

stant vigil over check curtains inby the tailpiece to prevent 

iir from leaking down the belt entry instead of going to the 

storking faces (Tr. 1017), On January 18, 1982 , when Blanken¬ 

ship, the mine superintendent, caught Pittman producing coal 

N'ithout adequate ventilation, it was necessary only to rehang 

pr adjust two check curtains near the tailpiece to provide an 

idequate volume of air to the working section, as I have ex¬ 

plained on page 19, supra. It is obvious that Pittman was 

continually failing to assure that the check curtains inby the 

lailpiece were properly hung during his shift, whereas McCon- 

lell was maintaining proper check curtains near the tailpiece 

s^hen he was supervising the 3B Section. That difference be¬ 

tween the Pittman's and McConnell's method of operating the 

section would account for the fact that McConnell obtained 

idequate ventilation for operating the 3B Section, whereas 

Pittman could not do so. The foregoing assertion is supported 

py the fact that Pittman's own explanation as to why accurate 

return readings larger than intake readings could be obtained 

Ln October 1981, but could not be obtained on January 15 and 

18, 1982, included an assertion that the check curtains at the 

Delt had to be maintained in 1981 to direct air to the working 



get into the return in sufficient quantity to affect the air 

reading obtained in the return entry (Tr. 1997). 

Based on the discussion above, I find that Pittman fail 

to prove that there is no logical explanation for the fact t 

McConnell obtained a reading in the return on January 15, IS 

which was the same as the reading he reported for the intake 

entry {Exh. 18, p. 55). 

Pittman's Work Record Prior to his Discharge on January 18, 

Performance Ratings 

Pittman's initial brief (pp. 3-4) refers to some of Pit 

man's early performance ratings after he became a section fc 

man for the purpose of showing that Pittman was considered k 

Consol's management to be an outstanding section foreman. 1 

review of Pittman's work record, hereinafter given, shows tk 

Consol’s management, in the beginning, expected Pittman to 

develop into a competent and dependable section foreman, but 

his performance of his position as section foreman deteriorc 

for about 2 years preceding his discharge on January 18, 19E 

Pittman began working for Consol on May 15, 1976, as ar 

assistant section foreman (Tr. 24). He was promoted to sect 

foreman in August 1976 (Tr. 27/ 31). His first performance 

rating was given on February 11, 1977, and ranked him as 16t 

in ability in a list of 20 section foremen. The rating alsc 

considered his ability in such factors as quality of work, 

quantity of work, job knowledge, cooperation, dependability, 

relations with employees, attitude, attendance, leadership, 

and initiative. Five adjectival ratings are used to descrik 

an employee's ability with respect to the aforesaid factors. 

They are outstanding, above average, average, below average, 

and marginal. Pittman was given an average rating as to all 

factors except "quality of work" as to which he was rated as 

below average. The rater's comments were: "Production 

oriented-“his relationship with his employees prevents him 

from getting dead work done. May be promotable in time. 

Still learning his present job" (Exh. 10; Tr. 33). Pittman 

testified that he did not understand why the rater mentionec 

his inability to-get "dead work" done because he says he was 

as able to get dead work done as any other section foreman 

(Tr. 35) , He also said that no supervisor had mentioned to 

him anything about his inability to get dead work done (Tr. 



performance rating is dated January 18, 1978. It rates hi 

12th in a list of 24 section foremen and gives him a ratir 

above average in quantity of work, job knowledge, and relc 

tions with employees, below average in dependability and j 

ative, and average in all other factors. The rater's cornu 

were that Pittman "is a young, competent foreman. He seer 

know his job and his employees well. He can be hard heade 

times, sometimes needing guidance and motivation" (Exh. 1^ 

Tr. 38) . 

Pittman's fourth performance rating is dated January 

1979 , and rates him as eighth in a list of 17 section for€ 

He is given an above average rating in the factors of quar 

of work, cooperation, dependability, and relations with en 

ployees and average in all other factors. The rater's con 

were that Pittman "is a good section foreman. He gets ale 

well with his people and creates no problems as an employe 

(Exh. 13; Tr. 40). Pittman's fifth performance rating is 

January 22, 1980. Apparently Consol discontinued its prac 

of giving its section foremen an overall ranking because i 

rating consists of only one sheet evaluating the employees 

the factors given above in one of the five adjectival rati 

also given above. The fifth rating gives Pittman an above 

average rating in the factors of quality of work, quantity 

work, cooperation, dependability, relations with employees 

and initiative, and average in the other four factors. Th 

only comment made by the rater was that Pittman is a "ver^ 

good section foreman" (Exh. 14; Tr. 41). 

Pittman's sixth performance rating is dated February 

and rates Pittman as above average in quantity of work, jc 

knowledge, cooperation, dependability, leadership, and avG 

in all other factors. The rater's comments are that "Mr. 

man is a young foreman who doesn't always give a maximum e 

Sometimes it seems as if he is afraid of making people mac 

telling them what to do. He is very mild mannered" (Exh. 

Tr. 42). Pittman's last performance rating was written or 

15 days before his discharge. It is dated January 3, 198^ 

and rates him as above average in job knowledge, below ave 

in attitude, attendance, and leadership, and average in aJ 

other factors. Also, whereas in all other performance rai 

Pittman had been rated as average in promotability, he is 

as poor in promotability in'the sixth performance rating, 

rater's comments are that "Mr. Pittman could be a very goc 

foreman, but lacks initiative to improve on job performanc 

His attendance has to be watched very close" (Exh. 15A; Ti 



satisfactory rating as to being safety minded and having abili 

to learn and was given an unsatisfactory as to all other facto 

hereinbefore discussed. He was given a rating as to initiative 

of below average, and the rater checked a block showing that h' 

would not rehire Pittman. The rater's comments are: "[h]ad 

problems getting him to work regular. Suspended 5 days for vi' 

lation of roof control plan and discharged for ventilation 

problems" (Exh. 16; Tr, 46), 

My detailed review of Pittman's performance ratings shows 

that when he began working as a section foreman, he was con¬ 

sidered to have a potential for becoming an outstanding employ* 

but it is quite obvious that the supervisory personnel at the 

Rowland No. 3 Mine became increasingly critical of Pittman's 

abilities as a section foreman. Pittman reached the zenith of 

his performance when he was rated in January 1980. The next 

two ratings for 1981 and 1982 show that his supervisors were 

becoming doubtful of his abilities to function as a competent 

section foreman. I shall hereinafter review various events 

which occurred during the 5 years and 8 months of his tenure 

as a section foreman. Those occurrences show that Pittman was 

less than a model employee and provide enlightenment for the 

fact that his performance ratings became increasingly critical 

of his abilities during the last 2 years of his employment. 

Pay Increases 

Pittman's initial brief (p. 5) states that Consol gave 

Pittman pay increases each year that he worked for Consol. It 

is a fact, however, that Pittman's merit increases were slight 

less than the averagfe increase received by the other section 

foremen for the last 2 years of his employment (Exh. AA) . 

Therefore, Pittman's merit increases do seem to have been 

slightly less than the average merit increase during the 2 

years when his performance ratings indicated that his superior 

were becoming more critical of his abilities than they had bee 

during the first 3 years of his employment. Since all of Pitt 

man's performance ratings had classified him as average in pro 

motability up to the one he received 15 days prior to his dis¬ 

charge, it is not surprising that he received the same or near 

ly the same average increase which the other section foremen 

were getting. The fact that Pittman was receiving average 

salary increases each year can be used as evidence to show tha 

Pittman was not discriminated against during the last 2 years 



The chief electrician once complained to Thomas, the mine 

eman, that Pittman had held a prayer meeting on his section 

ore going to work which lasted for 1-1/2 hours (Tr. 1781). 

tman agreed that he had held conferences with his crew be- 

e work, but he said the meetings he had were the safety meei 

s which were required to be held every Monday and that his 

yers did not last for more than 1 or 2 minutes. Pittman al; 

d that he was warned not to have prayer before work on at 

st two occasions by Thomas, but he said that the men asked 

I why he had stopped having prayer before work and that it 

o bothered his conscience not to have the prayers, so he 

umed having prayers before work on Mondays after he had hel< 

required safety meetings despite Thomas's instructions to 

se having prayers (Tr. 122; 191; 399-400). 

Pittman's crew members testified that Pittman's prayers 

not last longer than 3 minutes and that they either did no 

ect to the prayers or wanted him to keep having prayer (Tr. 

; 1153? 1235? 2230). Blankenship, the mine superintendent, 

tified that he instructed Thomas to advise Pittman that a 

•rt prayer was permissible but that a long prayer meeting wa 

bidden. So far as Blankenship knew, Pittman had stopped 

’ing long prayer meetings (Tr. 1981-1982) . Inasmuch as 

nkenship is the supervisor who discharged Pittman, I find 

it Pittman's discharge was in no way motivated by the fact 

it Pittman was having a brief prayer on Monday mornings afte 

had finished holding the required safety meetings. That 

tclusion is supported by the fact that Blankenship believed 

t Pittman had stopped having objectionable long prayer meet 

IS prior to the time of his discharge. It hardly needs to 

pointed out, but there is nothing in section 105(c) (1) of 

Act which makes prayer a protected activity. 

Pittman's Insistence upon Doing Classified Work and 

hiding with a UMWA Employed 

Thomas also objected to the fact that Pittman performed 

ual labor, or classified work, which is normally done by 

employees (Tr. 428). Pittman testified that he worked 

ht along with his crew and that they did not object to his 

ng so (Tr. 398). Jerry Toney, the belt foreman, stated 

t he had had grievances filed against him when he performed 

k normally done by UMWA employees (TR. 1736-1737). Here, 

in, Pittman was consistently doing work which was contrary 

his instructions and there is nothing in section 105(c) (1) 

c oro e t his d rfo ma ce f anua labor His doina 



policy matters which were discussed in meetings attended only 

by managerial employees and that he felt that it was preferabli 

for the section foremen to avoid fraternizing with UMWA employ 

ees (Tr. 1781-1782). Pittman ignored Thomas's instructions no 

to ride with the UMWA employee and he continued to ride with 

him up to the time of his discharge (Tr. 396 ; 1044) . There is 

nothing in the record to show that Pittman's continued riding 

to work with a UMWA employee contributed to Pittman's discharg* 

and, even if there were a connection between the discharge and 

Pittman's riding with a UMWA employee, there is nothing in sec 

tion 105(c) (1) which makes the choice of a person's method of 

getting to work a protected activity under the Act. 

Pittman's Foot Injury and Consol's Report of No Lost Time 

Pittman says that in October 1981 his roof-bolting crew 

had a mechanical problem with the roof-bolting machine. He 

tried to help them repair the machine which was, he agrees, an 

instance when he was doing UMWA work instead of supervisory 

work. The defective component of the roof bolter fell on Pitt 

man's foot so that he had to have it examined by a physician 

(Tr. 201). Blankenship testified that he personally looked at 

Pittman's foot after it was injured and that he could see no 

discoloration or break in the skin and no swelling (Tr. 2051). 

Blankenship said that Pittman had requested a week off without 

pay so that he could do some work on his house and that the re 

quest had been denied (Tr. 2050) . Blankenship felt that Pittm. 

had feigned the injury in order to take a week off anyway and 

he insisted that Pittman report to work the next day after the 

injury. Pittman's foot was eventually placed in a walking cas 

and Pittman reported to work nearly every day during his recup 

eration from the accident, but for a few weeks he did such wor: 

as calibrate equipment and collect materials needed for a re¬ 

training course (Tr. 202-203; 2027). 

Pittman's reply brief (pp. 1-2) argues that Blankenship 

was as guilty of falsifying Consol's report of no lost working 

days as a result of Pittman's foot injury as Pittman was in 

signing the fireboss book when it contained incorrect air mea¬ 

surements. Exhibit 29 is a report of personal injury dated 

October 27, 1981. It indicates that Pittman's foot was injure 

on October 20, 1981, and shows that Pittman returned to his 

permanent job in full capacity although Consol's attorney aske 

questions at the hearing indicating that Consol considered Pit 

man's work for a short time after the accident to be only 



swelling and tenderness" and states that "X-rays show no def¬ 

inite evidence of fracture" (Exh. G). The doctor's report also 

reveals that a walking cast was placed on Pittman's foot froih 

November 2 to November 20, 1981, and indicates that the doctor 

did not intend to refer him back to work until November 30, 

1981 (Exh. G) . 

As to the claim in Pittman's reply brief (pp. 1-2) that 

Blankenship falsified the report of injury (Exh. 29) just to 

keep from reporting lost time as a result of an injury—a re¬ 

port which might have impaired Consol's good safety record at 

the No. 3 Mine—it can hardly be said that Blankenship misrep¬ 

resented the facts as he believed them to be with respect to 

Pittman's foot injury because Blankenship sincerely believed 

that Pittman was feigning the injury and insisted that Pittman 

report for work the next day after the accident despite the 

fact that Pittman's foot was eventually placed in a walking 

cast. Blankenship also defended his reporting that Pittman re¬ 

turned to his permanent job in full capacity by claiming that 

Consol did not have anyone for assignment to preparing mater¬ 

ials for retraining classes and that if he had not asked Pitt¬ 

man to do that type of work, he would have had to ask a person 

doing some other permanent job to do that work on an interim 

basis (Tr. 2027) . 

Pittman's claim of discrimination with respect to his foot 

injury is a very appealing one because the physician's reports 

do show that Pittman's foot was placed in a walking cast and 

that the physician recommended that Pittman not work for sev¬ 

eral weeks. Despite the physician's instructions, Blankenship 

agrees that he insisted that Pittman come to work throughout 

the recuperative period. In discrimination cases, it is gener¬ 

ally necessary to prove that an employee has been a victim of 

discriminatory treatment by inferences to be drawn from actions 

which appear to have no real basis for their occurrence apart 

from some unexplained prejudice which can be attributed to 

nothing other than an unlawful animus toward an employee be¬ 

cause of actions which are protected under the Act. In this 

proceeding, however. Consol's animus toward Pittman has been 

explained by Consol's evidence showing that Pittman continued 

to act in ways which displeased Consol's management, Pittman 

continued to ride to work with a UMWA employee; Pittman con¬ 

tinued to perform manual labor instead of adhering to his 



protected under section 105(c)(1) of the Act. The record 
this proceeding does not show that Pittman has ever engaged 
any safety-related acts other than his having called Thomas, 
mine foreman, on January 15 and 18, 1982, for the purpose 

advising Thomas that he had no air on his section. As has 
n demonstrated above, Pittman’s claims that he had no air on 
section was the result of his own failure to erect curtains 

y the tailpiece to keep the air which was undeniably on the 
tion from leaking down the belt and track entry instead of 
ng directed to the working faces. Therefore, management's 
mus toward Pittman, if any, cannot be shown to relate to 
ivities which are protected under the Act and it is not 
sible for me to find that management's alleged animus to- 
d him was the result of anything other than his insistence 
doing unprotected acts his way instead of the way manage- 
t wanted them done. 

Pittman's Taking of a Day Off to Attend Church Service 

On one occasion, Thomas, the mine foreman, was absent 
n Pittman wanted to request a day off to attend a special 
rch service. He or his shift foreman asked Larry Hull, 
superintendent who preceded Blankenship in that position, 
the day off. Hull testified that he denied the request 

ause of a shortage of personnel (Tr. 1461), whereas Pittman 
ims that Hull granted the request (Tr. 196) . In any event, 
tman did not report for work on the day he had requested to 
absent. Pittman claims that Thomas became upset when Pitt- 
failed to show up for work and called Pittman at home on 

urday to order him to report to Hull’s office on Monday be- 
e going into the mine because he might be fired for taking 

day off (Exh. F, p. 4). 

The shift foreman, Rudy Toney, testified that Pittman had 
ed for a day off and that he had checked with Hull about 
request and Hull had denied the request, but Pittman took 
day off anyway. Toney stated that Pittman then called him 

Saturday and asked him to intercede with Hull because Pitt- 
was afraid that he might be fired for having taken the day 

. Toney then called Hull and asked Hull if he planned to 
charge Pittman for taking the day off and Hull stated that 
was going to discuss the matter with Thomas and decide the 
stion on Monday (Tr. 1302-1303). Thomas testified that he 
ed Hull not to discharge Pittman because he felt that dis- 
rge would have been excessively harsh in that instance (Tr. 
0) . 



intioned by Pittman himself in an effort to explain his taking 
: a day off after his request to be absent had been denied. 

Pittman's claim that Thomas called him on Saturday to tell 
.m he would probably be fired is not convincing because Thomas 
IS consulted about the matter only after Rudy Toney had called 
ill in response to Pittman's phone call indicating that he was 
:pecting to be discharged for taking the day off. It is un- 
.kely that Thomas would have called Pittman on Saturday to 
irn him he might be discharged on Monday and then recommend to 
ill that Pittman not be discharged, especially since Toney had 
jstified that Hull had indicated to him that his decision with 
ispect to discharging Pittman would be made after he had con- 
ilted with Thomas on the following Monday. Finally, if Hull 
id actually granted Pittman's request for a day off, there 
)uld have been no reason for him to deny that he had ever 
ranted that request or tell Toney that he would have to con- 
lit with Thomas before determining whether Pittman should be 
.scharged for taking a day off from work. 

The outcome of Pittman's having taken the day off indi- 
ites that Consol's management was at least reasonable on one 
:casion in doing no more than warn him that no further taking 
: days off without permission would be tolerated. 

Pittman's Roof-Control Violations 

Blankenship testified that Pittman had failed to follow 
le roof-oontrol plan on at least three occasions. The first 
.me occurred when Pittman was near an outcrop in the mine, 
len outcrops are being approached, the roof-control plan re- 
lires that additional support be set in the form of one row 
: posts and establishment of a 16-foot roadway. Pittman had 
it the required row of posts but he had set them against the 
.b and the roadway was 18 to 19 feet wide. The row of posts 
3 needed to warn the miners as to whether the road is becom- 
g unstable and if the posts are set against the rib, as 
-ttman had set them, they do not perform the function of pro- 
.ding a warning of unstable roof when cutting toward an out- 
:op (Tr. 1982) . 

Pittman's second violation of the roof-control plan oc- 
irred when the continuous-mining machine was covered up by a 
issive roof fall. When Blankenship inspected the site of 



roadway timbers were more than 14 feet apart. Blankenship 
gave Pittman a verbal warning at that time (Tr. 1964-1965). 

Blankenship testified that occurrence of several roof 
falls on top of the continuous miners caused him to require 
that a crib be set on each side of the miner before a pushout 
was made. About a month after the continuous miner on Pitt¬ 
man's section had been covered up by a roof fall, Blankenship 
inspected Pittman's section and found that he had completed a 
pushout without setting a crib on either side of the miner. 
Also Pittman had set the timbers in the roadway 21 feet apart 
instead of 14 feet apart, as required by the roof-control plai 
Blankenship suspended Pittman for 5 days for the third viola¬ 
tion of the roof-control plan {Tr. 1966-1967). 

Pittman does not deny that he failed to erect one of the 
cribs which Blankenship had instructed him to set, but he and 
the operator of the continuous miner tried to excuse their 
failure to follow the roof-control plan by arguing that they 
did not have enough crib blocks on the section to construct 
the second crib and they claim that the roof was so unstable 
that there was more danger in the roof falling if they delaye' 
the pushout until crib blocks could be obtained for building 
the crib than if they just went ahead with completion of the 
pushout with the cluster of timbers which they had used in 
lieu of the crib (Tr. 48-51; 190-191; 392-393; 2204-2205). 
Pittman also complains that Blankenship would not talk to his 
crew who would have supported his contentions with respect to 
the lack of crib blocks and his use of a cluster of timbers 
in lieu of a crib (Tr. 52) . Blankenship stated that he did 
not need to interview Pittman's crew when the physical evi¬ 
dence at the scene of the roof-control violations provided 
him with irrefutable proof that the violations had occurred 
(Tr. 1967). 

There is clearly a lack of merit to Pittman's excuses in 
this instance. There was no obvious reason or explanation fo 
Pittman's failure to have on the section the materials re¬ 
quired to support the roof (Tr. 2226-2227) . Pittman has on 
his section at all times a scoop, or unitrak, as well as a 
scoop operator, to haul supplies from the track unloading 
point to the working section (Tr. 982; 989; 997). Consol has 
a two-man crew whose sole function consists of hauling sup¬ 
plies to the three working sections in the mine (Tr. 844-845; 



Pittman's reebie aiibis in tnis instance. 

Pittman's Claim that he was Ordered to Produce Coal withou 

Adequate Ventilation 

Pittman's case would have been strengthened if he had 
any corroboration at all to support his claim that Thomas, 
mine foreman, and Jerry Toney, the belt foreman who was in 
charge of constructing permanent stoppings on Pittman's se( 
tion, ordered him to produce coal with knowledge that Pitti 
did not have adequate ventilation. The two miners (Kincai< 
and Moore) who were on the phone and actually overheard bo 
Pittman and Thomas talking only heard Pittman say that he i 
not have adequate ventilation (Tr. 134-135; 806) . They al, 
heard Thomas advise Pittman about his need to recheck his ( 
tains, but neither of them heard Thomas tell Pittman to go 
head and produce coal without adequate ventilation until pi 
anent stoppings could be constructed (Tr. 137; 811) . 

Although Randy Workman did testify that he heard Tone' 
order Pittman to produce coal while the permanent stopping 
were being constructed (Tr. 1165), his credibility was com 
pletely destroyed when it was shown that he was absent froi 
work on the day during which he had vividly recalled what 
happened on Pittman's section (Tr. 1177-1179). At least o 
miner (Harvey) on Pittman's section claims to have overhea 
Pittman talking on the phone and heard Pittman tell Thomas 
that he lacked sufficient air, but he only heard Pittman's 
side of the conversation and did not know what Thomas may 
said to Pittman (Tr. 1224). Moreover, his credibility was 
paired by his inability to recall for certain what he had 
to the ventilation system on January 18, 1982 (Tr, 1226; 1 

Pittman contradicted himself so much about what Toney 
said and when he said it, that Pittman's claim that Toney 
ordered him to produce coal cannot be accepted as a truthf 
assertion. Some reasons for the aforesaid conclusion are: 
First, Pittman said that his crew had refused to run coal 
til they saw Toney come in with cinder blocks to construct 
stoppings, but subsequently Pittman said that he could not 
call whether production had been started before or after T 
arrived on the section (Tr. 287-288). The dispatcher shee 
of course, shows that production started at 8:42 a.m. and 
Toney did not arrive until 9:51 a.m. (Exh. C) . Second, Pi 
man could not recall whether he had told Toney that he had 
adequate air at the time he claims that Toney ordered him 



mony in this proceeding to the effect that Toney gave him no 
hoice but to run coal is the correct version of what happened 

(Tr. 301). Of course, Toney and Thomas both deny that they 
ver ordered Pittman to produce coal without having adequate 

ventilation (Tr. 1700; 1809). 

The discussion above shows that a preponderance of the 
evidence fails to support Pittman's claim that Thomas and Toney 
ordered him to produce coal with knowledge that he had inade¬ 
quate ventilation at the working faces. 

Pittman's Lack of a Watch for Purpose of Taking Air Measurement 

Pittman's credibility was rendered an additional blow when 
Blankenship testified that when he found the operator of the 
continuous-mining machine cutting coal on Pittman's section in 
dust so thick that Blankenship could hardly detect the light on 
the machine, he stated that he asked Pittman to take an air 
reading and Pittman replied that he could not take a reading 
because he did not have a watch (Tr. 2006-2007). Thomas, who 
as not present when Pittman told Blankenship that he lacked a 

watch for taking an air reading, subsequently asked Pittman to 
take an air reading and Pittman also told Thomas that he could 
not take an air reading because of a lack of a watch (Tr. 1899) 

After production had been stopped and air had been re¬ 
stored by installing curtains in the Nos. 2 and 3 entries inby 
the belt tailpiece, Blankenship asked Pittman to take an air 
reading and he was able to do so. Only about 15 minutes had 
elapsed between the two requests and Blankenship explained 
Pittman's ability to take an air reading after he had made the 
second request, as compared with the first, by stating that he 
as not surprised by Pittman's ability to comply with the 

second request that he take an air reading because he had not 
believed Pittman when he told him in the first instance that 
he lacked a watch for taking an air reading (Tr. 2010). 

Pittman claimed that he did not recall ever having told 
Blankenship that he had no watch to take an air reading and 
that even if he did not have a watch, he could have borrowed 
a watch from one of the miners (Tr. 305-306). Failure to have 
a watch could only have meant that Pittman could not have 
taken an air reading at any time during the shift. Since Pitt¬ 
man had claimed that he did not have even enough air to turn 



have a watch and just gave his lack of one as an excuse to keep 
from having to admit to Blankenship that a proper test for air 
would have shown that he lacked adequate ventilation at the 
working faces. 

The Alleged Conspiracy 

Pittman's initial (p. 36) and reply (pp. 6-15) briefs 
claim that management set Pittman up for discharge by asking 
him to produce coal without adequate ventilation so that he 
could be caught operating in violation of the law and thereby 
provide management with an excuse for discharging him. That 
claim will not survive close scrutiny for a number of reasons. 
First, if Thomas, the mine foreman, had deliberately set Pitt¬ 
man up for discharge, it would appear that the ideal time to 
have done so would have been on Friday, January 15 , 1982, when 
Pittman first ran his section with inadequate ventilation. 
Thomas had not at that time had the permanent stoppings con¬ 
structed and, according to Pittman, knew that Pittman was oper¬ 
ating without adequate ventilation. Thomas had planned to have 
cinder blocks taken to Pittman's 3B Section on Saturday and had 
to know that there was a strong possibility that permanent stop 
pings might become constructed and provide Pittman with an ade¬ 
quate air velocity for the 3B Section by Monday. Thomas knew 
from examining the fireboss book on Monday that the mine exam-' 
iners were getting readings of 9,000 cfm or more at the last 
open break and would have had no reason to expect that Pittman 
would be operating his section on Monday with inadequate venti¬ 
lation. Therefore, the ideal time to have caught Pittman pro¬ 
ducing coal with inadequate ventilation would have been on 
Friday. 

The second defect in Pittman's conspiracy theory is that 
on Monday morning Thomas did send in both cinder blocks and 
the crew of miners needed to construct stoppings. Thomas was 
advised on Monday morning that Blankenship was going to visit 
the mine on Monday afternoon. Thomas advised Pittman of that 
fact about noon. Thomas knew that Pittman would be expecting 
both him and Blankenship on Monday afternoon. If Thomas had 
intended to set Pittman up for discharge, it is highly unlikely 
that he would have provided Pittman with advance warning that 
he was coming in with the superintendent to check the condi¬ 
tions on Pittman's section. 



been to remind Thomas that he was producing coal without ade¬ 
quate ventilation as Thomas had asked him to do and inquire 
about the wisdom of his continuing to produce coal without ac 
quate ventilation at a time when Blankenship would be visitir 
the section. Pittman claims that he did not close down in 
order to obtain adequate ventilation because he already knew 
that both Blankenship and Thomas had a low opinion of his abi 
itics as section foreman and that they would have been as li\< 
to fire him for shutting down production long enough to estat 
lish ventilation as they would for his continuing to produce 
coal with inadequate ventilation (Tr. 418-419), That conten¬ 
tion lacks merit because, according to Pittman's claim, Thome 
had ordered him to produce coal with inadequate ventilation 
and there is no reason for him to have been reticent about re 
minding Thomas that he was producing coal without adequate ve 
tilation and asking Thomas if he could stop production until 
the permanent stoppings had been completed, especially in vie 
of the fact that construction of the permanent stoppings was 
nearing completion by the time Pittman received advance notic 
of Blankenship's and Thomas's arrival on the section. 

The fourth defect in Pittman's conspiracy contention is 
that effectuating the conspiracy would have had to be depende 
upon Thomas's having the cooperation of several persons who c 
not work on Pittman's shift. The reason for the aforesaid 
statement is that all persons who examined the 3B Section on 
Friday and Monday obtained an air reading of 9,000 cubic feel 
or more at the last open break. Those mine examiners were 
McConnell, the section foreman who was in charge of the crew 
which produced coal in Pittman's 3B Section on the 4 p.m.-to- 
midnight shift on Friday, and the UMWA firebosses (Stover anc 
Wriston) who examined the mine on Saturday, Sunday, and Monde 
In order for the alleged conspiracy to be carried out, the 
cooperation of McConnell, Stover, and Wriston would have had 
to have been obtained because Pittman claims that those indi¬ 
viduals were falsifying the air measurements of at least 9,0( 
cfm which they were entering in the fireboss book (Exh. 18, 
pp, 53-63). If the cooperation of those mine examiners had 
not been obtained, their readings would have been less than 
9,000 cfm, according to Pittman, and would have corroborated 
Pittman's claim that no one could have obtained adequate air 
readings prior to the time that the permanent stoppings were 
constructed. It is highly unlikely that McConnell's, Stover 



based on the testimony of Blankenship, the mine superintenden 
who testified that he did not decide to visit the Rowland No. 
Mine until Monday morning. He said he did not think there wa 
any merit to Pittman's conspiracy claim because Thomas knew h 
feelings about mine safety and health and that Thomas would 
never have knowingly taken him on a section producing coal wi 
inadequate ventilation. Blankenship stated that if he had ev 
been convinced that Thomas and Jerry Toney had anything whats 
ever to do with Pittman's having produced coal without adequa 
ventilation, he would have discharged all three of them (Tr. 
2017; 2020). 

For the reasons given above, Pittman's claim that his di 
charge was based on a conspiracy by Thomas to have him produc 
coal without adequate ventilation, so that he could be caught 
operating his section in violation of the law, must be reject 

Pittman's Allegations as to Disparate Treatment 

Pittman’s initial brief (pp. 35; 39-40) argues that his 
discharge showed disparate treatment because discipline at th 
No. 3 Mine was "uneven, whimsical, and discriminatory" and th 
no one else had been discharged for admitting that he had pro 
duced coal with inadequate ventilation. Consol's counsel sub 
mitted extensive evidence showing that Blankenship, the super 
intendent, did not tolerate safety violations, absenteeism, o 
irresponsible conduct (Tr. 1463; 1961). Blankenship, for ex¬ 
ample, suspended Bill Blevins, a section foreman, for 5 days 
for irregular work and discharged him for ventilation violati 
and failing to establish centerlines on his section (Tr. 949; 
1325 ; 1342; 1466; 1793; 1968). Blevins was discharged just 
3-1/2 months before Pittman's termination occurred (Tr. 815; 
1326 ; 1795; 1969). The day of Blevins' discharge, Thomas re¬ 
ferred to Blevins' discharge and warned Pittman that he would 
receive the same treatment if his performance did not improve 
(Tr. 299-300; 1794). 

Blankenship and Thomas provided other examples of person 
who have been disciplined at the No. 3 Mine. Keith Hartzog, 
maintenance foreman, was given a 5-day suspension for a safet 
violation (Tr. 1797; 1969)% Allen Powers, Jr., a section for 
man, was given a 5-day suspension for a safety violation (Tr. 
1970; 1797). Sidney Federoff was discharged for coming to wo 



ng smoking materials into the mine (Tr. 1974). 

Additionally, it should be noted that Blankenship was 
going to discipline Pittman's continuous-mining machine crew 
on January 18, 1982 , the day of Pittman's discharge, when he 
caught them cutting coal without adequate ventilation, but 
they were saved from disciplinary action because they told 
Blankenship that they had complained to Pittman about the lack 
of ventilation and he had asked them to operate the miner de¬ 
spite the lack of sufficient ventilation (Tr. 233; 1135; 2002), 
Although Blankenship did not discipline the miner crew at that 
time, he warned them that if he caught them in a similar sit¬ 
uation at a subsequent time, they would be disciplined (Tr. 
1137 ; 2001). 

Pittman tried to show that two other section foremen, 
Delp and Grabosky, were not disciplined despite the fact that 
citations were issued by an MSHA inspector when he caught them 
operating without the required volume of air at the working 
face (Exhs. 24, 25 & 27) . Both Blankenship and Thomas defendec 
the failure to discharge Delp and Grabosky by pointing out thal 
each violation has to be evaluated on its own merits and they 
correctly noted that neither Delp or Grabosky had run their 
sections for a long period of time, as Pittman had, with knowl¬ 
edge that there was inadequate air on the section (Tr. 1938; 
2000) . It was also noted by Thomas that a-different- response 
was called for based upon an employee's past record. There 
was no showing that Delp or Grabosky had records comparable to 
Pittman's poor record. The only section foreman with a record 
comparable to Pittijian's was Blevins and he, like Pittman, had 
been warned of possible discharge for prior offenses and he, 
like Pittman, had been suspended for 5 days before he was dis¬ 
charged. Blankenship discussed Pittman's prior record with 

im on the day of his discharge and his prior record was a 
factor in Blankenship's decision to discharge him (Tr. 188; 
1902-1903; 2013). 

The preponderance of the evidence, therefore, shows that 
ittman did not receive disparate treatment when he was dis¬ 

charged for producing coal without adequate ventilation. 



charged along with Pittman if he had admitted that he knew 
Pittman was operating the 3B Section without adequate ventila¬ 
tion. I have already shown under the 17 headings hereinbefore 
given that Pittman failed to prove a prima facie case of dis¬ 
crimination because, while he did show that he had engaged jn 
the protected activity of reporting to Thomas that he lacked 
an adequate velocity of air on his section, he failed to prov( 
that his discharge was in any way motivated by the fact that 
he had reported inadequate ventilation and had asked Thomas t( 
send cinder blocks to the section for construction of permanei 
stoppings. Therefore, I do not feel that I am obligated to 
enter upon an extended discussion of Thomas's alleged short¬ 
comings because, even if Thomas were as poor a foreman as Pit 
man's briefs contend he was, the preponderance of the evidenc( 
would still support a finding that Pittman failed to prove th< 
his discharge was motivated by Pittman's protected activity o 
having reported to Thomas on January 15 and 18, 1982 , that he 
did not have adequate ventilation on his 3B Section. Neverthf 
less, the review of the evidence, hereinafter given, shows 
that Thomas was not the incompetent foreman which Pittman’s 
brief claims he was. 

Thomas's Illness 

It is a fact that Thomas was in poor health in 1981 and 
1982, that he had undergone a triple heart bypass operation 
shortly after Pittman's discharge on January 18, 1982, that h( 
had been on an extended period of sick j.eave up to the time o 
the hearing in this proceeding, and that he had decided to re 
tire, effective June 1, 1983 (Tr. 1776-1777). It is also trui 
that he may have relied extensively on Jerry Toney, the belt 
foreman, for obtaining detailed information about the condi¬ 
tions in the mine during 1981 and 1982 (Tr. 1693 ; 1751; 1907) 
It is likewise true that Jerry Toney was made acting mine fori 
man in April 1982 when Thomas was forced to take extended sic' 
leave for heart surgery (Tr. 1693). Pittman did not succeed, 
however, in demonstrating that Thomas never went underground 
to examine conditions in person. The dispatcher (Roger Toney 
testified that Thomas went underground with Blankenship about 
once each week and that Thomas always accompanied MSHA inspec 
tors when they made their frequent inspections of the mine (T 
2188; 2190). 



Consol's position in this proceeding. 

Thomas's Credibility 

Thomas worked on Saturday, January 16, 1982. The next 
was Sunday and the mine was idle. Both parties stipulated o 
the record that Thomas was not required, since the mine was 
idle on Sunday, to make a preshift examination on Saturday ( 
1430; 1887), but he did fill out a page in the fireboss book 
indicating that he had patrolled the 3b Section, that he had 
seen no violations, that he believed the air velocity was su 
cient, and that he thought the section was safe to mine (Exh 
18, p. 59) . Thomas explained that he did not take an air re 
ing because he was not obligated to make a formal preshift e 
amination before an idle shift and that he had deliberately 
not gone to the face areas of the 3B Section (Tr. 1915-1916) 
He also stated that he walked into the mine instead of ridin 
a track vehicle, because he wanted to examine some sections 
the track which might need to be repaired (Tr. 1886-1887). 
walk to the 3D Section is a round-trip distance of about 1 rr 
and it takes less time to walk in than it does to ride becau 
of the difference in route which can be taken by a person or 
foot as compared with a vehicle traveling on the track (Tr. 
1919; 2229). The dispatcher who testified on Pittman's beha 
did not work on Saturday when Thomas walked into the mine ar 
therefore could not testify as to whether Thomas walked intc 
the mine or not (Tr. 2191). 

Thomas seemed to be somewhat embarrassed when cross- 
examined about not having made an actual air measurement 
even though he was not required to do so in view of the fact 
that the mine was idle on the succeeding shift (Exh. 18, p. 
60). Nevertheless, Pittman's brief failed to demonstrate b^ 
a preponderance of the evidence that Thomas falsified his 
entries in the fireboss book or violated any regulations. 
Therefore, I disagree with Pittman that Thomas's credibility 
was adversely affected by his fireboss entries associated 
with his having "patrolled" the 3B Section on January 16, 
1982. 

Thomas's Alleged Production Goals and Cover-Up 

Pittman's efforts to detract from his own shortcomings 
by emphasizing Thomas's deficiencies are not persuasive. 



ahead and produce coal without adequate ventilation so as to 
achieve high production goals, Thomas could not run the risk 
of admitting to Blankenship that he knew Pittman was produci 
coal without adequate ventilation because such an admission 
might well have resulted in his own discharge as well as 

Pittman's. 

The aforesaid arguments arc not convincing for a number 
of reasons. First, the comments in Pittman's 1977 performan 
rating state that management considered Pittman to be "produ 
tion oriented" (Exh. 10; Tr. 34). Since one would assume th 
all management personnel are production oriented, it is sur¬ 
prising that Pittman’s supervisor would have bothered to not 
that Pittman was production oriented unless he had observed 
that Pittman had an unusual proclivity for achieving high pr 
duction. Additionally, one of the shift foremen, Rudy Toney 
testified that Pittman was known to be a foreman with a good 
production record and that he had recommended that Pittman n 
be fired for taking a day off without obtaining advance perm 
sion because he believed that Pittman's good production reco 
justified his being given another chance (Tr. 1304). Since 
Pittman already had a reputation for achieving high rates of 
production, it is unlikely that Blankenship would have been 
unduly critical of Pittman if his production had been down a 
little below average because he had had to spend more time 
than usual on January 15 and 18, 1982, in establishing ade¬ 
quate ventilation on his section. 

A second reason for rejecting Pittman's arguments about 
Thomas's obsession with production is that, even with the in 
adequate ventilation which undeniably existed during Pittman 
entire shift on Friday, January 15, and up to about 2 p.m. c 
Monday, January 18, Pittman's section produced 109 shuttle 

cars of coal on Friday and 100 shuttle cars on Monday (Exhs. 
A and C; Tr. 832-833). Production of 100 shuttle cars is cc 
sidered to be a normal producing day (Tr. 341; 353; 885; 165 
Yet Pittman said that it was so dusty that the roof bolters 
had to stop working from time to time just to allow the dust 
to abate and that would have retarded normal production acti 
ities (Tr. 411), As I have hereinbefore demonstrated on pag 
20, supra, it should not have taken Pittman more than 15 mir 
utes to find and correct the cause of his inadequate air sup 
at the working faces, if he had been the competent section 



Tne roregoing conclusions are supportea by tne ract tnat 
McConne.1.1, the section foreman on the 4-p.m.-to-midnight shift 
was able to obtain a required air velocity on his shift which 
followed Pittman's shift (Exh. 18, p. 55). The only explana¬ 
tion that Pittman could give for the fact that McConnell had 
obtained adequate ventilation, while Pittman could not, was 
that McConnell had entered a false air measurement in the fire 
boss book because he, like Pittman, was afraid that he would 
be discharged if he had reported the true inadequate reading 
which Pittman is certain he actually obtained. I have already 
demonstrated under the heading of "Pittman's Falsifying of the 
Preshift-Onshift and Daily Report", supra, pages 21-24, that 
the preponderance of the evidence does not support Pittman's 
claim that everyone but Pittman was lying about the actual air 
readings which they were obtaining on the 3B Section. 

For the reasons given above, I find that the preponderanc 
of the evidence shows that Thomas, despite his ill health in 
1982, was performing his duties as a mine foreman in a reason¬ 
ably satisfactory manner and that he gave convincing explana¬ 
tions for the priorities he gave to the types of work which 
were done on Friday, Saturday, and Monday, January 15, 16, and 
18 , 1982. For example, since it has been shown above, pages 
19-21, that temporary curtains along the pillared-out area wer 
adequate for prqviding adequate ventilation on the 3B Section 
on both Friday and Monday, Thomas properly directed Pettry and 
MacDaniel (Tr. 849; 879) to go to the 3A Section and install 
new trailing cables on shuttle cars rather than haul cinder 
blocks to Pittman's 3B Section. That change in plans on Sat¬ 
urday was justified because defective trailing cables may re¬ 
sult in electrocution (Tr. 1797; 1810-1811), whereas, accord¬ 
ing to the fireboss book and the testimony of at least three 
witnesses, the temporary stoppings already in existence in 
the 3B Section were providing at least 9,000 cfm of air at 
the last open break (Exh. 18, pp. 55-57; Tr. 1405; 1434 ; 
1648) . 

Therefore, Pittman's claims that Thomas subordinated all 
safety regulations which might have interfered with his goal 
of high coal production and that Thomas's ill health made him 
so sensitive to Pittman's complaints about inadequate ventila¬ 
tion and requests for cinder-block stoppings that he wanted tc 
discharge Pittman for having annoyed him with such safety con¬ 
siderations on Friday, Saturday, and Monday, must be rejected 
as not being supported by the preponderance of the evidence. 



in Roger D« Anderson v. Itmann Coal Co, , 4 FMSIIRC 963 (1982 
was discharged for the same reason and was ordered to be re 
stated by Judge Fauver. In the Anderson case, a preshift e 
ination had not been performed during the 8-hour period pre 
ing Anderson's shift which began at 4 p.m. on a Sunday. An 
MSHA inspector wrote an unwarratable failure order because 
Anderson admitted that he knew a preshift examination had n 
been made during the preceding shift, but that he understoo 
that the Federal regulations and Itmann's policy required t 
making of only one preshift examination every 24 hours on 
weekends. Anderson was discharged because of his admission 
to the inspector. Judge Fauver held that Anderson's replie 
to the inspector's questions were a protected activity unde 
the Act and that it was a violation of section 105(c) (1) of 
the Act for Itmann to discharge Anderson for that protected 
activity. 

In this proceeding, as I have shown on pages 19-26 and 
35-36, supra, Pittman was discharged because he knowingly 
operated his section without having adequate ventilation an 
the preponderance of the evidence fails to support Pittman' 
claim that Thomas, the mine foreman, had ordered him to ope 
ate his section without having adequate ventilation. In th 
Anderson case, it was shown that Itmann's policy was to re¬ 
quire only one preshift examination during each 24-hour per 
on weekends'and Anderson was discharged for admitting that 
knew that no preshift examination had been made during the 
preceding 8-hour period and for stating that it was Itmann' 
policy to require only one preshift examination during each 
24-hour period. The Anderson case is inapplicable to the 
facts in this proceeding because Pittman failed to prove th 
it was Thomas's or Consol's policy to order section foremen 
to produce coal without adequate ventilation. 

Pittman's reply brief (pp. 10 and 15) also argues that 
Blankenship, the mine superintendent, failed to make an ade 
quate investigation before discharging Pittman, and that if 
he had made an adequate investigation, he would have found 
that both Thomas and Toney had ordered Pittman to produce c 
without adequate ventilation and would have found it necess 
to discharge them also because Pittman was merely carrying 
their instructions when he operated without adequate ventil 
tion on both Friday and Monday. Pittman states that Judge 
Fauver found that Itmann had not made an adequate investiga 
tion before discharging Anderson in the Anderson case, supr 
and that I had made a similar finding in~my decision issued 
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on page 19. Moreover, Blankenship personally checked with tV 
other section foreman, McConnell, and a shift foreman, Tayloi 
about their entries in the fireboss book and established that 
they had actually obtained air measurements as great or great 
than those which he found in the fireboss book (Tr. 2006-201:; 
Therefore, it cannot be successfully argued in this case that 
Blankenship failed to make an adequate investigation before 
discharging Pittman. For the foregoing reasons, Pittman's re 
liance on the Anderson and Cline cases is misplaced and his 
arguments based on those cases must be rejected. 

For the reasons hereinbefore given, I find that Pittman 
failed to prove that his protected activity of reporting in¬ 
adequate ventilation on his 3B Section was in any way a 
motivating factor in his discharge and that Pittman also 
failed to prove that either the mine foreman or the belt 
foreman had given him an order to produce coal with knowledge 
that he had inadequate ventilation on his section. Inasmuch 
as his discharge was in no way motivated by his having partic 
ipated in an activity protected under section 105(c)(1) of th 
Act, Pittman's complaint should be dismissed, as hereinafter 
ordered. 

WHEREFORE, it is ordered: 

The complaint filed by Kenneth D. Pittman in Docket No. 
WEVA 82-334-D is dismissed for failure to prove that a viola¬ 
tion of section 105(c) (1) of the Federal Mine Safety and Hea] 
Act of 1977 occurred. 

Richard C. Steffey^^^ 
Administrative Law Judge 

Distribution: 

P. Alfred Sines, Esq., Anderson, Sines & Haslam, L.C., P. 0. 
Drawer 1459, Beckley, WV 25801 (Certified Mail) 

Robert M. Vukas, Esq., Consolidation Coal Company, 1800 
Washington Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15241 (Certified Mail) 



KENNETH A. WIGGINS, 
Complainant 

V. 

DISCRIMINATION PROCEE 

Docket No: WEVA 82-3C 
HOPE CD 82-32 

Keystone No. 1 Mine 

EASTERN ASSOCIATED COAL CO., 
Respondent 

DECISION GRANTING BACK PAY AND OTHER RELIEF 

Appearances: William B. Talty, Esq., Talty and Carroll 
112 Central Avenue, Tazewell, Virginia, 
for the Claimant 
Mark C. Russell, Esq., Jackson, Kelly, He 
and o'Farrell, P.O. Box 553, Charleston, 
West Virginia, for the Respondent 

Before: Judge Moore 

The parties have prepared and agreed to a Final Ord 
which disposes of all of the back pay, attorney’s fees 
and other relief issues. I have signed the Pinal Order, 
a copy of which is attached, and directed the parties tc 
comply therewith. 

Administrative Law Judge 

Distribution: 

William B. Talty, Esq., Talty and Carroll, 112 Central 
Avenue, Tazewell, Virginia 24651 (Certified Mail) 

Mark C. Russell, Esq., Jackson, Kelly, Holt and 0'Parrel 
P.O. Box 553, Charleston, West Virginia 25322 (Certified 

Larry Blalock, Esq., Jackson, Kelly, Holt and O'Farrell, 
P.O. Box 553, Charleston, West Virginia 25322 (Certified 

Mr. Kenneth A. Wiggins, Box 114, Maybeury, West Virginia 

(Certified Mail) 



L.uini-ijAii'JANT, : UlbCKIMlNATION PROCEEDING 

3: : Docket No: WEVA 82-300-D 
HOPE CD 82-32 

\STERN ASSOCIATED : 

)AL CORP., Keystone No. 1 Mine 

RESPONDENT. 

FINAL ORDER 

This proceeding came on for the entry of this Final Order 

>on the hearing on the merits held xMay 24-25, 1983 ; the Decisioi 

1 the Merits dated September 6, 1983; the Interim Order dated 

;tober 19 , 1983 ; the Order of November 4, 1983 , amending the 

•oresaid Interim Order; the hearing to determine relief held 

)vember 22 , 1983 ; the decision granting back pay and other 

mefits dated December 19 , 1983, and the Supplemental Order 

Lted January 23 , 1984 . Upon consideration of all of which it 

i Adjudged and Ordered as follows: 

1. The findings of fact and conclusions of law contained 

the aforesaid decisions of September 6, 1983 and December 19, 

18 3 are hereby incorporated herein by reference, the same as 

; the same were fully set forth herein; 

2. The complaint of the complainant made out in his charge 

5 hereby sustained; 

3. The respondent shall pay to the complainant all salary 

id benefits, including overtime and vacation pay, which he wouli 

ive earned between March 26 , 1982 , the date of complainant's 



incurred by the complainant which the parties have stipulate 

the complainant is entitled. 

4. The respondent may withhold from the aforesaid sum 

the sum of $3,492.00 which the parties have stipulated is tY 

amount of unemployment insurance received by the complainant 

during the period commencing March 26, 1982 through August : 

1982. The aforesaid sum withheld by the respondent is to be 

paid by the respondent to the West Virginia Department of 

Employment Secruity to reimburse said Department for its pa^ 

of unemployment compensation insurance to the complainant di 

the aforesaid period. 

5 . The respondent shall remove from its records any ar 

all mention of the notice of improper action dated March 26, 

and given to the complainant by Jackie Jackson, and of the e 

of April 8 , 1902 pertaining to the discharge of the complair 

by the respondent. The respondent is further ordered to reJ 

from any reference to either of the above events in response 

any inquiries made to respondent by prospective employers oJ 

complainant. 

6. Respondent shall pay to counsel for the complainani 

the sum of $9,000.00 , which sum the parties have stipulated 

a fair and reasonable award of attorney’s fees, at a rate oJ 

$75.00 per hour for 120 hours expended, and an additional s\ 
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BOBBY J. HOLT, 
Complainant 

DISCRIMINATION PROCEEC 

V. : Docket No. SE 83-49''DN 

SOUTHERN STONE COMPANY, : MSHA Case No. 83-33 
Respondent : 

DECISION 

Appearances: Margaret Y. Brown, Esq., Auburn, Alabama, f 
Complainant? 
Hoyt W. Hill, Esq., Walker, Hill, Adams, Un 
Herndon, & Dean, Opelika, Alabama, for Resf 

Before: Judge Broderick 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

Complainant contends that he was discharged from his 
repairman for Respondent because of activity protected unc 
Federal Mine Safety and Health Act (Act). Respondent cent 
that he was fired for reasons unconnected with occupationc 
safety. Pursuant to notice, the case was heard in Opelike 
Alabama, on January 17 and 18, 1984. A. L. Lazemby, Jr., 
Dennis Lamar Lazemby, Bill Harris, Lisa Walsh Shivers, Her 
Peoples, Ocie Thomas Chamblee, Lawrence W. McRae, Eunice ^ 
Janette Holt, Samuel B. Holt and Bobby Holt testified on k 
of Complainant? Cary Torbert, Kenneth E. Roberson, Jack Me 
and George Cooper testified on behalf of Respondent. Botk 
have filed posthearing briefs. Based upon the entire recc 
considering the contentions of the parties, I make the fo] 
decision. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

Complainant has worked for Respondent Southern Stone 
its predecessor, with some breaks in employment, beginninc 
1969. He quit in 1974 while working in the hopper because 
the absence of any effective means to prevent trucks from 
back into the hopper and endangering the workers. He reti. 
work for Respondent in 1979. 



,ed Complainant that hard toed shoes were required, 
inant noticed, however, that some men, including super- 
, did not always wear them. He called the Birmingham 
of MSHA and asked what the law required concerning safety 

The MSHA spokesman informed him that all employees except 
drivers were supposed to wear hard toed shoos. 

'hereafter Cooper called Complainant into his office and 
whether Complainant called MSHA about hard toed shoes, 
inant admitted that he had. Cooper told Complainant not to 
,SHA again, "that [he] worked for Southern Stone, (and not] 
ning Safety and Health.” MSHA did not investigate nor did 
tact Respondent regarding this call by Complainant. 

in June 1 , 1980, Complainant broke his right hand in a fight 
ected with his work. He underwent three operations on the 
nd missed considerable time from work. On one occasion he 
ritten up" by Cooper for taking time off to see a doctor, 
le heard that Cooper threatened to fire him, he saw a lawyer 
ning his job rights. 

•n May 4, 1981, Complainant suffered an occupational injury 
chute door fell on him. He continued on the job the 

der of the shift. The next day he was examined by a 
ian at a hospital emergency room, and stayed off work for 
lift. After he returned. Cooper asked him to have the record 
d so that the injury would not be shown as coming under 
s' Compensation. In return. Complainant was to receive "pay 
rs." Subsequently Complainant filed a Workers' Compensation 
which is still pending. 

•n September 3, 1982, Complainant injured his finger while 
g scrap at work. The resultant medical bills and lost time 
'aid under Workers’ Compensation. 

'omplainant and his wife both complained to Mr. Cooper about 
ees "riding the clock," that is being clocked in, but not 
at work. After the complaints, the practice "sort of 
d off." Complainant also testified that at some unspecified 
some employees engaged in drinking, horseplay, stealing and 
ng on the job. He stated that the foreman participated in 
activities. 



the decision and sought a reversal of it. Among the prot 
were Complainant and his wife. Complainant's wife had be 
off the road on one occasion by one of the trucks hauling 
dent's stone. Complainant believed the use of the road k 

trucks was dangerous, and there is evidence that the true 
caused considerable damage to the road. Superintendent C 
aware that Complainant was involved in the protest. He c 
meeting and explained to Complainant and other employees 
truck route was of great importance to the company. 

The leader of the protest movement was A. L. Lazemb^ 
farmer whose land was close to the road in question, and 
the road in connection with the operation of his farm. C 
F'obruary 24, 1983, Lazemby blocked the highway with his t 
until requested to remove it by the sheriff's office. Or 
following day, February 25, Lazemby again blocked the roc 
Complainant knew of the protest and was at the scene wher 
road was blocked on February 25. He did not participate 
blocking of the road. The news rtiedia were present, and i 
of the protest appeared in the newspapers and on televisi 
Complainant's picture was included since he was present, 
observed Complainant's presence, and assumed that he was 
the protest movement. When Cooper returned to the plant 
called Mr. Kenneth Roberson, Vice President of Respondeni 
told him about the roadblock, and that Complainant was se 
the protesters. Cooper asked what should be done about 
Complainant. Roberson, after discussing the matter with 
Legal Department, decided to terminate Complainant. He c 
a memorandum to Cooper to deliver to Complainant. 

On February 25, 1983, Complainant was given a notice 
termination for "conduct unbecoming a Southern Stone EmpI 
The conduct was described as being seen "in a group of pc 
that were blocking an approved route for trucks leaving i 
Stone Plant." 

Roberson was not aware of Complainant's employment 1 
prior to February 24 and 25, 1983, which are recited here 



3. If Complainant's discharge was in violation of the 
what relief is he entitled to? 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

To establish a prima facie case of discrimination under 
Act, Complainant must show that he was engaged in activity 
protected by the Act, and that his discharge was motivated i 
any part by the protected activity. Secretary/Pasula v. 
Consolidation Coal Company, 2 FMSHRC 2786 (1980) , rev'd on c 

grounds sub nom. Consolidation Coal Company v. Marshall, 66 
F.2d r211 (3rd Cir7 1981); Secretary/Robinette v. United Cas 
Coal Co,, 3 FMSHRC 803 {19 8171 Secretary/Bush v. Union Carbi 
Corporation, 5 FMSHRC 993 (198371 

PROTECTED ACTIVITY 

Complainant's call to MSHA asking about hard toe shoe 
requirements was activity protected under the Act. Responds 

was clearly unhappy about the call and in effect directed 
Complainant not to make such calls thereafter. Assisting a 
fellow worker in making a complaint to MSHA is protected 
activity, but there is no evidence that Respondent was aware 
Complainant’s efforts on behalf of Willie Calloway, 

Complaints to management about other employees "riding 
clock" could be protected insofar as they allege that this 
practice jeopardized the safety of Complainant or the other 
workers. Although the evidence does not directly show that 
complaints were related to safety, I can infer that they wei 
and conclude that they constituted protected activity. The 
testimony concerning drinking and horseplay on the job does 
show that any complaints or work refusal grew out of these 
activities. Therefore, activity protected under the Act waj 
shown in connection therewith. Complainant's allegations tl 
he was disciplined for taking time off following his non woi 
connected hand injury, and that Respondent threatened to fii 
him, do not allege activity protected under the Act. No coi 
tion that this discipline or threat were related to work sa.1 
was made by Complainant. 
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protected under the Mine Safety Act. 

A considerable part of the evidence in this case, and of 
Respondent's posthearing brief is devoted to Complainant's 
participation in the citizens protest against the use of a roa 
as a truck route. The relationship of this protest to safety 
goes only to the matter of highway safety, and there is no con 
tention and no evidence that it related in any way to occupa¬ 
tional safety at Respondent's Plant. Whatever the nature and 
extent of Complainant's involvement in the protest, it did not 
constitute activity protected under the Act. 

MOTIVATION FOR DISCHARGE 

The precipitating factor in the decision to discharge 
Complainant was his participation in the truck route protest, 
or rather Respondent's perception of his participation in the 
protest. I have previously concluded that this was not pro¬ 
tected activity. The present status of the employment at will 
doctrine in American law is an interesting question, but not 
one that I am called upon to answer in this proceeding. 
Whether the discharge of an employee for exercising First 
Amendment rights of free speech and political protest is again 
public policy is also a question not before me. See Note, 
Protecting at Will Employees Against Wrongful Discharge; The 
Duty To Terminate Only In Good Faith, 93 Harv. L. Rev. 1816 
(1980) . 

The decision to discharge Complainant was made by 
Kenneth E. Roberson, after he was informed by Cooper of 
Complainant's truck route protest activities. Roberson was no 
aware of Complainant's call to MSHA concerning the hard toe sh 
incident in November, 1982. Although Cooper was aware of that 
incident, the evidence does not establish that it was a factor 
in the decision to discharge Complainant. Nor is there any 
evidence that the complaints' of employees riding the clock 
played any part in the discharge. For these reasons, I conclu 
that Complainant has failed to make a prima facie case of dis¬ 
crimination under the Act. Further, even if it were shown tha 
protected activity was a motivating factor, the evidence is 
overwhelming that Respondent would have discharged Complainant 
for unprotected activity (the truck route protest) alone. 
Therefore, no violation of section 105(c) of the Act has been 
established. 



James A, Broderick 
Administrative Law Judge 

tribution: 

rqaret Y. Brown, Esq., 214 North College Street, Auburn, AL 
330 {Certified Mail) 

t W. Hill, Esq., Walker, Hill, Adams, Umbach, Herndon & Dean, 
D, BOX 2069, Opelika, AL 36803 (Certified Mail) 



ilCRETARY OF LABOR, 
MINE SAFETY AND HEALTH 
ADMINISTRATION (MSHA), 

Petitioner 
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CCH COAL COMPANY, 
Respondent 

CIVIL PENALTY PROCEEDING 

Docket No. CENT 83-4 
A.C. No. 13-01855-03501 

No. 6 Mine 

DECISION 

2fore: Judge Kennedy 

This matter is before me on (1) the regional solicitor's 
)tion to withdraw his petition for assessment of a civil 
snalty pursuant to Rule 11, (2) Judge Merlin's order denying 
\e motion and directing the submission of information to 

ipport the compromise, (3) Judge Merlin's order to the 
jgional solicitor to show cause for ignoring his order to 
ibmit information, (4) Judge Merlin's order assigning the 
itter to this trial judge, (5) the regional solicitor's 
jquest for reconsideration of Judge Merlin's order together 
.th information in support of the motion to withdraw, 
j) this trial judge's order to the parties to brief the 
irisdictional issue and to furnish additional information 
) enable the judge to determine the gravity of the violation 
id the adequacy of the $20 penalty proposed for the offense 
larged, (7) the operator's response thereto, and (8) a notice 
; appearance by Michael McCord on behalf of the Secretary 
)gether with (a) a motion to suspend compliance with my order 
id (b) a motion requesting certification to the Commission of 
le Secretary's claim that a motion to withdraw a petition for 
ssessment of a civil penalty at any stage of a penalty 
roceeding does not require formal judicial approval by the 
rial judge or the Commission because there is no longer a 
Lspute between the parties subject to the Commission's 
irisdiction. This latter issue goes far beyond any question 
had heretofore imagined was presented by the regional 
)licitor's motion. For this reason alone, I would have 
mied the request for certification. 



revail on the Commission to issue an advisory decision on the 
isis of the Secretary's ^ parte briefing on the matter. I 
) not believe the Commission's rules provide for such a 
jcision and certainly not under the guise of an interlocutory 
3peal from a nonexistent dispute. 

In any event, after this matter was assigned I determined 
e record was still deficient with respect to several of the 
latutory criteria, including prior violations, size of the 
aerator and its true financial condition. I also determined 
lat before I ruled on the regional solicitor's claim that 
der the circumstances presented "section 110(i) and 110(k) 

: the Act do not apply" to Rule 11 motions "because the 
‘cretary has not sought an assessment to which section 110(i) 
)uld apply nor has he in any manner settled, compromised, 
: mitigated a penalty so as to cause section 110 (k) to be 
ivoked," I would await the solicitor's response in a related 
tter^ Pyro Mining Company. 

Interestingly enough, Mr. Mascolino's response in Pyro 
IS at variance with both that of the regional solicitor and 

McCord, At this point, it is important to note that in 
is case (Mich Coal) , the motion is to withdraw a petition 

3r assessment of a penalty whereas in the Pyro case the 
)tion is to dismiss the operator's "Request for Hearing with 
‘View Commission" the so-called green card which is the 
serator's first pleading and notice of intent to contest 

e penalty proposed. In Pyro, the operator recanted his 
)tice of contest almost immediately after he filed it by 
lying the amount of the penalty proposed, $20. Mr. Mascolino 

behalf of the solicitor urged that this type of case be 
reated differently from a case like Mich Coal in which both 
e Operator and the Secretary seeks to opt out after the 
‘cretary's proposal for penalty has been filed with the 
)mmission. Mr. Mascolino argued that: 

The issue is not whether the Commission's jurisdic¬ 
tion technically attaches when the contest card is 

received. The issue is whether the operator who 



assessment or a civii penalty nas oeen riiea tne i^ummissK 
and the trial judge have exclusive jurisdiction to approv( 
dismissal under Rule 11 or a settlement under Rule 30. 13i 
Mr. Mascolino argues, where the petition for proposal of < 
penalty has not been filed the Commission's jurisdiction ; 
so tenuous or "technical" the parties should not have to 
justify what is tantamount to a voluntary nonsuit. 

Before ruling on either of these matters, I would ha^ 
preferred to consolidate them for briefing and oral argum 
so that I could have a record for the public and the Comm 
setting forth all the nuances of law and permutations of 
that are involved. Because of Mr. McCord's attempt at a 
preemptive strike that may no longer be a viable option, 
a minimum the three solicitors involved seem to want answt 
to the following questions: 

1. Should the Commission allow voluntary 
dismissals or nonsuits where an operator 
"promptly" after filing a notice of contest 
tenders payment in full of the penalty pro¬ 
posed by MSHA? (Mr. Mascolino's position). 

2. Should the Commission require its judges 
to grant motions to withdraw proposals for 
penalties filed by the Secretary before 
an answer has been filed without any 
record support other than a showing that 
payment has been made? (Regional Solicitor's 
position). 

3. Should the Commission require its judges 
to grant motions to withdraw the Secretary's 
proposals for penalty at any stage of a 
penalty proceeding, i.e., at any time prior 
to issuance of the judge's final decision 
without satisfying the judge that such a 
disposition is appropriate and in accord 
with the purposes and policy of the Act? 
(Mr. McCord's position). 



I understand it correctly Mr. McCord is moving boldly, if 
somewhat recklessly, to usurp the authority and power 
conferred on the Commission by section 110(i) and 110(k) of 
the Act. \/ These provisions as well as the entire legisla¬ 
tive history of the Act are redolent with expressions of 
Congressional distrust of MSHA's ability to retain its 
professional objectivity and commitment to vigorous enforce¬ 
ment when confronted with industry blandishments. Secretary 
V. Parmalou Bros. , Inc. , Dkt. No. WILK 79-4-PM et al, decided 
February 13, 1979. 

The plain language of the Commission’s Rules and section 

110 (i) and (k) of the Act convincingly establish that the 
Presiding Judge and not MSHA or the solicitor is charged 
with responsibility for deciding whether to approve a Rule 11 

l7 Because of the importance of the questions raised to the 
proper administration and vigorous enforcement of the Mine 
Safety Law, and the Secretary's desire to rush the Commission 
to judgement, I have undertaken to set forth my preliminary 
views of this long festering dispute. I regret that due to 
the desire of the Commission's staff to take jurisdiction 
of these questions away from me, I have not had the time 
for the mature deliberation and research I think they 
deserve. Nor has the solicitor, Mr. McCord, helped by 
churlishly refusing to brief the matter for me--preferring 
instead the route of an ex parte interlocutory appeal to 
the Commission. While the bypass tactic may strike some as 
clever, I find it ethically distasteful. I trust the 
Commission will find equally distasteful the prospect of 
being asked to render prematurely an ^ parte decision on 
so sensitive a matter. Indeed, I feel the matter is of 
sufficient importance that it should be decided only after 
all affected interests are afforded an opportunity to be 
heard. This, of course, is not the first time the commonalit 
of interest between the solicitor and the operators has been 
conjoined in an attempt to stampede the trial judge and the 
Commission over a volatile policy issue. As I have said, I 

do not believe the Commission should entertain the Secretary' 
request for an interlocutory appeal but if it does it will 

have something beside a totally ^ parte record to consider. 
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of full, true and public disclosure of the basis upon 
penalty cases are compromised, settled, withdrawn or 

dismissed. 

As Judge Merlin so trenchently observed; 

The Act makes very clear that penalty 
proceedings before the Commission are ^ novo. 
The Commission itself recently recognized that 
it is not bound by penalty assessment regula¬ 
tions adopted by the Secretary but rather that 
in a proceeding before the Commission the amount 
of the penalty to be assessed is a ^ novo deter 
mination based upon the six statutory criteria 
specified in section 110 (i) of the Act and the 
information relevant thereto developed in the 
course of the adjudicative proceeding. Sellersb 
Stone Company, 5 FMSHRC 287 {1983). Indeed, if 
this were not so, the Commission would be nothin 

but a rubber stamp for the Secretary. 

Order of July 15, 1983, 

I am aware that the Solicitor's Office at the di 
of the Assistant Secretary has adopted a policy of fi 
Rule 11 motions in lieu of motions to approve settlerr 

27 On September 29, 1980, former Chief Administrativ 
Judge Broderick wrote the Assistant Solicitor, Arling 
Virginia that: "It is the position of the Review Coir 
that its jurisdiction attaches when a notice of conte 
filed in our docket office. This is true whether the 
involve a quick change of heart by the operator or a 
or a late payment. They can only be closed by a Comir 
Order." Section 105(d) and Commission Rule 26 both r 
notices of contest to be docketed "immediately" with 
Commission. The solicitors, or at least some of their 
concede jurisdiction attaches when the notice of cont 
filed but all of them seek a ministerial order of dis 
if, upon the advice of his own counsel or that of the 
solicitor, the operator decides MSHA really made him 
offer he can't refuse. 



The solicitor is compelled to seek approval of Rule 11 
and Rule 30 motions because the Commission follov;ing the 
will of Congress has so decreed. Congress, in its wisdom, 
changed the law in 1977 to require approval of all "compromise 
of penalty cases. This embraces both "mitigations" and 
"settlements." A motion to withdraw a penalty petition in 
lieu of an adjudication by the Commission is certainly a 
compromise of the litigation and if it involves acceptance of 
a $20 penalty that MSHA improvidently, erroneously or 
intentionally assessed for a significant and substantial 
violation it is both a mitigation and a settlement that 
should receive the strictest judicial scrutiny. 

The legislative history of section 110 (k) of the Act 
shows Congress felt the public interest in vigorous enforce¬ 
ment is best served when the process by which penalties are 
assessed is carried out in public, "where miners and their 
representatives, as well as the Congress and other interested 
parties, can fully observe the process." S. Rpt. 95-181, 
95th Cong., 1st Sess. 44-45 (1977). As the Senate Report 
continued, "the Committee intends to assure that the abuses 
involved in the unwarranted lowering of penalties as a 
result of off-the-record negotiations are avoided. It is 
intended that the Commission and the Courts will assure 
that the public interest is adequately protected before 
approval of any reduction in penalties." Id. 

I cannot believe the Commission is going to surrender 
its statutory enforcement authority by ordering its judges 
to rubber stamp motions to dismiss or withdraw. If it does, 
I am confident there will be a public outcry if the purpose 
or effect of such action is to grant the solicitor authority 
denied MSHA by the Congress in 1977. 

The suggestion that the Commission did just this in 

Mettiki Coal Corporation, 3 FMSHRC 2277 (1980) is clearly 
erroneous. The plain meaning of Mettiki is that regardless 
of how a motion is labelled, i.e., either as a motion to 
dismiss or withdraw (under Rule 11) or a motion to approve 
settlement (under Rule 30) if the record in support of the 



or Rule 30. Nothing in Mettiki shows a disposition to 
strip the Commission and its judges of jurisdiction and 
authority to evaluate either type of motion in accordance 
with the statutory criteria set forth in section 110{i)^ 
110 (k) or the purposes and policy of the Act. See, Co-Op 
Mining, 2 MSHC 106 (1980) . Just as it would be unfair to 
assess a penalty where no violation occurred it would be a 
travesty to allow the assessment of a $20 penalty for an 
egregious violation simply because an overworked or overly 
sympathetic solicitor calls the operator's attention to th 
fact that it would be better to pay the penalty than to 
subject the matter to the scrutiny of a judge charged with 
responsibility for seeing that there is a full and true 
disclosure of the facts. Compare, Bethlehem Mines, Inc., 
6 FMSHRC _, Jan. 13, 1984 . 

Turning to the merits of the instant motion, I find 
the information furnished considered as a whole is suffici 
to support dismissal of this matter because the failure tc 
take a single respirable dust sample posed no significant 
health hazard and was more the result of oversight than 
negligence. Further, there is no evidence that the violat 

was part of a pattern or practice of culpable neglect or 
knowing failure to comply with the mandatory respirable 
dust standard violated. 

Based on an independent evaluation and de novo review 
of the circumstances, therefore, I find the co’mpromise of 
this matter is in accord with the purposes and policy of t 
Act. 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the motion be, and he 
is, GRANTED; the captioned matter DISMISSED; and all other 
pending motions, including the request for certification f 
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Section 110(a) of the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 
1977, seeking civil penalty assessments for certain alleged 
violations of mandatory standards promulgated pursuant to 
the Act. The parties were afforded an opportunity to file 
post-hearing proposed findings and conclusions, and the 
arguments presented therein have been considered by me in 
the course of these decisions. 

Issues 

Consolidated Dockets LAKE 03“6a-R and LAKE 83-87, concern 
a citation served on Monterey Coal Company for an alleged 
violation of mandatory safety standard 30 CFR 75.1403-5 (g) . 
Although the inspector found that that the violation was 
not "significant and substantial," and MSHA assessed it as 
a "single penalty assessment" of $20, Monterey Coal Company 
contested the violation on the ground that the cited standard 
applies only to belt conveyors used in the transportation of 
men and materials, and not to conveyors used to transport 
coal. Since Monterey contends that its underground belt 
conveyors are used only to transport coal, it believes that 
MSHA's reliance on this standard to support its citations is 
improper. 

Dockets LAKE 83-94 , LAKE 83-67, and LAKE 83-78, all 
involve citations issued for alleged violations of Section 
75.14 03-5 (g) , three of which were "non S&S" $20 single 
penalty assessments. One citation (Docket LAKE 83-78), 
Citation No. 2199892, is a "significant and substantial" 
violation which was assessed at $241. 

Dockets LAKE 83-52 and LAKE 83-61, concern "significant 
and substantial" violations issued by the inspector for 
violations of mandatory safety standards 30 CFR 75.316, 
and Monterey Coal Company takes issue with the inspector's 
special findings. 

In determining the amount of a civil penalty assessment, 
section 110 (i) of the Act requires consideration of the 
following criteria: (1) the operator's history of previous 
violations, (2) the appropriateness of such penalty to the 
size of the business of the operator, (3) whether the operator 



Pub. L. yb-ib4, JU u.b.L:. & aui cc seq. 

2. Commission Rules, 29 C.F.R. § 2700.1 ^ seq. 

Stipulations 

The parties stipulated that the respondent owns and 
operates Mine No. 1, that it is subject to the Act, and that 
the Commission has jurisdiction in these proceedings. In 
addition, the parties stipulated as to the issuance of the 
following safeguard notice which served as the basis for 
the citations alleging a violation of mandatory safety standarc 
30 CFR 75.1403-5(g): 

On September 4, 1975, Notice to Provide 
Safeguards No. 1 WHW was issued by an authorized 
representative of the Secretary to Monterey as 
operator of the Mine (“Notice") . The Notice 
provided that 'Notice is hereby given that the 
undersigned authorized representative of the 
Secretary of the Interior upon making an 
inspection of this mine on September 4 , 1975 , 
directs you to provide the following specific 
safeguard(s)--24 inch clear travel ways along 
all belt conveyors each side--pursuant to 
Sec, 75.1403, Subpart C, of the Regulations 
promulgated under authority of Section 101 of 
the Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act of 
1969 (P.L, 91-173).' 

Under the heading "Specific Recommended 
Safeguards" the Notice alleged that 'A clear 
travel way at least 24 inches wide on each 
side of the main north belt-conveyor was not 
provided at the following locations. Between 
cross cuts Nos. 21 and 23 (coal and rock), be¬ 
tween cross cuts Nos. 93 and 94 (Rib), and 
between cross cuts Nos. 108 and 109 (coal, 
Rock, and Rib).' 

A clear travel way at least 24 inches 
wide shall be provided on both sides of all 
belt conveyors installed after March 30, 1970. 



locket No. LAKE 83-78 

On April 13, 1983, Inspector Melvin conducted an inspection 
.t the Mine and issued Citation No. 2199892. The Citation 
:ites a significant and substantial violation of 30 C.F.R. 
'5.1403-5(g) and, under the heading “Condition or Practice," 
lieges that "A clear travelway of at least 24 inches wide 
»as not provided along the 4th Main East belt conveyor on 
he South Side starting at 99 cross-cut and extending inby 
.o cross-cut No. 125, I.D. 000-0. Belt was rubbing coal at 
'9 , 100, 101 , 102 and 112 cross-cuts, and belt rubbing frame 
or rope at 99 cross-cut and it was warm. A clear travelway 
'f 24 inches wide along both sides of the belt is required 
•y a notice to provide Safeguards No. 1 WHW, dated September 4, 
975. " 

locket No. LAKE 83-67 

On April 14, 1983, Inspector Melvin conducted an 
nspection at the Mine and issued Citation No. 2199897. The 
dtation cites a violation of 30 C.F.R. 75.1403-5(g) and, 
inder the heading "Condition or Practice," alleges that "A 
ilear travelway at least 24 inches wide was not provided 
ilong the South Side of the 4th Main East belt conveyor entry 
itarting at cross-cut No. 33 and extending inby to 10th 
lorth track switch. I.D. 000-0 .... A clear travelway 
if 24 inches along both sides of the belt is required by a 
lOtice to provide Safeguards No. 1 WHW, dated 9-4-75." 

On April 19, 1983, Inspector Melvin conducted an 
.nspection at the Mine and issued Citation No. 2199899. The 
:itation cites a violation of 30 C.F.R. 75.1403-5(g) and, 
inder the heading "Condition or Practice," alleges that "A 
ilear travelway at least 24 inches wide was not provided along 
;he 3rd Main East belt entry on the South side from the head 
•ollor [sic] of No. 1 belt drive inby to the tail rollor [sic]. 
I clear travelway of 24 inches wide along both sides of the 
lelt is required by a notice to provide Safeguards No. 1 WHW, 
lated 9-4-75. " 



3rd East belt unit approximately 205 cross-cuts. A clear 
travelway of 24 inches wide along both sides of the belt is 
required by a notice to provide Safeguards No. 1 dated 
9-4-75." 

Docket No. LAKE 83-94 

On June 21, 1983, Inspector Melvin conducted an inspec 
at the Mine and issued Citation No. 2202728. The citation 
cites a violation of 30 C.F.R. 75.1403-5 {g) and, under the 
heading "Condition or Practice," alleges that "A clear trav( 
way at least 24 inches wide v/as not provided along the East 
side of the Main North belt conveyor starting at 236 cross¬ 
cut inby to 4 East belt head roller [sic] approximately 40 
cross-cuts. The following material was along the east side 
of the belt. Large rock, coal, roof bolts and roof blocks, 
concrete block and roof bolt plates. I.D. 000-0 .... A 
clear travelway of 24 inches wide along both sides of the 
belt is required by a notice to provide Safeguard No. 1 WHW 
dated 9-4-75." 

Docket No. LAKE 83-52 

On December 28, 1982, Inspector Melvin conducted an 
inspection at the mine and issued Citation No. 2036802, 
purportedly pursuant to Section 104(a) of the Act. The 
citation cites a significant and substantial violation of 
30 C.F.R. 75.316 and, under the heading "Condition or Pract 
alleges that "the dust control plan for this mine was not b- 
followed in the No. 3 entry where the continuous mining mac 
was loading coal in 3 South off 1 B-ast Unit I.D. 007 in tha 
the exhaust tubing was 22 feet outby the face. The plan st. 
that the exhaust tubing (is) to be maintained within 10 fee 
of the face as the face is advanced." 

Docket No. LAKE 83-61 

On February 3, 1983, Federal Coal Mine Inspector 
Harold Gully, a duly authorized representative of the Secre 
conducted an inspection at the Mine. During the inspection 
the inspector issued Citation No. 2063916, purportedly purs 
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situations where an excess of 370 feet of tubing occurs and 
then the minimum quantity shall be 5000 CFM in the working 
faces where coal is being mined.*" 

Discussion 

The parties presented the following testimony in Dockets 
LAKE a3-60~R, LAKE 83-67 , LAKE 83-78, LAKE 83-37, and LAKE 83- 

MSHA's Testimony 

MSHA Inspector Jesse B. Melvin testified as to his back- 
ground and experience. He confirmed that safeguard notice 
1 WIM was issued on September 4 , 1975, by Inspector Willis Wrac 
and Mr. Melvin explained the procedure for issuing such a safe 
guard and tho application of the safeguard once it is issued 
(Tr. 8-10). He stated that the safeguard notice was issued 
pursuant to section 75.14 03-5 (g), which requires that clear 
travelways at least 24 inches wide should be provided on both 
sides of all belt conveyors installed after March 30, 1970 
(Tr. 11). 

Inspector Melvin stated that except for one citation 
issued in Docket LAKE 83-78 , all of the other citations were 
''non-S&S," and that in those instances he made no negligence, 
gravity, or good faith findings on the face of the citations 
because those were his instructions by his district office 
(Tr. 17). He explained his "S&S" finding on the one citation 
as follows (Tr. 18): 

THE WITNESS: In the body of the citation, it 
will say that it was also an accumulations [sic] 
of coal and that the coal was up to the bottom of 
the belt. It will also tell you in there that the 
belt was rubbing the framework stands that 
developed, ropes and rollers it was attached to, 
and it was worn, which could set off the coal dust. 
The loose coal and coal dust in the citation 
extended into the 24-inch walkway is why it was 
all combined into one. 



DOtn siaes or cercain conveyor Deirs, inspector I'lej-vin expiai 
that portions of the walkways concerned him because roof fall 
had occurred which obstructed the travelways (Tr. 29-31). 
He conceded that if the walkways contained tripping hazards, 
had coal accumuJ.ations present, or presented hazards at 
unguarded belt roller or pinch point locations, he could have 
issued citations citing the specific mandatory standards whic 
apply to those situations rather than relying on the safeguar 
notice (Tr. 32-36) . 

Mr. Melvin testified that the cited conveyor belts 
were in active workings and they were required to be examined 
He also indicated that belt examiners are required to walk 
the belts, and that they usually travel the "best side" of 
the belts. However, if the travelways are obstructed by rock 
falls or coal accumulations, the belt examiners will not 
inspect those sides of the belt because they do not have read 
access to the areas (Tr. 37-41). 

Inspector Melvin confirmed that all of the cited belt 
conveyors are used only to transport coal and that none of 
them are designated as mantrips. He also confirmed that the 
hazards that the citations address concern people who happen 
to be walking along the travelways. He identified these 
individuals as three belt examiners who walk the belts daily, 
and two individuals who take care of the head rollers (Tr. 49 
50) . 

On cross-examination, Inspector Melvin stated that mine 
personnel continuously shovel at the belt conveyor head or 
dumping point (Tr. 58). He confirmed that there is no requir 
that belt examiners walk both sides of the belt (Tr. 59). 
With regard to the one "Si»3" citation, Mr. Melvin explained 
his rationale as follows (Tr. 68-69): 

Q. My last questions had to do with signifi¬ 
cant and substantial. I am still not entirely 
clear. Was the coal accumulation actually 
extending on to the walkway? 



Q. Now, to the extent that it only extended from 
the ropes onto the walkway, that by itself, 
without the accumulation under the belt, would 
you have cited that significant and substantial? 

A. If it had been just from the ropes into the 
walkway, no, ma'am, if it hadn't had the hot rollers 
there or the hot— 

Q. So your primary concern was the danger of fire? 

A. Yes, ma'am. If it had been into the walkway 
itself, it would have been non-S&S, it would have 
been just the possibility of a person going by 
there, stumbling, tripping, causing an injury to 
his body in some form. 

Q. Earlier on, you mentioned figures from eight 
to thirty people who were exposed to the danger 
exhibited in this significant and substantial 
violation. Those thirty people that you mentioned 
are primarily people who would have been in danger 
because of a fire or explosion? 

A. Yes, ma'am. 

Q. It would not have been 30 people who would have 
been endangered by walking that walkway? 

A. No, ma'am, it was possibly two people. It 
would only be about two people that would be down 
through that walkway. Like I said, it would be 
on each shift, two people on the first shift. If 
possible, the men that was working in that neighborhood, 
if they could have a person working along the belts 
to clean up, he would be on that side. The examiner, 
if he was on that side, it could possibly be him. 

Q. But at the time of the citation, it was probably 
how many people? 



Dick Mottershaw/ respondent's safety coordinator, testified 
hat in 1975 he was the safety supervisor at the No. 1 Mine. 
2 explained the circumstances surrounding the issuance of the 
afeguard notice as follows (Tr. 71-73): 

The notice was issued by Willis H. Wrachford 
to Ted Spicher who reported directly to mo. 
It was served to Ted. We went into the mine at 
that time and looked at some of the conditions 
that Willis had described. Basically, the 
conditions were that a 42-inch conveyor belt 
was installed in an entry, in the middle of an 
entry that was 15 feet, six inches wide, which 
is the cutting head of our miner, installed in 
the middle, and some loose walls or ribs as 
we call them in mining had fell into the walk¬ 
way on the right-hand side or the east side of 
the belt areas on our main north type belts. 

Willis wanted the entire belt cleaned on both 
sides and wanted 24 inches or more clearance 
maintained continually on both sides. We had 
quite a heated discussion over it and did for 
several months afterward. We did abate the 
notice. We only cleaned up one side of the belt 
up to where there would be an accumulation of coal 
and we do clean that up. 

All of our belts are at least 15-feet, six-inch 
wide entry, some are 24‘s and our height is 
average about seven foot. This is basically 
what happened. 

Q. So we did express our disagreement at the 
time the notice was sent in? 

A. Yes, and we have expressed it since. This 
seems to be an exclusive of maybe two mines in 
Illinois or three. We have the same ideal 
mining whisk, many—basically the same ice and 
the same conveyor belts 50 miles down the road 
have never had that requirement, except from 
the Hillsboro office. 



A. No, there would have been 24-inch clearance 
on both sides. It would be highly improbable, 
except we had a large pile of roof not to have 
24 inches, 24-inch clearance. When you've got 
seven feet, it doesn't block up and when you've 
got approximately six feet on each side, it 
doesn't block up. 

Now, you may have a rib that slushes down 
and there's tripping and stumbling going on 
there and where you could stumble going over 
some materials; we have had instances of falls 
on belts where the examiner in his examination 
could walk to this point, mark it out, do the 
bad roof timbers, large rocks that couldn't be 
moved, he'd walk to the next cross-cut which 
would be on 75-feet centers and look both ways 
on the belt there, go to the next one. But 
you can't require a certified examiner to go in 
a place that could present him a hazard. He 
is not required to do that and he does not. 

Q. When the notice was issued, it was primarily 
directed at the fact that although there was a 
travelway on both sides of the belt that there 
was foreign material that was just blocking 
the traveiway itself, it was not requiring us 
to actually cut a travelway? 

A. No. The space, the height, the width is 
there. We have not maintained a stumblefree 
environment on the opposite of the walkway 
side of the belt. We will perform some work 
there if there is an accumulation of coal that 
we will clean up, but the normal rock falls 
have maybe a piece of heather board that's 
fell out, we don't clean that, because our 
examiners -- the belt being 48 inches wide and 
36 inches wide, surely you can see across that 
far across the belt. 



follows (Tr. 76-79): 

JUDGE KOUTRAS; Am I to understand, then, 
that in your view the sole reason for MSHA 
issuing the safeguard notice back in '75 
and Inspector Melvin's issuance of the 
citations in '83 is to attempt, through 
this process, to have both sides of the 
conveyor system, both travelways maintained 
in a stumble free environment so as to 
facilitate the inspection of both sides of 
the belt, do you feel that is the— 

THE WITNESS: I feel that is the only reason, 
because there's no legal reason that the 
examiners need to go up either side. There 
is no reason that they cannot see either side or 
examine either side. It seems to be the quirk 
of the field office, because in the subdistrict, 
I know in the other subdistricts, we have absolutely 
had the same system, the same conveyor belt, 
the same width entries and have never had a 
safeguard in any other area. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: You mean in some of your other 
mines? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, which are within a 50- or 60- 
mile radius. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Have you ever asked the district 
manager why is it in this mine they require this 
and in your other mines they don't and if so, 
with what response? 

THE WITNESS: I have not. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: You haven't asked? 

THE WITNESS; iNo, sir, I have not. 



JUDGE KOUTRAS: Sure. 

THE WITNESS: Long ago, when it was issued, I 
didn't have the authority to do that, to call 
a district manager. I did write a strong note 
in 1978 when we received a violation suggesting 
that it was illegal and sent it to the legal 
staff in Houston. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Well, aside from the illegalities 
of it, maybe your reluctance to answer was out 
of fear of the response, yes, or no. 

Well, clearly, though, assuming that this belt 
was a designated mantrip, carried men and 
materials, and you obviously wouldn't disagree 
Vv'ith Inspector Melvin's position here, I mean 
with MSIIA's position that both sides of those 
belts should be maintained stumble free, right? 

THE WITNESS: If it was transporting men or 
materials, I would have no problem at all main¬ 
taining it. I think you'd be unloading from both 
sides of the belt, both men and materials, and 
I think it would have to be clean, the same as 
our track entry. We maintain clearance on that 
when we transport men and materials. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: I take it that you are in agree¬ 
ment, at least you subscribe to the proposition 
advanced, by Monterey here as a defense that this 
safeguard notice. Section 75.1403 only applies to 
transportation of men and materials on belts 
and that since you transport only coal, that 
doesn't fall into either of those categories? 

THE WITNESS: I've felt that way since '75. I 
think the intent of Congress was men and materials. 

In response to further questions, Mr. Mottershaw stated 
that the term "materials" as he knows it in his mining 
experience relates to such items as roof bolts, tubing, 



In Docket No. LAKE 83-61, the respondent conceded that 
:he conditions or practices as stated by MSHA Inspector 
[arold Gulley in the citation which he issued are accurate 
ind that they do in fact constitute a violation of mandatory 
itandard 30 CFR 75.316 {Tr. 3). 

Mr. Gulley was not present at the hearing. Respondent's 
lounsel stated that the citation was contested because the 
•espondent did not believe that the violation was "significant 
ind substantial" (S&S) . 

In Docket No. LAKE 83-52, the respondent conceded that 
:.he conditions and practices cited by the inspector were 
iccurate, and that those conditions constituted a violation 
)f the cited mandatory standard. Respondent contested the 
citation because it did not believe that the cited conditions 
)resented a "significant and substantial" violation (Tr. 6-7). 

MSHA Inspector Jesse B. Melvin confirmed that he issued 
:itation no. 2036802 because he found that coal was being 
lined in the No. 3 entry and the ventilation exhaust tubing 
;as found to be 22 feet from the face area where the coal 
;as being loaded. The approved ventilation plan requires 
:hat the exhaust tubing will be no greater than 10 feet from., 
;he face at any time coal is loaded at the face. 

Mr. Melvin stated that it is important to keep the exhaust 
cubing 10 feet from the face so as to ventilate the face 
ind prevent an accumulation of dust, explosive gases and 
lethane. He confirmed that he took a methane reading at 
:he face and found from one to two-tenths of one percent 
)f methane and that this "was not too high." He took his 
reading at the last line of roof supports where the continuous 
liner operator is located, approximately 20-22 feet outby the 
race. He could not test the methane at the face, and he 
estimated from the places which were cut that the ventilation 
rubing which he observed was at that location for approximately 
!5 to 30 minutes. He also indicated that he had previously 
:ited the respondent for the same condition in other sections 
)f the mine (Tr. 8-10). 



Mr. Melvin indicated that in the event of a methane 
ignition, the resulting fire would travel in the direction 
of the machine operator who is seated on the right side of 
the machine. Mr. Melvin confirmed that the machine operator 
was loading coal at the time of the inspection. He also 
confirmed that the machine has a methane detector on it and 
that he found nothing wrong with it (Tr. 20). 

Mr. Melvin stated that the presence of respirable 
dust can result in, or contribute to, black lung if allowed 
to continue, and if the ventilation plans are not followed 
(Tr. 22). 

Mr. Melvin stated that the respondent was negligent 
because it was readily observable that the continuous miner 
was approximately 22 feet from the face, and that the ventilat 
tubing was at that same location and distance from the face 
(Tr. 23). When asked why he believed the violation was 
"significant and substantial," Mr. Melvin responded as follows 
(Tr. 23-25): 

THE WITNESS; I believe if the condition 
would continue to exist it would cause a 
serious injury to a person, cause them lost 
time from work, or could be restricted 
duties, or could be permanent disability. 

BY MR. CARMONA: 

Q. In what way? 

A. The significant and substantial is the 
condition continues to exist at this mine, 
or continued to exist around, it could be-- 
well, it could be a buildup of just about any¬ 
thing you could have. If it continues to 
happen you could have a buildup of methane 
at the mine, you could have the buildup of 
respirable dust. The condition was to 



because of the fact that you found the same 
condition before in the same mine, is it? 

A. Yes, sir. I have found it. 

Q. Was this a factor in your conclusion 
or not? 

A. The factor in my conclusion is that any 
time a gassy mine, and they're not following 
the ventilation plan, there's a possibility of 
having an ignition or explosi.on at the face. 

Q. Suppose you had found this condition only 
once, and you knew that this v/as the only time 
that it had been found by the Mine Safety 
Administration, would you have rated this as 
significant? 

A. That would be hard to say. If it was the 
first time it ever happened at a mine, you’d 
have to weigh all the evidence. The first time, 
if it's the first time it ever happened at this 
mine, they had never had that before, you’d 
give them the citation--!'m not saying you 
wouldn't, but weighing it down to where you 
would give them an S and S on it, if it was 
the first time and I found methane there I'd 
give it to them. If it was the first time at 
the mine and it was so dusty in there you 
couldn’t see the operator I would give it to them 
You'd have to weigh it for the first time. 
He has violated these plans by not keeping 
his tubing up, but I really don't know if he 
had other things in there it would fall into 
it, but just having the tubing back from the 
face 22 feet and I didn't find no gas and no 
dust, and it's the first time and they weren't 
making a habit of it, I really don't know if I 
would or not. I really couldn't say. 

On cross-examination, Mr. Melvin confirmed that whil 
he detected no excessive amounts of methane at the time o 
his inspection, he did not know the amount which may have b 



ni; . tnciivin suaueu tnac wnen cne conrinuous miner was 
ag coal at the face the ventilation tubing was probably 
than 10 feet from the face, but that when the operator 
d the machine back he did not extend the ventilation 
g from the time he was cutting until he pulled back 
e 22 foot distance. In Mr. Melvin's opinion, the tubing 
Dt within 10 feet of the face for any considerable 
h of time before he arrived on the scene (Tr. 32). He 
stated that the area was out of compliance for approximately 

20 minutes (Tr. 34). He reiterated his concern that 
3 event a methane bleeder is encountered while the 
g machine is cutting coal, an ignition could occur 
at warning (Tr. 36). 

n response to further questions, Mr. Melvin confirmed 
he found nothing wrong with the continuous mining 
ne, and he issued no other violations (Tr. 38). He 
ar explained his "S&S" finding as follows (Tr. 39-44): 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Now when you find, for 
example, that one of the primary tools for 
maintaining the levels of dust and methane at 
or below the hazardous level as the exhaust 
tubing, then it goes v/ithout saying that in 
all of those similar situations you would find 
all of them S and S, wouldn't you? Any time 
you found a tubing that's 22 feet when it's 
supposed to be 10, you would more than likely 
find that Significant and Substantial, wouldn't 
you? 

THE WITNESS: No. If he cited the plan—I 
cited his plan for not following his plan there, 
and it was maybe at all times that you cite 
the plan maybe he's not 22 feet out there. 
Maybe it would be-- 

JUDGE KOUTRAS (interrupting): No, what I'm 
saying is, could you give me a hypothetical 
when you—let's assume you found a ventilation 
tubing that was 22 feet, given the same circum¬ 
stances as this case, give me an example as to 
how you would consider that to be Non-S and S. 



THE WITNESS: Well, yes and no. You weigh 
the other conditions, but 22 feet out is that 
he's not following his plan, and it's not 
effective when it's that far out. 

* •* * * 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Now v/hat I'm driving at is that 
the factors that you consider in determining 
whether or not a violation is S and S, is it a 
specific circumstance of the situation that you 
are faced with at that tine? 

THE WITNESS: At that time, yes, sir. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Or is it the fact that it's in 
your mind, a serious violation of the ventilation 
plan for failure to have the tubing where it's 
supposed to be? 

THE WITNESS: At that time it's not the serious¬ 
ness of the tubing, it*s the seriousness of the 
tubing being back there. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: Well, the problem here is, though, 
if there's no methane and there's no dust test, 
and we don't know what the level of dust is. If 
we don't know the levels of dust and we don't 
know if the methane is down, and if the 
situation only existed for 15 minutes, why, 
on those particular facts do you think this is 
significant and substantial? 

* * * * 

THE WITNESS: The way that I see it when I go in 
on the place is if they don't care when I'm on 
the section whether they follow the plan or not, 
are they going to follow it when you're not 
there? So you've got to weigh it. If you're 
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effect on a person's life, health. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: But you have no reason to 
believe that this is the case, though? Just 
like you v/ere telling me about the jumping 
out of the methane monitors? I mean, even 
though you may know that as a former minor, 
and now as a mine inspector, and even though 
you may know that human frailties and people 
being what they are, may not comply when you're 
not there, this could be true of any violation 
you write in a mine, isn't it? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

JUDGE KOUTRAS: So theoretically, every citation 
you issue should be S and S, without further adc 

THE WITNESS: It's what they call a judgment cal 
on that, and my feeling at the time I issued the 
citation it was to continue to happen that will 
cause serious illness or permanent injury to the 
person that's in that atmosphere. 

Mr. Melvin was shown a copy of a citation he issued 2 
days after the one at issue in this case (exhibit R~l) , 
and he was asked to explain why he did not mark it "S&S" 
since it involved a similar ventilation violation. He 
explained his reasons, and emphasized that when he observe 
the conditions no coal was being mined and that he had no 
way of proving what had occurred on the previous shift 
(Tr. 54-56). 

Respondent's testimony 

Dick Mottershaw, respondent's safety coordinator, 
testified that the purpose of the ventilation exhaust tubi 
is to remove methane and respirable dust from the mine, ar 
he believed that the primary purpose of the tubing is to 
control the dust (Tr. 58). He explained the procedure use 
at the mine to install and maintain the proper ventilatior 
tubing distances (Tr. 58-61). 

Mr. Mottershaw conceded that the violation issued by 
Mr. Melvin resulted from the fact that the ventilation 



also confirmed that in the 12 years he has been at th< 
no citations have ever been issued for excessive Xeve 
methane (Tr. 64) . 

With regard to the citation issued by Inspector ( 
in Docket LAKE 83-61, Mr. Mottershaw stated that an a 
reading measurement in the ventilation tubing itself 
over 6,000 cubic feet per minute, which met the requi; 
air velocity requirements. Unit 11 was previously ci 
on February 3, 1982, and for the year preceding the c. 
issued by Mr. Gulley, no citations were issued for ex< 
the allowable respirable dust levels (Tr. 68). 

Mr. Mottershaw stated that with regard to both c 
in question, the water sprays on the continuous miner 
operating to minimize the dust at the face, and the m. 
exhaust approximately 700,000 cubic feet of methane pi 
minute. Ho also stated that the required air current: 
maintained to insure adequate fresh air in the workim 
(Tr. 70). 

With regard to the air velocity measurement made 
inspector Gulley in LAKE 83-61, respondent's counsel : 
that she did not dispute the 1,900 measurement taken 1 
the inspector to support his citation. Counsel point* 
that 10 to 15 minutes before the inspector arrived, m 
personnel measured over 5,000, and that the inspector 
reading resulted from the fact that rock dust bags we; 
pulled into the fan and restricted the air flow. The 
air flow was short-term, and a new reading would have 
taken during the next coal cycle. Counsel pointed ou 
when the bags were removed from the fan, and the fan i 
closer to the face, the required air velocity was exci 
(Tr. 81-03). 

Jack Lehmann, General Mine Manager, Monterey No. 
testified that regular methane readings are made at t’ 
by the section foreman every two hours during an eigh 
shift, and the results are recorded in his preshift a: 
on-shift books. The machine operators take readings i 
20 minutes, and preshift examiners take readings duri: 
examinations (Tr. 84-85). 



all of the respondent's mines. With regard to the citation 
sued on December 28, 1982, for failure to extend the 
ntilation tubing, Mr. Lehmann conceded that the violation 
curred because of the failure by the equipment operators 
extend the tubing. With regard to the walkway citations, 

. Lehmann was of the opinion that the cited standard does 
t apply to both sides of the walkways in question. He 
needed that the walkways where there were falls presented 
situation where they were not maintained, but that they 
re all cleaned up to abate the citations. He also conceded 
at if the safeguard notice is upheld, respondent would 
required to insure that both sides of all conveyor walkways 
cleaned up and maintained in that condition (Tr. 86-89). 

Findings and Conclusions 

KE 83-67 - Fact of Violations 

Citation No. 2199897, issued on April 14, 1983, cites 
e failure by the respondent to maintain a cJ.ear travelway 
at least 24 inches wide along the south side of the 4th 

in east belt conveyor entry, beginning at crosscut No. 33 
d extending inby to the 10th north track switch. Inspector 
Ivin's citation does not further explain or specify any 
nditions supporting the conclusion that the travelway was 
t maintained clear for at least 24 inches wide along the 
ted areas. 

Citation No. 2199899, issued on April 19, 1983, cites 
e failure by the respondent to maintain a clear travelway 
at least 24 inches wide along the 3rd main east belt entry 
the south side from the head roller of the No. 1 belt 

ive inby to the tail roller. Inspector Melvin's citation 
es not further explain or specify any conditions supporting 
e conclusion that the cited travelway was not maintained 
ear for at least 24 inches wide along the cited areas. 

KE 83-87 and LAKE 83-68-R -- Fact of Violation 

Citation No. 2200349, issued on April 28, 1983, cites 
e failure by the respondent/contestant to maintain a clear 
avelway of at least 24 inches wide along both sides of 



When asked to explain the circumstances under which he 
issued Citation No. 2200849/ Inspector Melvin replied "there 
was something there that concerned me and portions of it 
was walkways and just portions of it there would be an 
accumulation." He also alluded to certain roof falls which 
had occurred/ and which were timbered over or marked out 
by the belt examiners (Tr. 29-30). 

When asked to explain the circumstances under which he 
No. 2299849, Inspector Melvin stated "again they would have 
falls, the roof falls, * * * and I couldn't tell you off 
hand how many crosscuts out there, about halfway down through 
there they have falls" (Tr. 30). He also alluded to some 
bad top, and the fact that when bad is encountered "they are 
supposed to either cross over or under that belt" (Tr. 31). 

Inspector Melvin conceded that he failed to detail 
the conditions he observed in his citations, and he agreed 
that this should have been done (Tr. 31) . He explained 
that since "company people and union people" travel with 
him on his inspections, he assumes they know what he has 
in mind, and he stated that "we all see this and we don't 
take it offhand that somebody is going to read the citation 
that don't know what we are talking about" (Tr. 31). When 
asked whether or not the respondent knew what the inspector 
was citing, counsel stated "I would imagine a company person, 
walking around with them, was able to determine exactly what 
was disturbing the inspector" (Tr. 32). During a bench colic 
regarding the question of specificity of the citations, 
petitioner’s counsel stated "well, they understood what it 
as" (Tr. 47). 

Section 104(a) of the Act requires an inspector to issue 
a citation with reasonable promptness when he believes that 
a mine operator has violated the Act, or any mandatory healtl' 
or safety standard promulgated under the Act. The law also 
requires an inspector to state and describe in writing with 
particularity the nature of the violation. I construe this 
Statutory language as a condition precedent to any citation, 
and an inspector is obligated to at least specify on the face 
of his citation the specific condition or practice that he 
observes which leads him to believe that a mine operator 
has violated the law. 



cited belt conveyor in question. Further, in support of 
these citations, his testimony only generally alludes to 
certain concerns that the travelways were somehow obstruct* 
by roof falls or coal accumulations. 

Given the extent of the areas cited by Inspector Melv 
it is simply impossible to decipher the particular conditi* 
or practices which may apply to each of the citations in 
question. For example, in Citation No, 2200849, while he 
asserts that the respondent failed to maintain a clear tra- 
on both sides of the belt conveyor for a distance of "appr* 
205 crosscuts," there is absolutely no evidence or testimoi 
to support such a conclusion. His testimony that there wa: 
something present "that concerned him," and that "portions 
of his concerns" dealt with coal accumulations, and "portit 
dealt with obstructed travelways, is simply insufficient o; 
totally lacking as credible evidence to support a citation 

After careful consideration of the record in this cas( 
including close scrutiny of Inspector Melvin's testimony, 
I conclude and find that he has failed to support his 
conclusions that the respondent failed to maintain clear 
travelways of at least 24 inches wide at the cited areas. 
I also conclude and find that Inspector Melvin failed to 
follow the requirements of Section 104(a) of the Act that 
any alleged violative conditions or practices be described 
with particularity. 

While it is true that the citations were abated, and 
that the abatement process itself suggests that the respon* 
may have had knowledge of the conditions or practices whic! 
concerned the inspector, on the facts here presented, theri 
is absolutely no testimony as to what was done to achieve 
abatement. The termination notices simply state that "cle. 
travelways were provided." Coupled with the fact that 
Inspector Melvin failed to clearly articulate any conditio: 
or practices which led him to believe that the cited trave 
were not maintained as required by the safeguard notice in 
question, as well as his failure to describe with any semb 
of particularity the conditions or practices supporting an; 
of these citations, I simply have no basis for finding tha 
the petitioner has carried its burden of proof in establis' 
the alleged violations. 



conclude and find that the petitioner has failed to establis 
the fact of violations by a preponderance of any credible 
testimony or evidence with respect to Citation Nos. 2199897, 
2199899, and 2200849. Accordingly, they ARE VACATED. 
Contestant/respondent’s contest challenging Citation No. 
2200349 IS GRANTED. 

Findings and Conclusions 

LAKE 83-94 - Fact of Violation 

Citation No. 2202728, issued on June 21, 1983, cites 
the failure by the respondent to maintain a clear travelway 
of at least 24 inches wide along the east side of the main 
north belt conveyor starting at the 236 crosscut inby to 
the No. 4 east belt head roller for approximately 40 crosscu 
Inspector Melvin's citation described materials such as 
"large rock, coal, roof bolts, roof blocks, concrete block, 
and roof bolt p].ates," as being present along the cited 
belt conveyor. Inspector Melvin concluded that the violatio 
was not significant and substantial, and he did so because 
he did not believe that the accumulated materials which he 
found to present a tripping hazard posed a real threat of 
a mine fire such as that posed by accumulations of loose 
coal and coal dust rubbing or touching the belt conveyor. 
In short, his theory is that "if they build a 24 inch walk¬ 
way there, and later put material there, they obstruct the 
people walking there" (Tr. 25). 

LAKE 83-78 - Pact of Violation 

Citation No. 2199892, issued on April 13, 1983, cites 
the failure by the respondent to maintain a clear travelway 
of at least 24 inches wide along the 4th east belt conveyor 
along an area encompassing some five crosscuts. Trispector^ 
Melvin's citation states that the "belt was rubbing coal" 
at the five crosscut locations, and that at one of the cross 
the belt was "rubbing frame for rope" and that "it was warm. 

Inspector Melvin found that the violation was "signific 
and substantial." In its posthearing brief, at pages 7-8, 



,ches deep, six to eight feet long, and two to three feet 
de were in fact present along the cited belt locations, 
d that the cited areas were not rock dusted. 

Given the aforementioned stipulations and admissions 
• the respondent, it seems clear to me that had the respondent 
:en charged with a violation of mandatory standard section 
.400, which proscribes such accumulations, I would be 
nstrained to find a violation of that section. Further, 
ven the fact that respondent stipulated that the belt rope 
ame "was warm," and given the fact that the belt rollers were 
nning in coal accumulations which were not rock dusted, I 
lUld also be constrained to find that the violation was 
ignificant and substantial." However, respondent's defense 

. that the cited section 75.1403-5(g), is inapplicable 
cause the conveyor belt in question is not one used to 
ansport "men and materials," and even if it were used for 
lat purpose, the conditions which prevailed did not amount 
I a "significant and substantial" violation. 

Inspector Melvin testified that the accumulations of 
tose coal and coal dust on one side of the belt conveyor 
tended out into the walkway, and he indicated that these 
cumulations should have cleaned up when the walkway 
,s cleaned. He confirmed that he considered the violation 
I be "significant and substantial" because the coal 
cumulations under the belt which were touching and rubbing 
le belt framework presented a fire hazard (Tr. 18). He 
inceded that these accumulations should have been cited 
ider section 75.400 {Tr. 21). He also alluded to certain 
cumulations on the other side of the belt which were not 
'Uching the frame> and he considered these to present a 
ipping or slipping hazard if one were walking by the belt, 

.d he also considered the possibility of someone falling 
to a belt roller if they tripped or slipped over the 
cumulations (Tr. 18). 

When asked to explain the circumstances under which 
: would cite an operator with a violation of section 75.400 
•r coal accumulations, and when he would cite the walkway 



the cited coal accumulations would have violated that 
section, and would in fact have constituted a "significant 
and substantial violation." However, respondent 
argues that it has not been cited with a violation that is 
clearly intended to minimize the hazards of a fire, but rathe 
has been charged with a violation of a standard seemingly 
intended to protect miners from hazardous walking conditions. 

Respondent argues that the petitioner should not 
be permitted to elevate the gravity of a citation to a 
"significant and substantial" status because of the existence 
of a condition or practice which has no relation to the hazai 
addressed by the cited standard. To do otherwise, suggests 
the respondent, would allow the petitioner to penalize 
a mine operator for a condition or practice addressed by a 
standard different from the one actually cited, even if 
the condition or practice did not amount to a violation of 
that standard. Respondent insists that the question of 
"significant and substantial" must be determined in the cont( 
of the specific standard allegedly violated, as stated in 
the specific notice of violation. 

The parties have stipulated that the safeguard notice 
referred to by Inspector Melvin to support his citations was 
issued on September 4, 1975, by MSHA Inspector Willis n. Wra( 
ford. This Notice to Provide Safeguards No. 1 WHW, states 
as follows; 

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned 
authorized representative of the Secretary of 
the Interior upon making an inspection of this 
mine on September 4, 1975, directs you to pro¬ 
vide the following specific safeguard(s)--24 
inch clear travelways along all belt conveyors 
each side—pursuant to Sec. 75.1403, Subpart C, 
of the Regulations promulgated under authority 
of Section 101 of the Federal, coal Mine Health 
and Safety Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-173). 



109 (coal, Rock, and Rib). 

A clcair travelway at least 24 inches wide 
shall be provided on both sides of all belt 
conveyors installed after March 30, 1970. 
Where roof supports are installed within 
24 inches of a belt conveyor, a clear travel¬ 
way at least 24 inches wide shall be provided 
on the side of such support farthest from the 
conveyor. 

Although Inspector Wrachford did not testify in these 
oceedings, petitioner's counsel was permitted to file his 
fidavit posthearing as part of his proposed findings and 
nclusions, and the affidavit is included as exhibit P-1 
counsel's brief. In his affidavit, Inspector Wrachford 

ates that he issued the safeguard notice after observing 
hat a clear travelway at least twenty four inches wide was 
ot provided at several locations on the west side of the 
in north belt conveyor at the No. 1 Mine. He also states 
follows: 

1. I explained to the operator why MSHA 
requires a clear travelway at least twenty 
four inches wide on both sides of all belt 
conveyors. 

2. The operator abated the condition described 
in the above mentioned notice in compliance 
with said notice. 

3. To consummate the abatement the operator 
cleaned one side of the belt to provide a 
clear twenty four inch travelway on that side. 
The other side of the conveyor already had 
a clear twenty four inch travelway at the time 
the notice was issued. 

4. The operator was informed that it was in 
compliance, but no termination form was issued 
because no form existed for that purpose in 
1975 . 



(a) Sections 75.1403-2 through 75.1403-11 
set out the criteria by which an authorised 
representative of the Secretary will be guided 
in requiring other safeguards on a mine-by-mine 
basis under section 75.1403. Other safeguards 
may be required. 

(b) The authorized representative of the 
Secretary shall in writing advise the operator 
of a specific safeguard which is required 
pursuant to section 75.1403 and shall fix a time 
in which the operator shall provide and there¬ 
after maintain such safeguard. If the 
safeguard is not provided within the time fixed 
and if it is not maintained thereafter, a notice 
shall be issued to the operator pursuant to 
section 104 of the Act. 

(c) Nothing in the sections in the section 
75.1403 series in this Subpart O precludes the 
issuance of a withdrawal order because of 
imminent danger. 

In support of Citations 2199892 and 2202728, Inspector 
Melvin relied on the previous safeguard notice issued by 
Inspector Wrachford, and also cited a violation of the 
riteria applicable to belt conveyors found in section 75.140 

which states as follows: 

A clear travelway at least 24 inches wide should 
be provided on both sides of all belt conveyors 
installed after March 30, 1970. Where roof 
supports are installed within 24 inches of a belt 
conveyor, a clear travelway at least 24 inches 
wide should be provided on the side of such support 
farthest from the conveyor. 



riterion to oe usea as a guiae in impiementing section /b.i4U 

Dnterey suggests that although section 75.1403-5(g) employs 

e phrase all belt conveyors, its applicability is limited 

0 belt conveyors used Tin the transportation of men and 

aterials. 

Monterey asserts that its aforementioned interpretation 

generally carried out within the subsection found in 

sction 75.1403-5. Subsections (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) 

sfer to belt conveyors that are used to transport persons, 

absections (f) and (i) refer to belt conveyors that are 

sed to transport supplies and persons. Subsection (h) 

efers to belt conveyors that are not used to transport 

arsons. Only subsections (g) and (j) refer to belt conveyors 

ithout any mention of their use. 

Monterey points out that it is not disputed that 

he belt conveyors in question transport mined coal only, 

nd that supplies and personnel are not transported on such 

bnveyors. Since coal is not included within the term "men," 

bnterey states that the question becomes whether coal is 

ncluded within the term "materials." Citing a dictionary 

sfinition of the term "material" as "the substance ... of 

hich anything is composed or may be made," Monterey points 

at that section 75.1403-5 does not use the term "materials," 

at uses the word "supplies," indicating that the Secretary, 

DO, interprets the word "materials" to mean "supplies." 

anterey concludes that in a coal mine, coal is a product, 

nd is not a material or supply. 

Monterey asserts that there is a legitimate distinction 

atween belt conveyors which transport men and materials, 

nd those which transport coal only. Personnel must work 

n a regular basis around belt conveyors which transport men 

nd materials (e.g., loading and unloading materials, getting 

n and off the belts themselves, etc.). In contrast, few 

arsonnel work around belt conveyors which transport coal onli 

nd their work consists primarily of inspecting and maintainir 

he belt. The nature of one type of belt conveyor necessitate 

afe and easy means of access along both sides of it, while 

e other type of belt conveyor is satisfactorily served by 

afe and easy access along only one side of it. 



Citing mandatory safety standard section 75.303(a), whi 

requires preshift examination of the active workings of a co 

mine, as well as onshift examinations of coal-carrying belt 

conveyors, Monterey points out that the extent of such onshi 

examinations of coal-carrying belt conveyors is not specifie 

in the standard, and that it is not mandatory that an examin 

conducting such an examination walk down both sides of the b 

Monterey concludes that for an examiner to perform his 

obligation it is enough that a clear travelway is maintained 

on only one side of the belt, and that if it is the Secretar 

position that such an examination is inadequate, he should 

adopt, by formal rulemaking, the requirement that examiners 

walk both sides of coal-carrying belt conveyors and that 

operators provide clear travelways on both sides of such 

beltlines. 

Monterey goes on to note that Congress also distinguish 

between man-carrying beltlines and coal-carrying beltlines 

for purposes of examination. Preshift examination is 

required for man-carrying belts, but only onshift examination 

is required for coal-carrying belts. Citing a Commission 

ruling in Secretary of Labor v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corpe 

2 MSHC 2201, PENN 81-96-R, July 15, 1983, Monterey asserts 

that the Commission ruled in that case that coal-carrying 

conveyor belts per se are not "active workings," 

Monterey concludes that because coal does not fall 

within the category "men and materials," a coal-carrying 

conveyor belt is not subject to section 75.1403, nor to 

section 75,1403-5 (g) . In support of this conclusion, Monter 

asserts that the provisions authorizing the Secretary to rec 

additional safeguards on a mine-by-mine basis to minimize 

hazards with respect to transportation of men and materials 

does not authorize the Secretary to require additional safe¬ 

guards, such as 24 inch clear travelways, with respect to 

belt conveyors which carry coal only. The Secretary's 

authorized representative was without power to issue the 

Notice in question to Monterey; in the absence of such authc 

the Notice is invalid. Consequently, the citations alleginc 

violations of 30 C.F.R, Section 75.1403-5(g) for failure to 

comply with the Notice are also invalid. 



years since it was issued does not foreclose its contests 

here, nor does it amount to an admission that the safeguard 

is valid. To conclude otherwise, suggests Monterey, would 

deprive it of its right to due process. 

MSHA takes the position that the term all belt conveyor 

found in criteria subsection 75.1403-5(g), literally applies 

to all belt conveyors, regardless of whether or not they 

were used to transport men and materials or only coal. 

MSHA asserts that the term "materials” should be interpreted 

to include coal, and even though the parties have stipulated 

that the cited belt conveyors in question are not designated 

mantrips for the transportation of mine personnel, and that 

they are used solely to transport the coal which is mined 

out of the mine, they nonetheless must comply with the safeg 

as well as the requirements of subsection (g). 

MSHA asserts that all coal conveyor belts in the mine 

must be provided with travelways 24 inch^es wide, and that su 

travelways must at all times be maintained "clear” on both 

sides of the belt conveyors. Further, on the facts of these 

cases, and in support of its interpretation, MSHA is of the 

view that both sides of all such conveyor belts must be 

maintained "clear” to insure ready access to both sides of 

the belts by belt examiners, and to preclude accumulations 

of loose coal which may present tripping or fire hazards, an 

to preclude general mine clutter which may present tripping 

and slipping hazards. 

The "safeguard notice” authority found in section 75.14 

accords substantial power to an inspector to issue a citatic 

on a mine-by-mine basis, for conditions or practices which 

are in effect transformed into mandatory health or safety 

standards by the inspector who may have initially concluded 

that a particular event or set of circumstances constituted 

a situation that required to be addressed in that mine. Sir 

the practical result of an inspector's application and enfor 

of a safeguard notice is to impose a mandatory safety or 

health requirement on the mine operator, separate and apart 

from any of the published mandatory standards, I believe 

that careful scrutiny must be given to such notices to insui 

proper notice and even-handed enforcement. In my view, 

indiscriminate or arbitrary use of such notices as ”catch-a] 

with little or no regard as to whether or not the asserted 



example of an inspector relying on a general, broad-based 

safeguard notice to remedy hazardous concerns which could 

have been cited and addressed by specific mandatory safety 

standards. On the facts of these proceedings, faced with 

accumulations of loose coal and coal dust which presented 

alleged fire or tripping hazards, the inspector opted to 

rely on a safeguard notice issued some seven years earlier t 

another inspector to achieve compliance which could have 

directly and effectively been dealt with by citing the speed 

mandatory standards intended to cover those particular 

conditions. 

The Secretary's Inspector's Manual, March 9, 1978 

edition, at pages 11-583, states the following policy 

interpretation for an inspector to follow when relying on 

a safeguard notice issued pursuant to section 75.1403: 

These safeguards, in addition to those 

included as criteria in the Federal Register, 

may be considered of sufficient importance 

to be required in accordance with section 

75.1403 . 

It must be remembered that these safeguards 

are not mandatory. If an authorized representa¬ 

tive of the Secretary determines that a 

^emsportation hazard exists and the hazard is 

not covered by a m^datory regulation^ the 

authorized representative must issue a safe¬ 

guard notice allowing time to comply before a 

104 (a) citation can be issued. Nothing here 

is intended to eliminate the use of a 107(a) 

order when imminent danger exists. 

(Emphasis added). 

Sections 75.1403-2 through 75.1403-11 set out the crite 

by which an inspector will be guided in requiring other safe 

guards on a mine-by-mine basis under section 75.1403. Crit( 

75.1403- 2, deals with brakes on hoists and elevators used tc 

transport materials. Criteria 75.11403-3 deals with drum 

clutches on man-hoists, and hoist ropes and cage constructic 

on devices used to transport mine personnel. Criteria 

75.1403- 4 deals with automatic elevators. Including require¬ 

ments for an effective communication system. Although the 

criteria do not mention materials or personnel, one can log: 

assume that given the appropriate circumstances, they apply 
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ntrips, and that they are to be clear before men are 

ansported. The only specific reference to conveyors that 

0 not transport men is found in subsection (h) which requires 

hat such belt conveyors be equipped with properly installed 

nd accessible stop and start controls installed at intervals 

Dt to exceed 1000 feet. 

Subsection (g) of the criteria found in section 75.1403-5 

squire clear travelways at least 24 inches on both sides of 

11 conveyor belts installed after March 30, 1970. It also 

Dntains a provision that "where roof supports are installed 

thin 24 inches of a belt conveyor, a clear travelway at leas 

4 inches wide should be provided on the side of such support 

arthest from the conveyor." Thus, while the first sentence 

sems to require clear 24 inch wide travelways on both sides 

all conveyors, the second sentence seemingly contains an 

xception where roof supports are installed within 24 inches 

f a belt conveyor. In such a situation, the second sentence 

aems to require that only the outby side of the belt conveyor 

2 provided with a clear 24 inch wide travelway. Given this 

Dmewhat confusing exception, I would think that in cases 

here it is established that roof supports are present within 

4 inches of a belt conveyor, an operator would only be 

aquired to maintain one side of the belt as a clear travelway 

24 inches in widthl It would further appear to me that 

he question as to whether which side of the belt conveyor has 

3 be maintained as a clear travelway would depend on the 

Dcation of the roof supports. 

The statutory requirements found in mandatory section 

5.303, for the conduct of preshift examinations includes 

requirement for examination of 'hctive roadways, travelways, 

rid belt conveyors on which men are carried, . . . and 

2cessible falls . . . for hazards." This section mandates 

hat the examiner examine for such other hazards and violation 

f the mandatory health of safety standards, as an authorized 

apresent^tive of the Secretary may from time to time require. 

With regard to the preshift requirements for examination 

f belt conveyors on which coal is carried, section 75.303 

andates that th^y be^exam^ined after each”coal-producing shift 

as begun. This section also mandates that if the examiner 

inds a condition or practice which constitutes a violation of 



The Secretary's Inspector's Manual, edition of March 
pgs. II-24I-242, containing the policy interpretation for 
enforcement of section 75.303, has absolutely no referenc 
to a requirement that conveyor belts have 24 inches of cl 
walkways. As a matter of fact, the reference to examinat 
of travelways states that "every foot of roof along the e 
length of the travelway" is not required to be tested. I 
goes on to state that roof and ribs along travelways "sha 
be examined visually," and "doubtful places" are to be te 
to assure corrections of hazardous conditions. 

The Secretary's policy inspection guidelines found a 
pgs. 11-244 and 11-245 with respect to section 75.304 ons 
examinations for hazardous conditions, while including 
travelways, do not contain any requirements for 24 inch 
clear travelways. However, the policy does require an 
inspector to cite violations of mandatory health or safet 
standards when observed by citin^section 75.304 , in addi 
to the specific mandatory standard covering the specific 

Taken as a whole, the statutory, regulatory, and pol 
interpretations which address belt conveyor travelways 
specifically distinguish between belt conveyors which tra 
men and supplies from those which transport only coal. I 
addition to the specific criteria previously discussed, I 
take note of the fact that the criteria dealing with mant 
(75.1403-7) specifically address supplies or tools (subse 
(k)), tools, supplies, and bulky supplies (subsection (m) 
extraneous materials or supplies (subsection (o) ) , and th 
the criteria dealing with track haulage, 75.1403-8 (b), 
specifically deals with the maintenance of continuous tra 
haulage clearances of at least 24 inches from the farthes 
projection of normal traffic. Viewed in contest, and tak 
a whole, I believe that the clear Congressional intent in 
promulgating the safeguard requirements found in section 
was to do precisely what that section states, namely to 
minimize hazards with respect to the transportation of me 
and materials other than coal. It occurs to me that had 
Congress had in mind coal, it would have simply included 
the transportation of coal as part of the regulatory lang 
and MSHA would have included this as part of its regulate 
criteria. Since Congress and MSHA failed to do so, I rej 
any notion that I should include this interpretation as p 
of my findings in this matter. 



amend its criteria to state precisely what it has in mind, 

(uiring this particular mine operator to maintain 24 inch 

le clear travelways along both sides all of its belt 

iveyors under the guise of a safeguard notice issued 

fht years ago, with no credible evidentiary support for 

! position is simply unsupportable. 

The citations which are at issue here (2202728 and 

>9892) , charge the respondent with a failure to maintain 

:lear travelway on the east side of the cited belt conveyors 

question. This leads me to conclude that it was altogether 

isible that the south side of the conveyor belts were in 

pliance, and what reaTly concerned Inspector Melvin was the 

;t that failure to maintain the east sides of the belts 

I not comport with the safeguard requirements that both sides 

the belt conveyor be maintained clear of coal accumul^ions ~ 

E other debris. However, given the confused testimony 

L evidence presented by MSHA to support its case, I simply 

mot conclude that MSHA has proven its case. This is 

•ticularly true when it seems obvious to me that the inspect©] 

cerns over accumulations of loose coal and extraneous 

serial could have been addressed by specific citations of 

‘ mandatory requirements dealing with those specific 

:ards. In short. Inspector Melvin should have followed 

[A's policy directives to cite the specific mandatory 

indards dealing with coal accumulations and tripping or 

irding hazards, rather than relying on a safeguard notice 

med some eight years earlier. 

V^hile one may conclude that the presence of the materials 

scribed by Inspector Melvin in Citation No. 2202728 

>cks, roof bolts, concrete blocks, etc.) , and Citation No. 

'9892 (loose coal which may have spilled over on to the 

ivelway) , support a conclusion that the cited travelways 

‘e not maintained "clear," unless it can be shown that 

?se conditions constituted a violation of the cited 

[ulations, the citations must be vacated. 

After careful consideration of all of the testimony and 

-dence adduced in these proceedings, including the arguments 



logical interpretation of this section necessarily exclu( 
coal as a "material” within the scope of the cited crite 
I accept and adopt Monterey's proposed findings and cone 
with respect to the interpretation and application of th 
section as my findings and conclusions, and I reject tho 
advanced by MSHA. The citations are VACATED. 

Findings and Conclusions 

LAKE 83-52 - Fact of Violation 

In this case. Citation No. 2036802, issued by Inspe 

Melvin on December 28, 1982, charges the respondent with 

"significant and substantial" violation of mandatory sta 

section 75.316, for failure by the respondent to follow 

applicable provision of its mine dust control plan. Ins 

Melvin found that certain exhaust ventilation tubing loc 

in an area where a continuous mining machine was loading 

coal was extended 22 feet outby the face. The applicabl 

dust plan requires such exhaust tubing to be maintained 

within 10 feet of the face as the face is advanced. 

Mandatory safety standard section 75.316, requires 

mine operator to adopt a suitable mine ventilation and d 

control plan for its mine. Once approved by MSHA, that 

becomes the applicable plan required to be followed unti 

such time as it is revised, revoked, or otherwise change 

It is clear that a violation of the plan is a violation 

the requirements of section 75.316. 

The respondent has stipulated to the conditions cit 

by the inspector, including the fact that the continuous 

mining machine was loading coal at the cited location, a 

that the exhaust tubing was approximately 22 feet outby 

face. Respondent has also stipulated to the applicable 

and ventilation provision which requires that such tubin 

be maintained within 10 feet of the face, and in its pos 

brief "does not deny that this condition existed in the 

section of the mine" (pgs. 2-3, brief). Respondent also 

that the violation occurred (pg. 1, brief), and only cha 

the inspector's "significant and substantial" (S&S) find 
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In this case, Citation No. 2063916, issued by Inspector 

charges the respondent with a "significant and substantial" 

violation of mandatory standard section 75.316, for failure 

by the respondent to follow a specific provision of the applj 

mine ventilation plan in that at the cited location detailed 

in the citation where a continuous miner was cutting coal, tl 

amount of measured air was only 1900 CFM. The ventilation 

tubing provided at this location was 390 feet from the fan. 

The applicable plan provision requires a minimum air quantity 

of 5000 CFM where the ventilation tubing is in excess of 370 

feet. 

Mandatory safety standard section 75.316, requires a 

mine operator to adopt a suitable mine ventilation and dust 

control plan for its mine. Once approved by MSHA, that plan 

becomes the applicable plan required to be followed in the m: 

until such time as it is revised, revoked, or otherwise chanc 

It is clear that a violation of the plan is a violation of 

the requirements of section 75,316. 

The respondent has stipulated to the conditions cited 

by the inspector, including the fact that the continuous 

mining machine was cutting coal, that the tubing length was 

390 feet, and that the air measurement made by the inspector 

in support of the citation was in fact 1900 CFM. Respondent 

also stipulated as to the applicable ventilation plan requin 

and in its posthearing brief "does not deny that the conditii 

existed in the cited section of the mine at the time the cit. 

was issued" (pg. 2, brief). Respondent does not deny that 

the violation occurred (pg. 8, brief), and only challenges 

the inspector's "significant and substantial" (S&S) finding. 

In view of the foregoing, I conclude and find that the 

petitioner has established the fact that a violation of sect 

75,316 occurred, and to this extent the citation IS AFFIRMED 

Significant and substantial issue 

During the course of the hearings in these proceedings, 

I raised the issue as to the reviewability of "special findi 

such as an alleged "significant and substantial" violation, 



"single penalty" assessment regulations were binding on a 

Commission Judge. In rejecting a "non-S&S" $20 penalty 

assessment, I considered the facts and circumstances surroi 

that particular violation novo, and assessed an increase 

civil penalty on the basis of my gravity findings. In shoi 

I considered the matter of ”S&S" in the context of gravity. 

In its posthearing brief, Monterey cites a plethora 

of precedent cases decided by Commission Judges in which 

special "S&S" findings were reviewed. Counsel states that 

my Black Diamond decision, and a decision by Judge Melick 

in Wii^sor Power House Coal Company v. Mine Workers, 1 MSHC 

2484, WEVA 79-ig9-R and WEVA 79-200-R, July 3, 1980, stand 

"in stark contrast" to the other decisions holding that 

special findings may be reviewed within the context of a 

civil penalty contest, I am overwhelmed by this "weight oi 

authority," and while I realize that consistency dictates 

that I rule otherwise, I will consider the special findings 

made by Inspector Melvin in these proceedings. 

As I have noted in several prior decisions concerning 

the application of the Commission's holding in Cement Divi; 

National Gypsum Co., the issue of reviewability of special 

findings in the context of civil penalty proceedings was nc 
raised or addressed by the parties in that case. The part: 

apparently assumed that such findings could be reviewed, 

and the Commission itself noted that its interpretation of 

the phrase "significant and substantial" was made "in the 

context of a civil penalty proceeding." It did not specif, 

rule on the issue of reviewability because that issue was 

apparently not specifically articulated on the record. In 

any event, I take note of the following interpretation of 

the term "significant and substantial" made by the Commiss; 

in cement Division, National Gypsum Co., 3 FMSHRC 822 

(April 1981), aff'd in Secretary of Labor v. Consolidation 

Coal Company, decided January 13, 1984, WEVA 80-116-R, etc 

affirming a prior holding by a Commission Judge, 4 FMSHRC 

747, April 1982: 

[A] violation is of such a nature as could 

significantly and substantially contribute to 

the cause and effect of a mine safety or health 

hazard if, based upon the particular facts 
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VJEVA 80-116-R, etc., January 13 , 1984 , the Commission stated 

as follows at pg. 4, slip opinion: 

As we stated recently, in order to 

establish that a violation of a mandatory 

safety standard is significant and sub¬ 

stantial under National Gypsum, the 

Secretary of Labor must prove: (1) the 

underlying violation of a mandatory safety 

standard; (2) a discrete safety hazard-- 

that is, a measure of danger to safety— 

contributed to by the violation; (3) a 

reasonable likelihood that the hazard con¬ 

tributed to will result in an injury; 

and (4) a reasonable likelihood that the 

injury in question will be of a reasonably 

serious nature. Mathies Coal Co., FMSHRC 

Docket No. PENN 82-3-R, etc., slip op. at 3-4 

(January 6, 1984). 

In its posthearing brief, Monterey cites the National 

holding that a violation is "significant and substantial" if, 

based upon the particular facts surrounding that violation, 

there exists a reasonable likelihood that the hazard contribi 

to wTil result in an injury or illness of a reasonably serioi 

nature. Relying on this interpretation Monterey asserts that 

the requirement in section 75.316 of a ventilation, methane 

and dust control plan is intended to minimize the risks of 

lung disease such as pneumoconiosis due to prolonged exposure 

to excessive levels of respirable coal dust, and of explosior 

or ignition due to the buildup of methane or other gasses. 

Conceding that there is no question that pneumoconiosis 

or injuries resulting from an explosion would be "of a 

reasonably serious nature," Monterey states that the proximit 

of such injury or illness is the issue here. It concludes 

that in order for a violation of the required plan to be 

significant and substantial, the Secretary must show by the 

particular facts surrounding the violation that it was 

reasonably likely to result in pneumoconiosis or in an 

explosion. 

In support of its conclusion that the violations are not 

"significant and substantial," Monterey asserts that the 

Secretary has failed to satisfy the burden of proof required 



ot metnane, nor nas -cne becrecary even aiiegea any ouner 

facts which might indicate that contraction of pncumoconiosi 

or an explosion was reasonably likely to result from tho 

violations. 

Monterey points out that respirable dust and methane 

limits are specifically set in other standards. The limit 

for respirable dust is found in section 70.100(a), which 

provides that "each operator shall continuously maintain the 

average concentration of respirable dust in the mine atmosph 

. . . at or below 2.0 milligrams of respirable dust per cubi 

meter of air ..." The limit for methane is found in 

section 75.316-2, which provides that "the methane content 

in the air in active workings shall be less than ] . 0 volume 

per centum.'' Monterey states that neither of these limits 

was exceeded in the cited areas of the mine at any relevant 

time. 

Monterey suggests that it would be a legal anomaly for 

a violation of ventilation, methane and dust control plans 

required by section 75.316, the purpose of which is to contr 

respirable dust and methane levels, to be significant and 

substantial in spite of the fact that the specific limits 

for these substances established by sections 70.100(a) and 

75.316-2 were not exceeded. Such a conclusion would totally 

disregard the fact that in adopting said standards the 

stated limits were deemed to be not unsafe, and would be 

tantamount to superseding the formally-adopted safety or 

health standards. 

Monterey cites Judge Melick's decision in Consolidation 

Coal Company v. Secretary of Labor, 2 FMSHRC 1896, August 18 

1982 , in which he ruled that two alleged violations of the 

respirable dust standards found in section 70.100(a), 

where a production unit had respirable dust levels of 2.5 

and 2.7 milligrams per cubic meter of air, were not signific 

and substantial. Judge Melick's ruling was based on his 

finding that in the absence of medical or scientific evidenc 

correlating exposure of miners to violative respirable dust 

levels of 2.5 and 2.7, he could not conclude that the 

violations were significant and substantial. Monterey asser 

that with respect to the citations issued by Inspector Melvi 

there is no evidence that the respirable dust levels in the 

cited areas of the mine at the relevant time ever approached 



maintains that on the facts of these citations, there are 

other factors to consider in support of its conclusion that 

the violations were not significant and substantial. These 

include the fact that the miners were not, in fact, exposed 

to any hazardous levels of respirable dust or methane. The 

duration of the violation would have been negligible, even 

if the citations had not been issued; normal operating 

procedures would have led to the detection and correction 

of the violations in a short period of time. The number of 

people "exposed" was low. A number of redundant safeguards 

continued to control respirable dust and methane. The mine 

history itself indicates that Monterey has been very succes 

in controlling respirable dust and methane. 

In conclusion, Monterey asserts that the Secretary's 

inferences are too speculative to serve as a basis for a 

finding that the violations in question were significant 

and substantial. As an example of the speculativeness of 

the Inspector's finding that Citation No. 2036802 (LAKE 83- 

was significant and substantial, counsel attaches a copy 

of a citation issued three weeks later alleging nearly 

identical facts but not finding the alleged violation to be 

significant and substantial. The citation (exhibit R-1) , 

was issued by Inspector Melvin on January 20, 1983, 

No. 2036818, and it charges a violation of section 75.316 

for failure to follow the mine dust control plan. Inspecto 

Melvin found that in the cited mine area where a continuous 

mining machine had been loading coal, the ventilation exhau 

tubing was extended 20 feet outby the face, and that this 

violated the plan requirements that such tubing be maintain 

to within 10 feet of the face. 

Monterey also cites a May 19, 1981, MSHA Policy Memora 

which states that in determining whether a violation is 

significant and substantial, "it is not enough to find that 

an injury or illness is only possible." Monterey then 

concludes its arguments by asserting that it is inescapable 

that the designation of the violations in question as signi 

and substantial is both unsupported by the particular facts 

surrounding the violations and legally erroneous. 



citation, and points out that the parties have stipulated 

to the accuracy of these findings. In this regard, I take 

note of the fact that the citation merely states a conclusic 

that positioning the exhaust tubing 22 feet outby the face 

violated the applicable dust control plan provision which 

requires that such tubing be maintained within 10 feet 

of the face as the face is advanced. 

Turning to the testimony of the inspector in support 

of his conclusion that the violation was ’’significant and 

substantial," MSHA points to the inspector's testimony, 

supported by a witness for Monterey (Mottershaw), that the 

purpose of maintaining the tubing within 10 feet of the fac< 

is to keep respirable dust away from the face and to remove 

methane gas. The inspector stated that locating the tubing 

22 feet from the face is not half as effective as is mainta: 

within the required 10 feet, and he believed that the tubinc 

remained at the 22 feet distance for approximately 20 minute 

The inspector also stated that he was told by certain miner: 

that the tubing is initially placed where the cutting of co< 

is begun, and that it is not extended until the cutting is 

finished. However, since he believed these statements to 

be hearsay, he discounted issuing a "willful" citation, but 

believed they were truthful because none of the miners made 

any effort to place the tubing in the proper position even 

though they knew he was inspecting the area. 

MSHA suggests that the inspector's belief that not mov. 

the tubing in question was the usual procedure at the mine ’ 

also based on his testimony thathe had issued other citati< 

in the past at the mine for the same violations. Although 

he stated that he had previously cited the same conditions 

in other sections of the mine "more than once," no addition, 

evidence or testimony was forthcoming to support this asser 

However, as part of his posthearing arguments, MSHA's couns* 

cites 13 prior violations of section 75.316 from January 8, 

to November 16, 1982, as reflected in the history of prior 

violations attached to the stipulations, to support a concl’ 

that Monterey has not been greatly concerned with the enfor. 

of its ventilation and methane plans. 

In response to Monterey’s assertion through testimony 

of its witnesses that the mine has water equipment and othe 



a dangerous situation when it decides to relax enforcement 

of its dust and methane plans because it is confident that 

the methane level is low and that some devices in the mine 

are going to control the respirable dust, methane, and other 
gases. 

MSHA points out further that the mine was on a five-day 

section 103(i) spot inspection cycle the time the citation 

issued, and that this was because it was liberating extremel 

high quantities of methane or other explosive gases in exces 

of one million cubic feet during a 24-hour period. Although 

a witness for the Monterey testified that at the time of the 

hearing the inspections had been changed to 1-day spot 

inspections, counsel argues that to assume that an ignition 

is not going to happen because the methane level is low at 

a particular moment is to rely on a false sense of security. 

Counsel maintains that it is a fact that in a mine that libe 

an excess of one million cubic feet of methane in a 24-hour 

period the methane level can go up at any time, significant! 

increasing the likelihood of an ignition and resulting in sc 

injuries or death. 

MSHA asserts that the facts in this case prove that 

the methane levels could have increased due to improper 

positioning of the exhaust tubing, and that excessive amount 

of respirable dust could have increased because of this 

condition. MSHA suggests that it is a well known fact that 

serious injuries or death could result in case of a fire or 

explosion caused as a consequence of high levels of methane, 

and that pneumoconiosis can be caused by exposure to respire 

dust. MSHA concludes that while it has no burden to prove 

the existence of an imminent danger situation, this would he 

been the case if at the time of the inspection the methane 

level had reached the explosion level and the device to det« 

that gas had not been in operation. 

MSHA suggests that the facts presented at the hearing 

clearly prove that an injury or an illness of a reasonable 

serious nature could have resulted as a consequence of the 

hazard presented by the condition described in this citatioi 

and that this meets one of the tests required to prove the 

existence of a significant and substantial condition. The 

other test to prove the existence of the significant and 



question and considers that history as an important fact( 

in the evaluation oC the probability of an accident. MS) 

maintains that it is reasonable to assume that the probal 

of an accident is increased by the increase of the exposi 

of the miners to a specific condition, and that the expo; 

is increased by the number of violations involving that ; 

condition that occurs in a particular mine. Recognizing 

the definition of significant and substantial requires t] 

the likelihood of an~^ccident be based on the particular 

surrounding the violation, MSHA's position is that the h: 

of violations of a specific standard is a fact which surj 

the violation of such standard, and that this fact canno- 

separated from the violation when an evaluation is made i 

determine the likelihood of an accident as a result of 

violation. 

In support of the "S&S” finding made by Inspector Gi 

with respect to Citation No. 2063916, MSHA relies on his 

posthearing affidavit, which in pertinent part states as 

follows: 

I determined that the cited condition was 

of a significant and substantial nature becaus( 

a reasonable likelihood existed that injuries 

of a reasonably serious nature would have occuj 

as a result of said condition for the followinc 

reasons. 

(a) The methane level was 0.2% 15 feet out- 

by the face on the right side and 0.3% on the 

left side. However, it could have been higher 

at the face where I did not measure it because 

the roof was unsupported. 

(b) Monterey Mine No. 1 liberated more tha] 

one million cubic feet of methane or other 

explosive gases during a 24-hour period as of 

February 3, 1983. 

(c) Monterey Mine No. 1 was under a five 

day spot inspection under Section 103 (i) of th( 

Act as of February 3, 1983. 



(f) The amount of air found at the time of 

the inspection was 1900 cubic feet per minute 

where 5000 cubic feet per minute was required 

by the operator's ventilation plan. This lack of 

air contributed to the increase in methane gas 

and respirable dust and increased the exposure 

of miners to the hazards caused by high methane 

levels and respirable dust. 

(g) I was informed by the operator that the 

air quantity had been measured before the inspection 

and found to be adequate. However, I found that 

the air had been measured with an anemometer 

and that the miner who measured it was not familiar 

with air measuring procedures. 

(h) Basod on the history of many prior viola¬ 

tions by the operator of 30 CFR 75.316, I considered 

that the likelihood of an accident caused by an 

increase in the methane level as a result of poor 

enforcement of the operator’s ventilation plan 

was augmented. 

MSHA points out that Monterey's witness Mottershaw 

itified that the decreased airflow measured by Inspector Guile 

i the result of a rock dust bag being sucked into the tubing, 

‘reby interrupting the airflow, and that empty rock dust 

rs are used to repair and patch ventilation leaks in the 

)ing. Coupled with the history of prior violations, MSHA 

fgests that this practice of using rock dust bags to repair 

itiiation leaks establishes poor enforcement of the mine 

itilation and dust control plans. MSHA points out that 

one knows how long the rock dust bag may have interrupted 

: ventilation, and that the 1900 cubic feet of air found 

Inspector Gulley was not a minor decrease, particularly 

jre the required 5000 cubic feet is only a minimum requirement 

ipled with the prior history of poor enforcement of section 

316, MSHA concludes that a reasonable likelihood existed 

it an injury or illness of a reasonable serious nature would 

^e resulted as consequence of the condition cited. 



roceedings. The three remaining ones concern violations issv 

1 January 20, February 1, and April 19, 1983. In each instar 

e print-out reflects that Monterey paid the "single penalty' 

ssessment of $20 for each of the violations. I take note 

: the fact that these "single penalty" assessments are based 

1 findings that they are "non-S&S" violations. 

A second computer print-out, also identified as Exhibit I 

)vers the period December 28, 1980 through December 27, 1982. 

: lists 18 prior violations of section 75.316, and the penalt 

ssessments range from a low of $20 to a high of $275. 

jree of the citations v;ere "single penalty assessments" of 

IQ each, and according to the computer "codes," the remaininc 

malty assessments were "regular assessments," as distinguish 

:om assessments related to injuries, fatalities, or unwarrant 

lilures. Further, all of the citations were section 104(a) 

Ltations, and did not involve withdrawal orders or imminent 

mgers. Taken as a whole, the computer print-outs reflect 

lat for a period spanning December 28, 1980 through June 21, 

)nterey was assessed for 21 violations of secTTon 75.316, 

Lx of which were $20 "single penalty" "non-S&S" assessments. 

Absent any testimony or documentation as to the specific 

)nditions or practices which prompted the prior citations, I 

innot conclude that they involved the same conditions cited 

\ these proceedings. Given the fact that section 75.316 

3 a general standard reguiring a mine operator to adopt a 

intilation system, and methane and dust control plans approve 

r the Secretary, unless MSHA produces the specific citations, 

3 well as the partioular plan provisions which may have been 

Dplicable at the time these prior citations were issued, 

cannot conclude that they involved a failure by Monterey 

D follow the plan provisions dealing with ventilation tubing 

: the maintenance of air velocity at the level at issue in 

ese cases. 

On the facts of these proceedings, MSHA's reliance on 

le history of prior violations to support a conclusion 

lat Monterey has somehow engaged in a practice of deliberateL 

Launting its own dust and ventilation plans Ts rejected. 

Lven a two and half year period of 21 violations of section 

5.316 violations, six of which were "non-S&S" violations, 

id given the fact that Monterey is a large mine operator, I 



ch he now claims constitute a significant and substantial 
on. 

; my view; if it can be established that a mine operator 

deliberately flaunting the law; this should 

essed by the issuance of closure orders or the institution 

linal proceedings. The issuance of inconsistent and 

lined section 104(a) citations, some of which are ''S&S,** 

le of which are not, all based on identical factual situations 

does not make sense. Further, reliance on unevaluated 

kistories of violations, with no documentation, also do 
:e sense, 

: MSHA is of the view that past history violations, as 

: information of asserted practices which may suggest 

of attention to dust and ventilation plans, may support 

■y of "significant and substantial" violations, it is 

!nt on MSHA to support those conclusions by credible 

le, rather than by speculative unsupported theories. 

ixample, I cite Inspector Melvin's testimony that certain 

told him that as a matter of routine or practice, the 

: tubings are not advanced to within 10 feet of the 

5 mining advancing. Where are the miners to support 

)nclusion? I also cite MSHA’s reliance on computer 

>uts, with absolutely no testimony or evidence to 

:e the particular facts or circumstances which prompted 

citations. 

rning to the record evidence to support MSHA's assertion 

-tation No. 2036802 was significant and substantial, I 

>te of the fact that Inspector Melvin~testified that his 

; readings taken 2 0 to 22 feet from the face at the time 

:ation issued ranged from .1 to .2, and that these were 

.gh" (Tr. 8) . He also indicated that while readings 

^ay have caused him concern, gas is generally not 

id at the face in the mine (Tr. 11) . He conceded that 

kough the mine is classified as a "gassy mine," and 

kough methane may be encountered when the coal is actually 

i has not detected methane levels in excess of the 

-ted standards (Tr. 12-13). Further, he did not rebut 

ktimony of Monterey's witness Mottershaw that in all 

irs he has worked at the mine, the mine had never 

-ted for excessive levels of methane, and he conceded 

: the time he issued the citation, he detected 



V'/ith respect to the methane monitor on the cutting 

machine in question, Inspector Melvin stated that he found 

nothing wrong with it, and his concern was with the possib3 

build-up of methane (Tr. 20,22). He candidly stated that 

he made his ”S&S'' finding on the ground that "if it contini 

to happen you could have a build-up of methane" and "soonei 

later someone will be injured" (Tr. 24). He also expressed 

reservations about finding an "S&S" violation for such a 

condition "if it were the first time" (Tr. 26). He also 

confirmed that he found nothing wrong with the cutting macl- 

and issued no other violations (Tr. 38) , and that at the me 

the ventilation tubing would have been at the 22 foot local 

for no more than 20 minutes. 

With regard to the question as to whether the respirat 

dust levels in the mining unit which he cited exceeded the 

permissible levels. Inspector Melvin testified that he coul 

not state what those levels were, and that he did not take 

any samples, nor did he check any sample results which may 

have been taken by Monterey (Tr. 28). Further, even though 

Monterey's history of prior citations, as reflected by the 

computer print-outs, reflect prior citations for violations 

of the respirable dust requirements of section 70.100(a), 

no testimony or evidence was forthcoming as to any of the 

details of those violations. 

In view of the foregoing findings and conclusions, I 

cannot conclude that MSHA has established that the violatic 

in question was significant and substantial. Given the she 

duration that the exhaust tubing was 22 feet from the face, 

as well as the fact that the low level of methane and the 

condition of the methane monitor and machine were in compl: 

with other applicable standards, a finding of significant 

and substantial is unsupportabJ.e. Accordingly, that portic 

of the citation alleging a significant and substantial vio! 

IS VACATED. 

With regard to Citation No. 2063916, I conclude and 

find that MSHA has established that it was a "significant 

and substantial" violation. I agree with MSHA's arguments 

that the interruption to the ventilation flow resulted in 

a significant decrease in the amount of air required to be 

maintained where coal was being cut. This marked decrease 

in air presented a substantial hazard to the miners workinc 



Ln une ci 

that the 

3ust bag 

jiven the 

rom the 

such repa 

.^ould be 

and that 

ted area, 
^-^L-x^uxciriy wnere the facts here show 

interruption to ventilation was caused by a rod 

ventilation tubing.' 
fact that the ventilation tubing was 390 feet 

E£££tice of using such rock bags to make 

likelihood that ventilation 
interrupted at those points where such bags were used, 

If sucked into the tubing, it would go unLtected. 

rnn-k repairing the tubing by the use of empty 
rock dust bags was established by Monterey's own witness, ^ 

and he apparently was aware of the fact that miners would 

often make repairs in this manner. While I recognize that 

the methane readings found by Inspector Gulley outby the face 

were low, and that he took, none at the immediate face, the 

tact IS that the violation occurred while coal was being 

cut, and the interrupted ventilation caused by the practice 

of using rock bags to make repairs to the tubing, -- 

presented a significant and substantial hazard to miners. 

Accordingly, the inspector's finding in this regard IS AFFIRMED. 

of Business and Effect of Civil Penalties on the Respondent 
Ability to Continue in Business. 

The parties have stipulated that Monterey is a large 

mine operator and that the payment of the assessed civil 

penalties will not adversely affect its ability to remain 

in business. I adopt these stipulations as my findings and 

conclusions. 

History of Prior Violations 

Monterey's history of prior violations has been previously 

discussed. Aside from MSHA's failure to present any specific 

information concerning prior violations of section 75.316, MSHA 

presents no arguments dealing with Monterey's overall compliance 

history, and whether or not that history warrants any additional 

increases in the penalties to be assessed in these proceedings. 

I note that MSHA's computerized print-out for the two-year 

period of 1980-1982, reflects approximately 347 violations, 

and that for the prior 1982-1983, the print-out reflects 

98 violations, all issued at the No. 1 Mine. I have considered 

this information in assessing the penalties in these proceedings 

However, I believe it is incumbent on MSHA to establish any 

correlation between an operator's past track record and an 
4...___•_ __I,--. r*or‘nrH M^HA' s 



I conclude and find that Citations 2036802 and 206. 

were both serious violations. Although the exhaust tub, 

violation was found to be "non-S&S," and while it was 

unlikely that an accident would have occurred within th( 

relatively short period that the tubing was 22 feet froi 

the face, these are factors which go to the degree of t: 

severity of the situation, and may not serve to establi; 

that the violation was nonserious. In short, I find th. 

while Citation 2036802 did not involve a significant an< 

substantial violation, noncompliance with the cited sta: 

was serious. 

With regard to Citation 2063916, I conclude and fi: 

that this was a serious violation in that the air prese: 

where the machine was cutting coal was substantially re< 

due to the interrupted air flow in the ventilation tubi. 

Such an occurrence could easily reoccur and go undetect 

because using rock dust bags to make repairs on the tub 

could easily result in the bags being sucked into the t' 

without anyone knowing it. 

Negligence 

Citation No. 2036802 

Monterey concedes that it violated the applicable i 

and ventilation provision which prompted the inspector 

issue the citation in question. A mine operator is pre 

to know the contents of his own plans, and the facts in 

case establish that Monterey knew or should have known ' 

the conditions cited by the inspector. Accordingly, I 

and find that the violation resulted from a high degree 

negligence and this is reflected in the civil penalty a 

by me for this violation. As an aside, had MSHA produc 

credible testimony that the miners made it a practice n 

to advance the ventilation tubing as reguired by the pi 

I would find gross negligence and would have increased 

penalty assessment substantially. 



ii stated during tne nearing znaz -its proDaoiy noc a 

.me only occurrence.” Under the circumstances, I 

ide and find that this violation resulted from gross 

jence. Routinely making such repairs with empty rock 

Dags" rather than the materials specifically manufactured 

ich purposes indicates to me that Monterey in this 

CQ failed to exercise the slightest degree of care, 

it is altogether possible that mine management was 

:e of this practice, I cannot conclude here that this 

2 case. Mr. Mottershaw is the company safety coordinator, 

LS testimony indicates prior knowledge of this practice. 

Penalty Assessments 

the basis of the foregoing findings and conclusions, 

iking into account the requirements of Section 110(i) 

2 Act, I conclude and find that the following civil penalty 

sments are appropriate for the citations which have 

affirmed: 

LAKE 83-52 

ion No. Date 30 CFR Section Assessment 

02 12/28/82 75.316 $300 

t LAKE 83-61 

ion No. Date 30 CFR Section Assessmen t 

16 2/3/83 75.316 $850 

ORDER 

Respondent Monterey Coal Company IS ORDERED to pay the 

ties assessed by me, as shown above, within thirty (30) 

of the date of these decisions and Order, and upon receipt 

yment by MSHA, the cases are dismissed. 

Findings and Conclusions 

t No. LAKE 84-17 

This case involves a ”non*~S&S" Section 104 (a) Citation 

319281, issued by MSHA Inspector George J. Cerutti 



A clear travelway at least 24 inches 
wide wasn't provided along the Main North 
Belt Conveyor on the east side of the belt 
at the following location of Rock and Clay 
at these crosscuts. 198 to 202, 194-193, 
192-193, 19 0-191, 188-189 , 18 6-180 , 177- 
178, 176-175, 171-170, 165-164, 161, 160, 
158-159, 156-157, 154-153, 154-153 [sic], 
151-150, 148-149, 147-146, 151-150 [sic], 
148-149 [sic], 146-147, 140-139, 130-131, 
112-109, 110-108, 107-106—west side 99-100, 
93-94, 90. 

Respondent's motion to consolidate this case with the 
preceding cases concerning basically the same factual and 
legal issues was granted by me by Order j.ssued on January 
1984. Respondent does not dispute the conditions or pract 
described by the inspector, waived its right to a hearing, 
and agreed that all prior stipulations and agreements cone 
the preceding dockets are equally applicable in this case. 
Further, respondent advances the same legal defenses in th 
case as it did in the prior cases, and I assume that MSHA' 
position would also be the consistent with its arguments i 
the prior cases. 

ORDER 

My findings and conclusions with respect to the 
interpretation of section 75.1403-5(g), as well as the 
application of that standard and the safeguard notice to 
the belt conveyor walkways in question in the prior docket 
are equally applicable in this case. Accordingly, they ar 
incorporated herein by reference as my findings and conclu 
in this case. Under the circumstances. Citation No. 23192 
IS VACATED. 

Administrative Law Judge 
tras 

Distribution: 

Miguel Carmona, Esq., U.S. Department of Labor, Office of 
Solicitor, 230 S. Dearborn St., 8th FI., Chicago, IL 60604 



ETIA COAL COMPANY, 
Contestant 

V . 

CONTEST PROCEEDING 

Docket No, PENN 83-229-R 
Citation No. 2111785? 8/5/83 

RETARY OF LABOR, 
INE SAFETY AND HEALTH 
DMINISTRATION (MSlIA) , 

Respondent 

Lucerne No. 8 Mine 

DECISION 

earances; Jerome H. Simonds, Esq., Freedman, Levy, 
Kroll & Simonds, Washington, D.C, and 
William M, Darr, Esq., Indiana, 
Pennsylvania, for Contestant? 
Catherine Oliver Murphy, Esq., Office of 
the Solicitor, CJ. S. Department of Labor, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for Respondent. 

ore: Judge Merlin 

This case is a notice of contest originally filed by 
vetia Coal Company for review of a citation dated August 5, 
3, issued by an inspector of the Mine Safety and Health 
inistration (hereafter referred to as MSHA) under section 
(a) of the Federal Mine Safety and Health Act of 1977, 30 
• C. § 814(a), alleging a violation of 30 C.F.R. § 75.200, 
idont to a roof fall which killed a miner. The citation 
vacated on September 12, 1983. Pursuant to a motion to 

hdraw filed by the operator on September 20 , 1983, I 
missed the case on October 5, 1983. 

On October 26, 1983, the citation was modified to 
tore the original citation and change it to one issued 
er section 104(d)(1) of the Act, 30 U.S.C. 814(d)(1), 
operator again filed a notice of contest. The Solicitor 

ed an answer asserting the citation was properly issued 
er section 104(d)(1). By Notice of Hearing dated 
ember 6 , 1983, I set the case for hearing on February 1, 
4, and directed the filing of prehearing statements, 

h parties filed such prehearing statements. 



suDnii-CT:ea no eviueiice. 

30 C.F.R. § 75.200, which appears in the Act as 
302(a) , 30 U.S.C- § 862 (a) provides as follows: 

Each operator shall undertake to carry 
out on a continuing basis a program to improve 
the roof control system of each coal mine and 
the means and measures to accomplish such 
system. The roof and ribs of all active 
underground roadways, travelways, and working 
places shall be supported or otherwise con¬ 
trolled adequately to protect persons from 
falls of the roof or ribs. A roof control 
plan and revisions thereof suitable to the 
roof conditions and mining system of each 
coal mine and approved by the Secretary shall 
be adopted and set out in printed form on or 
before May 29, 1970. The plan shall show the 
type of support and spacing approved by the 
Secretary. Such plan shall be reviewed 
periodically, at least every 6 months by the 
Secretary, taking into consideration any 
falls of roof or ribs or inadequacy of 
support of roof or ribs. No person shall 
proceed beyond the last permanent support 
unless adequate temporary support is provided 
or unless such temporary support is not 
required under the approved roof control plan 
and the absence of such support will not pose 
a hazard to the miners. A copy of the plan 
shall be furnished to the Secretary or his 
authorized representative and shall be 
available to the miners and their repre¬ 
sentatives. 

47G 



under the supervision of Stove Lenosky, 
Section Foreman, in that additional safety 
precautions were not taken to assure the 
safety of the miners after a bad roof con¬ 
dition was observed by the Section Foreman 
who had related the conditions to the roof 
bolti.ng crew. The roof in the affected area 
fell while only a minimum amount of temporary 
support was being installed. This violation 
was revealed during a fatal roof fall accident 
investigation. 

The order of vacation dated September 12, 1983, state 

September 12, 1983 at 1:50 p.m. As a 
result of a manager's conference held on 9-8-83, 
new i.nformation was presented by the operator 
and UMWA Local 3548 committeemen, a violation 
did not exist. The citation Mo. 2111785 
issued on 8-5-83 is hereby vacated. 

The order of modification dated October 26, 1983, 
ites: 

104(a) Citation No. 2111785 issued 
8/5/83 for a violation of 75.200 and vacated 
9/12/83 is modified to restore the original 
citation, change type of action to a 104(d)(1) 
citation, negligence from low to moderate. 
The modification is a result of additional 
information received after the manager's 
conference and as a result of a re-evaluation 
of the condition. The citation had been 
previously terminated on 8/5/83. 



confusion and facts surrounding this citation. 

An Accident Report dated September 8, 1983, signed by 
MSHA inspectors Donald J. Kj.emick and Michael Bondra recitef 
that a roof fall accident occurred on August 2, 1983, at 
approximately 10:30 p.m. resulting in multiple injuries to 
Frank F. Sorbin, a roof bolter helper and causing his death 
on August 4, 1983. According to the report mining was goinc 
on in the belt entry. The coal seam was 4 feet high but 
because this was the belt entry, an extra 2 feet of top roc} 
was bej.ng taken down. On the prior shift, however, the lefl 
side of the place had been mined to a height of 7 feet so 
that when mining continued at the proper 6 foot height a 
brow of one foot was created. Coal was mined on the right 
side for 20 feet and then 3 or 4 temporary supports were 
installed. The continuous miner then moved to the left sid( 
mining coal and top rock, and 3 posts were installed. The 
roof was chipping near the brow in the center of the place 
so the miner moved back to the right, knocked out the posts 
and cut down more top. After 10 feet of top rock had been 
cut down, additional chipping was scaled down with the head 
of the miner. A cutter (crack) appeared after two or three 
shuttle cars of rock had been cut down from the right side. 
The section foreman cautioned the men to be careful and to 
install roof jacks on both sides of the cutter. After some 
jacks 'were installed, the rock fell on Mr. Sorbin. The 
Accident Report states in its opening paragraph that the 
rock fell as Mr. Sorbin was preparing to install a temporary 
roof support, but in paragrapFi 8 of the Discussion and 
Evaluation, the report states that it was not established 
what Mr. Sorbin was doing at the time of the accident. The 
report concludes that the roof was not supported or con¬ 
trolled adequately to protect miners from a roof fall, that 
the accident occurred because management failed to have a 
roof supported adequately after a known bad roof condition 
was observed,- and that failure to maintain a uniform roof 
horikjon at the working face may have been a contributing 
factor. 
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cutter and that the placement of temporary supports was 
the minimum. As appears above, two days previously on 

ber 26, the citation was reinstated as a section 104(d)(1) 
tion. 

At the hearing several witnesses testified to explain 
various actions MSIIA had taken. Harry Thompson, a 
rvisory coal mine safety and health inspector with 
onsibility for the subject mine, testified that on the 
.ing of August 3 , 1983 , he accornpani.ed Michael Bondra, 
of the inspectors under his supervision, on the con- 
lation of a regular inspection they v^;ere conducting at 
mine (Tr. 16). Mr. Thompson stated that at 9 a.m. he 
Mr. Bondra looked at the area and that Mr. Bondra 
;ured the distances between roof supports in the subject 
i, but according to Mr. Thompson they were not on an 
istigation (Tr. 17, 23-24). Neither he nor Mr. Bondra 
;ed to anyone who had been at the scene at the time of 
accident and at that time he did not knov/ when the 

‘man became aware of the cutter (Tr. 23, 27, 32, 37). He 
» stated he did not know any of the circumstances sur- 
iding the accident such as when the cutter appeared (Tr. 

He and Mr. Bondra did not evaluate the situation 
)nd taking the measurements. Mr. Thompson was of the 
lion that when the accident occurred the operator was in 
process of setting temporary supports, although he spoke 

lo one who was there and although other witnesses indi- 
'd that no one knew for sure what the decedent was doing 
I he was killed (Tr. 35-37, 39-40, 70-72, 158-159). 
>ite the fact that his knowledge of what happened on the 
?r night was limited in the manner he described, 
Thompson expressed the view at the hearing that there 
no violation because the roof was supported adequately 
the requirements of the plan were met (Tr. 26 , 31, 33, 

Moreover, Mr. Thompson told company officials on the 
ing of August 3 that there had been no violation at the 

5 of the fall (Tr. 20-21, 42). 



decedent was doing (Tr, 35-36, 70, 148, 158-159). 

Finally, Mr. Lenyo testified that he spoke to Mr. Thomps 
at 2 a.m. on August 3, before Mr. Thompson went to the mine 
at which time they both agreed it would be good if they knew 
exactly what happened there in case something should develop 
(Tr. 147-148). This earlier call renders untenable Mr. Thomf 
assertion that he was just on a regular inspection and not 
conducting an investigation. In his testimony Mr. Thompson 
did not mention the 2 a.m. phone call. 

Mr. Bondra, the MSHA inspector who visited the area 
with Mr. Thompson on August 3, testified that he took 
measurements and saw no violation (Tr. 44-45, 57-58). He 
also told everyone concerned at the mine that he was there 
as a regular inspector and was not on an investigation (Tr. 
44). Mr. Bondra was of the opinion that the roof had been 
adequately supported and that additional supports would not 
have helped (Tr. 58, 62, 69-70). He believed roof conditions 
were good although a brow and cutter were present (Tr. 73). 
Mr, Bondra stated the brow might or might not have con¬ 
tributed to the instability of the roof (Tr. 86). He furthei 
admitted that it would have been better to set additional 
supports as soon as the cutter was seen and that reducing 
the distance between supports is good practice, under circum¬ 
stances such as were present here (Tr. 74, 79-80). 

After the decedent died, Mr. Bondra was appointed to 
the 3-man investigation team (Tr. 46-47). The investigation 
began on August 4 (Tr. 47). After the investigation was 
completed, a 104(a) citation was issued on August 5 (Tr. 

48). Mr. Bondra stated that he did not believe a citation 
should have been issued although the other team members 
thought it should (Tr. 60). The citation was issued by 
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lanager’s conference was held at the request of the operator 
:o discuss the validity of the citation issued on August 5, 
L983. Mr, Robert Nelson, a supervisory coal mine inspector 
.n the Indiana, Pennsylvania Field Office, the same office 
iS Mr. Thompson, was assigned by the District Manager one or 
:wo days previously to handle the conference (Tr. 92-93}. 

set forth above, the supervisory inspection of the subject 
line was Mr. Thompson's responsibility (Tr, 16, 137). 
1r. Nelson had the same duties with respect to other mines 
covered by the office (Tr. 137), At the conference Mr. Nelson 
;as told by company and union people that the operator was 
in the process of starting to correct the situation by 
setting temporary supports (Tr. 97-98, 102-103). Mr. Nelson 
/as also "acutely aware" that Mr. Thompson and Mr. Bondra 
lelieved there was no violation and had issued no citation 
)n August 3 (Tr. 101) . According to Mr. Nelson, Mr. Bondra 
/as not in the conference room but when company and union 
leople said he was in the subject area on August 3 doing an 
.nvestigation, Mr, Bondra was called into the room and at 
.hat time stated ho was there to get information (Tr, 96) . 
?his is, of course, at variance with the descriptions of a 
regular inspection given by him and Mr. Thompson in their 
:estimony (Tr. 23, 44) . As a result of what he was told, 
Ir. Nelson decided the citation should be vacated (Tr. 102- 
.03). He wrote the wording and Mr. Bondra, as the regular 
nspector for the mine signed it (Tr. 103). 

Thus, on September 8, 1983, Mr. Bondra's name appeared 
IS co-author of the Accident Report, which places responsi- 
)ility upon the company for the accident. Just a few days 
.ater, Mr. Bondra's name also appeared on an order vacating 
:he citation. Mr. Bondra admitted he was wrong to sign the 
ikCcident Report since he did not agree with it (Tr. 62-69). 
loreover, Mr. Nelson's decision to vacate was based on 
.ncomplete information. Mr. Nelson knew about the chipping 
nd the cutter but not about the brow (Tr. 115). In addition, 

le did not know the distances between the roof supports (Tr. 
,16-117) . All he had was a rough sketch drawn by the company 
^Tr. 116-117) . He v/as thinking the supports were 3 feet 
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because Mr. Nelson would have to justify it in writing to 
Mr. Devett, the sub-district manager (Tr. 152) . From this 
scenario it appears that this is not a case of the left hanc 
not knov/ing v/hat the right hand is doing. Everybody knows 
what is going on but nobody seems to care. 

When Mr. Devett, the sub-district manager, returned 
from his vacation, he was concerned because the September 8 
manager's conference had been held without any of the 
accident investigation team being present (Tr. 180) . 
Another meeting was held on October 25 as a result of which 
it was decided to reissue the citation under section 104(d)i 
charging unwarrantable failure by the operator (Tr. 180- 
182) . Mr. Nelson testified that at the meeting of October ^ 
he learned for the first time that chipping had been going 
on while the operator had been mining, that the foreman did 
not give specific instructions to support the place, and 
that after looking at the distances MSHA believed the 
operator was setting supports only a little closer than 
normal (Tr. 120-121). Mr. Lenyo believed that after the 
cutter appeared, spacing was inadequate and that there 
should have been supports outby the cutter (Tr. 166-168). 
Mr. Devett said much the same thing (Tr. 189). 

The final turnabout occurred two days before the hearir 
when the citation was vacated again (Tr. 51). Once again, 
Mr. Bondra, the regular inspector, issued the vacation ordei 
but he did not participate in the decision to vacate (Tr. 
51-52). He just wrote it and issued it (Tr, 52 , 84-85). 
That this might be confusing and misleading to the operator 
and others apparently did not occur to MSHA officials. But 
in his testimony Mr. Bondra touched upon what appears to 
have been one of the principal reasons for the final vacatic 
of the order, i.e. he and Mr. Thompson who were first on the 
scene did not issue a citation (Tr. 52). Mr. Nelson testifi 
that Mr. Thompson wanted the re-issued citation vacated and 
spoke to Mr. Devett about it (Tr. 136). Mr. Lenyo stated 
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187). After cjoi.ng back and forth and back and forth, 
apparently decided it was stuck with what had been done 

he first instance. 

It is not surprising that MSHA officials should have 
ering opinions about a case such as this. The facts are 
edingly complex and as might be foreseen# give rise 
arying conclusions. The record is replete with differences 
the effect of the brow, use of the continuous mj.ner to 

down top that had been chipping, etc. This is to be 
ted. What is disconcerting is that in a fatality case 
as this, MSHA apparently had no mechanism for resolving 
differences, thereby enabling it to make a definitive 
easoned decision about how to proceed and present a 
stent position to the operator and everyone else in- 

ed. 

The operator has been treated unfairly. But not because 
as cited for a violation it did not commit. That is a 
ion which will not be answered because of the way this 
has been handled. This independent Commission cannot 

decide whether the operator violated the Act since there 
a outstanding citation. It may well be that if MSHA had 
aeded with the case, the operator would have successfully 
nded. Or after MSHA properly considered the matter 
s in authority might have determined on the merits that 
a was no violation. What transpired in this case is set 
1 herein only tO'demonstrate how MSHA acted. First 
arated, then cited, then exonerated, then cited again, 
finally relieved of responsibility for any violation, 
Dperator was made to go around in circles. This is the 
'r treatment of the operator which this record demonstrates. 
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The operator has moved to withdraw its notice of 
contest. The motion is Granted. 

This case is DISMISSED. 

Distribution: 

Jerome H, Simonds, Esq., Freedman, Levy, Kroll & Simonds 
1730 K Street, N.W., Suite 1100, Washington, DC 20006 

(Certified Mail) 

William M. Darr, Esq., Rochester & Pittsburgh Coal Compa 
655 Church Street, Indiana, PA 15701 (Certified Mail) 

Catherine Oliver Murphy, Esq., Office of the Solicitor, 
U. S. Department of Labor, Rm. 14480~Gateway Building, 3 
Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104 (Certified Mail) 



CHADRICK CASEBOLT, 
Complainant : 

V. : 

FALCON COAL COMPANY, INC., : 
Respondent : 

DECISION 

DISCRIMINATION PROCEEDING 

Docket No. KENT 83-56-D 

MSIIA Case No. BARB CD 82- 

South Fork Surface 

Before: Judge Kennedy 

Statement of the Case 

This discrimination complaint is before me on the 
operator's motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim 
upon which relief may be granted. 2^/ Since the motion 
relies upon matters outside the pleadings, the motion will 
be treated as a motion for summary decision. Under Rule 64, 
a motion for summary decision may be granted where the 
pleadings and matters considered outside the pleadings such 
as depositions, answers to interrogatories, admissions, and 
affidavits show (1) there is no genuine issue as to any mate: 
fact and (2) the moving party is entitled to judgment as a 
matter of law. See also Rules 12 (b), 56 of the Fed. R. Civ. 

For the purposes of the motion, the operator concedes 
complainant can establish a prima facie case of unlawful dis< 
ination. This notwithstanding the operator contends that thi 
material facts not in dispute establish that entry of a reme( 
order is inappropriate because (1) complainant suffered no 1( 
of pay since the job to which he was reassigned when he 
failed the Tech II qualification tests pays more than the 
jobs for which he was found unqualified, (2) a bona fide 
economic retrenchment subsequently eliminated the job of 
Tech II, surveyor, to which complainant seeks instatement, 
and (3) complainant's lack of technical qualifications for 
both the job of Tech II, surveyor, and Tech II, draftsman/ 
mapper, bars complainant's assertion of entitlement to 
either of these positions solely by reason of his competitive 
seniority. 

'iTie complaint charges a wroiigful interference with 
complainant's bidding (bumping) rights under Falcon's collec 
bargaining agreement. 



between the protected activity alleged and the claimed 
discriminatory disqualification, and (2) upon a finding t 
such discrimination occurred issue (a) an order requirinc 
operator to create a vacancy for a Tech II, surveyor, jot 
and override the competitive seniority or bidding rights 
other miners to place complainant in that job or (b) ovei 
ride the seniority rights of incumbents in the remaining 
Tech II, surveyor, jobs in order to instate complainant c 
(c) if complainant's right to the surveyor and the drafts 
mapper jobs is barred, award complainant "front pay," i.e 
monetary damages for his temporary (3 months) loss of opf 
tunity and for the emotional, psychic and domestic distre 
brought on as a result of his reassignment to a higher- 
paying but lower status job, 3/ 

In May and October 1982, there were two company-wide 
reductions in force necessitated by the loss of contracts 
to supply coal to the TVA. 

3/ Complainant states that as a result of the operator’s 
S’! scriminatory action: 

I have been taken away from a job that I cared 
about, one that promises a good future. It also 
deprived me a lot of times with my family by having 
to work nights. It placed me in a dangerous 
situation of which I was not prepared for. It 
has deprived me of my rights within the contract 
and the MSHA laws, and also I had a psychological 
trauma which has brought hardship on my family 
life. It has been very hard for me to accept that 
the company would permit something like this to 
occur. 
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Compton, Kentucky, was first employed by Falcon Coal Company 
a subsidiary of Diamond Shamrock Corporation of Lexington, 
Kentucky on December 13, 1976, His job was that of tipple 
worker at the Breathitt County Tipples. Three months later 
his immediate superior recommended he be discharged for 
unsatisfactory work performance. After a grievance hearing 
it was found the recommendation stemmed from a personality 
conflict between Mr. Casebolt and his supervisor, Mr. Carpen 

Arrangements were made to transfer Mr. Casebolt to the 
Engineering Department. Thus in March 1977, Casebolt found 
himself assigned as an Engineer Helper in Falcon’s Engineer! 
Department working under the supervision of the Chief Engine 
Chester Stevens, 

Casebolt's run-in with Carpenter did not sit well with 
his new supervisor. Statements from several individuals who 
were in the Engineering Department at the time attest that 
Stevens let his dislike for Casebolt be widely known among 
his coworkers. Stevens told them he was forced to take 
Casebolt in the Engineering Department and that he did not 
want anyone to help Casebolt learn the job or show him how 

57 I wish to emphasi^ thaT Tny findings with respect to the 
facts and background of the discrimination alleged are made 
solely for the purpose of determining the motion. Because I 
have not heard the witnesses, I cannot finally resolve the 
conflicts in witness statements or the questions of 
credibility presented. As the story unfolds, the reader 
will understand why resolution of these conflicts is irrele¬ 
vant to my ultimate disposition. 

The record shows that Mr, Casebolt holds a BA degree 
(Class of '71) from Morehead State University with a major i 
Physical Education and minors in Biology and .Sociology. At 
the time of his employment by Falcon in 1976 he was 29 years 
old, married with a family. He may have been over qualified 

in terms of education for the job of general laborer at a 
mine preparation plant. His employment application shows he 
did not seek employment in a job involving mechanical or 
engineering skills but something that would enable him to 
employ his clerical skills. 



IS "weaK. in mat nematics" ana tnat arter tnree montns in tt 
Engineering Department he decided to assign him to the jol 
of water sampler. Performance of this job did not require 
any of the skills needed to be a surveyor or draftsman/ma^ 
which were the jobs to which others in the Engineering 
Department • were assigned. 6_/ Management animosity againsi 
Casebolt apparently goes back/ as his coworkers said, a 
long way. 

When Casebolt started work in the Engineering Depart¬ 
ment he was assigned as a rod and chain man with one of tl 
surveying crews. He completed his probationary period 
three months later. At that time (June 13, 1977), his 
performance was rated as "substandard but making progress. 
About a month after this evaluation, Stevens changed 
Casebolt's job from that of surveyor to that of water 
sampler. He continued, however, to be classified and paic 
as a Tech II, Engineer Helper. He worked under Stevens' 
direct supervision. The new assignment deprived Casebolt 
of the opportunity for any extensive on-the-job training c 
a surveyor or draftsman/mapper. Nevertheless, the pay wai 
the same and, with the exception noted below, Casebolt 
remained in the job without complaint for the next five 
years. 

During the period in question, March 1977 to Novembei 
1982, Falcon claims its Engineering Department consisted c 
a Chief Engineer who supervised the department and two 

divisions consisting of (1) the three field surveying cre\ 
and (2) the two miners assigned to drafting/mapping work. 
The water sampling job was first assigned as an additional 
duty to the members of the surveying crews. After Casebo! 
was assigned to it, however, it became his full-time job < 
the others did not participate. While Casebolt claims hij 
understanding was that he was qualified to perform any 
Tech II position in the department because his classifica¬ 
tion for pay purposes was the same as the other Tech II's 
it appears that he was already in a "dead end" job. 

6/ The operator claims that the knowledge and skill requ; 
of a water sampler are comparable to those of "high school 
aged lifeguards [who perform] similar water sampling dutit 
at swimming pools in the summer." 



used against him. At the urging of Campbell, Casebolt 
finally took the written math exams for the jobs of surveyo 
and draftsman/mapper on October 15 and November 12, 1981. 

On the first test Casebolt scored 47.2% and on the second 
51.6%. The arbitrator found a passing score of 70% was 
required to qualify for the Tech II surveying and draftsman 
mapper jobs, 8_/ Casebolt was afforded the opportunity to 
retake the tests in July 1982 at the time he tried to bump 
Mark Sheffel from a Tech II, surveying position but accordi 
to Jay Watts, the Chief Engineer, Casebolt declined to take 

the tests. It was Casebolt's position then, as now, that 
because he was already in the Engineering Department he 

could bump on the basis of his competitive seniority alone 
and that his competitive seniority was in no way qualified 
by a requirement to show a proficiency in mathematics. 

Work As A Water Sampler 

As a water sampler, Casebolt was responsible for 
collecting water samples from the silt ponds located at 
respondent's various surface mines. Because this required 
him to drive and work alone in remote mountainous terrain 
where dangerous conditions existed, he requested his 1978 
pickup truck be furnished with a two-way radio. On several 
occasions during 1978 and 1979, Casebolt requested such 
communications equipment. It was not until some time in 

7/ Casebolt's concern over his job security may have been 
stimulated by the cancellation of a large coal supply agree¬ 
ment with TVA. As a result of this contract cancellation, 
Falcon began to reduce its work force on January 7 , 19 80. 

£/ There is no claim that Casebolt failed these tests 
because of any protected activity. 
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June 15, 1982. Two weeks later he was bumped from his j( 
as Tech II, water sampler by Jim Hutchinson a Tech II, s\ 
with greater competitive seniority. 

The Rif's 

During 1982, two major series of seniority bumpings 
took place. The first of these occurred on June 7, 1982 
response to a reduction in force which Falcon began on Me 
1982. The Rif first hit the Engineering Department when 

Watts successfully bumped Woody Gabbard from a Tech II, 
surveyor job on Field Crew #1. The consequences of this 
series of seniority bumpings is shown on the attached 
diagram, Exhibit 1. 

As Exhibit 1 shows, Woody Gabbard bumped Archie Com) 
who bumped Ben Johnson who bumped Jim Hutchinson who bum] 
Chad Casebolt. Casebolt then attempted to bump Mike She: 
a Tech II, surveyor with less seniority. At this point, 
Falcon invoked the provisions of Section 9(c)(iii) of th^ 
collective bargaining agreement to require Casebolt demoi 
strate his qualifications for the position by taking a 

£7 Falcon* s T^ilure^ and refusal to furnish Casebolt wit] 

this equipment until almost two years after it was requei 
may have constituted a violation of 30 C.F.R. 77.1700. 
This provides: 

No employee shall be assigned, or allowed, or be 
required to perform work alone in any area where 
hazardous conditions exist that would endanger his 
safety unless he can communicate with others, can 
be heard, or can be seen. 
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the same manner as bidding on a new job posting (Section 
) (iv)) required Casebolt to meet the job qualifications 

The collective bargaining agreement between Falcon and 
company union, Falcon Coal Company Employees' Association, 

dated July 13, 1981. The provisions invoked provided 
follows: 

9. SENIORITY, LAYOFF AND JOB POSTING, (a) Seniority 
shall be determined on the basis of the length of 
continuous full-time employment with Falcon . . . 

* * * 

(c) If a reduction in the work force is made, 
layoffs of Association Members shall be based 
upon company-wide seniority and shall be 
accomplished as follows: 

★ ★ * 

(iii) Subject to the provisions of subsection 
(iv) below an Association Member with sufficient 
seniority to remain in the Company after such 
layoff, but who has been displaced in the pro¬ 
visions of this section, shall exercise his 
seniority rights within five (5) days and displace 
any Association Member with less seniority. An 
Association Member so exercising his seniority 
shall have five (5) working days in which to 
prove his ability to perform the job, just as 
if he had obtained the new job through the bid 
system provided for herein. In the event that 
such an Association Member is unable to perform 
such new job, he shall again exercise his seniority 

rights until he finds a job he can perform. 



supervision ol Jay wattis, , Vo Top? 
The test was administered on July 6, 1, 8, 9 and il , lyo^:. 
Mr. Casebolt was asked to perform the same nine duties 
usually required of all Tech II/ surveyors. These are run 
level/ set tripods/ rod for cross sections, roll up tape, 
use reducing arc, keep field notes, reduce field notes, plo 
cross-section notes and plot pit surveys. Watts’s notes of 
Casebolt’s performance during the five-day period showed he 
performed poorly on most of the subjects on which he was 
tested. Based on an evaluation of his performance by 
Watts, Larry Allen and Mark Campbell on July 12, and on the 
fact that Mike Sheffel had five years experience on the job 
with adequate performance ratings. Falcon declared Caisebolt 

unqualified to bump Sheffel. 

Approximately a week later, Casebolt attempted to bump 
into the Tech II drafting/mapping position held by Charles 
Booth. He was found disqualified for this position also bu- 
has not alleged that this disqualification resulted from 
any wrongful interference with his bumping rights. 

While Casebolt was attempting to bump into the Tech II 
surveyor job held by Sheffel, Sheffel was attempting to bum] 
into the drafting/mapping position held by Booth. Sheffel 
was also found disqualified for Booth's position. 

11/ wTiile Falcon admits that "Passing the written exam is 
not required if the employee's performance during the 
five-day qualification period or previous work experience 
demonstrates that the employee has the requisite mathematicc 
proficiency," it claimed Casebolt's work experience and 
previous demonstrated math deficiency did not justify 
waiving the written math test in his case. The arbitrator 
agreed. 

The job qualifications set forth in Exhibit "B" to the 
collective barbaining agreement are as follows: 

5. ENGINEERING-TECHNICIAN II—Knowledge of general 
mathematics and fundamentals of Algebra and 
Trigonometry for use in the solution of routine 
engineering oriented technical problems. 
Proficient in engineering, lettering and 
drafting. Knowledge of proper rod and chain 
techniques. 



The Arbitration 

Casebolt took the question of his disqualification for 
both Tech II jobs to arbitration and on August 18, 1982, the 
arbitrator denied the grievance. At the arbitration hearing 
Casebolt did not contend that he was disqualified because 
of any activity protected under the Mine Act. What he did 
contend was that it was discriminatory for Falcon to require 

him to demonstrate proficiency in the duties of a Tech II 
when none of those holding such jobs had been required to 
demonstrate such proficiency. Casebolt's lawyer argued that 
since he and the others were classified as Tech II engineers 
at a time when there were no contractually specified qualifi¬ 
cations for the position Falcon could not condition the 
exercise of his competitive seniority rights on a showing th< 
he met the job qualifications set forth in Exhibit "B" to th( 
collective bargaining agreement. 

The arbitrator rejected this and held the company was 
not estopped to challenge Casebolt's qualifications for a 
Tech II surveying or mapping job because, 

The Company has the right to expect any employee 
who bumps into a position to have the requisite 
abilities at the time of the bump or at least be 
able to demonstrate adequate ability within the 
five (5) day qualification period established by 
the Agreement. It must be remembered that the Company 
not only owes the bumping employee an opportunity to 

show his ability in the new job, but also owes the 
employee who is being bumped the opportunity to retain 
his position if the bumper does not have the requisite 
abilities. 

In essence, then, it is my opinion that, under the 
circumstances before me in this case, merely because 
the Grievant was properly classified as an Engineering 
Technical II does not mean that he was properly 
qualified for a job on the mapping and survey crew. 
The duties and qualifications of a water sampler are 
so separate and distinct from those of the mapping 
and survey crew that I cannot conclude that the 



or go through the five (5) day qualification period in ord 
to bump into a job of another Engineering Technician II" t 
written and field testing were particularly appropriate fo 
Casebolt because "no other Engineering Technician II has 
been almost exclusively assigned to water sampling duties, 
with only limited experience and other abilities required 
of that classification." / P« 9. 

With respect to the claim of "premeditated, retaliate 
discrimination," the arbitrator found that while the evide 
showed the Chief Engineer, Jay Watts, disliked Casebolt an 
may have pressured him in such a way as to prejudice Caseb 
performance during the five-day field test, a review of Wa 
contemporaneous notes of Casebolt's field performance and 
the written math tests, which were unaffected by Watts's 
conduct, was persuasive of the fact that he did not posses 
the job qualifications prescribed by the collective bargai 
agreement. pp. 3, 6, 8, 9. Thus, the arbitrator held 
that, notwithstanding the discrimination alleged, the evid 
was "sufficiently tangible and objective" to support the 
Company's decision to disqualify Casebolt from the positic 
of Tech II, surveying and mapping. p. 9. 

Casebolt has never contested the arbitrator's finding 
that he failed to demonstrate a lack of proficiency in 
mathematics. Complainant's contention before me as before 
the arbitrator is that he was not bound by the terms of th 
collective bargaining agreement to show a proficiency in 
algebra and trigonometry because (1) he was classified as 
a Tech II before the job qualifications were put in the 
contract, (2) he continued in the classification for some 

time after they were inserted, and (3) no other Tech II wa 
required as a condition of exercise of his bumping rights 

40.1 



The results of the 1981 math tests, which Casebolt took 
voluntarily and which he has never claimed were tainted with 
Watts's alleged discriminatory conduct, were reliable, 
probative and substantial evidence of his lack of knowledge 
and skills for the job of surveyor or mapper. This evidence 
which came from his own hand at a time when he was trying to 

qualify for the jobs in question is, I believe, dispositive 
of any claim that but for his protected activity he would 
not have been disqualified. Consequently, whether or not 
Watts's motive was as malevolent as claimed, the smoking gun 
of disqualification came from Casebolt's own hand. 

In arriving at this conclusion, I have given appropriatt 

but not controlling, deference to the arbitrator's "speciali: 
competence" in interpreting the seniority provisions of the 
contract. 13/ I find this position to be in accord with 
both the doctrine of deference with respect to arbitral 
decisions that interpret the competitive seniority provision: 
of collective bargaining agreements and complainant's right 

12/ The arbitrator stated that "I have personally reviewed 
both tests taken by the Grievant and find them to be fair, 
appropriate and reasonable." Casebolt has never challenged 
the fairness of the math tests. 

13/ While no transcript was made of Casebolt's arbitration 

hearing, a complete and authentic copy of the collective 
bargaining agreement in question has been furnished in 
support of the operator's motion. The arbitrator's decision 
contains a recitation of the evidence submitted by the 
parties. This closely parallels that in the MSHA investiga¬ 
tion file which is also In the record. 



intent to exciuae uaseDoii lxuih Liitr ... 
the exercise of seniority bumping rights by Section 9(c)(iii 

and Exhibit "B”. Further, I agree with the arbitrator that 
in view of Casebolt's failure to pass the written math exam 

less than a year previously and his limited experience on- 
the-job it was reasonable for Falcon to require Casebolt to 

demonstrate his qualifications for both jobs. I find 
particularly unappealing the argument that the alleged 
deficiencies of others in the engineering department excused 
Casebolt’s lack of qualifications. In this connection, I 
note Casebolt has never claimed that the man he tried to 
bump, Mike Sheffel, v/as lacking in any of the essential 
qualifications required by the contract. Accordingly, 
whether I apply the doctrine of deference or my own ^ novo 
review of the contract I conclude Casebolt's competitive 
seniority rights were subject to the job qualification 
provisions of the contract. 15/ 

14/ See W. R. Grace & Co. v. Local 759, _ U.S. _, 
76 L Ed 2d 298, 306 (1983). See also the NLRB's deferral 
policy in Morris, The Developing Labor Law, Ch. 20, Accommo¬ 
dation to Arbitration, (2d ed. DNA, 1983) and Olln Corporate 
268 NLRB No. 86 (1984). No Commission decision has ^reVioTis 
touched on the question of the extent to which a trial judge 
should defer to arbitral decisions involving the interactior 
of job qualifications with the exercise of competitive 
seniority rights. Prior decisions of the Commission have 
focused on the standards governing the weight to be accorded 
to credibility and disputed factual findings by arbitrators 
with respect to activity involved in section 105(c) retaliat 
(discrimination) cases. See, David Hollis v. Consolidation 

Coal Company, _ FMSHRC _, decided January 9 , 1984. 
Compare, Alexander v. Gardner-denyer, 415 U.S. 36, 59-60, 
n. 21 (1974), In Gardner-Denver, the Supreme Court recognis 
the "specialized competence of arbitrators" in interpreting 
collective bargaining agreements. at 53, 57. 

15/ Since my ^ novo determination is congruent with that c 
the arbitration, I find it unnecessary to deal with Casebolt 
claim that the arbitrator was not technically authorized to 
hear and determine his grievance. 



from a protected activity instead of a personality conflict 
and general animus against him on the part of his supervisor 

MSHA's investigation confirmed that several of Casebolt 
co-workers witnessed acts of continuous harrassment by 
Watts during the five-day test period. One individual 
claimed he saw Watts "throw rocks at Casebolt when he was 
trying to set up a tripod." Mike Sheffel told the investi¬ 
gator that after he was bumped by Casebolt, but before 
Casebolt was found disqualified, Jay Watts told him he did 
not like Casebolt and "would make sure Casebolt did not 
qualify for the surveying job." Watts denies having ever 
said this. He also denied that Casebolt's requests for a 
two-way radio had anything to do with his disqualification. 
He said that Casebolt had worked with a surveying crew 
for about two months several years earlier but had no 
experience with new equipment introduced since then. Watts 
thought the C.B. radio which he claimed was furnished Casebo 
in 1979 provided an adequate means of communication. 

For the purposes of the motion, I do not resolve the 
conflicts in the statements of the witnesses or attempt to 
determine the "true" motive'for Casebolt's disqualification. 
I am assuming for the purposes of the motion that Casebolt 
was disqualified at least in part for his claimed protected 
activity. 

16/ .For example in the grievance proceeding the Union, on 
behalf of Casebolt, offered evidence which showed that Watts 
told Sheffel, the miner Casebolt was trying to bump, that 
Sheffel need not worry because Watts did not like Casebolt 
and would make sure Casebolt didn't qualify for the surveyin' 
job. At the arbitration hearing this was cited as showing a 
premeditated intent to discriminate against Casebolt. The 
arbitrator found the Union's evidence established a "long¬ 
standing personality confict" between Watts and Casebolt 
which put Casebolt under pressure during his five-day field 
test. But, the arbitrator concluded, even if the field 
test was unfair, the math tests were not and that Casebolt's 
refusal to retake them was tantamount to an admission that 
he lacked the knowledge and skills necessary to perform the 
job. 



Tne Second Rit 

In the meantime, on October 15, 1982, a second compa 

wide reduction in force necessitated by the loss of addi¬ 

tional TVA contracts resulted in the elimination of one 

Tech I and two Tech II jobs in Field Survey Crew #3. See 

Exhibit 2 attached. Archie Combs who was a Tech I in Fie 

Crew #3 bumped Jim Hutchinson, who had earlier bumped 

Casebolt, from the water sampling job and Hutchinson beca 

a rock truck driver on the night shift with Casebolt, Be 

Johnson, who earlier had been bumped from the Tech I job 

by Archie Combs into a Tech II job bumped Eugene Turner f 

a Tech II job on Field Crew #2. Turner tried, unsuccessf 

to bump into the Tech II job held by Charles Booth in the 

mapping/drafting division and then successfully bumped in 

a job as a rock truck driver with Casebolt on the night 

shift. Finally, with the elimination of Field Crew 

Mike Sheffel, whom Casebolt hod been unsuccessful in bump 

back in July, had to bump into a position as a rock truck 

driver on the night shift with Casebolt. 

Thus, by November 15, 1982, when these realignments 

taken place all the Tech I and II jobs in the surveying d 

were held by men senior in service to Casebolt and two me 

with greater seniority and experience as either Tech I or 

II’s (Turner and Hutchinson) were driving rock trucks on 

night shift with Casebolt. Further, Mike Sheffel who hel 

the job Casebolt tried to bump into was also driving a rc 

truck on the night shift. For these reasons, the operate 

contends that even if Casebolt was disqualified as the 

result of some unlawful discrimination in July 1982 he wc 

still have ended up driving a rock truck on the night shi 

with his junior Mike Sheffel and his seniors Hutchinson a 

Turner in October 1982. 17/ I find the material facts nc 

in dispute show (1) that Casebolt was technically unquali 

for a Tech II job and (2) that as the result of a bona fi 

economic retrenchment there is no Tech II job to which 

Casebolt can be instated without violating the competitiv 

seniority rights of other miners under the collective bar 

agreement. 

^^7"in April 1983, the Tech II water sampling job was 

abolished and its responsibilities transferred to the 

Reclamation Department. I assume, therefore, that Archie 

Combs may also be driving a rock truck. 



Casebolt concedes, that he would have lost any Tech II 
surveying job he might have occupied in October 1982 when, 
for bona fide economic reasons, the job (then held by Mike 
Sheffel) was abolished. 18/ 

AS respondent points out, if business conditions result 
in a reduction in the work force the right to back pay is 
tolled because a discriminatee is entitled to back pay only 
for the period during which he would have worked but for 
the unlawful discrimination. Phelps Dodge Corp. v. NLRD, 
313 U.S. 177, 198, n. 7 (1941). Furthermore, back pay does 
not accrue to a discriminatee for any period after the date 
he would have lost his position because of lack of competi¬ 
tive seniority or the unavilability of work. NLRB v. 
Columbia Tribune Pub. Co,, 495 F.2d 1384, 1393 (8th Cir. 
1974). By a parity of reasoning, the courts have held that 

187 Because the undisputed facts show Casebolt was not 
technically qualified for a draftsman/mapping job and because 
I do not read his complaint or response to the pretrial 
order as alleging his disqualification for this job was 
tainted by any unlawful intent or motive to discriminate, I 
decline to entertain any suggestion that Casebolt is entitled 
to further protract these proceedings by being allowed to 
amend his complaint. Complainant's case has been gossamer 
thin from the beginning. I believe Mr. Casebolt has had his 
day in court, and then some,and that any further protraction 
of this matter would be unfair and vexatious to the respondent 
Because miners often have no professional guidance in the 
institution of pro se discrimination cases, it would be 
unjust to apply to them the sanctions ordinarily available to 
deter the filing of frivolous, unreasonable or groundless 
claims. If, however, a miner were to insist on pursuing a 
claim after it clearly appears to be frivolous, unreasonable 
or groundless the common law sanction for pursuing or 
continuing vexatious claims, i.e., claims pursued in bad 
faith may be invoked to deter abuse of the adjudicatory 
process. See Christianburg Garment Co. v. EEOC, 434 U.S. 
^12, 422 (1978); Roadway Express, Inc. v. Piper, 447 U.S. 
752, 766 (1980) . 



In Union Drawn Steel and MSP Industries/ the courts 
held the NLRB could~not order reinstatemen-t without a findin 
that there was v;ork for the discriminatees to do. Again in 
NLRB V. Federal Bearings Co. , Inc. / 109 F.2d 945 (2d Cir, 
1940), the court held that where depressed business condi¬ 
tions required a reduction in force an employer was not in 
contempt by failing to reinstate. In the same vein, was the 
Third Circuit's holding that a company cannot be required to 
reinstate employees for whom there is no work as a result of 
curtailment of operations for bona fide economic reasons. 
NLRB V. Wilson Line, 122 F.2d 809 (3d 1941) . And in NLRB 
V. South^ast^n~Pipeline, 210 F.2d 643 (5th Cir. 19547^1 the 
Fifth Circuit held that where the employee did not have the 
knowledge required for a new position created by combining 
two former jobs and had been given a transfer to another 
location at the same pay, reinstatement should not be 
ordered. 

The defense of unavailability of work to a claim for 
reinstatement was also upheld in NLRB v. Sterling Furniture 
Co. , 227 F.2d 521, 522 (9th Cir. 1955) . There The court heli 
that under the National Labor Relations Act, the remedial 
model for section 105(c) , it is well settled that an employe 
may refrain from reinstating a discriminates during a period 
when employment is not available for non-di .^criminatory 
reasons. Compare NLRB v. United Contractors, Inc., 614 F.2d 
134, 137-138 (7th cTrT 19807: 

Most closely in point, perhaps, is United Steelworkers 
of America v. Overly Mfg. Co, , 438 F. SuppT 922 (W. D. Pa. 
1977) . There the court refused to find an employer in civil 
contempt of a prior order of the court that directed rein¬ 
statement of a discriminatee to his job of draftsman with 
full seniority. The court upheld the defense of impossibili' 
of reinstatement upon a showing that the position no longer 
existed as well as a change of circumstances that would 
have rendered enforcement of the reinstatement decree 
inequitable. The facts showed that during the pendency of 

enforce the arbitral award and the appeals 
that followed the employer had transferred the discrimina¬ 
tee s 30b of journeyman draftsman from its Greenberg, 



The court found that while resolution of discriminate! 
right to reinstatement was not simple, the absurdity of 
ordering literal compliance with the order of reinstatemen 
in the light of changed circumstances dictated denial of 
the Union's petition. 438 F. Supp. 927. 

I am cognizant of the fact that the "make whole" 
remedy to which complainant is presumptively entitled embr< 
the use of constructive or preferential seniority. But th. 
is true only where complainant's plight is the result of 
wrongful discrimination. It does not justify catapulting 
Casebolt into a better position than he would have enjoyed 
absent the discrimination. 

Only if casebolt could show, as he cannot, that he is 
driving a rock truck because of the discrimination that 
occurred in July 1982 would this trial tribunal have juris¬ 
diction and power to abrogate Falcon's seniority system by 
slotting Casebolt into the system ahead of Turner and 
Hutchinson or displacing an incumbent. Ford Motor Co. v. 
EEOC; U.S. , 76 L. Ed 2d 721, 733-734, n. 22 (If 
Franks v. Bowman Transportation Co., 424 U.S. 747, 746, 
770, 778 (1976); W. R. Grace & Co. , _ U.S, _, 76 L. 
Ed 2d 298, 310 (1983). Unlike the EEOC this Commission is 
vested with power and jurisdiction to adjudicate discriminc 
tion claims and to impose sanctions that are enforceable 
the courts of appeals. But in the absence of a finding ths 
Casebolt lost seniority as a Tech II as a result of the 
discrimination assumed it would be inequitable and a viola¬ 
tion of the rights of innocent third parties to slot him 
ahead of them under the collective bargaining agreement's 
seniority provisions. Casebolt is now, as he was then, 
ahead of Sheffel on Falcon's company-wide seniority list an 
is now, as he was then, below Turner and Hutchinson. If a 
vacancy in a Tech II job occurs he can bid on it ahead of 
Sheffel and behind his two seniors. That is the agreement 
he bargained for. It was not affected by what transpired i 
July 1982. 
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merit either directly or laterally to a job that does not 

exist would result in an egregious form of featherbedding 

and an abuse of the equitable remedial powers conferred k 

the Act, 

Finally, if no relief is available by means of reins 

ment, back pay, or retroactive, constructive, or preferer 

seniority, it is suggested I award Casebolt "front pay." 

This term refers to the substitution of monetary relief i 

lieu of injunctive relief for identifiable victims of 

discrimination. it has been most widely used in cases wk 

discriminatees were wrongfully denied promotions because 

discriminatory hiring or promotion policies. Schlei and 

Grossman, Employment Discrimination Law, (2d ed. 1983), e 

1434-1436. In Franks v. Bowman Transportation Co., supra 

777, N. 38, 780-781, the Supreme Court declined Justice 

Burger*s suggestion to use front money as a substitute fc 

constructive seniority but found that under Title VII it 

was available as a remedy. Casebolt urges that in view c 

this I fashion a monetary remedy in lieu of reinstatement 

and thereby avoid infringing the seniority rights of othe 

miners. The difficulty is that Casebolt lost no opportur 

promotion or otherwise. At least not one that can be 

quantified. Front pay for a lost opportunity must be 

calculated on the basis of the present discounted value c 

earnings that are reasonably likely to occur between the 

date of the lost opportunity and the date of its realizat 

i.e., promotion, reinstatement, etc. See, Patterson v. 

American Tobacco Co., 535 F.2d 257, 269 (4th Cir. 1975), 

cert, denied, 429 U.S. 920 (1976). 

Because Casebolt lost no earnings or opportunity for 

promotion there is no basis for making a present discount 

value calculation of his claimed injury. 

Windfalls are not part of the "make whole" relief tc 

which a discriminatee is entitled. To award Casebolt 

monetary damages on some unspecified, unquantified basis 

would not just make him whole it would put him in a bette 

position than other miners who were bumped to the rock 

trucks for non-discriminatory reasons. 



suffering. At least not in this case. 

Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the motion for summary 

disposition be, and hereby is, GiJa^NTED and the captioned 

complaint DISMISSED. 

Jcfseph B. Kenfiedy 

Administrative Law Jui 

Distribution: 

Timothy J. Wilson, Esq., Attorney for Complainant, P.O. Box 

641, Hindman, KY 41822 (Certified Mail) 

Chadrick Casebolt, Rt. 1, Box 216, Campton, KY 41301 

(Certified Mail) 

George Brooks, Esq,, Falcon Coal Company, Inc., 1200 First 

Security Plaza, Lexington, KY 40507 (Certified Mail) 
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